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Chapter I

Introduction: On relations and obligations

The photo displayed on the front cover was taken on an early Monday morning in September
2008. It depicts civil servants during a typical Monday morning roll call. This photo was
taken on the assembly field adjacent to the mayor’s office in Kupang. However, photos of
similar roll calls outside government offices, schools, and police stations can be taken
throughout Indonesia every Monday morning. This roll call, although lasting no more than
fifteen minutes, exemplifies a key paradox that has spurred my research and analysis.
A little after seven o’clock, civil servants began pouring out of the mayor’s office and
parking lot to make their way to the assembly field while chatting, joking, and texting. The
field was lower than its surroundings and was unshielded from the sun, which was already
starting to make its scorching presence felt despite the early hour. A raised Indonesian flag
waved in the center of the field. Facing the field was a podium which did have a shield
protecting those underneath it from the sun. Approximately twenty civil servants in their
trademark khaki outfits walked onto the lower field. Meanwhile the department heads,
recognizable by the dark green and blue of their uniforms, gathered on the podium forming
orderly lines. Down below, more civil servants entered the field and slowly started to
organize themselves in neat rows as well. They formed separate blocks according to
department and stood in lines with their feet slightly apart and their hands on their backs. In
front of each block the head of a sub-department stood. Although over two-hundred civil
servants worked at the mayor’s office’s various departments, I only counted approximately
eighty after the last ones joined their colleagues on the assembly field.
At ten after seven, each sub-department head in turn stepped forward and loudly
proclaimed how many members of their respective departments were present. After this, a
male upper echelon civil servant dressed in dark-blue stepped up to a microphone which was
placed on the podium. The speaker praised the Department of Governance since an
impressive hundred percent of its work force was present at the assembly. He then scolded
the Department of General Affairs for its embarrassingly low turn-out. His speech quickly
turned to the importance of discipline. The ones that showed up for assembly should not
follow the bad example of those that were late or did not show up at all. They should not
follow the bad example of those that repeatedly call in sick for two days in a row, yet always
come in on the third day because another day absent would require them to hand in a doctor’s
note. They should not follow the bad example of those that leave during the day because they
have to take their kids, husbands or wives somewhere. The speaker spurred all civil servants
1

present at roll call to always make sure they are on time. The speaker then turned to work
ethics. He emphasized that all civil servants have to work in line with their predescribed tasks.
They have to work effectively, so the mayor’s decisions will be properly carried out. Not
laziness, but morality and ethics should guide the life of a civil servant. The speech continued
for a little while, stressing similar themes of discipline, obedience and work ethics, after
which another upper echelon civil servant on the podium took the microphone to lead
everyone into prayer until, with a few shouted commands from the sub-department heads not
unfitting the military, all civil servants stepped in line, turned around and casually walked off
the field.
Certain things about this roll call emerge as characteristic of civil service in Kupang.
There is, for instance, the display of hierarchical differences between upper and lower
echelon civil servants, which comes to the fore in the color of the uniforms worn, and
positioning on the field and podium. Furthermore, there is the strict adherence to proper
bureaucratic form: the lining up in neat rows per Department, the perfectly timed shouted out
attendance report, the exact fifteen seconds allotted to prayer, and the collective stepping
aside and standing at ease. Additionally, the speech given by the official speaking into a
microphone on the podium to the civil servants lined up below, and which brings to mind the
kind of lecture a parent would give a disobedient child, suggests an expectation of
subordination of lower level civil servants to their superiors.
Yet, as the photo shows, in the midst of this performance of bureaucratic propriety,
hierarchy, and subordination, some civil servants quietly chatted with each other, others
checked their phones, whereas again others sent text messages. This discrepancy between
form and content, or image and practice of the roll call, is also exemplified by the low turnout. Although attendance of Monday morning roll call is obligatory, only a third of the total
work force showed up. Besides a scolding during the speech, however, there would be no
consequences for the latecomers. Moreover, the other examples of behavior unbefitting a
civil servant mentioned in the speech, such as pretending to be sick or leaving the office to
pick up children from school, occur often but are never punished.
This Monday morning roll call illustrates a contradiction that continued to fascinate
me throughout my fieldwork in government offices in Kupang. This contradiction concerned
how to make sense of the discrepancy between the appearance of a well-organized, structured
and disciplined state and the everyday hustle and bustle of office life that in many instances
seemed to run counter to this appearance. Following current trends in state-society studies
which distinguish ‘state image’ from ‘actual practices’, I therefore ask how a state image of
wholeness and coherence is maintained when everyday office practices continuously
contradict this image. In answering this question, this thesis pays specific attention to corrupt
practices as an example of everyday office practices that contradict a ‘state image’ of
wholeness, and asks why corruption persists despite recent post-Reformasi changes in the
2

national-legal framework. As a part of this attention to corrupt practices this thesis,
furthermore, aims to refute an assumption, popularly held in Kupang’s discourse on
corruption, that ethnicity and ethnic favoring decide political-economic logics.
This dissertation, therefore, aims to look at the consequences of Indonesia’s postSuharto decentralization efforts as experienced in the government offices of the city of
Kupang, Eastern Indonesia. As such, it fits into current approaches to thinking about statesociety relations in social sciences that stress a focus on actual practices (as opposed to ‘state
images’). I focused on ‘actual practices’ by conducting an ethnography of bureaucracy in city
level government offices in Kupang. Because of this, this research also places itself in a long
tradition of thinking about ‘bureaucracy’ and, in particular, attempts to offer explanations for
certain ‘bureaucratic ills’ such as frustrating unintelligible procedures that make it impossible
to obtain services, and the ways in which corruption is often central in these procedures.
Such research is especially interesting in Kupang because of the great dependency of this
town on the ‘state’ for direct, indirect, and illegal/illicit income, and for formal employment.
Furthermore, according to Transparency International (2008), Kupang was Indonesia’s most
corrupt town, thus increasing its appeal as a location for research on corrupt practices.
Based on the findings of this ethnography of bureaucracy I want to consider three
fairly simple practical questions - how to become a civil servant, how to get a construction
project (as a way to look into broader state-business dynamics), and how not to become
governor (as a means of addressing more general state-politics relations). In answering these
questions I make use of Bourdieu’s concept of various sorts of capital (Bourdieu 1986). In
order to recognize how to ‘get things done’ in Kupang, it is helpful to look at the
accumulation and exchange of money, connections, and education. What this dissertation
hopes to show is that, first of all, the accumulation and exchange of capital that facilitates
‘getting things done’ hinges on the logic of reciprocal obligations that are implied in social
networks. Although this comes to the fore most clearly in family networks, I claim this same
logic is mimicked in other types of social networks. Secondly, ethnicity (a popular marker for
social differences) is analytically useful only insofar as it can be transformed into social
capital. Thirdly, ‘corrupt’ practices are actually facilitated by a well-disciplined adherence to
the form of bureaucratic procedures -or perhaps in a more Migdallian fashion, adherence to
‘state image’ (Migdal 2001).
Kupang and regional autonomy
Kupang is the provincial capital of the Eastern Indonesian province of East Nusa Tenggara
(Nusa Tenggara Timur –NTT). ‘Nanti Tuhan Tolong’ (God will help later) and ‘Nasib Tak
Tentu’ (Uncertain/Unfixed Fate) are some of the unflattering nicknames given to the
province –and not without reason.
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Map 1.1 Map of the East Nusa Tenggara Province

East Nusa Tenggara is among the poorest provinces of Indonesia. Its infant mortality rate is
markedly higher than the national average: approximately seventy deaths per 1000 live births
compared with forty. Educational standards are not nearly equal to those of ‘developed’
countries or the capital Jakarta (World Bank 2007). With regards to economic growth, the
eastern part of the archipelago lags behind the developments of the western part of Indonesia
resulting in a relatively high dependence on the state instead of other non-agricultural sources
of income which characterizes East Nusa Tenggara and its capital Kupang in particular.
Indeed, Kupang is a state dependent town par excellence –it is simultaneously the
administrative capital of the city of Kupang, the East Nusa Tenggara province, and –at least
at the time of fieldwork- of the wider regency of Kupang as well. 2 The state is the main
provider of jobs, the main source of construction projects, as well as the main stepping stone
to political careers and regional leadership positions. 3
The fairly recent implementation of regional autonomy has increased Kupang’s
decision making and money allocation power. In response to the cries for reformation
(Reformasi) and the severe monetary crisis that surrounded Suharto’s resignation from office
in 1998, Indonesia followed the international decentralization trend with vigor. Shifting from
2

At the end of 2007 the Regency decided to move its headquarters from the city of Kupang to the small town of
Oelamasi. New offices for the Regent and Regency parliament there were finished in 2010.
3
The role of the state in Kupang will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Two.
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being one of the world’s most centralized to being one of the world’s most decentralized
states, Indonesia’s decentralization efforts have understandably been labeled a ‘Big Bang’
(Hofman and Kaiser 2004). Logistically and technically, Indonesia’s decentralization efforts
have been considered successful. The implementation of direct district head elections that
accompanies regional autonomy since 2005, furthermore, has also provided reason for
optimism. For instance, examples from various locations in Indonesia have shown that the
electorate uses its newfound power to put favored candidates in office while throwing out
unpopular or corrupt incumbents (Mietzner 2006a; Mietzner 2006b). However, examples
from vote-selling practices (Choi 2004), and a rise in ‘entrance fees’ for civil servants since
the implementation of regional autonomy (Kristiansen and Ramli 2006) indicate that money
politics and corrupt practices are (still) flourishing. Henk Schulte Nordholt (2004) also
dampens expectations of a more transparent and democratic government by showing the
persisting importance of influential actors and patrimonial ties on a local level, the increased
means for regional elites to expand and maintain their networks, and the post-colonial
characteristics of a blurred boundary between state, society, and market. While
decentralization has not quite lived up to its ‘Good Governance’ democratic promise, it has
brought more money to the regions and in doing so has made access to the local state and
local state resources in places like Kupang –for jobs, projects, revenue- even more appealing.
This raises the question of how to obtain access to the state –or, in my more practical
phrasing- how to become a civil servant, how to get a construction project, and how to
become a district head, in order to better understand how the everyday office practices that
are the topic of this thesis are part of a more general social fabric in which reciprocal
obligations are embedded.
State and society
Asking how to gain access to the local state and local state resources in a town that is
characterized by state dependency in an era of regional autonomy requires one to turn to
theoretical discussions on the 'state' and ways to study it. The state, namely, has not been an
uncontested object of study for social scientists. One problem concerned the object itself:
what is the state if not just government or bureaucracy? Furthermore, the way 'state' relates to
'society' has long been a topic of discussion. Are there boundaries between state and society
and, if so, how are they constructed?
In postwar American social science an initial solution to this problem of studying and
thinking about the state was to abandon 'state' from social science vocabulary altogether as an
unhelpful ideological construct and replace it instead with 'political system'. However, this
more empiricist endeavor substituted the problematic ideological construct with a limitless
object of study, thereby still not offering a workable alternative to the study of the state
(Mitchell 1991: 76-80). As a response to this in the late 1970s the 'state was brought back in'
5

not just as a shift in focus from 'society' back to 'state' but, more importantly, as an attempt to
establish clear boundaries between state and society (see for instance Skocpol et al 1985). A
general assumption of such state centered theorists was that the state can be viewed as an
entity autonomous from society. Nevertheless, as Mitchell rightly points out, it is impossible
to pinpoint a clear line separating the two and it is exactly this elusiveness of a state-society
boundary that should be taken seriously (Mitchell 1991: 77, 83).
The pivotal turning point that prompted a new approach in studying state-society
relations and one that recognized the 'state' as both a material force and ideological construct
was a short essay written by Philip Abrams (1988). Instead of making a sharp binary
distinction between state and society, Abrams distinguishes 'state system' from 'state idea'. In
doing so he makes a clear distinction between the compelling idea of unity and coherence of
the state idea while also accounting for an everyday reality that seems incongruent with this
idea. Abrams two-tiered approach to studying state-society relations consequently influenced
a number of scholars (see for instance Mitchell 1991; Hansen and Stepputat 2001; Migdal
2001; Sharma and Gupta 2006).
Most notably, in an attempt to bring similar notions to the attention of a wider
audience of political scientists, Joel Migdal (2001: 15-16) also advocates a two-part
theoretical outlook on the state. As he puts it,
the state is a field of power marked by the use and threat of violence and shaped by 1) the image
of a coherent, controlling organization in a territory, which is a representation of the people
bounded by that territory, and 2) the actual practices of its multiple parts.

Similar to Abrams, Migdal therefore argues that we not only look at an image of wholeness
but also lower the level of analysis to look beyond the image of the state as a single
actor/entity and investigate the various actors within and outside the state that interact,
cooperate, and compete with each other -thus to take into account the actual everyday
practices engaged in by state actors that may contradict the state image of wholeness. Putting
Migdal’s ideas into practice, Sharma and Gupta (2006) trace a genealogy of modern and
(post)colonial conceptions of the state, and critically interrogate empiricist nation and
institution centered approaches to studying the state. Instead, they emphasize the different
shapes and meanings that states take on in particular contexts. Furthermore, apart from
emphasizing symbolical aspects of the state (as an image or idea) they also promote focusing
on the way the state works through everyday practices and representations, instead of
searching for an origin of a universal state.
For scholars working on the state in Indonesia, this new two-pronged research agenda
emerged with excellent timing. The sudden collapse of the seemingly strong and centralized
New Order state after the political crisis of 1998 left many academics puzzled and in search
6

of new ways to understand the state in Indonesia. During the New Order era it was common
to employ terminology such as 'bureaucratic polity’ (McVey 1982) and 'bureaucratic
authoritarianism' (King 1982) to depict a strong and effective military-dominated state with a
stronghold over society. Possibly the most influential depiction of state-society relations in
Indonesia is given in Anderson's essay 'Old State, New Society: Indonesia's New Order in
Comparative Historical Perspective'. In this essay Anderson breaks up the taken-for-granted
amalgam of nation-state in order to look at the way in which nation and state have related to
each other from the colonial era to the New Order period in the 1980s. The New Order
regime to him clearly embodies the 'representational' interests of state over society serving
mainly the power interests of state-qua-state (Anderson 1983). For a long time this image of
a strong Indonesian state, defending and strengthening state interests, dominated academic
thoughts on the Indonesian state. The 1998 sudden developments and their aftermath,
however, created space to doubt this assumed strength of the Indonesian state, to question the
use of an exclusive state centered approach, to move away from ideological images of the
state toward attention to actual state-practices, as well as to move away from center to region.
Furthermore, as Gerry Van Klinken and Joshua Barker (2009) show, not just the fall
of Suharto and subsequent processes of decentralization and democratization motivated novel
ways of thinking about the state. The two-pronged approach also offered a way of
overcoming the uneasy –and in hindsight exaggerated- separation between the two main
'storylines', grafted on the Weberian ideal types of the ‘modern bureaucratic state’ and the
‘traditional patrimonial state’, which for decades dominated approaches to studying the state
in Indonesia. The first ideal type emphasized a rationalization of state power and the rise of
the modern bureaucratic state 4, whereas the second focused on the ways in which politics in
Indonesia differed from modern-day politics in the West. 5 The realization that the ‘actual
state’ in Indonesia is spread quite thin (Van Klinken and Barker 2009: 23) shook the first
storyline, and the critical questioning within the discipline of anthropology of culture as a
meaningful bounded whole left the second one untenable. Instead, a two-tiered approach of
state-idea/state image and state-system/actual state practices offered a new and fruitful
analytical approach to state-studies in Indonesia. 6
This two-pronged approach to studying state-society dynamics is echoed in the main
paradox this dissertation addresses concerning how to make sense of the discrepancy
between the image of a coherent and controlling organization and everyday office practices
that contradict this image of wholeness. Initially, this dissertation focuses on the ‘actual
practices’ tier of this approach by zooming in on my three ‘how to’ questions among a
4

The abovementioned authors would fit in this line of thinking.
A line of thought that emerges, for example, in Anderson 1972; Geertz 1980.
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The best example of the current focus on the ‘actual practices’ tier is probably Barker and Van Klinken’s 2009
volume State of Authority: State in Society in Indonesia. Examples of scholars focusing more on the state-idea
part are Pemberton (1994); Barker (1998); Li (2007).
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particular state dependent social class, called the ‘political class’. 7 This reveals, as we will
see, that ‘getting things done’ hinges on the practice of family-like reciprocal gift-exchanges
which are embedded in Kupang’s social fabric. Ultimately, however, this dissertation aims to
relate the ‘actual practices’ tier to the ‘state image’ one to understand how a state image of
coherence and control remains in place despite practices that contradict or taint such an
image. Using Alexei Yurchak’s (2006) concept of ‘performative shift’ I argue that those
efforts that uphold and maintain a coherent state image also, unintentionally, facilitate a
continuation of the (corrupt) practices that contradict this image. In other words, I look at the
social practices that help maintain a state image of wholeness which, in turn, enables social
practices that counter that image. This dissertation thus addresses state-society relations not
by viewing ‘state’ and ‘society’ as distinct entities separated by an elusive boundary but,
instead, by focusing on the discrepancy and interrelatedness of state image/idea and social
practices.
Actual practices, corruption, bureaucracy
Soon after having arrived in Kupang in early 2008 I met with the mayor who graciously
granted me permission to conduct fieldwork in any government office under his jurisdiction.
He allowed me, in short, access to a desk and chair in any department for as long as I wished,
and also permitted me to conduct interviews with civil servants and join in everyday office
activities. Over the course of an initial ten-month and subsequent two-month fieldwork
stretch I spent time in the Departments of Governance, Information and Communication,
Human Resources, and Public Works, getting increasingly comfortable with my new
coworkers, office procedures, and –my main practical interest- how to ‘get things done’.
An unavoidable topic when trying to get acquainted with ways of ‘getting things done’
or ‘actual state practices’ in civil service in Kupang is corruption, or, rather, the Indonesian
trinity of corruption, collusion, and nepotism (Korupsi, Kolusi dan Nepotisme –KKN).
According to a 2008 Transparency International survey Indonesia ranks 126th on their
International Corruption Perceptions Index along with Eritrea, Ethiopia, Guyana, Honduras,
Libya, Mozambique and Uganda, that all have a rating of 2.6 on a scale of 10. 8 A Corruption
Perceptions Index was also made for cities within Indonesia. Kupang had the dubious honor
of being perceived as Indonesia’s most corrupt city of 2008.
Throughout this dissertation we will come across plenty of examples of what might
be termed ‘corruption, collusion, and nepotism’ in civil service and involving civil servants,
such as Regional Secretaries helping family members obtain civil service positions in
Chapter Five, employees of the Department of Human Resources threatening to delete the
names of applicants from the list of newly accepted civil servants if they refuse to hand over
7

‘Political class’ is a concept I borrow from Jacqueline Vel (2008). Exactly what political class means and who
it comprises will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Two.
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some ‘smoothing money’ in Chapter Three, and contractors including an informal fee for
Public Works employees in their calculations of the total costs of a project in Chapter Six. At
the same time, however, these examples are rarely referred to as KKN. All civil servants I
talked to condemned KKN practices. KKN clearly entails bad behavior, whereas most civil
servants did not consider it wrong to choose family members over other applicants when in a
position to hire new civil servants. On the contrary, not picking a family member was
morally disapproved of. Furthermore, offering some extra money before or after a
bureaucratic procedure –getting a permission letter, extending a visa, transferring motorcycle
ownership papers- was often explained as a polite way of saying ‘thank you’. When lucky,
offering some money might also help speed up long and tedious processes but, as will
become clear, it takes more than mere economic capital to secure bureaucratic successes.
This ambiguity of practices that might be labeled as KKN comes to the fore in the
many euphemisms surrounding money, such as those mentioned above. Money is never just
money, it is a ‘smoother’ (‘smoothing money’ - uang pelicin), a way of expressing
gratefulness (hence the expression ‘saying thanks with money’ – ucapan terima kasih
diuangkan), or something given under the table without attracting too much attention to it
(‘under-the-table-money’ – uang dibawah meja). Collusion and nepotism are, similarly,
frowned upon, whereas ‘helping out’ (membantu) or ‘returning a favor’ (balas jasa) to close
ones (kedekatan, kenalan, keluarga) is perfectly acceptable and understandable. KKN is what
other people do, involves lots of money, and concerns mainly ‘elites’, whereas their own
practices are expressions of giving thanks or helping out.
Corruption as I encountered in Kupang’s government offices was thus far from clearcut: Kupang is perceived to be Indonesia’s most corrupt town, yet no one is corrupt –merely
polite and helpful. It is, however, through trying to make sense of those ‘actual practices’
which not only seemed to contradict the state’s anti-KKN discourse which was tirelessly
repeated in pamphlets, on stickers in offices, and in Monday morning roll call speeches but
also seemed to go against an image of a strong, powerful, authoritative state, that it became
clearer how to ‘get things done’.
Trying to understand why corruption was not corruption thus proved helpful.
According to Daniel Smith (2007), however, anthropology has not concerned itself that much
with explicit studies of corruption. He explains this by the discipline’s long-time focus on
small-scale societies, by the time it has taken the discipline to ‘catch up to the changing
realities in the places we study’, and also by ‘anthropology’s emphasis on local rationalities
and cultural logics, and the largely sympathetic sensibility of anthropologists regarding their
subjects.’ What political scientists would thus label as corruption, is called ‘gift exchange’,
‘moral economies’, ‘reciprocity’ or ‘patronage’ (Smith 2007: 9-10). Despite this general lack
of studies on corruption, some literature on Africa does touch upon the intersection between
state, society, and reciprocal obligations that I have found intriguing. Peter Ekeh (1975) took
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the lead by distinguishing a ‘moral’ primordial public from an ‘amoral’ civic public, but
since then concepts such as patrimonialism (Bratton and Van de Walle, 1994), prebendalism
(Joseph, 1987), economy of affection (Hyden, 1980), politics of the belly (Bayart, 1993), and
soft state (Myrdal, 1968: Goldthorpe, 1975) 9 have helped to make sense of corruption,
relationships and reciprocity in state contexts. These examples, nevertheless, do lean towards
the traditional patrimonial ‘storyline’, described previously, used in Indonesia, which lost
popularity due to the cultural debates in anthropology in the mid-eighties, which is something
Smith also cautions against when stating that depicting culture as timeless or static clouds the
influence of social and historical structures as well as political and economic forces (Smith
2007: 6).
Smith himself takes a more nuanced approach to the study of corruption in relation to
state and reciprocal obligations, which is closer to my own focus on ‘actual practices’ (Smith
2001). He explores the social reproduction of corruption in the context of everyday instances
of patronage as they occur in networks of kin, community, and interpersonal association in
Nigeria. 10 Central to his analysis is the ambivalence between the reciprocal obligations of
kinship and the structures of power and inequality that characterize Nigeria. According to
Smith, relationships of duty and obligation, constructed by ideas on descent and kinship,
shape morality and behavior in everyday village life. These everyday reciprocal obligations
in kinship bonds also mean that those who accumulate wealth are expected to redistribute it,
thereby gaining recognition and prestige. Present-day patronage systems find their origin in
such hierarchical reciprocal ties and obligations that characterize kinship relations (Ibid.:
349-351). The legitimacy of power, therefore, rests, ‘in part, on the ability of patrons to
cultivate economic and political ties with their clients in a manner that evokes and recruits
the emotional bonds and moral obligations of kinship’ (Ibid: 360). In reference to the
exacerbation of ethnic politics, which processes of modernization and democratization give
rise to (as with Indonesia’s ‘communal conflicts’ mentioned below), he claims that ethnicity
as a political identity does not replace or become more important than other types of
allegiance, especially those with lineage and community of origin. Instead, ‘individuals are
able to hold many identities simultaneously, calling upon different levels of allegiance as
necessary,’ even though lineage, place of origin, and kinship ties remain important (Ibid.:
360).
Similar to my research, Smith thus stresses the importance of reciprocal obligations
within relationships that influence state-society dynamics. Furthermore, even though these
obligations are most clearly expressed in kinship relations, they are by no means restricted to
them. As such, ethnicity, instead of being something natural or self-evident, serves as yet
another means for forming networks –albeit hierarchical- in which reciprocal obligations and
9

For more elaboration see Osaghae (2006).
As a comparison it is interesting to note that Nigeria ranks 121st on Transparency International’s International
Corruption Perception Index with a score of 2,7 , which is only slightly ‘less corrupt’ than Indonesia: 2,6.
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expectations can thrive. Finally, Smith steers clear from explaining this interrelationship
between state, society and reciprocal obligations in terms of an homogenous meaningful
whole of culture –as the Indonesian traditional patrimonial ‘storyline’ would have it.
Therefore, as Smith interestingly shows –and as I hope to show- a focus on actual practices
enables detailed and nuanced analyses that ‘blur the boundaries between state and society’
(Gupta 2006) without having to make grand claims about culture.
Yet, most anthropological analyses on bureaucracy, state-society dynamics, and
reciprocity such as those mentioned above stem from Africa, India, or, as this one, Indonesia
–non-Western countries. Even though it is no longer in vogue in anthropology to refer to
bureaucracies (and states) in developing countries in terms of ‘failure’, ‘disease’, or ‘weak’,
as a digression from an ideal typical Weberian rational-legal state or bureaucracy,
international institutions still do. For instance, the IMF bailout of Indonesia after the
economic crisis of 1997 and 1998 occurred only under the strict condition of administrative
reforms founded on Good Governance footing, indicating a general assumption that there is
an ideal typical state and ideal typical bureaucracy that ought to be conformed to. Moreover,
since bureaucratic digressions are most often signaled in non-Western contexts
(Transparency International 2008) this also supposes that ‘the West’ most clearly conforms
to a Weberian rational-legal ideal-type, and that, perhaps, actual practices in ‘Western
bureaucracies’ reveal no blurring of state-society boundaries.
Literature on Indonesian bureaucracy tends to show similar tendencies of
distinguishing Western bureaucracies from those in ‘developing’ countries, and of assuming
state-society boundaries. Much of what has been written about Indonesian bureaucracy
concerns ‘wrongs’ within bureaucracy. Fagg (1958), for instance, noted the paternalistic
character of Indonesian bureaucracy, and Smith (1975) lamented its lack of productivity.
Conkling (1979) addressed the weak authority of superiors over employees in one article and
depicted civil servants as morally flawed and ruled by desire (nafsu) and self-interest in
another (Conkling: 1984). Buehler (2011), additionally, in a more recent article, discusses the
state’s ineffectiveness in catering to the needs of its citizens. Oftentimes, these bureaucratic
ills are explained in terms of differences between Western and Indonesian -or other
developing countries’- bureaucracies.
For example, Riggs (1964) presented his notion of ‘sala’ bureaucracy of the prismatic
society as an alternative to industrialized countries’ bureaucracies. Unlike Riggs, who did not
view sala bureauracy as an in-between stage from the ‘chamber’-type bureaucracies of
traditional societies to the ‘office’-type bureaucracies of industrialized societies, many
scholars did assume these ills were part of a transition or development towards a more
Western rational-legal type of bureaucracy. Conkling, for instance, questioned the legitimacy
of civil servants’ power in Indonesian bureaucracies, but took this for granted in Western
bureaucratic contexts (Conkling 1979: 543). To him, weak authority and legitimacy
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were, ’one of the most salient features of Indonesian bureaucratic organizations in contrast to
our own’, and he based his subsequent analysis on the assumption that Indonesia found itself
in the processes of rationalization in traditional societies (Ibid. 1984: 269). Smith also made
this distinction explicit when he suggested that incentives to increase productivity that work
in Western industrialized societies might be ineffective in Asian ones (Smith 1975: 732). Of
course, such viewpoints are also characteristic of the times in which they were written.
Because of this, the implicit assumption present in these writings that state and society are
separate entities is also not surprising. However, this tendency is still reflected in more recent
publications on Indonesian bureaucracy. Buehler’s (2011) recent work on state’s
ineffectiveness assumes the kind of state-society boundaries that, for instance, Van Klinken
and Barker (2009), advocating a ‘state image’ versus ‘actual practice’ approach, rally against.
Although much of the ethnographic detail of previous work on Indonesian
bureaucracy resonates with the ethnographic findings of this dissertation, the way in which
this dissertation hopes to build on and continue this body of work differs in two ways. First,
as discussed in more detail previously, this dissertation does not assume any boundaries
between state and society. Second, I do not want to continue the assumption of a difference
between ‘Western’ and ‘developing’ bureaucracies. This, then, opens up the opportunity to
view practices that take place inside offices or that are carried out by civil servants as part of
a more general social practice, in which -as I claim- reciprocal obligations are embedded, as
opposed to viewing them as endemic bureaucratic pathologies. Viewing corruption,
insubordination, weak authority, and failure to implement new rules and regulations as part
of more general social practices rather than as symptoms of a deviating Indonesian
bureaucracy, makes it possible to recognize similar practices in ‘Western’ bureaucracies, and
thereby question their adherence to an ideal typical Weberial rational-legal bureaucracy.
Modifications of assumptions of the Weberian rational-legal basis of Western
bureaucracies have certainly been made for a long time (see for instance Crozier 1964), but,
perhaps, most directly by Michael Herzfeld (1992). Herzfeld tackles the supposed, rational,
Weberian foundation of Western bureaucracies as a rationalization process in a move away
from a Gemeinschaft type of society in which status, custom, and patronage matter –as we
see so often in accounts of non-Western bureaucracy. He, instead, uncovers how notions of
blood and nation influence bureaucratic categorization. Ideas on inclusion and exclusion, as
well as a ‘secular theodicy’ that mystifies bureaucratic accountability all form the ‘symbolic
roots’ of Western bureaucracy. What is interesting about Herzfeld’s account are his claims
that Western bureaucracy is no less ‘symbolic’ –notions of race, nation, blood as a basis for
inclusion and exclusion; matters of luck or faith, secular theodicy, and practical ways of
‘getting things done’; resorting to use of various forms of capital- than non-Western
bureaucracy.
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Herzfeld thus illuminates the symbolic roots of Western bureaucracy and describes
practices that resonate with those I encountered in government offices in Kupang. Similarly,
I anticipate that my analysis of practices in Kupang will resonate with those in other
bureaucratic contexts –instead of merely being a description of the exotic, the far away, or
the ‘underdeveloped’. My focus on ‘actual practices’ thus led me to reconsider instances of
KKN as framed as acts of politeness in order to give back or help out, which then revealed an
underlying reciprocal current in which an opening up of relationships by means of gift-giving
as well as relying on expectations of reciprocal obligations within already established
networks matter. In trying to answer how to ‘get things done’ in Kupang I had to understand
how relationships are created and how reciprocal obligations and expectations implied in
networks make this creation of relationships important.
‘Belonging’ and creating relationships
When reading about Kupang, relationships are not necessarily portrayed as unproblematic or
peaceful. Inter-ethnic relations, in particular, are viewed as challenging. Whereas I wish to
emphasize the importance of creating relationships in getting access to the local state and
local state resources, popular discourse in Kupang frames appropriation of state resources in
terms of ethnic favoring, something I explore more in-depth in Chapter Three. Thomas
Didimus Dagang (2004), for instance, claims that Kupang’s ethnic heterogeneity makes for
ethnic preferencing in civil service. Everyday ethnic joking and stereotyping in Kupang,
which I encountered during fieldwork, additionally fuels suspicions that ‘ethnicity’ is key to
understanding social segmentation and access to the local state. Alo Liliwery, current Dean
of the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences of Kupang’s Nusa Cendana University, has
since long focused on problematic inter-ethnic communication in Kupang (1993), and argues
that inter-ethnic communication in Kupang is influenced by social prejudice resulting from
ethnocentrism which is present in all ethnic groups.
This framing of friction and discrimination in terms of ethnicity is not altogether
surprising in Kupang since the town has quite a remarkable ethnic and religious composition.
In contrast with most of Indonesia East Nusa Tenggara is largely Christian instead of Muslim.
Almost sixty percent of the Kupang’s population of approximately 300,000 inhabitants is
estimated to be Protestant, while Catholics make up approximately one fourth of the
population. Muslims form a 16 percent minority, leaving very small Hindu and Buddhist
populations (Kota Kupang In Figures 2010). Furthermore, even though the city of Kupang is
located on the island of Timor its inhabitants originate from all islands of East Nusa
Tenggara and beyond, resulting in an ethnically and religiously heterogeneous town.
The suspicions concerning problematic inter-ethnic (and inter-religious) relationships
seemed to be confirmed on the 30th of November 1999, the day of the ‘Kupang incident’.
This day was supposed to be a day of mourning in Kupang as a reaction to a series of
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violence that took place in the Ketapang area in the capital Jakarta. 11 Intentions were to
peacefully commemorate these recent episodes of violence in the capital by holding an
ecumenical service and halting all public activities (Human Rights Watch 1999). Before the
end of the day, however, four mosques had been completely destroyed and four others half
destroyed. Furthermore, twenty-three private homes, a Muslim boarding school, an Islamic
court office, four Islamic schools, three shops, nine restaurants, thirty cars and motorcycles
had also been devastated mostly in the Oesapa district of Kupang where many Muslim
immigrants lived (Tule 2000: 95; Li 2000). This outbreak of violence was depicted as ‘ethnic’
and seemed to confirm Liliwery’s prediction of the volatility of inter-ethnic relations in
Kupang. At first glance ‘ethnicity’ thus offered a self-evident and –at least to most in
Kupang- a satisfactory explanation for why the ‘Kupang incident’ took place.
As a part of one of this thesis’ aims to critically review ethnicity as a social marker
for processes of differentiation in Kupang, I, nevertheless, want to question the self-evidence
and naturalness of ‘ethnicity’, and the assumption of inter-group relations as problematic on
three accounts . First, when looking at Indonesia as a whole neither the Kupang incident nor
the Ketapang tragedy were isolated occurrences. In fact, Indonesia’s transitional period from
New Order rule to the post-Suharto era has been marked by an upsurge in conflicts that
appeared to revolve around ‘communal’ identities such as the ones that took place in Ambon,
West-Kalimantan, North-Maluku and Central Kalimantan, roughly between 1997 and 2002.
In an interesting analysis of these instances of communal violence, Gerry van Klinken
counters the popular conception that religious or ethnic frictions underlie these conflicts on
two accounts (Van Klinken 2005; Van Klinken 2007). First, he shows that all these
occurrences in some way involved an opening up of opportunities connected to the state on a
very local scale –something facilitated by recent processes of decentralization and
democratization (Van Klinken 2007: 82-99). Religion or ethnicity, in short, formed useful
tools for local middle classes to compete for profitable local political and administrative
positions that became available in the post-Suharto era. Second, the towns where these
conflicts took place generally were middle-sized provincial towns that were characterized by
high levels of deagrarianization and state dependency. The most unstable places of 1999 had
deagrarianized most rapidly, causing an influx of migrants into town who –due to lack of
industrialization- depended on state-related sources of income (Ibid: 38-44). 12 By discerning
structural factors that set the stage for the eruption of these occurrences of violence Van
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The Ketapang incident refers to a series of violence that took place in the Ketapang area in Jakarta, which
seemingly started as a fight between security guards of a gambling club and some thugs, but resulted in the
burning of several churches and thirteen deaths.
12
For instance, similar to the locations Van Klinken describes (2007), the East Nusa Tenggara province, of
which Kupang is the provincial capital, also ranks high on his ‘vulnerability to ethnic conflict’ index.12 In fact, it
displays equal vulnerability to Central Kalimantan and Maluku and an even higher vulnerability to ethnic
conflict than West Kalimantan ((Ibid.: 41-44). This means that Kupang –like those other towns- is also
characterized by high levels of deagrarianization and state dependency.
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Klinken convincingly deconstructs the naturalness or self-evidence of ‘ethnicity’ and
‘religion’ in these conflicts.
Additionally, explaining violent occurrences in terms of ethnicity fits into a wider
preoccupation with ‘belonging’. Like Van Klinken, Tania Li (2000), for instance, also shows
how ‘communal’ identities –which in her case refers to ‘tribal’ or ‘indigenous’ ones- have
risen to prominence in post-Suharto Indonesia, albeit in less violent circumstances. Li
addresses the articulation of collective indigenous identity in post-Suharto Indonesia by
comparing two, in many respects, similar locations in Central Sulawesi in an attempt to
understand why one of these communities, ‘see[s] themselves in the “indigenous peoples”
slot’ while the other does not. A particular historical trajectory, state programs, NGO activity
and moments of opportunity all form a conjuncture at which a positioning and articulation of
self-identification as ‘tribal’ becomes possible. Tribal or indigenous identity is therefore not
self-evident, but rather a contingent yet ambiguous outcome of various seemingly
unconnected global and local flows that collide and suddenly make ‘belonging’ prominent.
This preoccupation with belonging, furthermore, is not merely limited to post-Suharto
Indonesia. This understanding of ‘local’ forms of belonging as a global conjuncture has
proven to be useful in other regions as well. Peter Geschiere, for instance, uses it to explain
the appeal of the notion of ‘autochtony’ –to be born of the soil- in both Cameroon and the
Netherlands (Geschiere 2009). Decentralization, democratization, and the tenacity of the
nation-state converge in Western Africa in a way that makes the question of who ‘really
belongs’ prominent, whereas historical construction and political manipulation facilitate the
autochtony discourse in the Netherlands (see also Verkaaik 2010).
One paradoxical occurrence in a globalizing world of increased interconnectedness
thus seems to be a peculiar obsession with ‘belonging’ (Geschiere 2009: 1-2), which in
Kupang emerged most clearly in the form of the ‘Kupang incident’ and the way it was
consequently explained. However, from the ‘elementary structures’ underlying kinship
formation (Levi-Strauss 1969), to the character of ethnic boundaries (Barth 1969), to the
‘social fact of sides’ (Sahlins 1972: 189), questions of ‘belonging’, othering, boundary
formations between social groups, and of Us versus Them have always been fundamental to
the discipline of anthropology. Belonging, as Van Klinken, Li and Geschiere have rightly
shown, cannot be understood without recognizing the importance of structural influences and
conjunctures that facilitate the articulation of belonging. The question of who belongs,
nevertheless, also entails considering who does not belong –be it the Pygmee or the
‘allochtoon’ in Geschiere’s examples, or Muslims, Christians, and Dayaks in Van Klinken’s
examples (2005). ‘Belonging’ is thus not only a ‘conjunctural’ concept but also a relational
one.
As mentioned, however, relationships tend to be portrayed as problematic. In Kupang
this comes to the fore most clearly in the violent example of the Kupang incident –‘Christian
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locals’ opposing ‘Muslim newcomers’, but also shapes less violent examples, such as
communication between ethnic groups (Liliwery 1994), and –to return to my particular topicassumption concerning competition between ethnic groups in trying to get access to local
state resources (Dagang 2004). As Joel Robbins claims, most anthropological analyses that
address the role of relationships focus on, ‘the violence done in and through relationships,
and they are motivated by the question of what people can do to put an end to the
relationships that make their lives so bad’ (2003: 10). As he shows, this line of thinking is
heavily influenced by a Hobbesian model of politics that assumes individuals set on
maximizing own interests and pursuing personal gains. Countering this taken-for-granted
liberal model of politics in an attempt to rethink political anthropology, Robbins instead
proposes a Hegelian-inspired perspective in which political struggles focus on the formation
instead of on limiting of relationships (Ibid.).
It is this relational line of thinking, finally, that helps modify assumptions regarding
the self-evidence of ‘ethnicity’ and inter-group relations as problematic, and which, therefore,
will form a far more useful basis of analysis than one that presumes a Hobbesian model of
politics. The popular view in Kupang that relationships can best be viewed as problematic is,
namely, already refuted by its clearest supporting example –the Kupang incident I just
described. Unlike the instances of violence described by Van Klinken, the Kupang incident
did not drag on for a long period of time. In fact, after only one day of unrest the violence
dissolved, and Kupangese resumed their everyday lives. 13 Furthermore, as became
increasingly clear to me during fieldwork, when wanting to understand how to access the
local state and local state resources, not assumptions about relationships as problematic but a
focus on building relationships is imperative. Relationships in Kupang are useful because of
the reciprocal obligations and expectation implied in social networks. When wanting to know
how to become a civil servant, how to get a construction project, and how (not) to become a
district head it helps to look at the formation and consequent use of relationships. I do not
mean to dismiss the role of problematic relationships, ethnic or communal violence, or intergroup distrust. In fact, in this thesis I give ample space to claims concerning ethnic
differencing and ethnic preferencing. I merely wish to shift the focus on relationships slightly,
to emphasize the importance of trying to create and maintain relationships, and to take as a
starting point on relationships a question Robbins poses, ‘what kind of politics [do]
relationship-seeking people produce?’ (Robbins 2003: 10).
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Some scholars explain this in terms of the intrinsically peaceful ‘house-society’ that characterizes all peoples
of East Nusa Tenggara (Tule 2000). Such ideas about the intrinsically peacefulness draw on similar assumptions
regarding naturalness of ethnicity as those that claim inter-ethnic relations as inherently problematic (Liliwery
1994) and are, therefore, similarly unreflectively reifying.
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Capital, gift-giving, reciprocity
Of main importance with regards to my interest in the formation of relationships is that
relationships in Kupang imply reciprocal obligations. As we will see in Chapter Two this
comes to the fore most clearly in family circles in which, on the occasion of an important
life-event of a part of the larger family networks, contributions from other parts of the family
can always be counted on. But examples of gift-giving are found in any type of network in
Kupang and form an important key to answering my ‘how to’ questions. In Chapter Five, for
example, civil servant Anderius recalls how members of his extended family contributed
money in order to send him to high school in Kupang. In Chapter Three a mother plots a way
to help her son get into the local police academy by offering an academy official money. In
Chapter Four aspiring civil servant Valentino gets help from his influential uncle to ensure
his acceptance into an elite preparatory civil service academy.
I prefer to analyze processes of gift-giving and reciprocal obligations in Bourdieuan
terms of exchanging various forms of capital –economic, social, and cultural (Bourdieu
1986). 14 Bourdieu defines capital as, ‘accumulated labor (in its materialized form or its
“incorporated”, embodied form) which, when appropriated on a private, i.e. exclusive, basis
by agents or groups of agents, enables them to appropriate social energy in the form of
reified or living labor’ (Bourdieu 1986: 241). In short, economic capital refers to assets that
are immediately and directly convertible into money. Social capital relates to membership to
a group, it is the aggregate of the actual or potential resources, which are linked to possession
of a durable network. Cultural capital –institutionalized, objectified or embodied- refers to
non-material social assets such as knowledge, skills, education, and diploma’s. The
distinctions between the different kinds of capital are largely analytical, and can be blurred in
practice.
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Even though I wish to use Bourdieu’s concept of capital without stressing the concepts of ‘field’ and habitus
it should be mentioned that these are, in fact, relational concepts, and of most use when applied together.
Habitus can be viewed as the mediating connection between structure and agency. It’s the structuring
mechanism for social practices that originates from within the actor. Viewed as dispositions –either cognitive,
emotional or bodily-, they are acquired, mainly during childhood and structured by the social environment in
which they are acquired. Fields, additionally, are relative autonomous social universes that can be distinguished
from other such universes. A field is, furthermore, a relational space of positions and relations of power, thus
emphasizing the connectedness between actors that occupy positions in the field on the one hand, and the
cohesion between different forces in the field on the other. Positions and forces in the field are not just
connected, but their position and change in position also influence the positions of others, due to the ‘magnetic
logic’ of the field. Bourdieu referred to field as a ‘game-like’ structure -as a space of play or a space of struggle.
In Bourdieuan terms, this dissertation thus concerns the bureaucratic field in which the game ‘how to get access
to the state and its resources’ is played. How successful the participants of this game are depends on their
relationship to the relevant forms of capital. This view of field as a game-like structure in which constant
struggle takes place between differently positioned actors, and which is constantly in motion, closely resembles
the way Migdal presents his state-in-society approach in which he represents the state as a field of power in
which constant struggle over domination takes places among ‘loose coalitions’ (Migdal, 2001: 11-12, 16). Both
scholars talk about the field, and emphasize process and struggle.
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What is appealing about the concept of capital with regards to my interest in
relationships and reciprocal obligations is that they can be exchanged, converted into
different forms of capital, and accumulated –thereby enabling upwards social mobility into
the ranks of what Jacqueline Vel (2008) has called the ‘political class’. The examples given
above can, therefore, also be viewed as conversions of economic (money) and social capital
(influential uncle) into cultural capital (admission to a school). Furthermore, it is not too far a
stretch to use the concept of capital in Kupang -the various kinds of capital find its
resonance in very Kupangese vernacular. ‘Close ones’ (kedekatan),’acquaintances’ (kenalan),
and family (keluarga) are not incongruous with social capital, and ‘smoothing money’ (uang
pelicin), ‘saying thank you with money’ (ucapan terimah kasih diuangkan), and ‘under-thetable-money’ (uang dibawah meja) concord well with economic capital. These examples of
Kupang vernacular already imply the purpose of these kinds of capital as spending capital –
as something that ought to be converted. ‘Money’ only becomes ‘thank you’ or ‘smoothing’
money when it is part of an exchange, thus when it is converted.
Membership of the political class (Vel 2008), a concept which will be discussed in
more detail in Chapter Two, is greatly enhanced by the ability to extract economic resources
from the state. However, political class indicates social rather than economic stratification,
and, consequently, not only access to state resources but also the accumulation and exchange
of other kinds of capital are crucial for inclusion in this class. Therefore, a Bourdieuan focus
on forms of capital, and in particular his ideas on conversion, are important in understanding
the concept of political class: political class membership as a type of social stratification can
only be obtained and maintained through the accumulation and transformation of more than
economic capital. Finally, my preference for the use of capital is partly motivated out of
resistance against the ethnic categories and typologies that were pressed upon me during my
fieldwork. Weary of the reifying possibilities of ethnic categorization I propose to view
ethnicity, in the context of the questions addressed in this dissertation, as a possible source of
social capital.
Bourdieu is also quite attentive to reciprocity. In Outline of a Theory of Practice
(1977) he, for instance, delineates the importance of temporality in gift exchange and shows
how ‘manipulation of the tempo of the action’ opens up possibilities for strategizing
(Bourdieu 1977: 4-15). By doing this, he touches upon those aspects of reciprocity that make
the basic simple idea of gift-giving so attractive –namely the numerous complexities that can
be spun from it. However, Bourdieu’s ideas on gift-giving presume strategizing, which is not
quite what I want to emphasize. I agree with Bourdieu that strategizing and attempting to
manipulate situations in one’s favor matter. In Chapter Five, for example, I will address
young career civil servant Valentino’s shrewd planning of ways to use his ‘capital’ for
speedy advancement of his career. Yet, gift-giving is not merely, or even mainly, about
(individual) actors strategizing to move ahead in a bureaucratic ‘field’. Since gift-giving
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hinges on relationships and, more importantly, on the obligations that accompany
relationships and gift-giving, strategies cannot always form its most notable aspect.
This becomes clear, for instance, in Chapter Two in which I describe how family
obligations can be read from a ‘book of donations’ in which attendants jot down their
donations at family parties. Giving a donation to those throwing a party assumes the
recipients will reciprocate a donation at a future family party thrown by the donor. However,
if such an event never occurs the donations given will never be reciprocated. Some, therefore,
consider themselves greatly disadvantaged by these family obligations. Contractors discussed
in Chapter Six, furthermore, may offer a large percentage of informal fees to project
committees that are in charge of handing out construction projects, in anticipation of
possibilities for skimming off the total amount available for projects, but obligations to
Public Works officials and promises of ‘sharing the pie’ with fellow contactors in
combination with an added burden of having to pay off anti-corruption investigators leave
very little to be gained. Additionally, candidates for district head elections put a lot of money
and effort into becoming district heads, but, as Kupang’s mayor shows in Chapter Five, after
elections the implementation of government and personal reputation are greatly threatened
due to unwise promotions of department heads –as a thank you for given support during
election time, and to unreturned favors to connections –causing relationships to go sour.
Therefore, I want to shift the focus in gift-giving from Bourdieuan strategy to a Maussian
attention to obligation while still maintaining Bourdieu’s concept of capital.
When Mauss first introduced his essay on the gift in 1925 he partly wrote against a
utilitarian liberal conception of individual man selfishly struggling to maximize personal gain
(Douglas 2002: xiii-xxi; Robbins 2009: 46). Reflection on gift-exchange had almost
disappeared from the writings of European thinkers from the end of the Napoleonic period to
the end of the First World War, although gift-giving practices had been written about before
then. In its stead, utilitarianism and liberalism took hold of Western thought. Interestingly,
Liebersohn (2011) recently showed that gift-giving never wholly left Western thinking. Not
only the ‘critics of modernity’ who propagated ideas of indigenous peoples as selfless
communitarians acknowledged gift-giving 15, but even the most committed supporters of the
liberal tradition could not do without the gift entirely. 16 Nevertheless, gift-giving practices
remained virtually hidden in post-Industrial Revolution Western thought until Mauss picked
it up and made the principle of the gift –the obligations to give, to receive, and to reciprocateexplicit in a move away from individual self-interests to the importance of social relations
(Mauss 2002 [1954]: 16-17).
Mauss convincingly portrays gift-giving as something that exceeds a mere economic
transaction, and that should, rather, be viewed as a ‘total social phenomenon’ (Ibid.: 3),
15
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involving the social, the religious, the political, honor, and reputation. He found support in
the works of early anthropologists. Malinowski’s work on the kula in Melanesia, for instance,
provided Mauss with a perfect rebuttal of views on gift-giving as merely commercial trade,
since the clear playing out of the three-part rhythm of obligations in the kula ring signaled an
importance of maintaining social ties and the closed system of obligations over economic
transaction or gain (Malinowski 1984 [1922]). Boas’ work on the extreme example of giftgiving of potlatch in the American Northwest, furthermore, shows how honor -which can
only be obtained by outdoing rivals in lavish displays of giving away wealth- is tied into giftgiving practices. Potlatch thus buttressed Mauss’ ideas on gift-giving as a total social
phenomenon.
Sahlins, however, warns not to view reciprocity solely as balanced, an ‘unconditional
one-for-one exchange’ that opens up and maintains relationships (Sahlins 1972: 190). Sahlins
argues that although it might be tempting to view reciprocal exchange in terms of mutual
benefit, reciprocity –in contrast to pooling- assumes sidedness, and the existence of two
parties (Ibid.: 189). Balanced reciprocity, as a kind of equal exchange, is but one form on a
continuum between generalized reciprocity and negative reciprocity, respectively altruistic
transactions that require no return and attempts to obtain something without giving anything
unpunished. The most interesting analyses of reciprocity can be made at the intersections
between the digressions of balanced reciprocity, social distance, rank and material goods.
The closer the social distance, the more reciprocal actions lean towards generalized
reciprocity. I, for instance, recall being scolded by my research assistant when attempting to
include a small amount of ‘thank you’ money in the fee I paid a clerk at the Immigration
Office who had helped with my visa extension. The clerk was a close cousin of my assistant
and they had lived in adjacent houses during their childhood. Handing him ‘thank you’
money was not only unnecessary, it was also a grave negation of the closeness between him
and my assistant. Had the clerk solicited any extra money from me he would have committed
the faux pas of negative reciprocity to someone close, whereas he would have transgressed
the least had he asked someone socially more distant (Ibid.: 200-202).
In relation to rank, the kind of reciprocity between those of higher and lower rank
similarly lean toward the generalized end of Sahlins’ continuum (Ibid.: 204-210). Those of
higher rank are supposed to generously distribute. This has interesting implications for those
wanting to achieve higher rank. As Sahlins states, ‘to be noble is to be generous …[and]… to
be generous is to be noble’ (Ibid.: 207). Economic generosity can therefore be a ‘starting
mechanism’ in order to obtain rank and leadership (Ibid.: 207; Gouldner 1960: 176-177).
This is best exemplified during East Nusa Tenggara’s first direct gubernatorial election in
which the Golkar Party candidate expends vast amounts of money in order to re-imagine
himself as a Timorese king with all status, grandeur, and connotations of tradition that
accompany it, as a way to increase his attractiveness to the electorate as a potential
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governor. 17 Sahlins’ addition of the role of rank, social distance, and a continuum of
reciprocity to Mauss’ ideas opens up space to think about inequality, and has implications for
class and hierarchy. To briefly refer back to Bourdieu, in order to get ahead in the
bureaucratic field it helps if one can start off with a lot of capital as a ‘starting mechanism’.
Economic capital –in the form of possessions- is also tied into reciprocity in a more
phenomenological view on gift-giving, which facilitates thinking about inter-class dynamics
even more. My discussion on reciprocity so far in terms of Mauss’ principle of gift-giving
and Sahlins’ schematic continuum of reciprocity emphasizes reciprocity as a system.
However, taking a more phenomenological view of exchange as a form of mutual recognition
also adds valuable insight to thinking about reciprocity (Robbins 2003; Robbins 2009: 47).
Joel Robbins (2009) addresses the similarities between Mauss’ theory of reciprocity and
Hegel’s theory of recognition. Central to Robbins’ comparison is the Hegellian assumption
that mutual recognition is the basic condition of subject formation and sociality. This mutual
recognition is achieved following a three-part sequence, which involves the giving, receiving,
and returning of recognition, and which is closely tied to the posession, use, and –most
importantly- exchange of property, not unlike Mauss’ three-part rhythm of reciprocity. In this
view, the exchange of material goods is fundamental in the creation of personhood through
mutual recognition, as it is in creating long lasting relationships (Robbins 2003: 16-17:
Robbins 2009: 46).
These similarities addressed by Robbins between Hegel’s theory of recognition and
Mauss’ theory of reciprocity have some important implications for gift-giving, especially
when considering exchange relations between the ‘haves’ who make up the political class
and the ‘have nots’ outside it, as we will see in Chapter Seven. A ‘pure gift’ or generalized
gift, instead of being charitable or something that accompanies high rank, can also be seen as
a refusal to recognize. The gubernatorial candidate discussed in Chapter Seven who visited a
local market days before the election to hand out IDR50,000 bills to market vendors could
aspire to be a generous patron who ‘recognizes’ the market vendors and will take their
wishes and complaints to heart. He could just as well be out for their recognition of him (and
their votes) without any intentions of mutual recognition or mutual reciprocation. As we will
see in Chapter Three, furthermore, the Muslim coalition party that supported Kupang’s
mayor during elections never saw their ‘gift’ of support reciprocated, which is not just an
example of ‘negative reciprocity’ but also a refusal of the mayor to fully recognize the
personhood of his former supporters.
I ended the last section with Robbin’s question regarding what kind of politics
relationship-seeking people produce. As a start, I would propose the kind of politics that
assumes an importance of gift-giving, since through gift-giving mutual recognition and
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See also Appendix 1.
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mutual reciprocity can be achieved, and thus civil service jobs may be attained, construction
contracts gotten, and district head positions reached.
State image: adhering to form as creating meaning
My methodological approach of focusing on the ‘actual practices’ tier of the two-pronged
Migdal (2001) inspired approach to studying the state by conducting an ‘ethnography of
bureaucracy’ in Kupang led me to appreciate the significance of creating relationships, and to
see how ‘getting things done’ hinges on reciprocal obligations and expectation implicit in
such relationships. This focus, however, also revealed that some of those practices involved
in obtaining a position in civil service, getting a construction project, and becoming a district
head closely rub against KKN or corrupt practices. Despite these seemingly contradictory
practices, a Migdallian state image of coherence and unity remains unscathed. This, therefore,
still leaves some unease as to how the ‘actual practices’ tier relates to the ‘state image’
or ’state idea’ tier of this approach. Merely stating that an image of coherence, strength and
unity is maintained, despite seemingly contradictory corrupt practices encountered in local
government offices because these practices make so much sense when understanding the
embeddedness of reciprocal obligations in Kupang’s social fabric, is somewhat
unsatisfactory. I instead propose a stronger relation between state image and actual practices,
and claim that it is precisely those efforts that uphold and maintain a coherent state image
that, unintentionally, enable the (corrupt) practices that seem to contradict this image. To
explain this I wish to draw on Alexei Yurchak’s (2006) attention to the interrelatedness of the
‘performative’ and ‘constative’ dimensions of speech and public discourse as helpful in
offering a language through which to grasp the interesting paradox of ‘corrupt’ actual
practices and an appearance of a coherent state image.
Yurchak describes how during late Soviet socialism a ‘performative shift’ took place,
by which the performative dimension of authoritative speech and discourse became far more
important than its constative meaning. To illustrate this, he describes how a participant of
Komsomol meetings in the 1970s and 1980s would spend meetings reading books, yet would
not fail to raise his/her hand automatically whenever votes had to be taken, all the while
unsure and uncaring what was voted on. In other words, this participant adhered to the
general form of an authoritative discourse ritualized in a meeting, without engaging with its
meaning (Ibid: 24-25). Participation in the reproduction of form became increasingly
important in all sorts of ritualized acts, such as meetings, speechwriting, and propaganda
painting. Of key importance is that while the constative meaning of the discourse repeated
and reproduced in performative acts lost importance, this did not render such ritualized acts
empty or meaningless. Rather, these performative acts enabled various new and unexpected
meanings unrelated to the constative meaning of authoritative discourse. Thus, for example,
the performance of form enabled Komsomol members or office workers to maintain the
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kinds of professional and personal relations necessary to engage in the kinds of activities that
are important and meaningful to them and to live, what Yurchak calls, a ‘normal life’.
To sketch the theoretical context of Yurchak’s ideas, the terms ‘performative’ and
‘constative’ were originally coined in linguistics by John Austin (1999) to distinguish
‘constative utterances’, which are used to state facts, from ‘performative utterances’, which
are statements that perform an act or do something in the world. Austin’s work on
performatives and constatives has been expanded outside the field of linguistics. For instance,
Judith Butler (1993) draws on Austin and Derrida’s (1977) work on performatives in the
context of ritualized practice and discusses how subject formation is enabled by a constant
reiteration of embodied norms, that is through repeated performative acts (Butler 1993).
Cautioning against a tendency to suggest that the reiterative structure of norms either
consolidates or destabilizes a particular regime of discourse Saba Mahmood, furthermore,
emphasizes that agency –reiterability- cannot be equated with resistance (Mahmood 2005:
17-22). Yurchak similarly emphasizes the repetition of ritualized acts as important for
understanding performativity. It seems to me, however, that the role of repetition or
reiteration in performative acts differs for Yurchak, and Butler and Mahmood. Whereas for
Butler and Mahmood the repetition of performative acts facilitates the continuous shaping of
subjects or the maintaining of continuity as opposed to resistance, repetition for Yurchak can
result in a drifting apart of the performative and constative dimensions of an act, or what he
calls a ‘performative shift’. Instead of constantly maintaining a (gendered, classed, or
religious) subject, repetition opens up a space for new meanings, thus enabling other,
unanticipated outcomes. One such outcome is the performative shift Yurchak claims
significantly contributed to the fall of the Soviet Union. Another outcome, I will argue, is the
continuing corruption despite the performance of adherence to new laws and regulations that
will be discussed in this dissertation.
Drawing on this line of thought, I am arguing that a similar ‘performative shift’ can
be seen in Indonesia. The repetition of the performative dimension of authoritative discourse
is very recognizable in an Indonesian context –just walk by any school or government office
to see the rows of uniformed students and workers while flags are raised and Pancasila is
recited. I want to suggest that, similar to Yurchak’s late-Soviet Russia, this has also led to a
greater adherence to the performative dimension of the discourse (appearance of adherence to
form), rather than to the constative dimension (actual adherence to regulations) in Indonesia.
What is taken from the authoritative discourse is the importance of proper form –appearance
of formality, not its constative meaning. The form of authoritative discourse is reiterated and
reproduced in office performances, such as roll call, elaborate office procedures and routines,
office documents, thereby giving an appearance of adherence to the authoritative discourse
while losing its constative dimension. At the same time, however, the reiteration of form also
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enables new meanings and practices which are unrelated to the constative meaning of the
discourse.
Doing research
This study is based on ethnographic fieldwork conducted in Kupang between July 2007 and
December 2009. In line with my research school’s approach, this thesis is largely
ethnography driven. My emphasis on the importance of relationships, therefore, also stems
from my fieldwork. In fact, relationships decided the course and direction of this research
from the start. When I arrived in Kupang in February 2008 I initially stayed at the house of a
family where I had already stayed the previous year while conducting preliminary fieldwork.
I hoped to be able to carry out fieldwork inside government offices and to join whatever
‘actual practices’ might take place in Kupang’s civil service. However, I estimated my
chances to ‘get in’ slim at best. Previous research experience in Indonesia had taught me
about the notorious impenetrability of Indonesian civil service, especially when lacking a
suitcase full of official letters of permission carrying official looking stamps and signatures.
Much to my good fortune, however, it turned out that the son of the household, who had still
been in school during my previous visit, now worked as the mayor’s aide-de-camp. He
proposed to introduce me to the mayor and to try and get him to consent to my presence in
Kupang’s city level government offices. After a brief introduction and conversation, the
mayor agreed to let me carry out my research in all offices under his authority, and allowed
me to occupy a desk and chair in any department of the city of Kupang’s administration.
I decided to spend time in different departments instead of merely staying in one in
order to have a broader base for comparison. Nevertheless, in order to allow myself plenty of
time to get immersed in everyday office activities, and for my new coworkers to get used to
me, I stayed in each department for approximately two months. I chose to stay in four
departments in total –Governance, Information and Communication, Human Resources, and
Public Works. The first three departments are all located in the same building which also
houses the mayor’s own office. I picked these sites, on the one hand, in order to have three
similar sites from which to compare interviews and observations, and, on the other, in order
to become a familiar face in the building. After the first six months I moved to Public Works
in order to test ideas that had come up during my fieldwork in the first three departments.
The Department of Public Works is known as a ‘wet’ department, meaning a place ‘flooded’
with money, and, because of that, as a very corrupt department. In order to see how important
networks and reciprocal obligations are in obtaining state resources in Kupang’s civil service,
I thought it best to move to a department through which most state resources flow. The
tender that took place during my stay there, furthermore, helped provide insights into
Kupang’s state-business dynamics. I already knew the first East Nusa Tenggara gubernatorial
elections would take place in 2008. Therefore, I had also planned to follow these elections
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during my stay as a means to look into state-politics relations. I followed the elections with
the help of a PDI-P political party member and a group of assistants from local university
Nusa Cendana. We gathered newspaper clippings, conducted around two-hundred semistructured interviews with voters, participated in campaign rallies, and joined in party cadre
trainings. In many ways, the elections research was a research in its own and differed
markedly from my ethnographic research in the departments, which hinged on ‘hanging out’
from early morning to mid-afternoon, chatting and joking with civil servants.
My research interests of ‘how to get things done’ quickly turned to touching upon
sometimes sensitive topics, such as corruption. Although research methods offer plenty of
possibilities to address threatening questions in structured or semi-structured interviews 18, I
found interviews most useful when wanting to get non-threatening information, when
wanting to talk to upper echelon civil servants, and as a way to get familiar in a new
department. Sensitive topics only emerged after having spent some time in a new department,
and mostly came up in casual conversations. I cannot overemphasize the role that patience,
humor and an ability to chit-chat have played in moving from formal conversation into
discussing moral dilemmas concerning whether to hire a niece due to family expectations or
to stick to office rules and hire the most qualified candidate, or whether to follow the boss’
orders in giving a project to a certain contractor or to dismiss that contractor because of
administrative mistakes.
Talking about corruption, possible corruption, suspected corruption, or what might be
interpreted as corruption was not something I could assume my informants would be willing
to do with me. I found the term corruption, or more precisely KKN, greatly unhelpful in
figuring out how my informants resolved their encountered moral dilemmas. First of all,
KKN is part of a larger institutional post-Reformasi anti-corruption discourse -a distant
concept seen on TV, on stickers, and in newspapers, but not a concept that has direct
relevance to one’s own actions. Secondly, my respondents associated KKN with ‘bad’
behavior. I have not met informants who considered their various reasonings for dealing with
dilemmas as containing morally reprehensible considerations. As mentioned above, when
actions digress from office rules this was because of ‘helping someone out’ or because
‘saying thank you with money’ is a polite way to reciprocate a service. In my attempts to
address the tension between the apparent adherence to form of bureaucratic propriety amidst
practices that seemed to contradict this form, I therefore refrained from using moralizing
terms such as corruption and KKN when addressing dilemmas. I did not consider it my role
to be moralizing. I was merely interested in finding out ‘how to get things done’, thus how
my informants reasoned about their actions and resolved their moral dilemmas.
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Such as changing the wording, open-ended questions on self-administered questionnaires (Russell Bernard
2002: 33-35, 55), projecting the question on a non-present third party.
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When assessing my own access to local state resources in Kupang in terms of capital,
since this is my analytical tool of preference throughout this thesis, the son of the household
where I initially stayed proved to be a most valuable kind of social capital. No doubt cultural
capital, the pursuit of a PhD degree in the Netherlands, and perhaps symbolic capital as some
sort of prestige derived from my status as a ‘Westerner’ and ‘researcher’ helped in obtaining
the mayor’s permission to conduct research. Nevertheless, as an anthropologist from a former
colonizing country, in my mid-twenties, female, unmarried, and in pursuit of a PhD degree,
trying to participate in government offices in Kupang where upper echelon civil servants are
mostly middle aged, male, with vast life and work experience, I did find myself in a peculiar
web of power- and status relations. The largest drawback of my composition of capital was
that it was difficult to get into the small circle of the office elite, which consisted mainly of
older men. Although I managed to establish good relations with a small number of
department heads, joining official upper echelon meetings, accompanying heads on business
trips, or having informal dinners or drinks with upper echelon civil servants remained limited.
The biggest advantage of my available capital, on the other hand, which proved greatly
useful in answering my research questions, was my access to family lives and, in particular,
to family parties. Being young, blonde and female I was the perfect accessory to show off
during large family gatherings. 19 As stated before, this study is largely ethnography driven.
This analysis of ‘getting things done’ in government offices in Kupang is therefore also the
result of the sites, situations, and informants that my particular composition of capital
allowed me to access.
In order to protect the anonymity of my informants, I have changed their names. Only
in those instances that I discuss certain upper echelon civil servants or other public figures
that are well-known and easily traceable even if I would try to conceal their identity, do I use
informants’ real names.
Organization of dissertation
The aim of this dissertation is to analyze state-society dynamics, by considering how a state
image of wholeness and coherence is maintained when everyday office practices often
contradict this image, in post-Suharto Indonesia, after the implementation of regional
autonomy and direct district head elections from inside government offices in a provincial
town thousands of kilometers away from the capital Jakarta. Using three fairly simple
questions as a starting point I hope not only to give an impression of everyday life inside
local bureaucracies, but also to address some stickier issues such as corruption, ethnic
favoring, muddy business deals, and dirty politics. In doing this I will draw on the various
concepts addressed in this chapter. Chapter Two serves as a welcome to Kupang. By taking
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During one particularly big wedding party the daughter of the house where I stayed pulled me aside at a
certain point and ordered me, while whispering loudly in my ear, to stay close and sit at her family’s table, so
everyone could see I was ‘their’ white person (bule).
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the physical development of the town as a starting point I show how Kupang has developed
from a town based on ethnic segmentation to one based on a very specific type of class
segmentation –that of a state dependent ‘political class’ (Vel 2008). This chapter also shows
the importance of reciprocal obligations and how they are played out in family networks.
Chapter Three, then, addresses the question of how to become a civil servant and looks, in
particular, at the role of ethnic favoring in bureaucracy. Once accepted into civil service, both
‘career’ and ‘content’ civil servants go through strenuous training before full acceptance into
civil service. The techniques used to discipline ‘proper’ civil servants –and just what ‘proper’
civil servants are- is the topic of Chapter Four. Successful disciplining, nevertheless, also has
some unintended consequences that help continue some of the bureaucratic ills
administrative reforms are trying to erase. These consequences and how civil servants
manage conflicting rules will be discussed in Chapter Five. After having spent some time
among lower- and upper-level civil servants and learning about intra-office rivalries and
dilemmas, Chapters Six and Seven address state-business and state-politics dynamics. In
Chapter Six we will follow various contractors and Public Works officials during a tender
and see how anti-corruption regulations and inspections appear to only add to abuses in the
construction sector. In Chapter Seven we turn from intra-political class dynamics to
relationships between political class and non-political class members. We will see how the
political class manages the changes brought about by the implementation of direct district
head elections during the first ever gubernatorial elections in East Nusa Tenggara, and, in
particular, find out through candidates’ attempts to obtain votes from non-political class
members how not to become governor. Finally, in the conclusion I will assess how useful my
relational approach, emphasis on reciprocal obligations, and eschewing ethnicity has been,
and if –perhaps- Kupang’s civil servants and government offices can offer valuable insights
to KKN practices in other Indonesian settings, and, perhaps elsewhere.
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Chapter II

A divided town: State, class, and family

One of the first things to strike a newcomer upon arrival in Kupang is the overwhelming
physical presence of the state. A short motorcycle ride from the airport to the old center of
the city will inevitably lead one past enormous majestic government buildings: the
impressive city parliament on El Tari II street, the multiple storied Department of Finances,
which is the tallest building in Kupang, the majestic governor’s office and, subsequently, his
official residence, the big police station and the military base located in the old Dutch fort in
the center of the city. A closer look at street images of Kupang, furthermore, will lead one to
see the many small governmental offices that can be found among the houses and shops
throughout Kupang. City level administration counts no fewer than three hundred and fifty
five government institutions.
The ‘state’ is thus a very visible presence in Kupang. This visible pervasiveness of
the state is echoed in a more general state dependency. The ‘state’ provides the vast majority
of the city administration’s revenue, is the main provider of (formal) employment, and the
main source of direct, indirect, and illegal/illicit income. Most importantly, however, this
pervasiveness of the state also influences social stratification in Kupang. The ability to
extract economic resources from the state, namely, enables the formation and maintenance of
what Jacqueline Vel has called a ‘political class (2008). Although political class indicates
social rather than economic stratification, access to state resources is crucial for inclusion in
this class. Conversely, lacking access to state resources plays an important role in exclusion
from this class. Popular discourse (see for instance Liliwery 1993; Dagang 2004) holds that
ethnicity is central in processes of social differentiation. I argue, instead, that this (exclusive)
access to state resources forms the main marker of social differences. This chapter and the
next argue against the popular ‘ethnicity’ storyline and, in particular, against the idea that
ethnicity is a useful analytical tool for looking at processes of differentiation. This chapter
aims to do that by looking at the physical lay-out of the city. I will use characteristics of the
physical city itself as a vignette for looking at Kupang’s social fabric. A comparison between
the physical lay-out of Kupang during colonial times with present-day Kupang shows that,
even though Kupang started out as an ethnically segmented town, its current lay-out reveals
the physical segmentation of a ‘political class’, which is closely tied to state resources. We
will stay within the physically and socially segmented confines of this political class for most
of this dissertation until we return to questions of interaction between political class members
and non-political class members in Chapter Seven.
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The visibility of the development of a class-based segmentation in the physical
landscape of Kupang, is not only a post-colonial development and should be seen as a
continuation of previously existing urban class segregation. Freek Colombijn (2010) claims
that historians have been giving too much attention to the importance of ethnicity in colonial
times at the expense of social class (Colombijn 2010: 13). After careful analysis, Colombijn
concludes that urban segregation in Indonesian cities before decolonization was based more
on income disparities –class- than on ‘ethnicity’ (Ibid.: 73-102). The ethnic homogeneity of
‘ethnic’ neighborhoods in colonial times can thus be questioned and, therefore, Kupang’s
initial ethnic segmentation should be taken with a grain of salt and not be viewed as too rigid.
Nevertheless, as mentioned, the assumption that ‘ethnicity’ matters –characterizes
social friction (Liliwery 1993) or influences informal favoring in civil service (Dagang
2004)- is a popular one in Kupang. Because of this I want to focus on the physical city and
consider what the development of post-colonial new residential areas says about social
stratification. On this more urban anthropological endeavor I loosely use Setha M. Low’s
concept of ‘divided city’, which hints at processes of social, economic, and political
segregation that find material resonance in the city (Low 1996). 20 For familiar examples, we
can think of the separation of ‘West’ from ‘East’ through the Berlin Wall, the production and
perpetuation of racism and racial segregation through American ghettos, or the classconnotations of ‘up-town’ and ‘down-town’ (Ibid: 288-389). I thus want to see how physical
divisions in Kupang are telling of social differentiation. This approach leads me to the claim
that the development of new residential areas shows the physical separation of an emerging
political class. Class, not ethnicity, is helpful in understanding social stratification in Kupang.
However, most of the cities Low draws upon in her various images and metaphors
(Ibid.: 387-399) concern sizeable US cities (for instance Portes and Stepick 1993; Goode and
Schneider 1994; Keith and Cross 1993; Wacquant 1994; Abu-Lughod 1987; Holston 1989;
Davis 1992). 21 In a provincial town with approximately 300,000 inhabitants such as Kupang,
there is no rigid segmentation between classes -whether in residential areas, at work, or in
social interaction. It thus occupies an interesting niche between the Gemeinschaft of small
villages and the Gesellschaft of larger metropoles (Tönnies 1963[1887]). The ‘divided city’
of more rigid class relations thus gives way to a ‘divided town’ in which class is a permeable
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In the past, urban anthropology has challenged anthropology at large by, for instance, countering structuralfunctional assumptions of homogenous, stable and bounded populations. A focus on cities, furthermore, also
spurred new ways of thinking about social relations and social interactions –for example, that urbanization does
not entail a breaking down of kinship relations (Brettell 2000: 130). Criticism that arose in the 1970s,
nevertheless, claimed that urban anthropology appeared to focus more on an anthropology in cities rather than
on an anthropology of cities (Gulick 1975; Fox 1977; Jackson 1985). As a response, a number of scholars began
to question notions of cities as homogeneous and similar entities, and engaged in studies of cities in their
particular contexts (Brettell 2000: 130-131; Rollwagen 1975; Smith 1975). This move towards a focus on an
anthropology of the city thus opened up the possibility to look at the particularities of cities and the way they
are shaped by their own, social, cultural, historical and economic trajectories.
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Only under the images of ‘gendered’, ‘sacred’ and ‘traditional cities’ does she refer to cities outside of the
United States, which are still sizeable cities (for instance Levy 1990; Lynch 1996).
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concept, social stratification is shaky, and social mobility hinges on the exchange of various
forms of capital (Bourdieu 1986). Even though the physical segmentation of a state
dependent political class suggests a strong social segmentation as well, the new residential
areas are not ‘Berlin Walls’ or gated communities. In fact, in provincial town Kupang
everybody pretty much knows everybody else and –with a bit of effort- can probably even
discern some kind of family or in-law connection to everybody else. This is of interest to us,
since –as we will see in subsequent chapters- in Kupang every connection is potential ‘social
capital’ that can be called upon for favors or support. This logic of reciprocal obligations
implicit in social networks is crucial for understanding social mobility in Kupang. This
comes to the fore most clearly in family circles, therefore, to exemplify the shakiness of class
and the role of capital in social mobility, I will zoom in on reciprocal obligations in family
networks and, with the help of a case study, show how reciprocal obligations in family
circles facilitate upward social mobility. A look at the physical development of Kupang thus
reveals boundaries between political class and those excluded from it, but also shows that
class relations are far from clear-cut and hinge on reciprocal obligations within social
networks. The kind of ‘class’ that is most helpful to look at social stratification in Kupang is
therefore Vel’s concept of political class.
Political class
The kind of class segmentation I discuss is a social rather than an economic one.
Nevertheless, this class derives its income mainly from state resources. Because of this, it is
useful to look at state-related class thinking in a more economic sense before looking at the
concept of political class more closely, also because a more economic conception of
‘intermediate classes’ has inspired the In Search of Middle Indonesia research program of
which this project is a part.
To start with, the concept of intermediate classes provides a way of looking at a
considerable group of people that are dependent on the state for an accumulation of capital.
Originally coined by Michael Kalecki (1972) in relation to Egypt and Indonesia’s transition
to mature capitalism, intermediate classes are characterized by a lack of contradiction
between labor and capital, as opposed to the classical Marxist conception of class. His
intermediate class is an entrepreneurial class consisting of, for instance, self-employed small
farmers and civil servants. The latter can be considered self-employed de facto due to income
derived from bribes and fraud. Intermediate class accumulation is tightly connected to the
State due to this class’ capital constraints and imperfect markets. Therefore the interests of
these intermediate classes coincide with state capitalism (Kalecki 1972: 163). In order to
understand the direction and pace of development it is the intermediate classes, instead of the
monopoly capitalists, that are most influential.
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Barbara Harris-White (2003) recently found the concept of intermediate classes, after
its adaptation to the Indian context (see Jha 1980; Khan 1972), still useful in understanding
the workings of India’s informal or black economy. Looking at the State as a structure of
accumulation at the local level, she reveals the role of the State in creating informal markets.
State-society boundaries are thus not rigid, but rather, ‘(t)he keys to an understanding of the
local State … are the plurality of state forms and the meshing of State and society …’
(Harris-White 2003: 100). The intermediate classes are therefore to be understood as an
economic class consisting of a hotchpotch coalition of, among others, small entrepreneurs,
local bureaucrats and small-scale manufacturers that are all, to a large extent, dependent on
the ‘state’ for profits. In terms of stratification on a national level the intermediate classes are
challenged by large-scale capitalist enterprises and a central state favoring a more neoliberal
take on capitalism, but in the provinces these classes dominate the economic strata.
As we will see in the next section, provincial Kupang lacks a thriving trade-,
industrial- or manufacturing sector. The (central and local) state is the main source of
revenue and income, therefore the ‘state’ is the main structure of accumulation at the local
level. This unique economic dependence on state resources influences social stratification
and facilitates the emergence of what Jacqueline Vel has termed a ‘political class’ (Vel 2008).
In the neighboring island of Sumba Vel studied the role of the state in class formation. In an
age of regional autonomy Vel observes the coming into existence of a separate social class,
which derives its income mainly from the state, whether through formal salaries, state
assigned projects, or informal means (Vel 2008: 16). This class, dubbed ‘political class’, due
to its connections to state resources and its ability to influence political decision making
processes, consists not merely of those with formal ties to the state but also encompasses
others with the capacity to appropriate state resources such as businessmen, retired officials,
and family members of those with formal state positions (Ibid).
For the sake of clarity and due to the prominent role the political classes play in this
dissertation it is important to address some key concepts Vel uses to illuminate the concept of
political class and its place in (Sumbanese) social stratification. As said, the political class
encompasses everyone who obtains revenue and income from the state, be it through salaries,
state-issued projects, or via informal means (Vel 2008:52). This entails upper- and lower
civil servants, contractors with government contracts (virtually all contractors in Kupang) as
well as politicians. A small part of the political class consists of the political elite (Ibid.: 16).
While the political class as a whole is motivated by their own economic and social security,
the smaller political elite distinguishes itself by its steering capacity with regards to
government policy, control over resources and power interests (Ibid.). 22 Most of the civil
servants, contractors, and politicians described in this dissertation are members of the
22

That only the political elite, and not the political class as a whole, is characterized by this steering capacity,
control of resources, and own interests has been confirmed to me by the author (personal communication ,
22/06/2011).
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political class but do not, or not yet, have the steering capacity that characterizes the political
elite. As political elite I consider district heads, those upper level civil service officials
strategically planning getting ahead, and certain major contractors with the capacity of
manipulating the size of the budget and projects of the Department of Public Works.
Outside of the political class Vel distinguishes two other groups, the political public
and the tani class. The political public finds itself outside the political class and political elite,
is generally educated, is not dependent on the state for economic resources, and has other
possible means of influencing regional politics. Journalists, NGO employees –‘civil societyare part of the political public (Ibid.: 149). Finally, the tani class comprises those people who
consider themselves to be too low in status to exercise any kind of political influence. As
such it is an emic term, and includes not only farmers (tani), but also unemployed who
describe themselves as tani. In Kupang, minibus drivers, market salespeople, newspaper
vendors, and motor taxi drivers come to mind as members of the tani class. 23
The political class thus forms the top layer of society and is tied together by an
economic dependence on the state. In this sense, economic capital is crucial. However, as Vel
shows, success in Sumba depends on more than economic capital. Political leaders (members
of the political elite Vel focuses on most) owe their success to their ability to accumulate,
exchange and transform various forms of capital drawn upon from different normative
spheres -be they cultural, religious, economic or political (Ibid.: 10-13). Therefore, a
Bourdieuan focus on forms of capital is important in understanding the concept of political
class: political class membership as a type of social stratification can only be obtained and
maintained through the accumulation and transformation of more than economic capital. In
this sense, although at times dealing with the same people, such as civil servants, in similar
conditions of economic state-dependence Vel’s concept of political class proves to be a more
helpful way of looking at class relations in Kupang than Harris-White’s concept of
intermediate classes.
Important in the transformation of one type of capital into another is reciprocity. As
Vel notes, ‘reciprocity is crucial in the Sumbanese way of thinking’ (Ibid.:16). How
reciprocal obligations influence the accumulation and transformation of capital within the
political class is central to this dissertation. This dissertation therefore mainly focuses on the
political class and the extent to which the political class is embedded in a society in which
reciprocal obligations and expectations play a part. What is emphasized most strongly,
consequently, is the role reciprocal obligations play in processes of inclusion into political
23

It is, however, important to note the volatile and dynamic character of the political class. Instead of something
inherited, class-membership becomes inherently unstable: class membership can be obtained and consequently
lost. Retired government officials and their wives can still be a part of the political class due to persistent good
ties and influence, but a lower-level civil servant employed for twenty years might not. A minibus driver with
influential relatives might be considered a member of the political class. The daughter of a Department Head
who dropped out of school pregnant and got married off might not be or no longer be a political class member,
whereas his wife probably is.
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class as well as internal strife. Its role in processes of exclusion –of the political public and
the tani class, however, will be touched upon in Chapter Seven.
A state in stats
In the introduction I touched upon the visible overwhelmingness of the state. Let us now look
at the importance of the state in Kupang’s economy, since access to state resources is
imperative for inclusion in the political class and, simultaneously, for the exclusion of those
outside it. I present two different indicators to suggest Kupang’s relatively high dependence
on the state in terms of finances. First, I consider the most important sources of income the
city of Kupang has, which are part of the city’s Regional Budget Revenue and Expenditure
(Anggaran Pendapatan dan Belanja Daerah). This indicates Kupang’s heavy reliance on
intergovernmental fiscal transfers in order to finance its own expenditures. Second, I look at
the Gross Regional Domestic Product as an indicator of the market value of all final goods
and services produced in Kupang. This shows that a remarkable proportion of Kupang’s
GRDP is raised by state services. I will thus look at financial state-dependence in terms of
both the city’s income as well as the composition of the city’s economy. Because a relative
high dependence on state resources is not uncommon among Indonesia’s regions. I will also
compare Kupang to three other cities from the In Search of Middle Indonesia research
program –Pekalongan in Central Java, Cilegon in Western Java, and Ternate in North
Maluku. Similar to Kupang these towns form regional hubs rather than major cosmopolitan
metropolises or small villages, and are comparable in terms of number of residents. A
comparison between Kupang and these similar cities underlines Kupang’s relative financial
dependence on the state, be it central or regional, even more.
Table 2.1 presents an overview of the most important sources of revenue that make
up a city’s total income per city. 24 To finance their own expenditures local governments have
two major sources (Murniasih 2007; Brodjonegoro 2004). The first is Own Source Revenue,
which comprises various types of taxes 25 and charges on public services, such as building
development rights, piped water distribution, and garbage collection. The second important
source of income concerns intergovernmental fiscal transfers, which are money flows from
central government to local governments and which are intended to equalize vertical
imbalances between local and central governments as well as horizontal imbalances between
the different local governments. These intergovernmental fiscal transfers consist of three
parts. Revenue sharing is a channeling back of revenue obtained by the central state from
24

For a complete overview of all the components that make up the Budget for Regional Revenue and
Expenditures (APBD) per province, regency, and city in Indonesia for 2010 see the website of the Directorate
General of Financial Imbalance (Direktorat Jenderal Perimbangan Keuangan) of the Ministry of Finance:
http://www.djpk.depkeu.go.id/datadjpk/72/.
25
But notably not the most profitable kinds such as Personal Income Tax or Property Tax which are raised by
central government and then partly channeled back to the regions via the revenue sharing component of
intergovernmental fiscal transfers.
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certain types of taxes and from natural resources. Although the central state legally receives
the revenue from these sources, it nevertheless partly returns this through revenue sharing. A
high level of revenue sharing, therefore, indicates relative economic prosperity and/or
abundance of natural resources, whereas a low level of shared revenue points to economic
lagging and/or lack of natural resources. Another kind of intergovernmental transfer consists
of General Allocation Fund (Dana Alokasi Umum –DAU). This equalization fund aims to
balance the horizontal and vertical discrepancies in fiscal capacities as a result of low Own
Source Revenue and insubstantial income via revenue sharing, and is meant to provide each
local government with the financial means to provide minimum standard basic services for
residents. Money from DAU is spent mostly on civil service salaries. Although DAU funds
are (still) received by every region, the third type of intergovernmental fiscal transfer, Special
Allocation Fund (Dana Alokaso Khusus –DAK), is only given to regions with a serious fiscal
deficiency. DAK funds are meant specifically to balance inter-regional imbalances and are to
be spent on health, education, infrastructure, and reforestation (Murniasih 2007;
Brodjonegoro 2004).

Middle Indonesia towns/
Sources of revenue 2010
(*million rupiah)
Kupang
absolute
relative
Pekalongan
absolute
relative
Cilegon
absolute
relative
Ternate
absolute
relative

Total revenue

Own Source
Revenue

General
Purpose
Grant

Special
Purpose
Grant

Revenue sharing
(taxes + natural
resources)

476,148
100

40,033
8.41

340,862
71.59

31,014
6.51

27,619
5.80

383,654
100

38,186
9.95

266,793
69.54

20,788
5.42

26,644
6.94

598,204
100

138,393
23.13

279,128
46.66

X
X

105,941
17

433,302
100

31,010
7.16

281,285
64.92

24,654
5.59

51,905
11.98

Table 2.1: Comparison of the main sources of revenue for Middle Indonesia’s towns

To assess state dependency with regards to cities’ total income it is important to
compare the non-state related sources of income (Own Source Revenue and revenue sharing)
to state-related sources of income (DAU and DAK). Compared to the other Middle Indonesia
towns Kupang has a relative low amount of Own Source Revenue. Only Ternate has less
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income from taxes and public service charges. 26 Furthermore, out of these four towns,
Kupang has the lowest relative income through shared revenue, which, as mentioned
previously, indicates a lack of natural resources and a lagging economy. Unsurprisingly, with
17 percent, industrial town Cilegon boosts the most impressive level of shared revenue
income. Even more telling, Kupang is also the only city in this comparison whose shared
revenue income is lower than the amount of DAK received. In fact, in Kupang DAK and
DAU funds form an absolutely and relatively bigger part of the city’s total income than in
any of the three other cities. Although DAU funds are received by all local governments and
generally form the main source of cities’ income 27, as mentioned previously, DAK funds are
only given to regions with a serious fiscal deficiency. When looking at its major sources of
income Kupang is thus characterized by a lack of own sources of income (through natural
resources, direct taxes, or taxes through revenue sharing) and a dominance of state funding
(reliance on DAK and DAU), even more so than comparable Middle Indonesia cities.
As a second indicator used to assess financial state dependency we turn to the size of
Kupang’s economy and the role of the state as expressed in Gross Regional Domestic
Product. Again, I compare Kupang’s GRDP with that of the other Middle Indonesia towns,
as shown in Table 2.2. GRDP is divided into three major sectors -agriculture, industry sector,
and service sector, and represents the market value of all final goods and service produced in
a region. Therefore the composition of a city’s GRDP shows which sectors contribute to its
overall produced value. Especially interesting with regards to assessing the role of the state in
Kupang’s local economy is by zooming in on the service sector and the relative contribution
made to GRDP by government sector services. A relatively high contribution by this sector
indicates a lack of non-state contributors to a region’s economy and therefore a relatively
stronger financial dependence on local state resources.
Table 2.2 shows that the vast majority of Kupang’s GRDP stems from the service
sector. This is not dissimilar to the GDP of ‘Western’ economies, with the exception that
Kupang’s service sector is dominated by government sector services instead of private sector
services. Over two-thirds of Kupang’s service sector services consist of government sector
services, and less than one-third of private sector services. This means 18.22 percent of
Kupang’s GRDP stems from the local state. Kupang’s reliance on the service sector,
therefore, does not indicate a shift to a private sector service economy, but rather a lack of an
industry sector and a high dependence on state resources.

26

This low level of Own Source Revenue is not unusual in Indonesia, since it consists of taxes raised from
hotels, restaurants and so forth. As a consequence certain regions with specialized revenue raising report high
Own Source Revenue whereas many other regions do not. As an example, the Own Source Revenue per capita
in municipalities/cities in Bali in 2007 was 71% higher than that of those in East Nusa Tenggara (Murniasih
2007: 13-15).
27
In 2006, for instance, the national average for municipalities/cities in 2006 was a DAU percentage of 74% of
the total budget (Murniasih 2007).
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GRDP/Middle Indonesia towns

Kupang (2009)

Pekalongan
(2008)

Cilegon( 2009)

Ternate (2009)

agriculture
% of agriculture to GRDP
industry sector
% of industry sector to GRDP
service sector
% of service sector to GRDP

205 680.48
5.11
747 877.68
18.56
3 075 524.14
76.33

257 096.79
7.97
1 174 127.24
36.41
1 793 395.30
55.62

444 553.25
2.22
12 947 868.77
64.8
6 589 707.61
32.98

120 257
14.42
108 767
13.04
604 820
72.54

specification service sector
services
% services to GRDP
government sector services
% government sector to GRDP
private sector services
% private sector to GRDP

1 078 054.89
26.76
734 228.83
18.22
343 826.06
8.54

418 889.06
12.99
345 742.90
10.72
73 146.16
2.27

340 476.67
1.70
X
X
X
X

149 306
17.91
X
X
X
X

total GRDP

4 029 082.30

3 224 619.33

19 982 129.63

Table 2.2: Comparison of Gross Regional Domestic Product of Middle Indonesia’s towns

833 844
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When comparing Kupang to Pekalongan, a batik manufacturing city, for instance, we
see that the majority of Pekalongan’s GRDP still comes from the service sector, namely
12.99 percent, but notably less that Kupang’s. Pekalongan leans more towards the industrial
sector, and in particular towards manufacturing. Manufacturing contributes a whopping
20.04 percent to Pekalongan’s GRDP, but only 3.18 percent to Kupang’s. When we include
Cilegon, an industrial town, we see that only 1.70 percent of its GRDP stems from service
sector services, thereby indicating a very small contribution from the local state through
government sector services. Instead, Cilegon’s economy is dominated by the industry sector:
it contributes 64.80 percent to Cilegon’s GRDP. Manufacturing alone produces over half the
city’s GRDP (56.12 percent). Having a mere two water companies, twenty-three eating
facilities, eighteen wood processing shops, and four textile shops, Kupang is no match for
this industrial giant. In Ternate, agriculture forms a larger contribution to the GRDP than in
the other cities, but the service sector still takes up most of its economy. Nevertheless, the
relative contribution of the service sector services as a whole (17.91 percent) is still smaller
than that of Kupang’s government sector services.
In short, both in terms of sources of revenue and size of the local economy, Kupang
shows a relatively heavy reliance on (central and local) state resources. The comparison with
three other Middle Indonesia towns indicates that this state dependency is strongest in
28

For a more detailed specification of the regional incomes of these four towns see Kota Kupang in Figures
2009; Kota Pekalongan Dalam Angka 2009; Cilegon in Figures 2011; Kota Ternate Dalam Angka 2010.
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Kupang due to a lack of revenue generating possibilities from industries, agriculture, private
sector, or natural resources. For current purposes, it is important to note, first, that the type of
class this financial preponderance of the state facilitates is a state dependent political class.
Furthermore, due to the insignificance of other economic resources the accumulation and
exchange of capital of members of this class is unlikely to be threatened. Finally, for those
outside the political class, access to state resources becomes an important way of gaining
membership. Similar to Vel I therefore suggest that appropriation of state resources enables
the coming into being of a ‘political class’. Social stratification in Kupang, as in Sumba, is
better explained in terms of access to the local state than in terms of ethnic segmentation,
ironically even more so after the neo-liberal inspired implementation of regional autonomy.
A close look at the lay-out of Kupang supports this formation of a state dependent political
class and shows how, from the colonial era onwards, ethnic segmentation has ceased to
characterize physical segmentation, while a political class has visibly carved out its separate
geographical spaces in the city.
Seeing a state
As we have briefly seen in the introduction, this prominence of the state in the city’s
economy is reflected in a very visible pervasiveness of the state. This, however, does not
mean that the state is equally visible in all of Kupang. It also does not mean that the political
class characterized by its exclusive access to state resources is equally present everywhere.
Before we move to the urban spaces carved out by the political class it is important to note
that the most fundamental spatial division in Kupang is not one between the ‘haves’ ( general
political class) and the ‘have mores’ (political elite part of the political class) but, rather,
between the relatively affluent urban inner core and the poor semi-rural periphery. Most of
the poor, the tani class, in Kupang live in the town’s rural outskirts, districts Alak and
Maulafa, whereas most of the rich live in or near the densely populated old town, such as the
western part of districts Kelapa Lima and Oebobo, and the inner edges of districts Alak and
Maulafa (see Map 2.1). 29
29

The richest sub-districts are found in district Kelapa Lima. Sub-district LLBK, for instance, has an estimated
83 percent of household that are ‘well-to-do’ (mampu), and Merdeka approximately 85 percent. Kelapa Lima as
a whole has an estimated percentage of poor household of under 30 percent. The poorest sub-districts are found
in district Alak in the southeast of the city (see Map 2.1). In sub-district Nunbaun Delha, for instance, only
around a quarter of the households are classified as well-to-do, while over 35 percent as classified as very poor.
Alak reports a total percentage of poor households of over 40 percent. Districts Oebobo and Maulafa in the
center and southeast, by contrast, have estimated household poverty rates of 30-36 percent and 37-39 percent
respectively (Badan Pusat Statistik 2006). This is not surprising. The easternmost part of Kelapa Lima is known
as kampong Cina - the Chinese area. This area counts as the economic heart of Kupang with many little shops
offering items varying from clothes through imported beauty products and motorcycles. Even though the new
Flobamora mall in district Oebobo might be a more prestigious place to buy goods, kampong Cina is favored
because of its perceived cheaper prices. The impression that driving around the southern parts of districts
Maulafa or Alak leaves is indeed that the area is more sparsely populated and that it lacks the impressive big
government buildings, shops, little restaurants and internet cafes of the center, but not that it is strikingly poorer
than other areas of Kupang. In fact, some of the city elites have taken up residence here such as in the private
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Map 2.1: Kupang’s four districts (with inner urban core marked) indicating levels of poverty

It is, nevertheless, these ‘haves’, and the physical spaces they inhabit in the city that
we turn to. The rectangle drawn in Map 2.1 roughly depicts the old town and its surroundings,
the area where most of the haves are to be found. This is also the area where the ‘state’ is
most visible. One way of looking at the importance of the state in Kupang, namely, is by
literally seeing it. To underline this physical pervasiveness of the state in this area I present
three maps of Kupang below. The first depicts Kupang as it is without marking any specific
areas. The second shows Kupang with the administrative offices of city, regency and
provincial civil service blackened out. The third gives an impression of the city without the
‘state’. Not only are the government offices blackened out, but also all building, areas and
infrastructure dependent on the presence of the state.

residential area of BTN Kolhua. For the richer inhabitants of Kupang the outskirts of the town offer space and
views not found closer to the city center and, since they own cars, they can still reach any destination in Kupang
quickly and easily. When looking outside these private residential areas in the poorer districts of Alak and
Maulafa one does encounter the occasional wooden huts with palm-leaf roofs, as is the case in most of Kupang.
Even the poorest sub-district, however, offers large concrete houses covered in shiny tiles with overhanging
roofs supported by pillars. Similarly, small dwellings with palm leaf roofs can still be found in the richest subdistrict.
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Map 2.2: Kupang’s urban inner core

Map 2.3: Kupang’s urban inner core with centers of government

Map 2.4: Kupang’s urban inner core without a state

Civil servants’ residential areas are gone. The hotels, which thrive more on civil service
training courses and seminars than on tourism, are gone. Some of the banks have disappeared,
39

since they mainly accommodate civil servants. The biggest shops in Kupang –selling
motorcycles- have vanished: the majority of people able to get credit at a motorcycle dealer
get it on a civil servants’ paycheck. The smaller shops are gone –who but civil servants have
the extra cash to splurge on unnecessary commodities? With many office areas, residential
areas, and shopping areas gone, many of the roads disappear as well. This map, therefore,
serves to illustrate the extent to which Kupang’s physical lay-out is influenced by a physical
presence of the state
Without the state, not much is left of Kupang’s population as well. At city level
administration Kupang employs 6.326 civil servants (NTT In Figures 2010). When adding
the number of civil servants of regional and province level government also working in
Kupang the total number of civil servants is closer to 18,000, or approximately fifteen
percent of Kupang’s labor force. 30 However, keeping in mind that not just civil servants are
dependent on the state for resources but also others, such as temporary government
employees, businessmen, family members and so forth, the part of Kupang’s population
dependent on the state becomes much bigger. I estimate that the political class comprises
close to half of Kupang’s population of 299,518 inhabitants. In comparison, the tani class
makes up approximately one-third of Kupang’s population. 31
Not surprisingly, a ‘state image’ of unity, strength and coherence (Migdal 2001) is
thus constantly encountered when moving through the town. Even when not in the direct
vicinity of a government building of some sort it is hard to escape state images. The ‘state’
leaves a visible imprint in other ways as well. Civil servants in their recognizable khaki
uniforms form a visible and very mobile example of state presence that makes it hard to ever
completely forget about the ‘state’. Early in the morning dutiful husbands dressed in khaki
give their khaki-clad wives a ride to their offices. Throughout the afternoon khaki-clad
couples can be seen on their way back home. Around lunch time little road-side food stalls,
cheap, and fancier restaurants get inundated with a flood of civil servants on their lunch
break. The khaki uniforms do not necessarily come off after work hours: I was told by
neighbors, for instance, of a young man who was so proud of his civil service status that he
kept his uniform on even after coming home from work. He would even wear it on Sundays.
Another anecdote relayed by my neighbors was that an additional occasion outside the office
environment to wear the government uniform for a young man is when asking his girlfriend’s
parents for her hand in marriage. No parent-in-law would turn down a suitor who so clearly
30

See NTT In Figures 2010. Although the regency has moved its administrative center and Departments to the
town of Oelamasi, approximately 35 kilometers from Kupang, at the time of my research all regency level
Departments were still in the city.
31
To estimate the size of the political class and the tani class I used data on employment (Kota Kupang In
Figures 2010: 58-71). The total work force of Kupang is 128.557, of which 18.362 are unemployed and 110.194
are employed. I compared data on types of main occupation of the total employed population aged fifteen and
over with those on main employment for the same category to make an approximate estimation of tani and
political class. I, then, extended these estimates to the non-economically active (children, students,
homemakers). These estimates are a rough indication and merely serve to give a general impression.
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demonstrates his steady civil service position (and income). Besides office uniforms, office
vehicles are also gladly put to use for purposes other than work. These ‘red number plate’
(plat merah) cars and mopeds tend to be appropriated by civil servants for private use.
Visible reminders of the state are thus inescapable even when not in the vicinity of
government buildings, since you will find them parked in front of the night club on a
Saturday night or by Tablolong beach south of Kupang on a Sunday afternoon.
The ‘state’ in Kupang thus not only plays a significant part in the town’s budget, but
is a prominent physical presence as well. ‘State images’ (Migdal 2001) permeate even the
most intimate aspects of social life –proposing marriage while wearing an office uniform, for
instance. When shifting the gaze from government buildings and state images to new
residential areas in the city, however, it becomes even clearer that the ‘state’ is not only an
impressive visible presence but also a driving force behind the development of a political
class dependent on access to state resources. A short historical overview illustrates how
Kupang has developed from an ‘ethnically segmented’ town to a class-based one.
From an immigration town to administrative & educational hub
The first people to occupy the area where Kupang is located nowadays were the Timorese
Helon – people belonging to a single political unit, namely that of the kingdom of Helon. The
city of Kupang, nevertheless, has been home to immigrants from many other places than its
native Helon for a long time. Before Europeans reached Timor the island had already
attracted Chinese and Indian traders due to the abundance of high-quality sandalwood. As
early as 1436, Chinese reports mention the existence of twelve ports on Timor (Fox 1977:
61).
In 1511 the Portuguese were the first Europeans to reach the Lesser Sunda Islands
after the conquest of Malakka. Over fifty years later, motivated by pressure from the
Dominicans, they built a fort on Solor, an island north of Timor and east of Flores in 1556.
For decades uncontested, the Dutch East India Company (VOC) embarked on a series of
conquests of this stronghold from 1613 onwards and in 1646 finally announced their
definitive occupation of the fort. Not long after this, however, in 1653 the Dutch -also urged
to do so by the Helon king- decided to move their stronghold and therefore the hub of their
transaction in the Lesser Sunda regions to Kupang naming their new castle Fort Concordia
(Boxer 1947: 1-5; Farram 2004).
When looking at the initial development of residential areas in Kupang a division
based on ethnic segmentation can indeed be observed. During the VOC period the Dutch
strategically surrounded their settlement with clusters of immigrants as support against the
Portuguese. Besides finding (subordinate) allies in several Timorese kings, the Dutch also
imported people from other islands for support against ongoing attacks from the Portuguese.
The Muslim Solorese had accompanied the Dutch at the time of their move from Solor to
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Kupang, but the Dutch also imported people from the nearby islands of Rote and Savu. This
resulted in the development of a kampong (neighborhood) Solor, some kampongs Rote and
several kampongs Savu. The Timorese immigrants in turn had their own areas. Additionally,
the Chinese and the Arabs resided in their own (commercial) neighborhoods. To this day
therefore, kampong Solor and kampong Cina are still referred to as such, and Kupangese can
still point out kampongs Rote, Savu and so forth. After initial settlement of peoples with
origins to other islands and areas, subsequent chain migration lead to clusters of people with
links to the same areas of origin. Because of this, Kupangese I interviewed claim that subdistrict Fontein (disctrict Oebobo, see Map 2.1) is still known for its large Savunese
population, Fatufeto (district Alak) for its Alorese inhabitants, and Oesao (in district East
Kupang of the Kupang regency) is said to be mainly occupied by residents with Rotenese
roots. Kupang thus initially seemed an immigration town characterized by an ethnic
segmentation of neighborhoods. 32
The early immigrants thus settled in Kupang motivated by opportunities for trade
(Chinese, Arabs) or out of politically strategic reasons (Dutch, Atoni, Solor, Rote, Savu). As
the Dutch began to intensify their colonial rule over Timor in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries Kupang’s importance as an administrative and educational center increased
resulting in even more immigration, especially from the nearby islands of Rote and Savu islands that happened to have profited most from educational opportunities offered by the
Dutch and by missionaries. 33 Throughout Timor then, Rotenese and Savunese were well32

Nevertheless, we should keep in mind that we cannot too readily assume that these kampongs were ethnically
homogenous or were solely made up of indigenous inhabitants. Drawing on various Indonesian cities during
colonial times Colombijn shows that kampongs were far from being exclusively indigenous neighborhoods, but,
rather, consisted of ‘Chinese’, ‘Eurasians’ as well as ‘Europeans’ (Colombijn 2010: 103-140).
33
See James Fox (1977) for an excellent historical overview of Dutch-Rotenese and Dutch-Savunese relations.
Even though the Dutch had been present in nearby Kupang for almost fifty years and had made contract with
various Timorese rulers, it took until the 1700s for an intensification of Dutch-Rotenese relations. The Rotenese
tended to be organized in, for the Dutch, understandable units of clans that reside in an endogamous state (Fox
1977: 81). Because of relative ‘legibility’ and a realization on the side of Rotenese rulers that close affiliations
to the Dutch might prove advantageous, these rulers were quick to grasp the opportunity presented by Dutch
contracts to legitimize their ‘states’ and thereby making them official. Pemekaran thus has long roots.
Furthermore, from 1729 onwards Rotenese Lords and their families began to convert to Protestantism, and soon
afterwards started requesting schoolmasters. Conversion to Christianity had as one advantage a rise in social
status, and as a second the security that no slaves would be extracted from Christian states. Far before the
implementation of education and religion had started in East Nusa Tenggara therefore, a religious and
educational system had been put into place in Rote, where they were given all the time to amalgamate with
existing beliefs and practices until fully adapted and incorporated (Ibid: 92-112). During the early years of the
Dutch presence in Timor some Rotenese settlements were strategically placed in the vicinity of the fort for
protection against the Portuguese. Much later, in the early 1800s, Dutch resident Hazaart moved more Rotenese
to Timor both as a source of soldiers and buffer, but also to stimulate wet-rice cultivation on the Babau plain.
As a result of this the pain area around Kupang became clustered with Rotenese settlements (Ibid). Finally, in
the 1900s the Rotenese took up many of the available teaching and bureaucratic positions, due to their advanced
educational background.
It took the Savunese a bit longer, but eventually they reached an educational advancement similar to
that of the Rotenese. Initially Savu held little attraction for the Dutch, either as a place for retreat or as a source
of food. Local ways of organizing political and religious affairs were also greatly confusing to the Dutch (Ibid:
83). Despite being politically and religiously unintelligible, the Savunese were of interest to the Dutch due to
their reputation as fierce warriors (Ibid: 112). Dutch contracts from 1756 in Savu therefore obliged the Savunese
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represented in government services. That this had not changed much in later decades
becomes clear when Ormeling comments, ‘In 1953 it looked as though Timor was governed
by a Rotenese minority’, also noting that the Savunese were the other group heavily
represented in schools (cited in Fox 1977). At the time of late colonial rule Kupang’s ‘ethnic
mix’ thus largely seemed to be dominated by those of Rotenese and Savunese descent.
After independence Kupang continued to develop as an educational and
administrative hub, attracting more and more immigrants. Kupang-born Professor Dr.
Hendrikus Ataupah -currently in his eighties- remembers how in the 1950s the number of
elementary schools, junior and senior high schools in Kupang increased and how children
from other parts of the province were sent there. 34 In the late 1960s and early 1970s three
universities –Universitas Cendana, Universitas Kristen and Universitas Katolik- were
established and the city offered other possibilities for tertiary education as well. Also, in 1959
the city of Kupang became the capital of the East Nusa Tenggara province. Furthermore, in
1978 it changed administrative status from district of the city of Kupang (kecamatan Kota
Kupang) to municipality region level II (Kotamadya Daerah Tingkat II), creating more civil
service positions. More people thus came to Kupang in search of education and employment.
For the time being students found housing with family members or in boarding houses. After
graduation, however, some lingered on trying to find a job. Additionally, new and aspiring
civil servants of city, regency and provincial level needed housing as well.
So, Kupang started out as an immigration town and in many respects still is. Initial
immigration was largely motivated by the Dutch need for protection, but increasingly
because of administrative need and educational opportunities. For a long time immigrants
settled in ‘ethnic’ clusters which in my view partly explains why ethnic stereotypes are still
popular and why assumptions regarding informal ethnic favoring, which I will address in the
next chapter, in civil service exist. In the 1970s, however, it was time for the development of
new residential areas to provide housing for the steady flow of new immigrants. The
residents of these residential areas are not characterized by ethnic homogeneity but, rather,
have something else in common.
From ethnicity to class-based segmentation
To ensure cheap housing for those in need of a place to live, the government initiated the
construction of perumnas housing. The development of Kupang’s new residential areas –both
perumnas and private-sector initiated ones- most clearly exemplifies the physical
segmentation of a political class, which supports my suggestion that social stratification in
Kupang is better understood in terms of access to state resources than on ethnic (or religious)
to supply the Dutch with men to assist them in campaigns on Timor. The Savunese at first were equally
disinterested in the Dutch, although from the 1860’s onwards they did open up to education and Christianity and
caught up with the Rotenese (Ibid: 160).
34
From personal interviews, conducted in November 2008.
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background. Perumnas is an abbreviation of the National Urban Development Corporation
(Perusahan Umun Perumahan Nasional). This state owned corporation was founded in 1974
as an initiative of the Body of National Housing Policy (Badan Kebijaksanaan Perumahan
Nasional) to provide ‘a healthy house for every family of the people’ (Perumnas). The
National Urban Development Corporation offers national guidelines for building that regions
can follow in order to create cheap housing for the population. Those eligible for living in a
perumnas house can then get a loan from national bank Bank Tabungan Negara to pay off
the mortgage.
Kupang’s first perumnas complex was built in the late 1970s/early 1980s in subdistrict Pasir Panjang (currently sub-district Nefonaek) which is located in district Kelapa
Lima. During an interview, one of the former planners of this project explained to me that the
main motivation for building houses was to accommodate the stream of new civil servants
coming to Kupang after it became the capital of East Nusa Tenggara,
At that time urbanization started to happen. Inhabitants from various regencies from all over
East Nusa Tenggara came to Kupang for employment, since Kupang had become the
provincial capital. It was therefore necessary to build perumnas.

It was thus decided to expand the city eastwards where there was more space, and so 535
‘units’ were built in Pasir Panjang on parcels of 35m2 each.
Initially, the complex was not a very desirable place to live. Leo Nisnoni, son of the
last king of Kupang and former civil servant at Kupang regency level, recalls how he refused
to accept parcels in the complex despite being offered them repeatedly. He was asked to
move there in order to motivate others to do so as well by showing how enjoyable living in
the complex was. He, however, found the parcels too small and too far away from the city
and therefore declined the offer. Looking back on his decision he, nevertheless, slightly
regrets it. A retired mechanic, additionally, who has been living in the complex since the
beginning also remembers the initial unpopularity of the Pasir Panjang complex,
Before, when the houses were just built, it was maybe three to four kilometers to the next
households. It was very deserted (sunyi). So at first me and my wife would only spend the
nights here. In the afternoons we would be at my parents’ house in Oeba [‘old’ city center].

Nevertheless, for all those in search of housing -in particular the increasing flow of civil
servants- and with a steady income, the complex offered an affordable place to live: a retired
civil servant couple told me they paid an initial down payment of IDR100,000
(approximately $150 in 1982) to the bank when they first moved there in 1982, followed by a
monthly amount of IDR20,000 (about $30 in 1982) directly taken out of their salaries to pay
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off the mortgage over the duration of twenty years, something they considered very
affordable. 35
When riding through the Pasir Panjang complex nowadays little is left of the original
small houses that were delivered by the National Urban Development Corporation. Little also
remains of its former reputation as an out of the way and unpopular location. Most houses
have added new rooms - sometimes a second floor, a gate and colorful paint or tiles on the
outside walls. Some of the houses even cover two parcels. It is no longer a place where
residents just come to spend the night. Due to expansion of the city and development of
infrastructure, furthermore, the city center does not seem that far away anymore and is easy
to reach by car, motorcycle or bemo, the mini buses that serve as public transportation.

Perumnas house in original state

Enlarged and decorated Perumnas house.
35

For the IDR-USD conversion rate in 1982, see http://fx.sauder.ubc.ca/etc/USDpages.pdf.
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Conversations with long-time residents and government officials who were in charge
of planning the perumnas reveal how the Pasir Panjang complex has developed over the past
three decades. It also provides some clarity on the backgrounds of those that moved into the
complexes. One of the requirements to qualify for a perumnas house was (and is) having a
steady income. Therefore, the first flow of residents consisted mainly of couples of which
one partner had a position in local civil service. Private business owners could use their
company as collateral but, nevertheless, it was mainly civil servants who moved in at first.
Over time, some of the initial residents moved out –to build a house on newly purchased land
or to work elsewhere- and sold their house in the complex. Because Pasir Panjang in the
meantime had turned from being a no man’s land into quite a desirable location, those that
moved out were able to make a decent profit off their houses. According to residents, the
second wave of people moving into the Pasir Panjang complex consisted of private sector
residents, sometimes buying two adjacent parcels to create bigger living spaces. As one
resident explains,
Actually, the perumnas land is meant for civil service employees and others with steady jobs
in the private sector. They were allocated perumnas housing. But a lot of those have left, so
now there is a different situation. Business people now look for land here to create a home.
They feel more at home in a perumnas because it is neatly arranged and already has all
facilities. They buy perumnas houses for IDR100 million or even IDR160 million.

While recognizing the influx of private sector residents and well aware of the profit that can
be made from selling their perumnas house, not all initial residents are equally set on selling
their perumnas residence, however, as one resident makes clear,
These days the majority of people who live in perumnas are private sector people who buy houses
from the initial inhabitants. At the time that East Timor became independent someone wanted to
buy my house for IDR180 million but I did not want to sell it.

This same trend of occupational differences between first wave and second wave
inhabitants can be witnessed in other new residential areas of Kupang as well. The Pasir
Panjang complex is but one example of a government-initiated residential area meant to
provide housing for those ‘in need’. Similar complexes are perumnas Baumata, RSS Liliba
and RSS Penfui, all built after the completion of the Pasir Panjang complex from the 1980s
onwards. These complexes are located to the east and south of the ‘old’ city (see Map 2.5). A
new one is currently being developed in the west, close to the harbor. Some of these
complexes are meant for ‘general society’ (masyarakat umum) whereas others were built
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specifically to offer housing to civil servants. The requirements for those interested remain
supplying proof of a steady income. Again, this implies that initially primarily civil servants
qualified. As with the Pasir Panjang example, however, over time initial residents sold their
houses for a good price to other interested people including non-civil servants. In RSS Liliba
some of the original small houses remain unaltered, but the majority has been expanded and
decorated like the units of the Pasir Panjang complex.
Unlike in the older kampongs described earlier it is difficult to discern a dominant
‘ethnic’ or religious group in the Pasir Panjang complex. As I mentioned earlier the
neighborhoods that make up ‘old’ Kupang started out as ethnic clusters, strategically
assigned by the Dutch. Consequent chain-migration added to the ethnic (and religious)
coloring of these neighborhoods. The newer residential areas, such as the Pasir Panjang
complex, are more heterogeneous. As one long-term female Pasir Panjang resident muses,
In former times there was indeed ethnic localization. Certain areas would be for specific groups.
For instance, [subdistrict] Airmata was for the Malay, Arabs, people from Lembata [in Flores],
and also many Alorese. These were mainly Muslims. This was also the case in [sub-districts]
Bonipoi and kampong Solor. Until this day these kampongs are still like that while elsewhere it is
already a hotchpotch of many ethnicities –Sumba, Rote, Savu, Java. This is what intermarriages
(kawin-mawin) do –everybody is related (bersaudara).

Another older male resident, furthermore, claims,
here we have many ethnicities (suku) and different religions. And all live together in peace and
mutual respect. … This is a heterogeneous area and neighbors are like very close family.

Although these residents may have painted an overly romantic picture of intra-residential
relations in the complex to appease the inquisitive researcher, the perumnas complexes do
appear to be more heterogeneous than for instance sub-district Fontein (district Oebobo),
located close to the old center, where I spent a lot of time. Kupangese characterize Fontein as
a Savunese dominated sub-district. Indeed, every party and family gathering I attended there
consisted primarily of others of Savunese origin: neighbors, family members and in-laws. In
contrast, when I was invited by a Javanese Muslim aerobics friend to join a Lebaran party to
celebrate the end of Ramadan in a perumnas complex, I found myself surrounded by not only
our mutual aerobics friends -most of whom were Christian and from various ‘ethnic’
backgrounds- but also by a number of her neighbors in the complex, who were neither family,
Muslim, nor Javanese, and who had come to celebrate this event with her and her family.
The perumnas and RRS complexes thus form ethnically and religiously
heterogeneous residential areas. Marriages and religious celebrations cross-cut ‘communal’
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divisions. Nevertheless, the residents in all of these government-initiated residential areas do
have one thing in common, namely a dependence on state resources. A requirement for the
first wave residents was proof of a steady income to qualify for housing which in Kupang is
more or less synonymous with working as a civil servant. Not surprisingly, the vast majority
of first wave residents in the Pasir Panjang complex consisted of civil servants. Since a
number of initial residents sold their perumnas houses to private sector employees and
business people the perumnas residential areas are no longer solely occupied by civil servants.
However, this does not mean that the second wave residents are less dependent on state
resources.
In provincial town Kupang even the private sector is closely tied to the state. A good
example of this is the construction sector, the most vibrant part of the private sector in
Kupang, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Six. The construction sector is of
central importance to economic growth and is an employer of growing importance in
Indonesia as a whole (Van Klinken and Aspinall 2010: 141-143). The sector, however, is
largely dependent on government projects. According to World Bank estimates, as much as
80 percent of the construction contractors rely on government projects (World Bank 2001:
21). This dependence is thought to be even higher in the provinces. Even the construction
sector thus relies heavily on the state. The residents of Pasir Panjang therefore –both the ‘first
wave’ civil servants and the ‘second wave’ private sector- residents are therefore dependent
on the state as a source of accumulation.

Map 2.5: Development from ‘ethnic’ segmentation of old city center to class segmentation of new residential
areas
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This assumption still holds true when we move from the residential areas of the
general political class constructed by the government to those constructed by the private
sector which cater mainly to the political elite, such as Walikota in the neighborhood
surrounding the mayor’s office in sub-district Oebufu, Perumahan Artha Graha in subdistrict Oebufu, the area south of El Tari II road in sub-district Liliba, and BTN Kolhua in
sub-district Kolhua (see Map 2.5). In the Artha Graha complex in sub-district Oebufu, for
instance, private investors bought a large plot of land, provided it with infrastructural
facilities and small houses and then sold these as separate units on the open market. Artha
Graha’s residents generally seem to have a higher income level than those living in the
government-initiated complexes: the houses are bigger, more lavishly decorated and more
often have a car parked in front. This is an area for businessmen and upper-level civil
servants with access to extra money –thus moving towards the political elite segment of the
political class. The state-connection emerges, for instance, from the ‘red number plate’ cars
parked within the gates of a number of the houses there. Driving along a small street in Artha
Graha my companions pointed out two houses on each side of the street. The one on the left
was painted in bright colors and was fenced. The one on the right was spread out over two
plots of land, and was separated from full view by a tall hedge. It was even more impressive
than the first. Both belonged to a former head of the Department of Public Works. In the car
it was questioned how a former civil servant –albeit a department head- was able to afford
not just one, but two of such houses. Continuing our drive we passed through the even more
impressive private sector residential areas of sub-districts Liliba and Kolhua, where I was
shown the colorful palaces of the mayor, well-known pastors and businessmen.
This drive through the new residential areas –both government and private sector
initiated- brought into view a physical part of Kupang that I had not yet encountered. Having
lived in the ‘old’ Kupang close to kampong Solor and kampong Cina with only a moped for
transportation the Pasir Panjang complex was all I had seen of the ‘new’ Kupang. The
physical separation of the newer residential areas –in particular the visibly luxurious private
sector-initiated neighborhoods in which all residents need a car just to get to town,
nevertheless, indicate the existence of a kind of social stratification that had been hidden to
me for a long time during fieldwork. Although variations in income levels between and
within these newer residential areas are suggested by, for instance, the size of houses, use of
decorations, or presence of fences- it is, however, clear that these complexes are not for those
without access to Kupang’s main pool of financial resources –the state- whether directly
through steady civil service income, indirectly through business deals or, perhaps, even
through illegal/illicit means. If a look at the ’old’ city of Kupang suggests an ethnically
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segmented composition, Kupang’s current composition suggests a segmentation based on
access to state resources, or, in other words, the physical segregation of a political class. 36
A ‘divided town’: permeability and networks
The ‘divided city’ approach used in this chapter has thus far helped nuance one popular
assumption about Kupang, namely that social differentiation can be best understood in terms
of ethnic friction. Indeed, it suggested that differentiation in terms of the rise of a political
class offers a more useful analytical tool. However, now it is time to nuance this idea of
class-segmentation and focus on the permeability of class and the importance of
interconnectedness in Kupang. The kind of social segmentation formed by the physical
segregation of the new residential areas in the provincial town context of Kupang is different
than, for instance, the stark and dramatic social segmentation formed by physical barriers in
other, larger ‘divided city’ contexts –the social divide between ‘West’ and ‘East’ offered by
the Berlin Wall (Elkins 1988), or between different segments of society offered by gated
communities (Blakely and Snyder 1999). Whereas the Berlin Wall proved to be virtually
impenetrable to those from either ‘West’ or ‘East’, new residential areas in Kupang are far
from impervious. Permeability and intertwinedness are key to social stratification and class
formation in Kupang, which is reflected in all residential areas.
In ‘old Kupang’, for example, big, lavish houses stand next to small huts. In the
government-initiated perumnas such as Pasir Panjang multi-storied houses that cover two
parcels are found adjacent to houses in their sober, original state. Even though no small
houses -or houses without cars parked out front- can be seen in the private sector-initiated
residential areas there is still a marked difference in extravagance between the houses there.
Therefore, the divided city of provincial town Kupang is not one of impenetrable boundaries
but one of a more nuanced and intricate kind of segregation. Similarly, even though the new
residential areas of Kupang do suggest the rise of a class which is dependent on state
resources, they also suggest internal differentiation. Social stratification is far from
impervious and class-boundaries are far from clear-cut. Taking visible aspects of houses,
such as size and lavishness of decorations, as a rough estimation of economic stratification it
thus becomes clear that those with higher incomes do not only live in the new residential
areas, but are scattered throughout Kupang. The rich live next to the poor, thereby muddling
any thoughts on clear-cut class division suggested by the segmentation of newer residential
areas. Hints of class differences in the provincial town of Kupang –in economic terms- can
thus be discerned within neighborhoods as well by looking at differences between residences.
To complicate matters even further, however, even within households ‘classness’ is an
ambiguous concept. The intertwinedness of class relations is perhaps best exemplified by
36

It should be noted that the Chinese -one of the first groups of immigrants to take up residence in Kupang,
although still present in the area known as kampong Cina in the old center, have also moved out to these new
residential areas, therefore adding to the ‘ethnic mix’ of these areas.
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zooming in on a single household to show that, even within one house, attempts at social
stratifying are difficult.
During my research I spent some time in one of the ‘bigger’ houses in sub-district
Fontein in district Oebobo. This house was built with stones and cement. All walls were
painted and all floors -except for that of the kitchen- were tiled. The house counted one living
room, four bedrooms, two bathrooms, and a kitchen. Most of the time was spent on the nicely
tiled front porch, which was shielded from the sun by the overhanging roof that was
supported by white-painted pillars. Although civil servants in Yogyakarta or Jakarta might
have houses with a gas- or electric stove instead of a pile of wood to cook on in the kitchen,
in comparison with most other houses in the near vicinity this one definitely looked the best.
In contrast, our neighbors next-door lived in a far more modest residence. It was made out of
stone and cement, but none of the walls were painted. The roof was made of rusty corrugated
sheet as opposed to our nice and shiny one. The house had a small living room and a small
bedroom. They did have a bathroom inside, unlike some other neighbors who had to use a
little outhouse. These two houses standing next to each other in sub-district Fontein thus
clearly represented a visible difference in terms of economic stratification that I noticed so
often when riding through Kupang.
Indeed, with regards to financial means and occupational backgrounds of the
residents in both houses there were some clear differences. In my house lived (most of the
time at least) three sisters -Ade, Mina and Mince. The oldest, Mina, worked as a civil servant
in a junior high schools’ administration. Her three children lived there as well. The youngest
of her children was still in senior high school but the older two had jobs –one as a civil
servant and the other at government-owned radio station Radio Republik Indonesia (RRI).
The youngest sister, Mince, had a civil service position as a teacher. Mince’s husband also
lived in the house and had a job as a civil servant as well. Their daughter was still in
elementary school. The middle sister, Ade, had completed only elementary school and was
therefore in charge of looking after the kids and taking care of most household chores,
meanwhile earning a small income by selling snacks and soap by the nearby river, a popular
recreational place. The main household expenses -electricity, water and rice- were paid for
with contributions from the various civil service salaries. Our neighbors –a middle aged man,
his wife and young daughter- had a much harder time making ends meet: the husband was
rumored to make no efforts ‘finding money’ (cari uang) to contribute to household expenses
and to waste what little money he managed to get on alcohol while his wife diligently
scraped together an income by offering her services as a laundry woman to her neighbors.
The two young civil servants in our household with no families of their own to support gladly
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paid our neighbor to avoid the time-consuming task of washing their own clothes by hand in
the river (as did I). 37
This neighbor, however, was by no means a mere hired help from a clearly distinct
social stratum, but, rather, a member of the same tight-knit network of kin, neighbors and
church-members that my household members were a part of. Members of both households
classified themselves as Savunese and claimed to be distantly related - as did most residents
in the neighborhood. They attended the same church, went to the same birthday parties,
gossiped together, ate together and had their children play together. The economic
differences, which are reflected in the size of houses thus do not make for an unambiguous
social stratification. This is why Vel’s concept of political class as a social rather than
economic concept is so appropriate in Kupang (Vel 2008). To recap, political class –although
deriving their income and revenue from the state- refers to social stratification. Economic
capital is but one resource of power that can be used to move upwards. Social mobility
according to Vel in Sumba hinges on the accumulation of various forms of capital –social,
economic, and cultural (Vel 2008: 10-11; 42-46). Furthermore, vital to the understanding of
how social mobility is played out through the accumulation of various forms of capital is
paying attention to the role of reciprocity since, as Vel claims, ‘reciprocity is crucial to the
Sumbanese way of thinking’ (Ibid.: 19).
The ideas on social mobility offered by Vel’s concept of political class are a far more
helpful analytical tool than a conception of class that focuses mainly on economics. As the
examples given in this section on the financial and occupation backgrounds of residents
within and between households show, economic differences only partly explain social
stratification. People of different economic means are connected –even within householdsand mutually respected –neighbors hang out even though one does the others’ laundry. As
with Vel’s political class there is more to social mobility than money. Other forms of capital
matter similarly, which is something we will see repeatedly throughout this dissertation.
What fuels social mobility, furthermore, is the embeddedness of reciprocal obligation in
social networks in provincial town Kupang –as Vel already signaled in Sumba. Therefore, in
order to answer some of the questions posed in later chapters –how to get a civil service job,
how to get a construction contract, or how (not) to become governor, and in order to
understand some of the actual practices in government offices that seem to contradict a state
image of coherence, it is necessary to see how reciprocal logic seeps into the balancing and
exchange of various kinds of capital. This comes to the fore most clearly in family networks

37

This thus also exemplifies how ‘state money’ –civil servants’ salaries- circulate within and between
households, supporting the idea that many in Kupang are dependent on state resources fro income whether
directly or indirectly.
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in what must be Kupang’s materialized epitome of reciprocity -the books of donations that
circulate during kumpul keluarga (family gatherings). 38
Kumpul keluarga and reciprocal obligations: the book of donations
Books of donations form an important part of almost all parties that take place in what
Kupangese refer to as ‘party season’ (musim pesta) which lasts from approximately April
until October –thus outside the rainy season. During party season it is not uncommon to
attend several parties a week or even within one night. Everybody in some way connected to
the family hosting the festivities –whether through family ties, work connections, or alumni
associations- is supposed to make an appearance. A wedding party as well as most other
more expensive occasions, such as funeral ceremonies, is usually preceded by a specific
party for a more intimate circle of relations called kumpul keluarga (family gathering).
During these kumpul keluarga gatherings invitees are expected to make a financial
contribution to the upcoming party in question. This is where the books of donation come
into play.
One day my guest-sister Sinta invited me to join her for a pre-wedding kumpul
keluarga of one of her best friends. This pre-wedding party took place outside the friend’s
parents’ house. The space around the house was filled with plastic chairs ordered in neat
rows that are commonly rented for such occasions. On the little porch in front of the house
stood a set of speakers, which was connected to a CD player playing regional popular music
and a microphone. Every now and then someone –a parent of the bride-to-be or a pastorwould take the microphone and initiate a long speech or prayer. In the kitchen, tables were
packed with large plates of a variety of food. As Sinta and I were sitting on the plastic
chairs, sipping our water and listening to speeches and prayers Sinta asked those around us if
the ‘book’ had already passed by where we just sat down. I had accompanied Sinta to a few
pre-wedding parties and other parties already and had noticed books –note-books, hardcover
books, books that appeared to be falling apart- circulating before, not knowing what they
were being passed around for. When I asked Sinta what the book was for, she explained to
me that gatherings of the family (kumpul keluarga) such as this pre-wedding ceremony, were
not just celebrations of a special occasion –marriage of a child, death of a relative, sending a
child to school. These gatherings are also an opportunity for the hosts to collect money to
fund these occasions. The hosts, therefore, circulate a book of donations in which all
attendants write down the amount they contribute to the occasion.
As I leafed through the booklet, I noticed the contributions ranged between IDR5,000
($0.55) and IDR200,000 ($23), with IDR20,000 ($2.30) being the most common donation.
Sinta contributed IDR100,000 ($11.50), which I thought was quite an amount. Sinta
38

I borrow this term ‘book of donations’ from Vel (2009). Even though her book of donations is used in a
different context it serves similar purposes.
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explained this by telling me that even though the bride-to-be wasn’t a family member she
still considered her a very good friend. Besides this, she had a job and could afford this token
of generosity. Sinta furthermore told me that when she herself would marry she would expect
her friend to return this amount provided she would be in a position to afford it. Sinta’s rather
large donation thus revealed how close she felt to her friend. It also contained the expectation
that at a certain point in the future her contribution would be reciprocated.
Sinta’s aunt Mince, on the other hand, gave donations for other reasons. She joined
kumpul keluarga parties mainly to show off her own carefully assembled image of affluence.
Mince’s self-proclaimed greatest ‘hobbies’ were collecting lipsticks from all around the
world –which she would call ‘made in’ lipsticks, and mail-ordering clothes from Java on
credit. During Kupang’s party season she would make her husband take her to countless
parties, putting great effort into compiling outfits that matched with one of her lipsticks.
While getting dressed and putting on make-up she would not look forward to meeting friends
or relatives at the party she was about to go to –in fact, she usually did not seem to really like
anyone at the parties she attended. She would, however, look forward to possibly receiving
compliments regarding her outfits with great anticipation. There was no greater joy for Mince
than to appear at a kumpul keluarga or wedding party all dressed up in imported clothes
wearing an unusual color of lipstick (‘made in Holland’) on her lips and to be envied by the
other women there. She did not care much for expressing closeness to the hosts via
contributions written down in the books of donation, and would often lament the practice of
giving donations altogether. The merit of the joining parties to Mince lay in parading around
the wealth and sense of fashion she could afford for herself, her husband and her daughteron credit.
The contributions jotted down in the book of donations, therefore, are more than mere
monetary gifts. To a certain extent the kumpul keluarga parties in which the books of
donation are circulated can be understood in economic terms. The parties are meant to raise
money for an upcoming costly event. However, organizing a kumpul keluarga –renting the
electronic equipment and plastic chairs, preparing food for all guests- is also expensive. More
importantly, nevertheless, the contribution given is revealing of the position of the donor, the
recipient and the relationship between them. The amount of money given says something
about donors and their tie to the recipient: the higher the amount given the richer the donor,
or the closer the tie to the recipient. The amount of money given also signals a debt of the
receiver to the donor: on a following family gathering thrown by the former donor, the
former receiver is supposed to match or surpass the amount given to him or her. In a sense,
these books of donations thus form materialized examples of the system of reciprocal
obligations within a network of family and other intimates, in which received donations
which are also outstanding debts, are carefully documented.
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Furthermore, the contributions written down in the books of donation are also in a
Malinowskian sense not ‘free’ (Malinowski 1984[1922]: 40-41). By giving a donation
donors continue an existing social relationship and thereby make a statement about the
current relationship and about future expectation regarding the relationship. Sinta’s quite
high contribution shows her friend just how close she considers her to be and that she expects
this closeness to continue. Mince’s lamenting of having to give donations and her giving of
as little as possible shows her general disregard of maintaining closeness. By giving the bare
minimum she shows politeness, but no more. It is not unthinkable that Mince would
reciprocate a large contribution once given to her with the minimal polite amount, since she
would rather spend her money (or credit) on lipstick and clothes. A certain unevenness and
unmet expectations can thus already be read from the practice of writing down a small
monetary contribution in the book of donations during a kumpul keluarga party.
I claim that this ‘logic’ of reciprocal obligations which is played out most clearly in
family circles via the book of donations is mimicked in other social circles in Kupang –
alumni associations, office networks, business circles, and political ‘success teams’. Social
stratification in Kupang cannot be understood without recognizing how social mobility in
Kupang in any field hinges on the accumulation and balancing of various forms of capital
that can be exchanged along the lines of reciprocal obligations so common in family
networks. In subsequent chapters I will address this in networks other than family ones. For
now, to support this claim further, I want to show how these reciprocal obligations in family
networks lead to an accumulation of capital and social mobility over the course of a few
generations. By doing this I will once again try to show that the kind of class segmentation
that is suggested by the physical segmentation of the newer residential areas is indeed that of
a dynamic ‘political class’, and stress once more that social mobility is better understood in
terms of an exchange of capital rather than in terms of ethnicity.
Reciprocal obligations and the accumulation of capital over the course of generations
To look at the role that reciprocal obligations play in the accumulation of capital –thereby
facilitating upwards social mobility-over the course of three generations, I will return to the
members of the household in sub-district Fontein that I referred to in previous sections. Since
I spent a large amount of time in this household I got to know its members quite intimately.
Therefore the casual conversations, chats and more formal interviews I had with all of the
members of the household help provide a more detailed and in-depth picture of social
mobility in Kupang. We will meet some of the other inhabitants of this house in later
chapters, but for now I will focus mainly on the accounts of the eldest sister of the household,
Mina. At the time of our conversations Mina was in her mid-fifties and approaching the age
of retirement. She had been working as a lower-level civil servant for a long time. Mina only
lived in the Fontein residence part-time. Mina and her husband owned a house in a nearby
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sub-district but since all of her children lived in the house in Fontein, where they had grown
up and had their friends, Mina spent a lot of time in Fontein as well.
The accumulation of capital in a very literal sense was the topic of a conversation we
had one afternoon on the front porch in Fontein. Mina’s youngest son Leonel had just
graduated from senior high school and his future was a constant matter of concern to her.
With two children well-educated and already settled in good jobs her current fear was that
she might pass away without managing to secure a good future for her youngest. The most
pressing issue at that moment was getting Leonel into some school for tertiary education. As
said, Mina worked as a lower-level civil servant. Her husband held a semi-civil service job at
the local branch of the national radio station Radio Republik Indonesia (RRI), and also did
not make large amounts of money. Neither of them was in a position to receive many
kickbacks to complement their salary, and they did not engage in extra income-generating
activities. There seemed to be nothing exceptional about Mina and her husband with regards
to income level, yet two of their children had gone to school in Java, and currently held much
coveted positions in civil service. In addition, she was plotting how to collect a sizeable
amount of money to ensure an education for her youngest. How did Mina and her family
accumulate all this ‘capital’?
Looking at her parents’ background there are few indications for her and her
children’s current relatively well-off position. Both Mina’s parents were born and raised in
the nearby island of Savu. As we recall, educational systems were reasonably well-developed
in Savu. Even though advanced education was only possible for children of royalty, Mina’s
parents therefore had completed elementary school (the local Volksschool). Mina’s father
came to Kupang to escape his strict father in hopes of finding a job. Mina’s mother came to
Kupang for similar reasons and made a living working as a household help. In Kupang they
met each other, fell in love, and eventually got married. For reasons unclear to Mina, a
friendly ‘uncle’ allotted her parents a plot of land in Fontein where they built a very modest
family house. Together they had five children: four girls and one boy. In order to make
money Mina’s father initially worked at a shipping company at the harbor as a second
foreman before his job was taken over by machines. After the shipping company went out of
business, Mina’s father became a vendor of small foodstuffs like rice, corn, banana’s and
sweet potatoes from a little stall (kios) at the market. In order to get his merchandise he
would catch a truck to the then hard to reach village of Baun located outside of Kupang and
back.
‘Finding money’ (cari uang) was by no means a task that only Mina’s father engaged
in. Mina’s mother added to the household income by weaving cloth. Furthermore, all of the
children would help their father out in the market stall. Before and after school Mina would
prepare snacks that could be sold, or tended to the stall while her father was in Baun. Her
younger brother Bernardinus and younger sister Ade also helped out at the market. Even
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though the parents needed their children’s help in order to make enough money to get by,
Mina’s parents placed a lot of importance on education. Mina claims they worked hard to be
able to send their children to school. And they certainly succeeded. Mina’s eldest sister Rita
finished senior high school, as did Mina herself. The third daughter, Ade, showed no interest
in pursuing any education and dropped out of school after elementary school. The fourth
child, however, Bernardinus, was a diligent and smart student. When in senior high school he
had taken up the courageous plan to go to Yogyakarta to attend Gadjah Mada University, one
of the top universities in the country. With his parents and sisters helping out financially,
Bernadinus eventually succeeded. The fifth child, Mince, attended a local university and got
her Bachelor’s degree. The youngest daughter also obtained a Bachelor’s degree and entered
civil service. Unfortunately she passed away a few years ago. In terms of capital, therefore,
Mina’s parents had very little economic and cultural capital, but still managed to exchange
what little economic capital they had for their children’s cultural capital.
Felt obligations that accompanied Mina’s social capital prevented her from
accumulating more cultural capital. Mina confessed to me that after she had finished senior
high school she had wanted to attend university. In fact, she had already filled out all the
necessary paperwork to enter local Nusa Cendana University. She figured she could afford
all tuition fees and other costs by continuing to help her father out at his market stall. She
was, however, conflicted by considerations for her family. Her elder sister was already
married and therefore did not contribute much to her parents’ household anymore. Mina’s
younger brother and sisters were still in school. Her father was often sick, which complicated
his ‘finding money’ for food and education. With this in mind she decided to join the testing
procedure at a provincial government department as well. She figured that if she were to get
accepted for a civil service job she would be in a better position to help out her family. Much
to her surprise she got accepted, and decided to join the civil service, and therefore –
regrettably- put her educational plans on hold. Mina started out at the Department of
Education and Culture at Provincial level, but quickly transferred to an administrative
position at a local junior high school. This is where she still works. She managed to get
promoted and currently works at an average rank (golongan IIIb). 39 Due to her lack of a
university degree she is not eligible for another promotion. Partly due to her contributions to
the family household Mina’s siblings managed to get their previously mentioned university
degrees. Mina thus stalled her plans for the accumulation of her own cultural capital and
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Golongan refers to the Indonesian civil service ranking system based on level of education and experience
within civil service. Indonesian civil service is divided in four ranks (golongan I, II, III, and IV). Each rank, in
turn, is divided into four or fives grades (Ia-Id, IIa-IId, IIIa-IIId, IVa-IVe) constituting a total of seventeen
service ranks. Upon reaching golongan III civil servants become eligible for entering the managerial eselon
system, which refers to a level of a structural position within civil service. The eselon system counts five levels
consisting of two grades (Vb-Va, IVb-IVa, IIIb-IIIa, IIb-IIa, Ib-Ia) and is directly related to rank and grade: the
higher the eselon, the higher the rank and grade. Mina does not have an eselon ranking.
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instead exchanged it for economic capital –a civil service salary. She then used this economic
capital for her siblings’ accumulation of cultural capital.
Mina framed explanations of her past decisions in terms of obligations felt toward her
close ones. By attending university she felt as if she would disadvantage her family members
whereas by joining the civil service she would be able to provide for them. She also stalled
plans to start her own family for these reasons: as early as 1976, when she was twenty-one,
Mina had met her future husband. They didn’t get married however until 1982. Mina
commented,
I couldn’t possibly take care of two families. If I would have got married so soon my younger brother
and sisters would not have had a future. I also would not have money for my future schooling because
I would have to buy milk for my own children. They [her brother and sister] would be disadvantaged
if I got married. I’d have to take care of my own household. Like that.

Eventually, however, Mina did get married. Her husband held a very acceptable –and, more
importantly, steady- position at the local branch of the national radio station RRI. The
welcomed their first child, a girl named Sinta, in 1983. Their second child Valentino was
born in 1985. Their third and last child, Leonel, was born in 1991. After having started a
family of her own Mina intended to make sure her children would get the education she
passed up,
I was thinking that even though I didn’t go to university–if God is willing- my children will go.
Even though I could not learn English because of money, my children will be able to learn English.
I was thinking that English is the language of the world. You have to know that. For a future, you
have to know English first of all. If you want to work abroad, you have to know English.

Mina’s eldest child, daughter Sinta, was born in sub-district Mentasi where Mina
lived with her husband and parents-in-law. Since both Sinta’s parents had a job Sinta was
soon sent to Fontein to live with her aunt Ade who was unemployed and, therefore, had
ample time to take care of Sinta. Sinta attended elementary school in Fontein (SD 2). After
finishing elementary school, Sinta entered the best public junior high school in Kupang (SMP
Negeri 1), and consequently attended the finest public senior high school (SMA Negeri 1).
Mina did her best to find out which high schools were ranked highest so she could make sure
Sinta obtained the best available education. In addition to regular school, Sinta was made to
attend English courses. The kind of job abroad Mina had in mind for Sinta was that of a
domestic worker (TKW). As Sinta’s English improved and her high school grades proved to
be good, however, Mina saw different possibilities.
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Mina’s younger brother, Bernadinus, had successfully managed to get a Bachelor’s
Degree at prestigious Gadjah Mada University in Yogyakarta, Java. More impressively, he
also obtained a Master’s Degree from a Canadian university. At the time of our conversations,
Bernadinus had been living comfortably in Yogyakarta for a number of years where he was
employed as a lecturer at Gadjah Mada University. Mina thought that if Sinta were to attend
university in Yogyakarta -instead of becoming a domestic worker abroad- she could just live
with her uncle. An important part of the costs of having a child study on a different island
would then be taken care of. Moreover, Bernardinus offered Mina and her husband to cover
the costs of Sinta’s educational fees, books and bus money as well. After a year of preparing
herself for university in Java at an institute in Kupang, Sinta left for Yogyakarta and enrolled
at a local university to study International Relations, and graduated in 2007. Reflecting on
why Bernardinus offered to help Sinta, Mina framed her answer in terms of ‘Eastern’
(meaning Eastern Indonesian) and ‘family’ character (sifat),
Eastern character is like that. If I am having a hard time, he is having a hard time too. He feels
responsibility. It is custom (adat), a family’s custom to have responsibility to each other. We notice
each other when we are in hard times. Back then [when Bernardinus went to university] he had a
hard time and I helped him out. Now he already has it good. Therefore he helped out Sinta.

Mina thus, on the one hand, thinks that Bernadinus felt responsible to help out his family
members because helping each other out is something inherent to family relations. On the
other hand, in Mina’s reflections we also read the kind of reciprocal obligations that we
previously saw materialized in the books of donations at kumpul keluarga parties –by helping
out Mina’s daughter Bernadinus reciprocates the support Mina has given him in the past that
enabled him to complete his studies in Java. Without the hard-earned money sent to
Bernadinus from among others Mina, Bernadinus’ education at Gadjah Mada University
would have been nearly impossible to accomplish.
Repaying this ‘reciprocal debt’, combined with the general expectation that family
members ought to help each other out, also facilitated the entrance into tertiary education for
Mina’s second child, Valentino. Valentino was born in 1985. His childhood and early
adolescent life more or less followed the same course as that of his sister’s. He grew up in
Fontein in the care of his aunt Ade, attended elementary school there, and went to junior high
school SMP Negeri 1 and senior high school SMA Negeri 1. Like Sinta, he also took
additional English courses. Whereas his sister studied International Relations at a
Yogyakartan university, Valentino wished to apply for the Higher School for Domestic
Governance (Sekola Tinggi Pemerintahan Dalam Negeri -STPDN), a civil service
preparatory school students enter after having finished senior high school. 40 STPDN receives
40

This school will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Four.
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only very few students per region per year. Valentino claims that in the year he enrolled, out
of a total of one-hundred and thirty-five applicants only two other students from Kupang
were accepted.
In terms of capital, having graduated from high school Valentino had acquired the
cultural capital necessary to join the selection procedures. In Kupang Valentino took written
tests, physical tests and psychological tests all of which he passed. With regards to economic
capital, Mina only recalls having to pay for various airplane tickets to Bandung in order for
Valentino to join the testing procedures in the selection process there. The STPDN academy
does not ask for tuition fees but, on the contrary, actually provides its students with a small
monthly allowance. Having passed all selection procedures in Kupang, Valentino joined the
final tests aspiring students had to take in Bandung. With the publication of the test results
there, however, something peculiar happened. Valentino claimed that at 03:00 in the morning
his name was on the list among the names of those who had been accepted. An hour later,
nevertheless, his name had disappeared. Valentino suspected tampering with the test results
and imagined some student who had not been accepted through formal means tried all
available informal powers of persuasion at a higher level to force acceptance anyway –at the
cost of having another student eliminated from the list of students accepted. At this point
Valentino resorted to what perhaps was his most valuable form of capital: he called his uncle
Bernadinus to tell him about his suspicions. As we recall, Bernardinus was employed by
Gadjah Mada university in Yogyakarta. More importantly, however, he also happened to be
very close to political party PDI-P’s head and former president Megawati. His closeness to
Megawati was well-know and because of that he was widely assumed to have substantial
political clout. Neither Mina, nor Valentino himself could say with certainty if Bernadinus’
influence had helped, but before long Valentino’s name was back on the list among those
accepted.
This case of Mina and her relatives shows the steady upward social mobility of
members of one family over the course of three generations. Mina’s parents started out with
very humble financial means and very little education. Most of their children, in contrast,
obtained degrees from local universities and found employment in local civil service. Mina’s
eldest two children attended university in Java and have promising careers in civil service as
well. 41 Upwards social mobility over the course of generations in itself is not exceptional,
and there are certainly wider structural factors that facilitated this accumulation of economic
and cultural capital. Also, certain qualities of the children and grand-children themselves
helped moving up. Bourdieu already noted the, ‘dialectical relations between the objective
41

Valentino currently holds a eselon position at city level administration which is an impressive
accomplishment for a young civil servant. We will read more about rise in civil service and great future plans in
later chapters. Sinta is currently employed at province-level administration and works at the provincial Electoral
Commission Department in the island of Flores. We will see how she managed to get her first steady job at RRI
in Chapter Five. Leonel –not interested in a boring administrative job- has recently joined a local academy to
become a nurse.
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structures to which the objectivist mode of knowledge gives access and the structured
dispositions within which those structures are actualized and which tend to reproduce them’
(Bourdieu 1977: 3). However, with these examples I wish to draw specific attention to the
role reciprocal obligations in family networks played in this upward social mobility.
Valentino and Sinta’s accumulation of cultural capital –university attendance- was greatly
facilitated by their uncle Bernadinus’ willingness to help them out. Bernadinus’ own
accumulated capital, in turn, was made possible by his sister Mina’s financial support when
he was in university. Mina sacrificed her own plans to attend university to help her family
out financially. Mina’s sacrifice, in her opinion, is something inherent to family relationships,
since it is, ‘a family’s custom to have responsibility to each other.’ 42 When she was in a
position to help out her siblings she took her responsibility. Years later, returning Mina’s
favor by helping out her children, Bernadinus took his. The upward social trajectory
traversed by Mina and her relatives was thus partly facilitated by the self-evidence of
reciprocal obligations in family networks.
Social stratification or class differentiation in Kupang can therefore not be understood
without taking into account the intricate and reciprocal character of ties within family
networks. Whereas at first sight the big house in sub-district Fontein may suggest a certain
social distance between its residents and those of the neighboring small dwelling due to
financial differences, upon closer look it becomes clear that not only is social stratification
within one household an ambiguous endeavor –does uneducated Ade belong to the same
‘class’ as her ambitious career civil servant nephew- but also that the existence of close-ties
between neighbors challenges conceptions of class as clear-cut. Similarly, although the
physical segmentation of new residential areas suggests the rise of a state dependent class, it
should be remembered that –just like residents of older sub-district Fontein- the residents of
these neighborhoods are also tied to systems of reciprocal obligations within family networks.
The kind of classness that therefore best describes social stratification in Kupang with all its
permeability, cross-cutting webs of relations and implicit reciprocal obligations is Vel’s
political class.
Concluding
In this chapter I have applied the urban anthropological concept of ‘divided city’ by looking
at segmentation in the physical city as a means to think about processes of social
segmentation. By comparing the composition of colonial Kupang with present-day Kupang I
argue that Kupang has developed from a town characterized by ethnic segmentation –albeit
less rigid than popularly assumed (see Colombijn 2010)- to a town characterized by the
segmentation of a specific social class that depends on state resources for income, namely a
42

The gender aspect of this sacrifice ought to be noticed as well. Perhaps Mina also helped out Bernadinus
because he was the only son and sons’ educational advancement took precedence over daughters’. This,
however, is not something Mina herself ever mentioned.
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political class (Vel 2008). This political class, however, by no means entails a class strictly
separated from other social strata. Class in Kupang namely is a permeable and flexible
conception. Typical of Kupang is a certain degree of interrelatedness. This also comes to the
fore in the ‘physical city’-large, luxurious houses standing adjacent to small huts. To grasp
social stratification and social mobility in Kupang therefore it also pays to look at this
interconnectedness and at the role of reciprocal obligations that are implicit in social
networks.
To illustrate this logic of reciprocal obligations in social networks I zoomed in on
Kupang’s example of a social network par excellence –the family. By using the book of
donations and the case of social mobility over the course of three generations I have tried to
exemplify just how much this reciprocal logic forms a part of the social fabric and, also, to
show how the accumulation and exchange of capital driven by such reciprocal obligations
and expectations facilitate upwards social mobility. These family examples are very
important to keep in mind while reading the rest of this dissertation. First, they exemplify the
importance of reciprocity or gift exchanges in provincial town Kupang, which, as mentioned
previously, finds itself somewhere between the Gemeinschaft of small villages and the
Gesellschaft of large metropoles. Second, this reciprocal logic that underlies social
interaction in family networks helps shed a light on internal dealings within the political class
-that part of the social stratum we enter in the next few chapters. Finally, as we will see in
Chapter Seven when we return to interactions between classes, in contrast to what this
chapter has shown the embeddedness of reciprocal obligations does not always facilitate
upward social mobility by keeping class boundaries permeable. They are also helpful in
understanding how some are perpetually excluded from the political class.
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Chapter III

How to become a civil servant: Money, connections, and ethnic
preferencing

Entering the ranks of civil service is the surest way to a steady income, job stability, and status
in state dependent Kupang, and is, therefore, crucial in gaining and maintaining political class
membership. The desirability of civil service jobs and all the benefits that accompany them
became abundantly clear when holding an impromptu discussion with first semester political
science students at local university Nusa Cendana. Having asked this question many times
before, the collective enthusiasm of the students should not have overwhelmed me as much
anymore. Still, I was slightly surprised at the amount of hands that went up when I asked
which of the students wished to become a civil servant. Unable to quickly count all hands, I
rephrased the question and instead asked who did not plan to enter civil service. Out of thirty
students only three raised their hands.
As mentioned, I should not have been so surprised. Although some aspects of the civil
service, such as the military style of disciplining, the repeated emphasis of form, and the
strategic seeking of office alliances I describe in the next two chapters, may be off-putting to
some, they are not to most in Kupang. During my interviews with civil servants I was often
told how badly one had wanted to become a civil servant and that, in fact, obtaining a civil
service position had been a life-long dream. For instance, a middle-aged male lower-level
civil servant recalled how as a young boy in a Rotenese village he would compare his ragged
filthy shirt and bare feet to the clean clothes and shoes worn by state-officials visiting his
village, and how he would then longingly daydream about one day having such a job that
would enable him to look equally sophisticated.
An upper-level civil servant at the Department of Public Works, additionally,
recollected the admiration and respect he had for civil servants when he was a child. Growing
up in sub-district Fontein as the youngest of eight children in a poor household, he recalled
how his parents took on all sorts of odd jobs to get by. He remembered a party held long ago
in his neighborhood. Both of his parents were in ‘the back’ gathering fire wood, getting water
from the well, and washing dishes. In the guest area –‘the front’- people were dressed up and
seated on chairs in neat rows. In front of these people was a small stage on which people
would give speeches. His parents presumed these people were civil service officials, since
they were the only ones thought important enough for such a role. His father, then, expressed
his wish for his son, which was that one day he would be respected enough to be sitting ‘in the
front’ instead of having to occupy himself with ‘the business in the back’, as his parents had.
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His father did not envision him to be speaking on stage at a party as an important civil servant
-merely to sit among the others ‘in the front’ was all this father wished for his son. Much to
his parents’ surprise, however, he managed to get a university education and build a career in
civil service. He is currently a regular speaker at parties and ceremonies. He, therefore, did not
only move from the ‘back’ to the ‘front’, he also moved ‘up’, making his parents proud
beyond expectation.
A civil service position is thus a highly desirable one, but not one that is easily
obtained. Job openings are not plentiful, and whenever a department advertises available
positions, applicants come from far and wide to sign up. It is not uncommon that for a mere
handful of positions over a thousand applicants apply. Many civil servants I interviewed were
not hired the first time they joined the testing procedure for a job-opening. Rather, it took
them countless attempts to pass the various testing procedures. Some would take up menial
jobs in the private sector, meanwhile still applying for civil servant positions whenever an
opening was announced. Those who did find a reasonably steady and respectable job also
eagerly exchanged their position for that of a civil servant after having been accepted into
civil service. In the next two chapters I will look more closely at the benefits that are gained
from having obtained the much coveted civil service position and from adhering to proper
civil service form. Some benefits are unsurprising –salary, pension, credit at banks, status,
whereas other are less anticipated –supporting the formation of new clientelist office networks
that seem to counter proper civil service propriety. In this chapter I wish to focus more closely
on the process of entering civil service: how does one become a civil servant?
There, however, is no unambiguous, straightforward answer to this question. To return
to the Nusa Cendana University students who were so eager to join the civil service ranks,
there is a ‘formal’ as well as an ‘informal’ answer. When I asked them about the process of
getting a civil service position they, initially, quickly explained the official procedure,
correcting each other along the way. First, vacancies are made public through newspapers and
radio channels. Then, applicants sign up and hand in documentation for an administrative
selection. Consequently, there are various tests depending on the position, for instance, a
general knowledge, English, or math test. After having made it through the testing rounds
some applicants are invited for an interview. 43 According to the students’ account of the
official procedure –which resembled the accounts of this procedure civil servants themselves
gave me, those applicants with the highest test scores are the ones that ought to get the
positions. To prevent tampering with test results, the tests are not related to applicants’ names,
but to their given test number. The tests are not corrected in Kupang, but instead sent to
Jakarta. After checking the tests, the test results are sent back to the region where they are
published via radio broadcasts and on print-outs put up on the wall in the various Departments.
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During my civil servant interviews some older civil servants remembered that their interviews also contained
questions about possible connections or affiliations with the old banned communist party PKI (Partai Komunis
Indonesia). Interviews these days do not include such questions.
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Whether omitting applicants’ names from the tests and having the tests checked
outside the region is enough to prevent informal ways of securing a job was something highly
doubted by the students. In response to my question if there were any ‘informal’ ways to make
it through the application procedures –a question prompted by the many previous civil servant
interviews I conducted, various students asserted ‘envelopes’ (with money) as a ‘smoother’
(pelicin) would help you get an advantage. Others stated that family members or in-laws in
high enough positions could also facilitate the process. A third suspicion -not named explicitly
by the students, but, nevertheless, one that came to the fore repeatedly in my interviews- was
that oftentimes jobs are given out based on ethnic favoring. 44
The assumption that informal processes –money, connections or ethnic favoring- play
an important role in obtaining civil service positions is one that is widely held and hardly
contested. Conversations about this with anybody in Kupang from whatever background –
students, café owners, lower-level civil servants, market vendors, friendly neighbors- tend to
confirm the importance of money, connections or ethnic preferencing when wanting to get a
civil service job. These assumptions are apparently also commonplace in Indonesian
academic literature, to the extent that the few sources concerning accessing civil service
merely place paying for civil servant positions in the wider context of a ‘lack of
transparency’, ‘culture of rent-seeking’ and ‘corruption’ without taking a more detailed look
at the actual practices of getting a job in civil service. 45
It is these assumptions regarding ‘informal’ ways of getting in that I want to take a
look at more closely while addressing the question of how to become a civil servant in
Kupang. With regards to the importance of intra-office networks, as I will discuss in Chapter
Five, it is interesting to see to what extent connections matter in trying to get a civil service
(or civil service related) position in Kupang. In relation to Kupang’s 2008 reputation as
Indonesia’s most corrupt city (Jakarta Post 2009), the question, furthermore, arises how
easily one can ‘buy an income’ (Kristiansen and Rahmli 2006). Perhaps surprising, I hope to
show that –although instances of informal preferencing using social or economic capital can
44

The students did not mention ethnic favoring as an informal means of civil servant recruitment. However, this
is an assumption that is quite popular in Kupang and one I often heard when asking about informal favoring.
After having asked this question, a heated debate did ensue about the question whether civil servant positions
should only be occupied by ‘sons (and daughters?) of the soil’ (putra daerah). Some students thought one of the
perks of regional autonomy was that locals should be favored for civil service positions, whereas others
vehemently protested this. The debate turned more problematic when we tried to define who those ‘sons of the
soil’ would be. There was agreement that those outside of the East Nusa Tenggara province did not count as
locals (but what if they would be Protestant or Catholic?), but once within the province, who could still count as
a local. And in which context?
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See for instance S. Kristiansen and M. Rahmli (2006) Buying an Income: The Market for Civil Service
Positions in Indonesia, based on survey data from Bima and Mataram, where the authors note first of all that all
of their respondents had to pay for their civil service position and secondly, that the ‘entrance fee’ had risen
after decentralization reforms. They do not investigate the process of entering civil service any further and thus
don’t question the assumption that paying a fee is a prerequisite. I will describe how the demand for payments
are in some instances cleverly played tactics from civil servants used on applicants, using exactly this
assumption that there is an entrance fee, while the applicants would find no obstacles entering the civil service
workforce would they choose not to p(l)ay.
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certainly be found and will be addressed- we should not too hastily dismiss the importance of
education and skills –cultural capital. As I show in subsequent chapters, even in the practice
of balas jasa46 those whose ‘favors are returned’ need to have the appropriate cultural capital
to match a promotion. In this chapter I, therefore, claim that although social and economic
capital facilitate access, cultural capital weighs much heavier than is popularly assumed. 47 If
more aspiring civil servants would know that obtaining a civil service position does not just
depend on money and connections, they might feel more hopeful about applying. If more
successful applicants, who receive a sudden phone call from an official of the Department of
Human Resources asking for some smoothing money to make sure the final stages of the
hiring process will be completed without difficulties, would recognize the hoax perhaps they
would not bother paying an ‘entrance fee’.
More important, perhaps, than the role of money and connections in assumptions
regarding ‘getting in’ informally are suspicions of ethnic favoring. With this in mind, when
wanting to know how to become a civil servant in Kupang, it is necessary to consider whether
informal favoring in Kupang’s civil service is based on ethnic preferencing. It is not surprising
that ‘ethnicity’ (suku) has become the social marker of difference suspected to be at the base
of informal favoring in Kupang. As discussed in the previous chapter, although located on the
island of Timor, Kupang’s over 300,000 residents originate from all islands of the East Nusa
Tenggara Province and beyond. Being an immigration town historically, ‘ethnicity’, as
implying ties to an island or region of origin, is an obvious marker of difference in social
discourse. 48 Additionally, the ‘Kupang incident’ and local understandings of this instance of
communal violence in terms of ethnic friction only fuel suspicions of inter-ethnic competition
in informal favoring in local civil service.
I would, however, want to caution against a too readily acceptance of ‘ethnicity’ or
ethnic preferencing when analyzing informal favoring in civil service. Using ethnicity in
explanations and analyses can have deadly serious, reifying consequences. 49 Therefore, before
presenting three cases to propose viewing informal preferencing in terms of balancing and
exchanging various forms of capital I first want to turn to the assumption that informal
preferencing in Kupang’s civil service is based on ethnic favoring. This requires looking at
46

Balas jasa translates as ‘answering a service’ and refers to the post-elections practice of newly elected district
heads giving out coveted positions in civil service to those that showed support during the elections.
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Fully realizing, nevertheless, that the accumulation of cultural capital hinges on the accumulation and
exchange of other forms of capital, as the example of the Raga family,described in the previous chapter, shows.
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For a more elaborate historical overview of migration to Kupang see C.R. Boxer, The Topasses of Timor.
Koninklijke Vereeniging Indisch Instituut, Mededeling no. 73. Afdeling Volkenkunde no. 24 (1947); or J.J. Fox,
Harvest of the palm. Ecological change in Eastern Indonesia (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977).
49
For instance, see Van Klinken’s careful analysis of instances of ‘communal violence’ throughout the
Indonesian archipelago in the first few post-Suharto years (Van Klinken 2007). Instead explaining these
instances of violence in deceptively self-evident terms he outlines broader particular geographical and economic
characteristics of the towns he describes that account for the ‘susceptibility’ to communal violence. A
‘communal’ explanation is thus not helpful in his case. Yet, communal explanations are popular in explaining
such instances of violence, which is why I caution against an uncritical, reifying use of ‘ethnicity’ in informal
favoring in civil service.
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what ‘ethnicity’ means in Kupang and why it is such a popular social and political discourse
for difference there. After critically considering ethnicity as an analytical concept I will
address scholarly examples of ethnic reification, everyday ethnic joking and stereotyping. I
will then consider a case that argues that informal preferencing in Kupang’s civil service is,
indeed, based on ethnic preferencing. I, however, claim that a focus on ethnicity is more
obscuring than analytically helpful. Ethnicity in Kupang, I claim, is a social-political
discourse, a way of thinking and talking about differences. In the remainder of this chapter I
will therefore argue that viewing the process of becoming a civil servant in terms of balancing
capital is analytically more useful.
Problematizing ‘ethnicity’
It is somewhat ironic that while ‘ethnicity’ has gained increased explanatory power in local
lay and scholarly accounts in Kupang a growing unease has surrounded the concept in
anthropology. As Gerd Baumann aptly notes, as long ago as 1912 Weber already proposed to
dismiss ethnicity as a topic of analysis finding it, ‘unsuitable for a really rigorous analysis’
(Baumann and Sunier 1995; Weber 1978: 395). Ethnicity as a primordial concept, therefore,
no longer holds analytical value. However, dismissing ‘ethnicity’ as an analytical topic has
become difficult since it has left the realms of social science and has been, ‘styled into a “fact
of life” … that appeals to supposedly “natural” distinctions, such as ethnos or descent, to
explain “cultural” differences’ (Baumann and Sunier 1995: 3). In other words, ‘ethnicity’ has
been subjected to processes of reification, giving a guise of naturalness to social differences.
A response to this popular reification of the concept of ethnicity in the 1990s was to deessentialize it (see for instance Turner 1993; Sahlins 1994; Barth 1994). Baumann, similarly,
proposes to de-essentialize ethnicity against the well-known anthropological agendas of social
cohesion, collective commitments, and the comparative project (Baumann and Sunier 1995).
Important to an approach to ethnicity as an analytical topic is a processual view on ethnic
cohesion, and a recognition of the cross-cutting nature of social identities and the role of
renegotiation in ethnic categorizations.
Despite being greatly helpful in countering a conception of ethnicity as reifying social
differences, the question remains whether there is anything left of ‘ethnicity’ to carry out
analytical work. This is a question Roger Brubaker and Frederick Cooper pose as well in
relation to the broader concept of identity (Brubaker and Cooper 2000). Similar to Baumann,
they caution against what they call too ‘strong’ or essentializing uses of the concept.
Nevertheless, they are also critical of too ‘weak’ constructivist approaches to the concepts that
Baumann seems to lean towards when he emphasizes the processual and cross-cutting aspects
of ethnicity with other types of social identity. Although the concept reviewed in this chapter
is ethnicity and not identity, I, nevertheless, propose that insights from Brubaker and Cooper
are useful in order to look critically at ethnicity as an analytical category. Therefore, according
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to Brubaker and Cooper, constructivists’ attempts at ridding the concept identity of the notion
that it is something all people or groups have -even when unaware of it, has made it into a
fragmented, multivalent, contingent, and constructed notion. This makes it unsure why that
which is constructed is still ‘identity’ and furthermore renders the concept too weak for useful
theoretical work (Ibid.: 10).
A second problem regarding the concept of identity is the use of identity as both a
category of practice -meaning categories of everyday social experience, and categories of
analysis -as used by social analysts. Even though everyday identity talk and even identity
politics are ‘real’ phenomena, this does not necessarily require its use as a category of analysis.
In line with Baumann’s cautions, Brubaker and Cooper thus call for analysts to account for
this process of reification instead of reproducing this reification themselves by uncritically
adopting categories of practice as categories of analysis (Ibid.: 4-5). Due to the ambivalence
of the concept of identity they propose three alternative terms that can do the work identity is
supposed to do without its confusing and contradictory connotations (Ibid.: 14). First of all
identification and categorization are processual, active terms that can focus on the process of
identifying and on possible identifiers without assuming this will result in some ‘identity’ –
however, unlike Baumann, Brubaker and Cooper thus do not link this processual view on
identity to a cross-cutting of social identities. Secondly, self-understanding and social
location can be used to focus on particularistic understandings of self and social interests, as a
situated subjectivity. Thirdly, commonality, connectedness, and groupness can cover the
emotionally laden sense of belonging to a distinctive and bounded group, and the felt
solidarity with that group and felt difference with certain outsiders (Ibid.: 14-21).
To return to my concept under scrutiny –ethnicity, I wish to suggest that Brubaker and
Cooper have offered a useful way to study ‘the work that ethnicity is supposed to do’ in
analyzing informal preferencing in Kupang’s civil service. This is especially so since attempts
to study ethnicity in Kupang have led to an uncritical reification of a category of practice than
to a questioning of this concept. This might obscure how aspiring civil servants actually
obtain their positions. The advantage of using suggested terms instead of ‘ethnicity’ is,
therefore, that it opens up all sorts of other possibilities of looking at inter-group relations and,
specifically, informal preferencing in offices. Before turning to the actual process of getting a
civil service job –and the role of ethnic preferencing in it- let us first look at scholarly
reifications of ethnicity in Kupang and at ethnic stereotypes I encountered in Kupang as a
category of practice.
Stereotypes and ethnic favoring
That ‘ethnicity’ is a useful analytical category is not often questioned by scholars focusing on
Kupang. If anything, the outburst of ‘communal’ violence that took place in November 1998
following the Ketapang tragedy in Jakarta, only brought the importance of ethnicity to the fore.
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Years before the Kupang incident, current dean of the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences
of Kupang’s Nusa Cendana University Alo Liliweri (1994) already measured the effectiveness
of inter-ethnic communication in Kupang, and concluded that this inter-ethnic communication
is influenced by social prejudice resulting from ethnocentrism present in all ethnic groups.
According to Liliwery, social prejudice is exemplified by the ethnic composition of
neighborhoods -where there is usually a certain ethnic majority, the concentration of particular
ethnic groups in certain occupational fields, ethnically segregated boarding houses and social
organizations, and finally, latent ethnic competition (especially for civil service jobs). Due to
social ethnic prejudices all ethnic groups have a high sense of discrimination against other
groups –with the exception of the Alorese and Sumbanese who tend to incorporate all ‘others’
as kin or members of their social groups. Of all ethnic groups, the Rotenese tend to be
discriminated against most. Tule (2000), in contrast, modifies Liliweri’s view on inter-ethnic
relations as problematic and frictional, by stressing the ability of local kinship cultures, built
up around a cult house to incorporate various people into a tolerant and harmonious society.
Whereas Liliweri sees ethnocentrism negatively influencing inter-ethnic communication, Tule
views kinship as a unifying force in interaction. Commenting on the Kupang incident a few
years earlier, Tule asserts that this and other instances of communal violence in Indonesia had
nothing to do with inherent social friction, because they ran counter to the ‘traditionally
tolerant culture of Indonesia’, but were instead the result of political manipulation (Ibid.).
What is striking about these accounts of inter-ethnic relations -with Tule focusing
more on religious differences than Liliweri- is the uncritical acceptance of problematic
analytical concepts. Liliweri nowhere questions the added value of using the concept of
ethnicity. His entire conclusion concerning how social prejudice stemming from
ethnocentrism influences inter-ethnic communication is based on the a-priori assumption that
it is useful to use ‘ethnicity’ for categorization. Such an uncritical use of a concept used in
everyday practice for analytical purposes is not without hazard. As Elcid Li (2000) notes in
his analysis of the Kupang incident, it remains unclear how the process of social prejudicing
is shaped. This echoes Baumann (1994) and Brubaker and Cooper’s (2000) spurring for the
need to account for the process of reification instead of uncritically adopting it. Without
attention to this process, Li claims, social prejudice becomes somewhat of a belief. Ironically,
perceptions of social prejudice based on inter-group generalizations are turned into something
‘true’ and as a basis for communication, without any confirmation to purify this prejudice (Li
2000). Equally, Tule’s conception of Indonesian culture as inherently tolerant and
incorporating also does nothing to understand why occurrences of conflict and friction take
place, how processes of social prejudice are shaped, and –specific to this chapter- what
underlies suspicions that ethnic favoring takes place within Kupang’s civil service. As
Brubaker and Cooper noted in relation to ‘identity’, the use of ethnicity generates more
confusion than analytical clarity.
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The appeal of ethnicity, however, not only seduces scholars focusing on Kupang but
also the Kupangese themselves, judging from the many ethnic jokes and stereotypes I
encountered during fieldwork. For instance, while trying to access political parties’ campaign
teams during the 2008 East Nusa Tenggara’s gubernatorial elections I hung out one afternoon
at one of political party PDI-P’s offices from which campaign team members coordinated
their grass-root campaigning. Discussing the various candidates for the positions of governor
and vice-governor, the conversation quickly turned to the ethnic backgrounds of the
candidates. Chris, the head of this campaign team, asked me if I knew what to do when
walking in a forest and suddenly encountering both a snake and a Rotenese: who or what
would I kill? Having heard this joke many times before I knew the answer: of course I would
kill the Rotenese, because they are far more licik (tricky, sneaky, slimy) than snakes! Chris
then asked me if I knew why this joke about Rotenese existed, which I did not. He explained
this to me through what he called a ‘folk story’, telling about how the Rotenese managed to
get so much land in Timor, especially along the coast:
At a certain point after the Rotenese had begun to arrive in Timor, the Timorese got fed up with this
Rotenese immigration, and requested the Rotenese to put a halt to their migration to Timor. In
response, the Rotenese came up with the following suggestion: the land of Timor should belong to
whomever had the capacity to dry up the land. They proposed to meet up at the beach the following
day, where they would both try to dry up the land. The Timorese agreed and returned to the beach
the next day. A few of them –those with natural magical powers- sat down in the sand and
attempted to force back the sea by making big and impressive gestures. Unfortunately high tide was
just beginning to set in, something the Timorese were unaware of since they weren’t sea people.
Despite their pompous gestures, the Timorese could not stop the waves from coming in, and ran
back up the mountains scared. In the afternoon a Rotenese sat down on the beach. In a relaxed and
slow manner he made some hand movements, signaling the sea to move back. Indeed, the sea
receded because low tides were setting in. Impressed with the Rotenese ability to dry up the land,
the Timorese agreed that the Rotenese could stay.

Chris told me that although this was just a folk story, the cleverness of the Rotenese should
not be underestimated. Before the existence of official certified property borders, Rotenese
would mark off their areas by using kapok trees. Since these trees’ seeds spread far and wide
and new trees would grow wherever the seeds landed, the land owned by the Rotenese
expanded inconspicuously. This is why one has to kill the Rotenese instead of the snake, when
suddenly encountering them in the forest. Chris himself was Rotenese.
The snake comparison is one often heard when asking about people from Rote, as is
their knack for politics and pretty girls, ‘they are trickier than snakes.’ ‘They are so much like
snakes: they never get to the point, but just keep on sliding around and around it.’ ‘Rotenese,
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yeah they are talkative.’ ‘They always say “yes, but...” They are real politicians.’ ‘Sneaky in
politics.’ ‘Hard-working people those Rotenese.’ ‘They have a good-working brain.’
Furthermore, ‘Rotenese girls are the prettiest of East Nusa Tenggara!’ The Timorese are stuck
with less flattering stereotypes: backwards, lazy, rude, stupid, weak, not brave, afraid,
shameful, black. The Timorese tend to be typified as honest, straightforward, but hopelessly
stupid and easily aroused in anger. ‘They are stupid, but honest.’ ‘They are rude and have
“high emotions”, but a good heart.’ ‘Timorese are easy to fool.’ ‘They always say yes, even
when they think differently.’ The Savunese are known for their famous, conflict-solving
kisses, girls that outshine the Rotenese in beauty, fondness of family relations, work ethic,
funny ways of speaking and love of cock fights. ‘You know why Savunese girls are so
pretty? Savunese descend from Indian people, which is why they are so good-looking.’
Good looks are not traits associated with Alorese, ‘they are very black, with curly hair.’
Their many languages and magic prowess are known far and wide, however, ‘in Alor, every
two hundred meters a different language is spoken!’ ‘There are many suanggi (black
magicians) in Alor. They can even fly.’ ‘Alorese people do not live in one world, like you and
I. They live in two worlds at the same time. They are known for their magic.’ When asking
about ‘ethnic traits’ in relation to people from Flores, non-Florenese will immediately claim
that Florenese have very 'high feelings of ethnicity'. ‘People from Flores are really fanatic
about ethnicity and religion.’ Florenese, however, will immediately point out that there is no
such thing as a 'Florenese ethnicity', ‘Flores consists of many ethnic groups: Manggarai, Ende,
Sikka, East-Flores and so forth.’ ‘Manggarai people eat a lot.’ Florenese might not be known
as great warriors but they are very smart and good at politics. I did not often hear about the
Sumbanese, except that they give livestock as bride wealth, are talkative, and ‘eat a lot,
especially meat.’
Ethnic groups from outside the province that are sometimes mentioned are the
Javanese and the Buginese. On the whole they seem to be perceived similarly: they are both
‘newcomers’, excellent traders, and Muslims. A group which deserves special attention, but
never seems to pop up in 'ethnic joking' are the Chinese, ‘the Chinese are businesspeople.’
‘They are very stingy.’ ‘Chinese? They keep to themselves, they do not mix with locals
(pribumi). And locals not with them.’ ‘They like to marry their own kind. I want nothing to do
with them’, said a young male civil servant who deeply wanted to marry his Chinese exgirlfriend, but was refused by her family.
Such jokes, stereotypes and folk stories are not mere laughing matters or means for an
anthropologist to show off her localized comedy routine. Joking becomes serious when a
young woman claims she will never marry her Timorese suitor, because Timorese are too
black and too stupid for a Savunese like herself and that she could never have ‘ugly’ Timorese
kids. Its significance shows when the eldest son of the last ruler of Kupang laments the
inherent laziness of ‘his (Timorese) people’ in trying to climb in local and provincial power
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structures, as opposed to the Florenese who are by nature hard-working and clever. Its
seriousness also emerges when conflicts, such as the Kupang incident of 1998, are labeled as
‘ethnic’ conflicts. Similarly, ethnicity ceases being a joke when local governments want to
implement ‘ethnic quota’ in departments. Finally, it becomes serious when candidate couples
for district head elections consist of candidates of strategically disparate islands of origin, as
we will see in Chapter Seven.
It also becomes serious when scholars write about inter-ethnic frictions and differences,
without realizing the reifying effects its uncritical use has, such as we have seen at the
beginning of this section. When ‘ethnicity’ affects people’s practices or scholars’ analyses of
those practices, ethnic jokes and stereotypes are more than just comedy. Certainly, some of
these stereotypes can be traced to an actual reality in Kupang: there are quite a number of
Rotenese in the civil service. Until the current vice-governor there had never been a Timorese
regional leader, while Florenese have been abundantly represented in provincial leadership
positions. This does not mean, however, that inter-ethnic joking and stereotyping easily
translates to inter-ethnic prejudices, as Liliweri sketches in his article. In everyday talk and
thinking about ethnicity a crude dividing of people in certain categories with certain character
traits and behaviors is generally readily scrutinized. As one head of a department put it,
my father is born in Sumbawa in West Nusa Tenggara, but he is originally (asli) from Sulawesi and
my mom is from Kupang. What am I then? Ethnicity (suku) is not always clear for people.

Or as another civil servant explained,
you must understand that these are just jokes you know. Basically all East Nusa Tenggara
people are all the same. We can marry each other, though we might have to make some adaptations
in bride wealth. We can also marry people from other religions if the families agree.

Furthermore, the more than thirty interviews I conducted with lower-level civil servants show
that, although intra-ethnic marriages occurred frequently among their parents, they themselves
often marry partners with a different ethnic background. Ethnicity as an explanation -for the
occurrence of the ‘Kupang incident’ or to typify informal favoring in accessing and climbing
in civil service- becomes even more obviously problematic when there are many other kinds
of distinctions that can be made, such as Islam versus Catholicism or Protestantism; those
from within the province of East Nusa Tenggara versus from outside; this island versus the
other islands; the Florenese district of Manggarai versus that of Ende; this ‘clan’ (marga)
versus that one; this family versus that family; there are ample possible ‘Others’. Even
though 'ethnicity' –as well as 'religion'- has a deadly serious side and there are undoubtedly
people who view certain characteristics as inherent to an ethnic or religious group, everyday
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stereotyping and perceptions on ethnic differences should not thoughtlessly be transferred to
‘categories of analysis’ when wanting to analyze how favoring in civil service is played out.
Nevertheless, ‘ethnicity’ appears to be a readily accepted explanation for analyzing informal
preferencing. Therefore, we should look at an example of suspected ethnic preferencing in
civil service hiring.
Informal favoring: it is an ethnic thing
Thomas Didimus Dagang, nevertheless, tries to make a case asserting the assumption that
Kupang’s ethnic heterogeneity makes for ethnic preferencing in its civil service (Dagang
2004). He uses detailed and lengthy information about the educational and ethnic background
of civil service officials (pejabat) and newly recruited employees in the early 2000s. Dagang’s
main topic of interest is if Kupang’s city level civil service is indeed as neutral and free from
political influences and ‘group-influences’ as is propagated by, for instance, Good
Governance ideology or Law No 43/1999. 50 His conclusion is that it is not, and that
primordialist sentiments are decisive in civil servant recruiting and giving out higher level
positions.
Dagang characterized Kupang’s civil service as a patrimonial bureaucracy, in which
hierarchy is based on familiar or private relations as in father-child relations, not unlike my
descriptions of Kupangese intra-office relations in Chapter Five. Higher level (jabatan)
positions are used for private interests related to family and group, and promotion systems are
not based on meritocracy, seniority or competency tests. An interesting, and to me
recognizable, case is made for the importance of closeness and relations: Dagang claims
bureaucracy is based on personality, ‘like-dislike relations’, and family connections (Ibid.: 2427). Recruitment is not an open process, rather, civil service officials tend to fill positions
with people with whom they have something in common, be it a close friendship or a school
connection. What puts people in their civil service positions is the influence of closeness
(pengaruh kedekatan) -such as ethnicity, descent (keturunan), language, religion and so forth
(Ibid.: 65-73).
Dagang prefers to view this importance of closeness and connections as an ethnic
influencing of the neutrality of bureaucracy. His main arguments supporting this claim are an
overview of the ethnic composition of the higher-level bureaucrats and of the newly recruited
civil servants. Of the 527 upper level bureaucrats (pejabat), a third is Rotenese, 17.10% is
Florenese, a sixth is Savunese, 13.4% are Timorese (3.04% Atonimeto, 10.1% Dawan), 5.5%
Sumbanese, 3.8% Javanese, 3.04% Alorese, and 8.2% of other ethnic background (Ibid.: 40).
In his analysis, the Rotenese thus outnumber all other ethnicities in higher-level civil service
positions. Dagang sees this same pattern when looking at the newly recruited civil servants for
50

Law No. 43/1999 is the new Civil Service Law, which is a revison of the previous Civil service Law No.
8/1974 ,and which emphasizes the duties of civil servants, propagates and anti-KKN stabce, and stipulates an
objective evaluation of performance and competitive processes (for hiring and promotions).
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2003: 40% of the 110 new civil servants were Rotenese, followed by Savunese (26.3%) Ibid.:
68-69). Coincidentally, the two people in charge of accepting new recruits, the head of
Personnel and the Regional Secretary, also happened to be of Rotenese descent. According to
Dagang, primordialism and instrumentalism shape Kupang’s recruitment and promotion
systems: jobs are given out purely because of a sharing of blood, region of origin or customs
(but also apparently because of sharing a religion, school, and close friendship), or because
ethnicity is easily manipulated politically.
Whereas Dagang does a great job sketching an image of Kupang’s civil service as a
patrimonial bureaucracy in which connections and closeness matter, something I found very
recognizable, his justification for why this is ‘ethnic’ remains unclear. When looking at the
‘ethnic’ composition of the city of Kupang it is not surprising that Rotenese will comprise a
sizeable part of bureaucracy, since they are a significant presence in Kupang. Furthermore,
when taking into account the historically advantageous position the Rotenese have had in
education and civil service, their ‘accumulated capital’ also helps explaining their current
dominant position in bureaucracy. I suggest, instead, that the importance of relations and
closeness which Dagang also recognizes explains far more clearly how neutrality is
influenced than does ‘ethnicity’.
In this case of understanding how jobs and promotions are obtained, I contend that the
use of ‘ethnicity’ as an analytical useful concept obscures more than it enlightens. First, the
concept is too ambiguous to do any clear analytical work. Is ethnicity family, language,
customs or also other forms of ‘closeness’ (kedekatan)? Second, the concept masks the way in
which favoring in civil service actually takes place. Thirdly, as Elcid Li (2000), Baumann
(1995), and Brubaker and Cooper (2000) already warned, using ethnicity as a means to
analyze preferencing unjustly supports existing stereotypes and jokes, and therefore reifies
them. Based on my own fieldwork in lower-level civil service, I claim that a balancing of
different types of capital is what constitutes informal favoring. Ethnicity in this respect is
solely useful insofar as it can be transformed into social capital. To support my claim, I want
to present three cases to exemplify this.
Informal favoring: not an ethnic thing
The first case I will present describes how an ‘office extra’ -the owner of the canteen next to
the mayor’s office- managed to get her job. The second case discusses documents confirming
a young woman’s acceptance as a temporary worker in a department while the young woman
in question was still in high school –something that contradicts office regulations. The final
case entails the story of another young woman trying to get a job at the local branch of the
national radio station Radio Republik Indonesia (RRI). The assumption underlying these
stories is that if ethnic favoring is common practice, an ‘ethnic connection’ can be discerned
in these cases, in particular in the first two examples which lack an official testing procedure
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that can get in the way of informal favoring. Based on these cases I maintain that informal
preferencing in Kupang’s civil service is not based on ethnic favoring. 51
What does become clear is that relations and closeness play a significant role. The role
of closeness is also noticed by Dagang, and was often considered crucial by my informants, as
I mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. The third and more detailed case, nevertheless,
also deals with another known suspect of informal ways of getting a civil service position –
‘smoothing money’, and, additionally, reveals the importance of education and skills. This is
why I prefer to analyze obtaining civil service positions in terms of Bourdieuan ‘capital’ and
conversion of capital (1986). Capital –social, economic, cultural- offers a language in which
to talk about informal preferencing and informal ways of becoming a civil servant in more
neutral terms than ‘ethnic favoring’ does. This opens up the possibility of discussing civil
service favoring in ways that do not needlessly reify ethnic stereotypes. It also allows for a
conjunction of several factors that facilitate civil service acceptance, therefore, preventing a
too readily stereotyping of hiring processes as ‘KKN’ –thus solely hinging on social capital or
economic capital, which dismisses the importance of cultural capital.
Case one: Mrs. Nur’s cafeteria
The first case I want to discuss is how an ‘office extra’ -the cafeteria manager of the mayor’s
office- managed to get her position. Since there is no official hiring procedure for this position
it is an excellent example of how informal ways of obtaining a civil service (related) position
is obtained. For years the three-storey mayor’s office that houses several government
departments and a few hundred civil servants did not have a proper cafeteria. There was a
small kitchen located on the second floor but this was not large enough to provide all
employees with lunches or midday snacks. Therefore, the Department of General Affairs
decided that a new bigger cafeteria should be build. This task was left to the civil servants’
wives association Dharma Wanita. The wife of the Regional Secretary at the time was in
charge of finding someone to run this cafeteria. Mrs. Nur heard about this from her younger
sister, whose husband happened to have a friend in the Department of General Affairs, and
offered to run the cafeteria. Mrs. Nur got accepted, and now gets up at 05:30 every day to go
to the market with her assistant to do the necessary daily grocery shopping, then prepares
various dishes and opens up the cafeteria around 10:00.
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Even though these cases do not deal directly with becoming a ‘full’ civil servant –but instead with an ‘office
extra’, temporary worker and civil service-like position- they are, nevertheless, useful. The first two cases offer
ample room for informal maneuvering. If ‘ethnicity’ matters, these two cases should show it most clearly. The
third case concerns the hiring process for Radio RRI which, although not typical civil service, is still a civil
service-like organization. I chose this case, first, because the hiring process is similar to that of actual civil
service and, secondly, because I had good access to this informant, which makes for a more detailed case.
Furthermore, the time spent in Kupang’s government offices and the results from my (semi)formal interviews
and many casual conversations support the claims stemming from these three cases that ethnic preferencing in
Kupang’s civil service can be questioned.
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Both the Regional Secretary and his wife are Rotenese. They are also both Protestants.
If ethnic favoring would take place, one would expect Mrs. Nur to be Rotenese, and perhaps
share their religion as well. Mrs. Nur, however, is clearly not a Protestant, as her jilbab shows.
Furthermore, she was born in Surabaya and lived all over Java before ending up in East Nusa
Tenggara. The reason she manages the cafeteria is not because of ethnic favoring, but by
seizing an opportunity that was available through word-of-mouth information from family and
friends. In this case, connections –social capital- matter. 52
Case two: a high-school girl in the office
In the office of local anti-corruption agency PIAR 53 I had an interesting talk about informal
ways of giving out jobs in the civil service. Apart from steady civil service jobs that last until
retirement, government offices sometimes also hire temporary (honorer) workers. Working as
a ‘temp’ is often viewed as a stepping stone to a ‘full’ civil servant position, and at every new
civil service recruitment phase at least some temps have to be hired as ‘full’ civil servants.
Since the admission procedure for temps is less elaborate and less strictly checked than that
for civil servants, this trajectory poses the best opportunities for preferential hiring, as became
clear to me at PIAR. At PIAR, I was given two documents concerning young Lina. The first
one was a photo copy of a certificate that stated that in 2003 Lina was hired as a temporary
worker at the Department of Revenue. Requirements for temps are –depending on their task
description- that they at least have to have finished senior high school. I was subsequently
presented with another form which turned out to be Lina’s senior high school diploma. This
diploma was dated in 2004. It just so happened that Lina was a niece of the then Regional
Secretary. He conveniently arranged this temporary position for his niece. The Head of PIAR,
Sara Lery Mboeik, suspected that Lina probably never actually set foot in the department’s
office where the document claimed she obtained a temporary position while she was still in
school, and most likely also did not receive any wages. However, having been registered as a
temp did ensure her of steady employment as soon as she finished high school and, therefore,
also gave her excellent chances of obtaining a full civil servant position.
When analyzing this second case, there seems little doubt that Lina obtained her temp
position through informal preferencing. She was a close relation of one of the most powerful
men in Kupang’s city level civil service at the time, someone who, as we will see in Chapter
Five, has no moral qualms helping close ones get civil service positions –partly due to
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It is, however, important to note that office cafeteria’s are often run by Muslim Javanese - perhaps because
their halal cooking is suitable for all civil servants. Nevertheless, the fact that Mrs. Nur obtained her position
through this trajectory of connections instead of, for instance, via an advertisement in the newspaper or on the
radio is telling of the way in which positions are given out informally.
53
PIAR (the Institute of Information and Advocacy for the People) is a non-governmental organization that was
founded in 1997 by Sarah Lery Mboeik and some of her friends. This organization aims to investigate cases of
suspected corruption and bring them to trial. PIAR’s office can be found on 74 WJ Lala Mentik Street, Oebobo,
Kupang.
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reciprocal family obligations and partly with the intention of creating a loyal network of
political supporters. Moreover –since family relations per se do not have to signify informal
favoring, Lina’s high school diploma, dated a year after her acceptance as a temp, indicates
that her hiring went against formal office regulations. Therefore, it seems as if Lina’s case
exemplifies a case of informal preferencing in Kupang’s civil service. Nevertheless, I refrain
from labeling this case as an example of ethnic preferencing since another kind of closeness –
via familial relations- took precedence of a shared ethnic connection. Lina –like Jonas- is
‘Rotenese’, but I contend that Lina’s familial relation to Jonas was decisive in her acceptance,
especially since, in conversations with me, he stated his willingness to help out family
members. Close connections –or social capital- thus help understand why Lina got hired as a
temp.
Case three: Sinta on the radio
In Chapter Two I described the Raga family to exemplify the accumulation and exchange of
capital over the course of generations, and to show the importance of reciprocal obligations
in family networks. In my third case I return to Sinta, Mina’s daughter, to look at the
application process she underwent for local radio station RRI (Radio Republik Indonesia). As
we recall, Sinta attended Kupang’s best junior and senior high school, took extra English
classes, and –with some help from her successful uncle- attended a university in Yogyakarta,
Java, and completed a Bachelor’s Degree in International Relations.
After having spent a few months of leisure after graduation and her return to Kupang,
Sinta started looking for a job. Sinta found out that RRI, the radio station her father worked
for, had job vacancies. RRI is not quite a government institution, yet not wholly independent
either, since it is a public body owned by the state (Badan Umum Milik Negara). As with
regular civil service, RRI offers a steady salary, a pension, and possibilities for credit. The
application process for RRI is very similar to that of regular civil service, and, therefore, it is
interesting to see how Sinta did after having decided to apply for the RRI position.
Along with eighty-eight others, Sinta signed up for six available positions. After the
first administrative selection, all applicants had to take a general knowledge and English
language skills test. In the end –after all tests and interviews- the boss decided which
applicants would be joining RRI. According to Sinta, these weren’t necessarily those that
passed the test with the best results, which is why you never see the test scores on the lists
with names of those that passed. Sinta, drawing on her experiences in Java, said that in Java
you always read the applicant’s number, name and test score. In Kupang just the number and
name are stated. That is ‘KKN’ according to Sinta: never disclosing the score because, ‘if it
turns out “stupid” is picked it is clear there is KKN.’ Now no one is in a position or has any
grounds to ask about injustice. The boss’ decision is indisputable.
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Upon entering the testing procedure, Sinta had different forms of capital in her
possession. First of all she had valuable cultural capital, namely her Bachelor’s degree from a
Javanese university and a good command of English. Second, she had strong social capital,
since her father already worked at RRI. Moreover, her father happened to be good friends
with the boss, and someone with whom he used to share stories about Sinta and her brothers
when they were growing up. When asked, Sinta said that the boss, like herself, was Savunese.
Third, since both her parents had steady employment, there was the possibility of economic
capital. A little while before signing up for the RRI position, Sinta had considered working
for a local court. According to her mother Mina, it was ‘common knowledge’ that a position
there costs about IDR40,000,000, which she was more than willing to pay. Money was thus
available in case necessary. 54
After the testing procedure Sinta got the happy news that out of all the applicants, she
was one of the six lucky ones to get hired. Reflecting on what facilitated her success Sinta
couldn’t quite point out what type of ‘capital’ was decisive in her hiring. If it would have
merely been cultural capital, the test results would have been published along with the names
and numbers, she thought. Many of the other applicants also had family members or close
acquaintances working at RRI, but they failed to pass, therefore social capital did not seem to
be the most vital element either. Sinta’s father had forbidden his wife to give any money to
the boss or hiring committee, therefore, apparently economic capital did not play a role at all.
Sinta did comment that all new broadcasters hired were fluent in English. Cultural capital,
therefore, seemed to be most valued in RRI positions. Still, it remains difficult to assess if
Sinta would have gotten her job had her dad not been so close to the head. Judging from
experiences at the local court, one can also wonder if giving some money would have been
unnecessary had Sinta not had such an abundance of social capital.
I was not the only one wondering to what extent Sinta’s connections had helped her.
Mother Mina urged me to visit Sinta soon at work and speak English with her so all her
colleagues could see that Sinta got hired because of her command of English and not because
of her father. Even though it is not entirely possible to discern which form of capital was
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It should be noted, as mentioned in the previous chapter, that at the time of interviewing Sinta’s mother Mina
was contemplating what to do about her youngest son Leonel’s tertiary education. Leonel had recently
graduated from senior high school and wished to enter the local police school in Kupang. Mina supported her
son’s wish, but worried about ensuring his acceptance into the school. Entering the police academy, she told
me, is very expensive. She claimed it was somewhat of a ‘public secret’ (rahasia umum), but in order to get into
the academy one has to pay. According to her estimation, it would take at least IDR50,000,000 to stand a
chance. She would not pay the entire amount in advance, but instead only give a percentage beforehand and pay
the rest afterwards. One of her friends, namely had paid for her child to get accepted, yet the child did not get
into the police academy. The money given, however, was not returned. Getting this amount of money, which
roughly compares to 25 to 50 months of salary for an average civil servant, posed another problem. In two years
Mina would retire as a civil servant which meant she could no longer take out loans at the bank. In case she
would not be able to get a big loan, she planned on complementing the money with material gifts. While
pointing at Leonel’s big shiny motorcycle she said that would be worth at least IDR25,000,000. Perhaps the
police would accept that and take the rest in cash. In other words, Mina had no problems with paying an
‘entrance fee’, and put some thought into how to collect and pay the money.
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most decisive in Sinta’s acceptance into RRI, it does become clear that getting in was not a
matter of mere ‘ethnic preferencing’, giving money or depending solely on connections.
Rather, we see a careful balancing of cultural, social and economic capital and a certain
degree of uncertainty among the actors using it –Sinta as well as Mina- as to how effective
they were. This uncertainty and Mina’s urging of Sinta to show her coworkers she got in
fairly, due to her good command of English, and not because of informal preferencing
indicates that assumptions regarding informal favoring are commonly made: Mina herself is
not quite sure to what extent ‘informal’ connections helped Sinta, but, more importantly, she
seems quite certain that Sinta’s coworkers will have such suspicions, which is why she urges
Sinta to show off her English skills.
Indeed, as mentioned previously, the civil servants I encountered generally assumed
that not all jobs and promotions are given out in accordance with official rules and regulations.
When inquiring how this informal system of giving out jobs works however, examples like
Sinta’s are given: knowing somebody is what is important. Having connections facilitates
access. Furthermore, depending on how close relations are, social capital at times needs to be
complemented with economic capital. Offering ‘thank you money’ or ‘smoothing money’ to
very close relations however is considered to be very offensive, which is why Sinta’s father
forbade Sinta’s mother to offer money to the boss of RRI. Social capital can consist of all
sorts of connections: family relations, neighbors, alumni from the same high school or
university, fellow church members or friends. With a certain dose of imagination some kind
of connection can be made to anyone in Kupang. In this sense it mattered less that Sinta’s
father’s friend who was in a position to make decisions on hiring new staff was Savunese like
Sinta. What mattered, instead, was that he was a friend of her father and thus a connection that
could potentially be used. What Sinta’s and Lina’s cases also show is that cultural capital –a
good command of English and a high school diploma- cannot be overlooked. In Sinta’s case it
was a prerequisite to get accepted, whereas in Lina’s case the irrefutable proof of her lack of
appropriate cultural capital was reason for PIAR to build a corruption case.
With regards to ethnic preferencing I, therefore, disagree with Dagang’s conclusion
that, since a large part of the newly recruited civil servants are Rotenese, as are the head of the
Human Resources Department and Regional Secretary, recruitment must be colored by ethnic
favouring. My first case most clearly refutes an ‘ethnic’ connection. In short, I contend that
when wanting to understand how informal preferencing is played out, a focus on relations or
social capital –balanced with other forms of capital- is far more helpful than the concept of
‘ethnicity’. What this third, more detailed and in-depth investigated case shows is that ‘getting
in’ is a matter of accumulation and careful balancing of various forms of capital. Additionally,
while ‘smoothing money’ and helpful connections surface every now and then, getting
accepted into civil service ultimately hinges on acquired education and skills. Cultural capital
therefore, rather than economic or social capital, weighs more heavily than popularly assumed
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in getting a civil service position, even though its accumulation is greatly facilitated by other
forms of capital.
Getting in: questioning informal preferencing
Whereas it is not too difficult to circumvent official rules in the process of hiring temporary
workers –as Lina’s example shows- or ‘office extras’, it is much more difficult to tamper with
the hiring of actual civil servants. Nevertheless, widespread belief in Kupang holds that even
official hiring procedures are open to informal negotiations. In short, social capital and
economic capital were widely assumed to facilitate obtaining a full civil service position
informally as well.
However, having spent nearly a year in various government offices and having
interviewed civil servants on how they managed to get their civil service position, I now
question how much social and economic capital actually influence getting in, and how much
assumptions that they matter, matter. What fascinated me about some of the accounts of
getting in given by civil servants was their surprise at having been accepted despite their lack
of connections. A male civil servant, for instance, told me about the pessimism he felt every
time he joined a new testing procedure. He had tried many times, yet failed. He had heard
that having connections would help one get accepted, but he did not know anybody. His
pessimism grew as he got the impression that others who were less smart than he was got
accepted over him. Still, he kept on applying, convinced he would get in on his own power
and by praying hard. Much to his surprise, he eventually got hired without knowing anybody
on the inside, and has been working at the Department of Governance for a number of years
as a ‘full’ civil servant. Other civil servants’ accounts similarly express a certain degree of
astonishment over their acceptance: they did not know anybody in upper echelon positions,
yet they managed to get in. 55 This at least suggests that connections -although useful for
temporary workers- is not a prerequisite for getting accepted as a ‘full’ civil servant.
The effectiveness of ‘smoothing money’ in getting in informally can also be
questioned, as became clear to me during my time spent at the Department of Human
Resources. As mentioned before, all applicants’ tests are checked in Jakarta, after which the
list with test numbers is sent back to Kupang. The list with test results passes by Human
Resources because all new recruits have to be entered into the database. One of the older civil
servants, who had been working at that department for a long time, told me how sometimes a
little extra money is made from these lists. Some employees would call the newly accepted
recruits and let them know they are very close to being accepted, but that a little bit of
‘smoothing money’ would help seal the deal. Apparently, most new recruits receiving this
phone call hastily comply. After all, it is not worth letting a chance at a steady income,
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I am aware that a certain amount of social desirability has crept into some of my informants’ answers, and
that perhaps I have missed some accounts of civil servants that did get in with a little help from connections.
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pension, credit, and status slip away when it’s within reach over something as futile as
refusing to pay some ‘smoothing money’. What these recruits do not seem to know, however,
is that the Human Resources employees have no authority -or even possibility- to delete
recruits’ names from the lists of newly accepted civil servants. Money, therefore, is paid, but
it is not a given that not paying would lead to not being accepted.
So far I have thus tried to question some common assumptions concerning informal
ways of obtaining civil service positions. With regards to ethnicity, and in particular ethnic
preferencing in civil service, my aim was to not uncritically use this concept as a category of
analysis in order to prevent unnecessary –and possibly dangerous- reification of a popular
category of practice (Brubaker and Cooper 2000). As I hope to have shown in my three cases,
ethnic preferencing was not decisive in the most informal examples of hiring. Furthermore, in
relation to the use of social and economic capital in obtaining a ‘full’ civil service position, I
attempted to modify popular assumptions that one can only get hired when in possession of
‘smoothing money’ or connections.
There is, nevertheless, one side note I wish to make after having said all this. So far I
have argued that money, connections, and ‘ethnicity’, instead of being helpful in analyzing
informal favoring, are analytically incomplete or obscuring. Viewing informal favoring as a
balancing of various forms of capital has a greater explanatory value than ethnicity as far as
the lower-level civil service is concerned: getting a first steady job, a temporary position, or
the position to run a cafeteria. When looking at obtaining positions and promotions in upperlevel civil service, as we will see in the next chapters, social capital and ethnicity –in
Brubaker and Cooper’s (2000) sense of ‘commonality, connectedness and groupness’ as well
as ‘identity politics’ come into play more clearly (Brubaker and Cooper 2000: 14-21). We
will see in the Chapter Five how Valentino’s strategic use of his social capital -in the form of
closeness to the mayor and STPDN networks- helps him create alliances as well as avoid
having to make alliances in order to facilitate his steady moving up in Kupang’s civil service.
As we will see in Chapter Seven, furthermore, candidates in East Nusa Tenggara’s first
gubernatorial elections strategically play with ethnic affiliations to attract voters and even
incorporate promises to an (imagined) ethnic constituency in post-election balas-jasa. I,
therefore, want to make a distinction between ‘getting in’ and ‘getting up’. Although I claim
that ethnic favoring is analytically unhelpful, and assumptions regarding the role of money
and connections should be nuanced when discussing how to become a civil servant, we should
reconsider social and economic capital as well as political practices of ethnic reification when
discussing moving up in civil service.
Concluding
This chapter attempts to address the questions of how to get a civil service position, which by
extension helps understand how to enter the ranks of the political class. Since the concept of
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ethnicity takes such a prominent position in many scholarly writings on Kupang, I considered
it necessary to specifically address the possibility that ethnic favoring colored much of this
informal preferencing. This chapter, therefore, also dealt with the concept of ethnicity as an
analytical concept. With regards to this, I have tried to explain that the way ethnicity tends to
be used by scholars focusing on Kupang is unnecessarily reifying, and I have suggested other
ways in which ‘ethnicity’ can be studied, for example, by using Bourdieu’s concept of various
forms of capital (1986). With regards to my main question, I am not convinced that ethnicity,
whether as identification, self-understanding or groupness (Brubaker and Cooper 2000) is
useful in understanding how lower-level civil servants obtain their jobs. Instead, I contend that
social capital -at times balanced with other forms of capital- facilitates informal favoring.
Commonality, connectedness and groupness are, however, useful when analyzing upper-level
civil service and politics dynamics that take place during elections. For instance, due to their
balas-jasa reciprocal obligations, candidates use a sense of groupness based on island of
origin solidarity as a means to create a constituency. Voters appear to vote based on this
solidarity. However, as ‘ethnicity’ in lower-level civil service is solely useful insofar as it can
be transformed into social capital, ‘ethnicity’ in elections is only useful insofar as it can
suggest an expectation of reciprocal returns. There are many ways to create social capital, as
there are many ways to create reciprocal obligations. To explain informal preferencing in
terms of ‘ethnicity’ in either lower- or upper-level civil service is missing out on many
intricacies that take place behind the guise of ethnicity.
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Chapter IV

Disciplining civil service networks

The movie clip begins by showing rows of young men lined up in an open space, sporting the same shorttrimmed hairstyle, wearing the same khaki colored pants, black boots, black belts, white and blue t-shirts, dark
blue cap in hands.
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The music starts to swell: a lonely violin is joined by the sound of a drum, after which an

electric guitar enters, mingling the sounds into a bombastic rhythm accompanying the images. We then see a
group of young women in full khaki outfits consisting of pants and blouses, head covered in dark blue baseball
caps or white headscarfs running down a flight of stairs, smiling at the camera. These women are soon followed
by the young men we just saw lined up, who wave at the camera as they run down the steps. The next scene
depicts young women wearing blue track suits and the familiar baseball caps, jogging along tiled paths and up
and down steps, followed by images of young men doing the same and wearing the same outfits. Various scenes
of young men and women jogging in track suits follow. Then we watch several young men - presumably in the
same surroundings, only wearing dark green pants and shirts this time- crawling and rolling over on a square,
watched by other young men dressed in khaki outfits. We switch back to the group of women in track suits who
are now doing push-ups. With their caps off, it is clear that all have the same short haircut.
In the next scene we return to the young men in dark green, all lined up in rows again. A young man
dressed in track pants and a white and blue long-sleeved shirt casually walks past these men. One by one, he
kicks them in the chest. In anticipation of the kicks the men hold their arms close to their bodies and crouch
slightly. Following this, we see these same men, still lined up, getting punched in the stomach. The music in the
meantime has changed: the fast-paced drums have disappeared and we only hear the calming tones of a flute,
which contrasts sharply with the discomfort I feel at watching these images. As if this disturbing intermezzo was
just an awkward incongruity, we return to watching young men and women in their track suits running,
standing in orderly lines, or rolling around on the floor. At the 05:49 mark, however, the music changes again:
the flute makes way for sinister sounding drums that enter with increasing speed and volume. We now watch
young men in khaki outfits walking up a number of steps, only to get punched in the stomach upon arrival at the
top by another young man clad in blue track pants and a white long-sleeved shirt that spells ‘Provost’ on the
back. This ritual is repeated at the top of the next flight of steps. After reaching the top, all khaki clad men are
kicked in the chest. The final scene shows four young men who just ran up the stairs -getting kicked and
punched on their way up- lined up on top of the stairs. The young man wearing the ‘Provost’ T-shirt comes into
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I watched the movie clip described here on a home-made VCD that was lent to me by a graduate of the
academy depicted in the movie. This VCD was widely circulated among students and alumni of this academy.
Short excerpts from this video can also be found on Youtube and were shown during a broadcast of TV station
Metro
TV
in
under
the
title
of
‘violence
at
STPDN
in
2003’:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Rs3FpxxeVY&feature=PlayList&p=5DEB2D9B9D7074EC&playnext_fro
m=PL&playnext=1&index=38.
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frame again. He takes a run-up, jumps in the air, and forcefully kicks the first in line in the chest. Unable to stay
standing, the young man in khaki trips backwards and falls down the steps. We hear him gasp and cough. The
‘Provost’ repeats this with the remaining three men. And so this video clip continues for the remainder of its
25:25 minutes.

The images just described depict training sessions at the STPDN academy (Sekolah Tinggi
Pemerintahan Dalam Negeri) in Bandung. The uniforms, physical exercise, intensive drilling
and corporal punishment displayed in the video clips I just described give the impression that
the students of this academy are being trained for a position in Indonesia’s military.
Somewhat surprisingly, these students are, in fact, being prepared to face the hardships of
sitting behind a desk, participate in meetings and check and approve letters. The STPDN
academy is not a military academy but, rather, a civil servant preparatory school which aims
to educate the future upper level civil servants of Indonesia.
In the previous chapters I have shown the embeddedness of reciprocal obligations in
family- and other networks in Kupang. I have refuted the assumption that ethnicity is the
main marker for social stratification and, instead, argued that Kupang is better characterized
by a separation of a particular kind of class –the state dependent political class (and political
elite), whose members depend on the accumulation and conversion of various kind of capital
for inclusion. I have explained one important way in Kupang of entering the ranks of the
political class, namely by obtaining a civil service position, in terms of such accumulation
and exchange of capital in order to, again, nuance the assumption popular in Kupang that
ethnic favoring colors informal preferencing in civil. In short, in order to understand how to
‘get things done’ in Kupang we need to consider not the analytical value ethnicity as a
primordial concepts holds but, rather, the importance of relationships and networks, and the
reciprocal exchange of various forms of capital in those networks. With that in mind, we turn
to particular kinds of networks in Kupang, namely those of civil servants. In this chapter and
the next I focus on the techniques used to discipline civil servants into ‘proper’ civil servants
and on some of the unintended consequences of these disciplinary techniques. I argue that the
continuation of those ‘actual practices’ that contradict a ‘state image’ of wholeness and
coherence (Migdal 2001) are actually facilitated by the successful disciplining of civil
servants.
The topic of this chapter is the processes by which civil servants are disciplined into a
distinct group of people, characterized by their own kinds of sociabilities and their own
particular networks. I will address and compare two institutional contexts in which aspiring
civil servants are disciplined. The first is the STPDN academy described above, in which
during a four-year trajectory ‘career civil servants’ are trained for upper-level civil service
positions. The second is the diklat, a short intensive crash course all civil servants have to
follow before full, official acceptance into civil service. Even though, as we will see, these
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two ways of training differ to a certain extent, they also have a lot in common. In both
training settings, civil servants are disciplined to the notions of, on the one hand, hierarchy,
and on the other, adherence to form. These notions are, furthermore, continuously repeated in
everyday office life, and, thereby, increase the disciplining of civil service networks that are
characterized by hierarchical relations and an adherence to form. I will address some of the
unintended consequences of this disciplining in Chapter Five.
Discipline
In Bourdieuan terms, this chapter thus deals with the ways in which a certain kind of civil
service ‘habitus’ is produced (Bourdieu 1977: 72). Despite Bourdieu’s attention to the
dialectics implied in the relation between agency and structure (Ibid.: 3) , he pays more
attention to the effects of agents on structure -through acquired habitus and capital exchange
and accumulation, but less to the ways in which habitus is acquired. For the purposes of this
chapter it is therefore more useful to take a Foucauldian approach to subject formation.
The dramatic example described in the introduction of the kinds of training
undergone by STPDN students is but one instance of a wide range of training that
emphasizes values such as nationalism, discipline and hierarchy undergone by Indonesians in
institutional contexts. More violent ones are found in military institutions, whereas less
intense bureaucratic means of training are found in diklat courses for government officials or
factory administrative staff. Examples of targeting young ones are found in schools
(Performances of Authority 2011: chapter 1) or scouting organizations (Semedi 2010). As
such, Indonesia exemplifies the idea of a ‘disciplinary society’ that Foucault claims
characterizes contemporary society (Foucault 1994: 52). As is well-known, according to
Foucault present-day society is characterized by power-relations that differ from those that
typified sovereignty. Whereas sovereign rule entailed a top-down type of power-relation
based on ruling aimed to keep the sovereign in power, current disciplinary society is
characterized by the more subtle power-dynamics of governmentality, a means of governing
in order to maintain and improve the welfare of the population. The object of rule (or
government) has thereby shifted from territory to populations, and the sovereign as a source
of power has given way to a more ‘capillary-like’ system of dispersed institutions working on
individuals through biopower. In the current age of governmentality institutions function in
order to enable individuals to reach their greatest possible capacities, which –with the
transformation and acceleration of capitalism since the late 18th century- primarily entails
increasing individuals’ productive force (Foucault 1994:201-222). The means for doing this
are surveillance, control and correction –panopticism. This does not only occur in
panopticum-like institutions, such as 19th century factories, correctional, educational and
therapeutic institutions, as Foucault traces beautifully back to the early nineteenth century,
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but has rather evolved into a more general ‘social panopticism’ that characterizes our
contemporary disciplinary society (Foucault 1977: 195-228; Ibid.1994: 70-87).
This kind of approach has found its way into anthropological thinking in various
ways. Talal Asad, for example, transformed anthropological studies of religion by
persuasively showing that what comes to count as religion is better understood as the result
of the production of institutional disciplinary practices rather than as a more Geertzian
system of meaning (Asad 1993). Foucauldian analyses of disciplinary techniques have also
been employed in the post-Socialist contexts of Eastern Europe, one which in some regards is
quite comparable with the transformations in the Indonesian Post-Suharto period, and have
revealed the production of some unintended consequences of, for example, retraining
employees in a baby food factory in Poland (Dunn : 112-113) or on participants in a
Orthodox Church-run rehabilitation center near St. Petersburg (Zigon 2011). In Indonesia,
Simon Philpott, uses this kind of Foucauldian approach to urge a move away from viewing
New Order political power relations in terms of antagonistic state and civil society, and
instead to adopt a governmentality approach. This analytic shift is important, so Philpott
claims, because it reveals not who governs -a (central) New Order state in binary opposition
to ‘civil society’- but rather how one is governed (Philpott 2000: 148-152; Hindess: 1996).
Similarly, Tanya Murray Li recently uses Foucauldian insights to dwell on problems in
attempts to ‘improve’ landscapes and livelihoods in Indonesia (Li 2007). Closer to my own
intentions in this chapter on disciplinary practices is Saba Mahmood (2005), who has taken
an approach significantly influenced by Butler’s combination of a Foucauldian and
performative perspective (Butler 1993) in discussing the paradox of subjectivation in an
Egyptian women’s movement. She describes this disciplining paradox as, ‘the very processes
and conditions that secure a subject’s subordination are also the means by which she
becomes a self-conscious identity and agent’ (Mahmood 2005: 17).
Therefore, I draw from this Foucauldian tradition within anthropology in this chapter
on civil servant disciplining because the examples I use fit into this wider framework of
disciplinary society, and enable me to look at how civil formation takes place. That is, it
enables me to consider how civil servants are made and what consequences come from this
process. Most importantly, this approach helps me answer the main problem of this chapter
and the next: why the various disciplinary techniques employed to produce proper civil
servants also help maintain practices that contradict proper civil service propriety. If we take
some of the goals stated by institutions and instructors that train civil servants as the ultimate
consequences of the disciplinary techniques employed, we will be disappointed: crudely said,
instead of disciplined civil servants that shy away from corrupt practices we get civil servants
who show up late, play cards all day and accept thank-you money.
Whereas many authors tend to focus on Foucauldian insights to analyze how specific
types of subject-formation are realized, such as Mahmood’s pious women, I also focus on
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some unintended consequences of disciplining practices, for an understanding of which
Yurchak’s concept of performative shift proves to be more helpful. 57 Thus, even though my
focus is on a specific subject –civil servants and the institutional contexts in which they are
disciplined- I do not claim that what is created through the disciplinary techniques employed
in these contexts are necessarily proper civil servants. 58 Rather, what these disciplinary
techniques do is create subjects that become tied to new networks that work through the
power-relations characteristic of contemporary disciplinary society. Some of the unintended
consequences I will describe in the next chapter are therefore not surprising, but make sense
when looking at the techniques employed to discipline civil servants. From this perspective,
what will become clear, then, is that similar to Foucault’s original perspective where, even
though subjects are disciplined individually, the purpose of disciplining is tying individuals
to a collective 59 , in the context of Indonesia civil servants become disciplined into new
networks as well –networks that are characterized by hierarchy and adherence to form.
Unintentionally, however, these new civil service networks enable new kinds of sociabilities,
and -more importantly- enable a continuation of the corrupt practices in civil service that
these disciplinary techniques aim to avoid. 60 These unintended consequences of successful
disciplining will be addressed in the next chapter, however, whereas this one focuses solely
on the techniques employed in various institutional settings to discipline civil servants.
STPDN disciplining
To start off a description of an institutional context in which civil servants encounter
disciplinary techniques, I turn to the most extreme example of STPDN, the elite civil service
academy we briefly encountered in the introduction to this chapter. STPDN graduates form
what I refer to as ‘career civil servants’, young professionals that enter (local) civil service at
fairly high ranks and have all necessary capital to move up in civil service, and, therefore,
can expect to approach the elusive political elite circles of the political class. Even though
STPDN graduates form a minority in Kupang’s city level government –annually only a
handful of students from Kupang get accepted into the academy and graduate from it- most
of the government officials (pejabat) I spoke with, nevertheless, have an educational
background in institutions akin to STPDN, albeit usually in regional rather that national ones.
This means that a large part of higher-level officials have undergone similar disciplinary
techniques. For this reason it is interesting to zoom in on one such institution to see how
career civil servants are disciplined.
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I have elaborated on the concept of ‘performative shift’ (Yurchak 2006) in Chapter One and will address its
relevance in the current context in more detail in the next chapter.
58
Just as one would not want to claim that schools necessarily produce ‘proper’ scholars or scouting
organization produce ‘proper’ scouts.
59
Via a process called ‘normalization’ (Foucault 1977: 182-183).
60
For instance, I refer to the institutionalized clientelistic practice of Bapakism that I will address in more detail
in the next chapter.
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The IPDN (Institut Pemerintahan Dalam Negeri – Institute for Domestic
Governance), as the STPDN is currently known, is located approximately forty-five
kilometers northeast of Bandung in Sumedang, West Java. 61 Along with a cluster of other
institutes for higher education aiming at preparing ‘cadres’ for civil service, it is integrated
into the Institute for Governance (Institut Ilmu Pemerintahan – IIP) in Jakarta. STPDN traces
its origins back to a long line of institutes focused on educating civil servants. 62 The school
currently has two faculties offering a total of six majors. The faculty of Governmental
Politics (Politik Pemerintahan) offers a major in Knowledge of Governance and
Empowerment of Society. The Faculty of Governmental Management offers a major in
Management of Institutional Resources, a major in Regional Development, one in Regional
Finances and one in Citizenry and Civil Affairs. In short, the STPDN academy offers its
students a high-level, specialized education in governance, thus endowing future career civil
servants with precious cultural capital.
In order to get into STPDN, eligible senior high-school graduates first follow a series
of harsh selection procedures consisting of tests and formal interviews in their regions of
origin. After having passed this first selection round, prospective students are invited for a
new series of tests and interviews at the school itself in Bandung. Only very few candidates
pass all the test procedures and enter the school. During their education students do not have
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Even though the STPDN is no longer the official name of this institution I will nevertheless refer to the school
as ‘STPDN’, since all of my informants still refer to this institute as STPDN.
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The Dutch founded two educational facilities for indigenous civil servants (OSVIA & MOSVIA –
Opledingsschool voor Inlandsche Ambtenaren and the Middelbare Opleidingsschool voor Inlandsche
Ambtenaren) in 1920 with the purpose of enforcing and executing colonial Dutch governance. After
independence the Indonesian government also wanted a civil service in both center and the regions capable of
executing governance, and therefore established such institutions in Jakarta and Makassar (the Sekolah
Menengah Tinggi Pangreh Praja, which soon turned into Sekolah Menengah Pemerintahan Administrasi Atas).
This was followed by the establishment of several regional civil service educational centers (Kursus Dinas C)
in, among other places, Aceh, Bandung, Pontianak and Mataram. Specially selected graduates from these
regional schools were eligible to enroll in the Academy for Domestic Governance (APDN – Akademi
Pemerintahan Dalam Negeri) which was founded in 1956 in Malang, East Java. Graduates of APDN received a
Bachelor’s Degree. A little over ten years later in 1967 the previously mentioned Institute for Governance was
established in Malang to offer even more advanced studies of governance, resulting in a Master’s Degree. In
1972 this institute moved to Jakarta. During the 1970s regional APDN branches were created throughout the
archipelago, so eligible students interested in getting an academic degree in governance could enroll a lot closer
to home. An APDN branch was also established in Kupang. With the existence of a number of regional civil
servant preparatory institutions, the need arose again for a central institution. Therefore in 1990 the Second
National APDN was founded in Sumedang, close to Bandung. Students of this institute initially received an
associate’s degree (D3), but this was raised to a Bachelor’s degree (D4) in 1995. In 1994 the school altered its
name from APDN to STPDN to signal its change in status from an akademi to a sekolah tinggi. The reasoning
behind this change was that in the 1990s graduates from an akademi still entered a civil service rank in line with
a position of sub-district head (camat) immediately after graduation. This was considered to be a far too highranked position for recent graduates without any additional experience. Graduates from a sekolah tinggi on the
other hand ‘only’ enter rank (golongan) 3a, which is similar to a ‘village head’ (lurah) position. Since graduates
from both the Institute for Governance in Jakarta and STPDN in Bandung entered rank 3a upon graduation
while the former offered a Master’s and latter a Bachelor’s program, STPDN was integrated into the Institute
for Governance in 2004 and received the new name IPDN. For more details, see the IPDN website:
www.ipdn.ac.id
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to pay tuition fees or rent. Quite the contrary, students actually receive a small monthly
allowance. Furthermore, STPDN provides its students with free housing, free meals, free
uniforms and shoes, and even a free laundry service. The only condition tied to these benefits
is that after graduation students have to return to their regions of origin to join regional civil
service ranks and, therefore, cannot decide on a different profession. The state thus invests a
lot in training skilled, educated and professional civil servants that -upon graduation with a
Bachelor’s Degree- are sent back to the regions in order to take up reasonably high-ranked
positions in local civil service.
I suspect that one of the reasons for investing so much in training professional civil
servants is to counter some of the ills associated with Indonesian bureaucracy, in particular
regional civil service –corruption, favoritism, and ethnic and religious conflicts. This
suspicion gets supported when browsing the STPDN’s website. 63 According to the website,
the educational system at STPDN is based on the ‘central trinity’ of education (pendidikan),
training (pelatihan) and ‘upbringing’ (pengasuhan). ‘Education’ refers to the transfer of
knowledge, ‘upbringing’ entails the internalization of civil service values in the students and
‘training’ involves the transferring of motor skills necessary for executing civil service tasks.
According to the ‘vision and mission’ part of the STPDN website, the goal of its education is
to, ‘educate civil service cadres with the following three capabilities:
-

The ability to manage the diversity of the nation and country in becoming a national force in the
process of preserving the unity and integrity of the nation (unity in diversity).

-

The ability to function as a conductor, namely the ability to manage several different positions
and tasks, to identify conflict and discord however small and correct these so harmony between
parties is realized and [they] in turn produce maximum accomplishments for the wellbeing of
society.

-

The ability to coordinate with other parties with different functions and to function as coordinator
between several operational units and other institutions that operate in the region.

In addition, STPDN’s code of honor reads that the ‘servants of the Institute for Domestic
Governance’ are:
-

The cadre of the apparatus of domestic governance and regional autonomy is dedicated to the
Almighty God, true to the Pancasila and constitution of 1945.

-

A spirited service which prioritizes the unity and unit of the nation for the Government of the
Republic of Indonesia.
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-

As son of the nation, who is ready to serve and volunteer as a sacrifice, [I] will maintain
working hard and never give up with the execution of tasks in the interests of the nation and
state

-

Trustworthy, disciplined, responsible, defender of truth/justice and honesty

-

Knowledgeable personnel that are willing and qualified with trustworthiness in fulfilling
freedom.

One desired goal of the STPDN educational trajectory is thus to install students with a sense
of nationalism. As the code of honor states, students ought to ‘prioritize the unity of the
nation’, and, ‘as sons of the nation’ should be ‘ready to serve and volunteer as a sacrifice.’
Although regional communal and religious differences are recognized, this sense of
nationalism should override regional sentiments, since students should be able to ‘manage
diversity, while preserving the unity of the nation’, as stated in the vision and mission part of
the website. STPDN students are also educated to be professional, ‘knowledgeable personnel’
able to ‘manage several different positions and tasks’. Additionally, the students are
prepared for leadership positions, since they are to ‘function as a conductor’ and ‘as a
coordinator’. Another value aimed for is that of a work ethic: students ought to ‘maintain
working hard and never give up with the execution of tasks’. Furthermore, students learn to
be ‘trustworthy, disciplined, responsible, defender of truth/justice and honesty’. In short, the
civil servants STPDN wants to train are civil servants whose allegiance to the nation
overrides local and religious loyalties, who are professional, and who are destined for
leadership positions from which they can dispense their learnt values of professionalism,
work ethic, discipline and trustworthiness. 64
The four-year long subjection to STPDN’s disciplinary techniques aimed to dispose
these future career civil servants with abovementioned values at once brings to mind the
‘betwixt and between’ character of Turner’s liminality (Turner 1967: 93-111), and the
panopticum-like institutions of the 19th century, described by Foucault (1994: 70-87). For
four years STPDN encompasses almost all aspects of students’ life. Students study, eat, sleep,
exercise and observe their various religions on the STPDN campus. Visits home are rare,
especially for students from outside Java who have to take boats or pay for expensive plane
tickets to go back. This means that students are wholly subjugated to STPDN’s educational
disciplining and for sociability are fully dependent on fellow students. Thus -akin to Turner’s
characterization of liminality- for the duration of four years students find themselves in a
spatial and temporal context in which the regular structure of society is suspended, and in
64

Although these values most likely overlap with aims of previous civil service preparatory institutions and the
harsh disciplining is reminiscent of a more military style of disciplining under Suharto’s New Order, the
institution tries to make a break with the past by emphasizing the importance of Good Governance principles in
post-Suharto
and
post-Reformasi
government
in
a
special
section
of
the
website:
http://www.ipdn.ac.id/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=106%3Agoodgovernance&catid=40%3Aartikel-&lang=en
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which usual everyday differences between students make place for a new, more egalitarian
social relationships, spurring a sense of communitas (Turner 1967: 93-111).
However, STPDN is not merely an ‘anti-structure’ in which egalitarian youth are
temporarily suspended before entrance into a newly achieved status. As we have seen,
STPDN wishes to turn out nationalistic, loyal, professional, and disciplined elite civil
servants. Therefore, in a Foucauldian sense, bodies of students are disciplined into productive
bodies, and individual bodies are tied to hierarchical wholes. Spatiality plays one part in this.
As said, students are confined to the STPDN campus -with the exception of outings to
nightclubs on a Saturday night or trips home for holidays. Besides educational facilities such
as classrooms, computer rooms, libraries and laboratories, the campus also offers a dining
hall, 30 dormitories, a clinic, a mosque a Protestant and a Catholic church, spaces for student
activities such as drum band practice, theater or arts, and a wide range of sports fields. All
activities students could possibly engage in, therefore -from studying, to social interaction, to
leisure, to religious worship, take place on campus, using campus facilities, with fellow
students. Students are also tied to a strict temporal regime, that regulates what time to get up,
what time to have meals in the designated dining hall, when to take which classes, when to
exercise, when to study, when to pray and when to go to bed. STPDN thus successfully,
‘take[s] charge of the whole temporal dimension of individuals’ lives (Foucault 1994: 80).
Furthermore, individual differentiation makes place for belonging to an STPDN
whole that is, nevertheless, clearly hierarchical. Students have the same haircuts, the same
exercise outfits, the same uniforms and the same boots. At best one can distinguish the men
from the women and derive some clues on religious preference from women wearing a
headscarf. However, upon entering students are immediately placed with fellow newcomers
into cohorts (angkatan) and housed in dormitories. Juniors from younger cohorts are to
respect their seniors from older ones. Seniors also have the privilege to punish their juniors in
painful and humiliating ways, as we will see later. Students are thus immediately tied to a
specific, hierarchical collective of social relations. This hierarchical collective is not (merely)
the STPDN ‘communitas’, but, rather, a professional, skilled, and educated national elite of
career civil servants.
Let us keep in mind that one goal of this emphasizing of a national sense of belonging
in STPDN training is to overcome some of the problems associated with regional civil
service, such as adherence to religious or ‘communal’ identities. This goal appears to have
been obtained quite well by the alumni. Budi, a Muslim STPDN alumnus in his late twenties
who works as a lurah in Kupang, lists as positive aspects he has taken from his education
‘discipline and nationalism’. While studying at STPDN he has met students from places as
disparate as Java, Sumatera, Irian and the Molucca’s, and now has friends in Bandung,
Surabaya and other places. While at STPDN, he mingled with Christians, Muslims and those
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with other religions alike. He claims that through this experience regionalism and religious
differences have disappeared to him, and that he is left with feelings of nationalism.
The disciplining of collectives is an intended consequence of STPDN’s training, for
instance, the STPDN website repeatedly talks of ‘cadres’, thus already framing its students in
terms of collectives. The nation-wide networks of STPDN students do not cease to exist after
graduation: alumni stay in touch with their cohorts, seniors and juniors through wellorganized alumni networks that are active on both regional and national level. STPDN
alumni networks are even abundantly represented on social networking sites such as
Facebook. 65 Some of these networks hold formal ties to the academy, whereas networks are
also used for more fun purposes. Valentino, a 2007 STPDN graduate who we briefly met in
Chapter Two, embodies the ‘fun’ benefits of STPDN alumni-network membership. After his
graduation and return to Kupang, he was appointed the position of aide (adjudan) to the
mayor. This meant, among other tasks, that he accompanied the mayor on his frequent trips
throughout the archipelago. Before travelling to Jakarta or Bandung, however, he always
made sure to get in touch with his former cohort members or other STPDN alumni so they
could take him out to swanky night-clubs while he was there. He told me it is a common
courtesy among STPDN-alumni to show fellow alumni a good time whenever they happened
to visit your city. Valentino returned this hospitality every time one of them visited Kupang.
These lasting personal bonds are also an unsurprising effect of the style of
disciplining employed at STPDN- that at times is quite akin to hazing. As an extreme version
of a rite of passage –spurring some to refer to it as ‘wrongs of passage’ instead (Nuwer 2004:
XIV), hazing can entail extremely violent and coercive initiation practices that are undergone
to gain acceptance into an exclusive community -for instance, fraternities, sororities or
military institutions. Undergoing such ‘ritual torment and abuse‘ (Foster 2008: 3) collectively,
however, creates a sense of camaraderie, loyalty and solidarity among prospective
members. 66 Again, Valentino serves as a good example. Although I found it quite difficult to
get STPDN alumni in Kupang to open up about their experiences at the academy –especially
when I fished for more violent ones such as exemplified in the introduction of this chapter or
sensational newspaper articles, every now and then Valentino would share some thrilling
STPDN story. He would recall, for instance, how sometimes he and his dorm friends would
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When typing in either ‘STPDN’ or ‘IPDN’ on the Facebook ‘search’ option, nine Facebook groups
immediately come up, plus two specific cohort STPDN groups (‘IPDN 2008’ and ‘STPDN Angkatan 15’). The
largest Facebook STPDN group –STPDN/IPDN- is ‘liked’ by 10.691 Facebook members, indicating a
considerable degree of emotional support from STPDN students and alumni
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One example of hazing-like practices at STPDN was given in the introduction –the examples of physical
violence experienced by students from the movie clip. Occasionally, hazing practices at STPDN even lead to
fatal casualties. Rinra Sujiwa Syarul Putra, the daughter of the Governor of South Sulawesi, died on campus on
January 31 2011. On a visit home her father had already noticed bruising on her stomach, to which Rinra
replied that this is common at STPDN (Kompas 31/01/2011: Ibid.). In terms of gender relations, these examples
show that STPDN’s hazing practices are not gender-discriminatory: men and women alike are subjected to
violence.
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be woken up by a senior in the middle of the night and ordered to run laps, even in the cold
or in the rain. He also remembered standing outside the dorm with his fellow cohortmembers for hours over some futile offense one of them committed. The most gruesome
incident he recollected occurred after a senior inspected his dorm’s bathroom and found it too
dirty. The senior took out a toothbrush, stuck it in the toilet and rubbed it against the sides as
if to clean it, and then made all dorm members brush their teeth with it. With a big grin on his
face, Valentino claimed he could still taste the disgusting flavor.
Interestingly, whenever relaying such anecdotes Valentino would not dwell on
feelings of anger over harsh or ridiculous punishments, but, instead, recollect how all of the
students in that dorm shared feelings of disgust by their communal punishment, how they
would laugh together afterwards, or how they would cover up each others missteps. To
Valentino, punishments were about experiencing a sense of togetherness, and about
obedience and respect towards seniors. Such informal hazing practices thus result in strong
bonds of loyalty, camaraderie and solidarity among students and alumni, as is well
documented in other instances of hazing (Nuwer 2004; Foster 2008).
To summarize, the disciplinary strategies employed at STPDN, revolving around
notions of separation, hierarchy, and anonymization, may –and do- lead to the institutional
result of disciplining networks of good civil servants. Budi, for instance, still emphasizes
learnt values such as discipline and nationalism. The tying of individual students into larger
STPDN networks –cohorts and alumni-networks- is one of the, if not the primary, intended
consequence of STPDN’s educational trajectory, as I suggested above Foucault argued it is
the primary consequence of disciplining in general. Similar to hazing practices, the strength
of these networks partly lies in the emotional gravity and loyalty of these ties based on shared
experiences between members, as Valentino’s example shows. Therefore, STPDN
disciplining creates alumni networks that remain intact and loyal even once dispersed
throughout the vast civil servant system of Indonesia.
Diklat disciplining: a crash course in civil serving
The vast majority of civil servants do not go through the STPDN academy or a comparably
strict regional preparatory academy before entering civil service. I previously referred to
STPDN alumni as ‘career civil servants’ who enter civil service with the capital, skills and
oftentimes strategic plans to move up, and who are also in a position to join the political elite
ranks of the political class. I contrast these with the ‘content civil servants’ who occupy the
lower ranks of civil service, who might not mind moving up in rank, status and salary, but
who for the most part seem quite pleased having attained the much coveted position of civil
servant and all extras made possible by their position. These civil servants most likely have a
Bachelor’s Degree, more often than not in a discipline unrelated to their current position,
while some older employees may have only finished high school. They acquired their
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position either after having worked as a temporary (honorer) employee for some time before
getting accepted as a ‘full’ civil servant, or by entering one of the official application
procedures advertised by departments whenever vacancies are available. This application
procedure is an extensive and uncertain one, not in the least because over a thousand
applicants can sign up for a mere handful of positions.
The lucky few that manage to make it through all application rounds are not accepted
as ‘full’ civil servants immediately. Instead, they have to fulfill a year-long trial period
during which they get paid 80 percent of the salary a civil servant of their service rank would
receive. Furthermore, since these new recruits are not actual civil servants yet they are not
allowed to wear the blue-white Indonesian Civil Service Corps (KORPRI) uniforms worn on
the 17th of every month in commemoration of Indonesia’s independence. During most of the
year these ‘80 percent’ employees get adjusted to everyday activities and routines in the
office, get acquainted with the tasks relevant to their position, and settle into the
organizational structure. After having successfully completed the trial period, the final hurdle
to be taken before full acceptance into civil service is the Pendidikan dan Pelatihan PraJabatan (diklat, Pre-Office Training and Education), a rite of passage type of civil service
crash course during which the 80 percent civil servants make a transition to the status of ‘full’
civil servant. 67
Following a diklat course is obligatory for all ‘80 percent’ civil servants. The exact
duration of a diklat differs, however. The one I attended in Kupang lasted three weeks and
took place from 07:00 till 17:00 from Monday till Saturday. Another diklat held in Kupang a
year later lasted for only two weeks. An exhausted recent mother who joined this diklat
complained to me that it started at 06:00, often did not end before midnight, and took place
on Sundays as well. Not joining a diklat can mean the end of your civil service career. An
Indonesian PhD candidate at a Dutch university who also recently obtained her ‘100 percent’
lecturer’s position at a Yogyakartan university told me she could not take the diklat she was
supposed to with other university lecturers since she was in the Netherlands. Therefore, she
instead joined another diklat that happened to take place while she was in Yogyakarta in
order not to lose her university position. Fitting in a diklat in her busy schedule was
somewhat of an inconvenience, but the inconvenience was even greater for the other
participants of her course -junior and senior high school teachers from the island of
Kalimantan. Even though their stay at a local hotel and food was paid for, the trainees had to
pay for their travel costs to and from Yogyakarta themselves. To them, benefits of diklat as
acceptance into civil service outweighed the costs and troubles involved in following this
course.
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See website on diklat:
http://pusdiklat.bpk.go.id/index.php?option=com_content&task=blogcategory&id=13&Itemid=32
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To get a sense of the goals of diklat and the disciplinary techniques used during the
course I draw both on clips from the documentary Performances of Authority (2011: chapter 1)
which depicts some great scenes of diklat training and on my own two-day participation of a
diklat course in Kupang. 68 One of the diklats filmed in Performances of Authority takes place
in Hotel Mangkuto in Payakumbuh, West-Sumatra. The Hotel Mangkuto scenes mainly focus
on teaching civil servants how to march. Under the watchful eye of an instructor trainees
wearing the same black sweatpants and white shirts are singled out in small groups of three or
four to march up and down in front of the hotel. Every misstep is immediately corrected by the
instructor. With the marching going on in the background field coordinator Suhardi, dressed in
civil service khaki, explains the purpose of these marching exercises and diklat training in
general in front of the camera:
This is a marching drill, a part of the training for civil servants candidates. The purpose of this
drill is to create discipline. In marching, people have to obey commands. So later in their duty
as civil servants, they will also be disciplined. They march in good order, following
commands. We are not trying to bring militarism into civil service. In fact, we just take from
the UN philosophy to develop discipline and cooperation among the participants. This is not a
militarization of civil service.
- Performances of Authority (2011: chapter 1)

Suhardi thus claims the most important goals of diklat training is the creation of discipline
among participants. Learning how to march properly is therefore analogous to learning how
to be a proper civil servant: those that can march in order and follow commands while
marching will also execute office tasks properly in an obedient and cooperative manner.
Interestingly, Suhardi explicitly shies away from making a military comparison, and, instead,
traces this emphasis on discipline and network building to ‘UN philosophy’.
The methods employed to create these disciplined and cooperative civil servants
bring to mind those used in the STPDN academy: separation, normalization/anonymization,
and hierarchy, albeit in a crash-course rather than four-year trajectory. No diklat takes place
in a government office. Instead, the departments organizing the diklat rent out a space in a
local hotel (or in the case of the Kalimantan teachers diklat, a hotel in far-away Yogyakarta)
for the duration of the course. The confinement to hotels then marks a separation from both
family and work environments. For the trainees in Kupang, this separation existed for only a
part of the day since they got to go home at the end of the day, whereas the Kalimantan
teachers were in Yogyakarta for three weeks.
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The Performances of Authority (2011) documentary is part of the larger KITLV (Royal Netherlands Institute
of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Studies) initiated Recording the Future project , an audiovisual archive of
everyday Indonesia in the 21st century. For more details, see: http://www.kitlv.nl/home/Projects?id=20.
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Separation also became apparent in visual sameness of participants. Most clues
regarding professional rank, occupation, personal style, and wealth made way for uniform
clothing. The diklat I followed took place in the Spring of 2008 and was held in the
conference room of a local hotel. Both structural and functional trainees from city level civil
service, thus administrators as well as teachers and nurses of different ranks joined in. The
differences that would exist in the workplace with regards to rank and tasks disappeared in
the diklat setting: all participants were required to wear the same outfits for the duration of
the diklat, thereby effectively anonymizing all trainees. Except for the first introduction day
when trainees wore sports outfits, the dress code entailed black shoes, black pants or skirts,
white shirts and black ties. The poorer ones among the trainees borrowed parts of their outfits
from family members and friends to assemble their obligatory diklat costume.
The training sessions that make up the diklat course –physical exercise, lectures on
governance and marching sessions- continue to stress this need for the not-quite-yet civil
servants to conform to the proper form of civil servant propriety, in other words, the need to
‘normalize’ (Foucault 1977: 182-183). The means for doing this are through repetition,
constant correction and punishment. This is exemplified by another clip from Performances
of Authority (2011: chapter 1) from a diklat held in the little West-Indonesian island of
Bintan. It depicts a trainees’ attempt at marching and practicing roll call followed by a
superior’s scolding outburst. The clip shows a female trainee dressed in a white blouse, long
black skirt and jilbab carrying a folder under her left arm. Her eventual task is to lead her
fellow trainees into reading the text of the Panca Prasetya Civil Service Corps of the
Republic of Indonesia, but in marching up to the spot where she can start reading, she
receives constant shouted commands from her instructor, correcting her every flaw:
A woman walks up, right hand swinging in concordance with her steps in the style practiced by
trainees in a scene depicted previously. She stops and turns 90 degrees to the right and now faces
the instructor.
Instructor: “Can you stop Ma’am. Then turn right”
The woman turn back 90 degrees to the position she had when walking up, makes an exaggerated
90 degree turn back so she faces the instructor again.
Instructor: “Move to the right”
The woman takes a step to the left.
Instructor: “To the right!”
The woman steps to the right
Instructor: “One [step] more” … “One more”… “Lower your folder”
-Performances of Authority (2011: chapter 1)
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As she starts reading the instructor interrupts her several times by shouting, ‘Again!’, after
which she starts over until, with her arm holding her folder stretched out and speaking in a
loud voice, she finally exclaims all sentences of the Panca Prasetya, repeated by her fellow
trainees:
We the members of the Civil Service Corps of the Republic of Indonesia (trainees repeat) Are
people of faith (trainees repeat) and subservient to the One God (trainees repeat) Loyal and
obedient to the Unified State and Government of the Republic of Indonesia (trainees repeat)
Prioritizing the interests of the State (trainees repeat) And the society (trainees repeat) Above our
personal or group interests (trainees repeat).
-Performances of Authority (2011: chapter 1)

Afterwards the instructor singles out a woman in the assembled row of trainees who
apparently squatted while everyone was repeating the lines. He now forces her to squat while
everybody else remains standing. His reasons for punishing are:
Please heed this. When there is a command to stay in attention, stay in good attention. When you
return to your own duties later, if you ask help from your colleagues, let alone your subordinates,
what would you feel if they don’t obey you? Especially you who are educators. If you don’t
follow my command here, it will also happen to you at work.
-Performances of Authority (2011: chapter 1)

What this clip thus shows are attempts at normalization or conformation to proper civil
servants behavior by means of constant correction -asking the woman to restart reading and
telling her to step right when she stepped left; repetition –practicing marching, repeating the
lines of Panca Prasetya several times; and punishment –the young woman being forced to
squat while being scolded for her inattentive and disobedient behavior. What this clip also
shows is the stressing of subservience to a greater good as stated in the Panca Prasetya,
whether this is loyalty to God, to the State or the following of commands of coworkers, in
particular those of higher rank. Not one’s own private or group interests are important, but
rather ones place in a hierarchical structure that emphasizes loyalty and obedience to those
above you. This emphasis on obedience, internal hierarchy, loyalty to the nation and
cooperation again echo the ideals STPDN student are confronted with and thus give us a
more general sense of a general kind of civil servant propriety.
The impression we are left with thus far is that diklat training emphasizes the training
of physical skills and obedience in a hierarchical structure. By repeatedly practicing how to
march, trainees learn how to move their arms and legs, when to stop, where to turn, how loud
to speak, when to answer and who to answer to. When not quite conforming, trainees are
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brought back in line through corrective and punitive means. In short, trainees thus on the one
hand learn how to perform being a civil servant well -which is aptly captured by the title of
the film Performances of Authority, and on the other how to relate to others in a hierarchical
structure.
Learning how to adhere to the form of proper civil servant conduct in a diklat setting
is not very exciting, but rather, as I found out when sitting in on two days of diklat training in
Kupang, quite boring. The sessions I partook in concerned lectures on governance. Like all
trainees in the diklat I had received a booklet with necessary information about government
that I was leafing through. After apparently having learned about ‘law’ and the ‘role of the
executive part of government’ during previous sessions, the topic of the day was the
‘implementation of governance’. In a neat powerpoint presentation, as well as in the booklets
handed out, the entire structure of the city level government was drawn and each part
explained. The instructor’s story didn’t differ much from what was written in the booklets
and stated in the powerpoint and mainly consisted of naming each level and Department that
was part of the government apparatus. I was not entirely enticed by the contents of the lecture
and, luckily for me, neither was my neighbor, a young female trainee named Lidia. In
whispered conversation she told me she found the diklat overall very boring, but since this
was the last requirement before full acceptance into civil service (and a ‘100 percent’
paycheck and pension after retirement) she was very excited as well. Another young woman,
who had recently become a mother, slipped out of the conference room for a little while
every now and then to nurse her newborn who was brought to the diklat hotel by her sister.
She confided to me that she did not actually have to breastfeed her child for as long and often
as she did. In fact, she did not have to breastfeed at all since the infant could drink formula.
She found the diklat so tedious, however, that she was happy to have an excuse to get out of
the conference room for a bit occasionally. The baby also proved a good reason to miss the
required diklat physical exercise every morning and to go home early without being scolded
or considered a spoilsport.
Not just the trainees recognized the set up and content of the diklat as boring. The
class instructor, a male upper-level official whom I knew from the mayor’s office,
recognized the curriculum needed some special packaging as well. He told me he lectures at
every diklat and by now knows the texts of his speeches by heart. Since the trainees at times
have difficulties staying focused he told me he introduced some little tricks to keep their
attention. An important way of making the sessions more fun was by interacting with the
trainees. One trick to keep the trainees’ attention was by having them finish his sentences.
Since the sentences were written out in full in both the powerpoint and the booklets the
trainees were given this was not a difficult task. When dissatisfied with the trainees’ response,
he would make them repeat the same sentence with more volume until he was satisfied.
Another trick he used to induce interaction was regularly making jokes. Indeed, he managed
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to evoke laughter from the trainees by lacing his speeches with small jokes or funny
comments. Every now and then he would call out a particular participant for not paying
attention or participating properly. In a joking manner he would then bring the participant
back in line either by mockingly scolding the participant or by asking a specific question. As
I saw on a few occasions, however, the questions asked did not have to be answered correctly
-or at all. Rather, they merely seemed to be asked to induce a short moment of
embarrassment for the trainee targeted and, after some good-natured laughter from all
trainees, bring this trainee back to order. In other words, participants, when failing to adhere
to the proper form of listening, repetition and obedience, were ‘normalized’ through slight
punitive correction. This resembles the corrective technique used by the instructor described
previously who made a digressing trainee squat while scolding her unfitting inattentive
behavior.
As with the ‘performances of authority’ displayed in the marching sessions, this last
example again underscores the importance of adherence to the overall form of civil servants’
conduct in a diklat. Trainees were expected to dress the part, finish sentences loud and
convincingly enough, and pay attention. The content of the materials addressed during diklat
training, nevertheless, took a backseat to this performative dimension. Knowing the content
of the lectures was not of great importance: when asked a question it was fine and even
expected not to have an answer. Initiative, input, creativity, or critical reflection was invited
nor expected of the trainees. Instead, information was poured out over the trainees regardless
of subsequent understanding. All trainees had to do was to arrive on time, wear the right
outfit, sit still and reproduce given information by repeating after the speaker or finishing his
sentences.
Failing to join in the form of diklat is a more serious matter than failing to keep up
with the content. Not finishing a sentence loud enough will earn you a scolding from the
speaker. Stepping left when you ought to step right will get you yelled at. Stumbling over
words when reading the assembly text will make you have to repeat it. Trainees will go
through a lot of trouble assembling the required diklat outfits, borrowing clothes when not
having enough money to buy them. The transition taking place is this liminal period is
therefore one of compliance to the form of authority rather than a submission to the values
and norms of authority.
In the previous section I claimed that the STPDN academy creates strong, internally
loyal networks that span the vast Indonesian bureaucracy –a primary consequence of
disciplining in general. Some of the disciplinary techniques employed to facilitate this –
separation, anonymization, normalization- also surface in the ‘light’ version of this
disciplinary institution, the diklat crash course, and similarly tie participants together. The
Yogyakartan lecturer mentioned previously who took a diklat course with junior and senior
high school teachers from Central Kalimantan, for instance, told me that one of the best
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consequences of following the diklat –besides full acceptance into civil service- is that she
now has an abundance of places to stay if she would ever visit Central Kalimantan. Although
it took her some effort to fit in with her fellow diklat participants, she managed to leave the
course with new friends and acquaintances. A more important effect of diklat, however, is
the disciplining of an adherence to bureaucratic form for civil servants. This adherence to
form takes precedence over content and is constantly reiterated through the disciplinary
strategies of correction and punishment of individual participants described in this chapter.
Reiterating civil service norms: emphasizing hierarchy.
Returning to Foucault, this is exactly how disciplining works, it ‘compares, differentiates,
hierarchizes, homogenizes, excludes. In short, it normalizes.’ (Foucault 1977: 183). At the
same time disciplining, ‘refers individual actions to a whole that is at once a field of
comparison, a space of differentiation and the principle of a rule to be followed.’(Foucault
1977: 182). That is, through disciplining individuals become tied to a homogenized collective
that is nevertheless hierarchized and rule-based. Differentiation therefore does not isolate
individuals from their collective but rather ties them to this collective by placing them in
hierarchical relations with others. Punishment in disciplining is therefore to be understood as
corrective action in order to normalize –return to a standardized norm of a collectiveindividuals.
Nevertheless, subject formation -the disposing of a proper civil servant habitus- is not
just a matter of long-term drilling in a panopticum-like academy or something accomplished
during a rite of passage crash course. Just as to Butler (1993: 8-10) a girl is not just ‘girled’
by existing in a matrix of gendered relations but also by a constant reiteration of a regulatory
norm, civil servants cannot become proper civil servants merely by existing in a matrix of
bureaucratic propriety. An important part in the maintenance of an authoritative discourse,
therefore, is repetition of a regulatory norm (Ibid.: 10). Becoming a proper civil servant,
therefore, also hinges on the constant reiteration of civil service propriety. Reiteration in the
form of constant normalization through correction and punishment is a disciplinary technique
used in both STPDN and diklat. This reiteration, however, does not stop upon STPDN or
diklat graduation. Having spent approximately a year in government offices in Kupang it
seems to me as if everyday office life is laced with continuous performances of civil service
propriety, which serves as a constant reminder and shaping of proper civil servant conduct.
Of all everyday office interactions the continuous emphasis on office hierarchy struck
me the most. Differentiation in rank of civil servants was visible in the Monday morning roll
calls when lower-level civil servants stood out in the open field while upper-level officials
stood on an elevated stage shielded from the sun. Additionally, in most departments I visited
ordinary staff were seated behind desks facing one direction, whereas the heads of subdepartments sat behind desks facing the staff directly. The department heads furthermore had
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private offices in their departments, usually with a TV. In every office set-up hierarchical
differences thus became clear immediately. Employees address coworkers with either ‘senior’
or ‘junior’. When passing someone of higher rank subordinates would often lower their
postures, stretch out a right arm signaling their intention to pass and mumble an ‘excuse me’
with lowered head. In a more mocking way of showing a senior respect some bold young
men would give certain seniors a military salute, but only when knowing their exaggerated
showing of respect would be taken in good nature.
We have seen this emphasizing of hierarchical relations already in the disciplinary
context of STPDN, for instance, in the power to punish ‘seniors’ hold over ‘juniors’. During
diklat this similarly came to the fore in the little punishments of participants by instructors,
and in the repeated stressing of the importance of subordination and following of commands.
I was, nevertheless, not quite aware of how much this sense of hierarchy had become
engrained in civil servants until I conducted a network analysis in the Department of Public
Works. My analysis consisted of asking every employee to look at a list of names of all
Public Works employees and describe the kind of relationship the employee had with every
one of them. My intention was to find out if there were any non-work related connections in
the department, which I explained when handing out my questionnaires. Almost every
employee, however, returned to me quickly after having received the questionnaires wanting
to know how they were supposed to refer to those of higher rank and those of lower rank.
Even after assuring them that I really did not care too much about difference in rank –I just
wanted to know if they had any friends, family members, fellow alumni, or church friends in
the department- this remained an issue until we finally agreed on the acronyms AT (atasan –
superior) and BW (bawahan – subordinate).
Internal relations of hierarchy were, furthermore, reiterated through the different
colors of uniforms worn. Lower level civil servants wear khaki colored uniforms whereas
upper level officials wear dark blue, dark green or purple. Civil service uniforms also serve
as a subtle means of internal differentiation in other ways. On the 17th of every month, for
instance, civil servants commemorate their nation’s independence from Dutch (and Japanese)
rule. All members of the civil servants’ corps (Korps Pegawai Negeri Republik Indonesia –
KORPRI) wear the blouses in the corps’ signature light blue designs with the corps’ logo.
Temporary workers, who do wear the regular khaki, are not members of KORPRI and
therefore do not wear the light blue expressing their loyalty to the nation-state. They also do
not have the KORPRI insigne on their khaki uniforms.
Just as the hazing-like practices of STPDN tie alumni to a strong and loyal nationwide network of educated career civil servants, and the constant corrections and punishments
of diklat normalize individual participants into content civil servant networks, the constant
reiteration of regulatory norms also ties civil servants to a civil service collective. The
examples of reiteration given, however, clearly underline Foucault’s statement that the
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collectives individuals are disciplined into are based on relations of hierarchy. For instance taking office uniforms as an example- while uniforms on the one hand set civil servants apart
from the rest of society and perform a visible belonging to the Corps, they on the other hand
suggest internal differentiation of hierarchy. Therefore, every time civil servants put on their
office uniform, they are not only reminded of their gender (wearing a skirt or pants), religion
(headscarf or not), rank (wearing khaki or not), or status (temporary, ’80 percent’ or ‘full’),
they are also reminded of the fact that they belong to those lucky few that have managed to
somehow get a position in the civil service.
Disciplining civil service networks
In this chapter I have tried to show some of the processes by which civil servants are
disciplined into a particular civil service network. Even though the STPDN alumni networks
are national in scale, whereas the networks enabled through diklat are more local, all aspiring
civil servants encounter comparable disciplinary strategies that target, correct and punish
individual subjects in order to tie them into the joint collective of civil service. The various
disciplinary techniques described thus successfully discipline civil service networks. A
second important consequence of the disciplining of these networks is that the networks
created are based on hierarchical relations. A third consequence, however, that came to the
fore most clearly during diklat, is that disciplinary strategies encourage an adherence to
bureaucratic form over meaning.
If adherence to form indeed takes precedence over constative meanings such as, for
instance, a condemnation of bureaucratic ills of corruption, collusion and nepotism, the
question arises if this successful disciplining of hierarchical networks that value loyalty and
the following of commands also has some unintended consequences that, perhaps, even help
continue such bureaucratic ills. I started this chapter with a confrontational example of
institutional disciplining of civil servants from a movie clip, and I will end with a question
asked at the end of another movie –Performances of Authority- drawn upon in this chapter,
Maybe performing authority
Is caught up in its own performance?
-Performances of Authority (2011) 69

69

This question was asked at the end of a previous version of the Performances of Authority documentary but
has been dropped from its final version. Nevertheless, due to its appropriateness in the current context, I chose
to include it anyway.
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Chapter V

Performative shifting: ‘Family’ networks in offices

In the previous chapter I emphasized how the repetition of a regulatory norm plays an
important part in the maintenance of an authoritative discourse, as Butler has so persuasively
argued (Butler 1993: 10). Repeated encounters in everyday life with the regulatory norm of
civil service propriety -hierarchy, loyalty, subordination for instance- can therefore solidify
the truth and legitimacy of civil service discourse. This, however, is not the only possible
effect of reiteration. Constant replication of the form of authoritative discourse might also
lead to, what Yurchak calls, a ‘performative shift’ (Yurchak 2006: 24-26): a sliding apart of
the performative and constative dimensions of a discourse. This, on the one hand, leaves the
performative dimension potentially empty of its constative truth. On the other, this enables
the possibility of new meanings and practices emerging through the performance of the form
(Ibid.).
This is a line of thought I want to pursue further in this chapter. I want to suggest that
the repeated performance of civil service discourse brings about such a performative shift.
Constant replication helps to maintain a state image of coherence, wholeness and wellorganized governance, but at the same time –when disconnected from its constative meaningit also enables a continuation of ‘KKN’ practices in Indonesia’s civil service. The successful
disciplining of hierarchical civil service networks that emphasize loyalty and subordination
not only disciplines civil servants into a Weberian-style rational bureaucracy, but also
prepares aspiring civil servants for existing patron-client networks that characterize
Indonesian bureaucracy. Instead of disposing aspiring civil servants with the ‘Good
Governance’, anti-KKN habitus to counter this institutionalized Bapakism -as clientelism in
Indonesian bureaucratic institutions is often referred to (Fagg 1958; McVey 1967; McVey
1971; Oostingh 1970; Shiriaishi 1997), I claim that the disciplinary techniques described in
the previous chapter actually help maintain the family-istic patron-client networks of
Indonesia’s bureaucracy. Besides support ‘from above’ through disciplinary techniques that
emphasize loyalty and subordination in hierarchical networks, existing patron-client
networks that hinge on family analogies are also supported ‘from below’ in Kupang, where as I showed in Chapter Two- reciprocal obligations play such an important part in family
networks.
In this chapter I thus claim that the successful disciplining of civil service networks,
as described in the previous chapter, unintentionally enables the kinds of networks Good
Governance ideology hopes to counter. This is possible, first of all, because the constant
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replication of the performative dimension of civil service discourse has enabled a
performative shift; secondly, because the values of hierarchy, subordination and loyalty
within civil service networks emphasized in disciplinary contexts such as STPDN and diklat
fit neatly into existing informal networks in civil service; and thirdly, because the reciprocal
obligations embedded in family relations in Kupang are easily transferrable to office relations
that hinge on family analogies.
Performative shift and unanchored meanings
In Chapter Four I gave several examples of how disciplinary techniques used on civil
servants encourage an adherence to form rather than content – for instance the mock-question
asking of instructors during diklat lectures that aimed more at bringing participants back in
line (proper form) than testing them on the contents of the lecture. I also described how this
adherence to form is reiterated in a wide range of civil service performances. 70 As mentioned,
I propose to follow Yurchak and view this constant replication of form as opening up the
possibility of a performative shift -a disconnect between performative and constative
dimension of discourse that leaves the performative dimension quite empty of its constative
meaning, while also enabling new possibilities for meaning making. To further support this
suggestion, I give a description of the process of creating an office document, as an extreme
example of adherence to form over constative meaning. I want to draw attention to the
meticulous care involved in the form of designing it, without yet wanting to reveal what kind
of document it concerns:
Early Friday morning at the Department of Governance (Pemerintahan) the department head
calls sub-department head Mohamed to his office. A letter has to be sent out. As the head explains,
sending out a letter is not a matter of fact business, the process leading up to the letter actually
being sent out is a rather lengthy process. It is not possible to just write a random letter. For
every possible type of letter there is a formulated design that has to be followed when composing
that specific type of letter. These designs can be found in the book ‘Kupang Mayoral
Regulations’. 71 First of all, a concept letter had to be written. This is the task of sub-department
head Mohamed. Mohamed opens a Word document on an office computer and writes a draft. He
prints out this concept letter and gives it to his colleague, staff member Diana. Diana then takes
this printed letter to the Department of General Affairs (Umum). At General Affairs she asks a
staff member to assign a number to the letter. The staff member explains that this type of letter
70

And I briefly mentioned the centrality of the performative dimension in other disciplinary contexts such as
schools, the military, and scouting.
71 Kupang Mayoral Regulations. Mayor of Kupang Number 04 Year 2006 Guidelines on Manuscripts
Department of Governance Kupang. Regional Secretariat Kupang (‘Walikota Kupang Peraturan. Walikota
Kupang Nomor 04 Tahun 2006 Tentang Pedoman Tata Naskah Dinas Pemerintahan Kota Kupang. Sekretariat
Daerah Kota Kupang’).
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gets code number 005. She gets out a small booklet concerning number ‘005’ letters and tells us
from looking at the previous entries in her booklet this is the 358th 005 letter that has been
designed this month. In her booklet she writes down that 005 letter number 358 goes to the
Department of Governance. She then rips out a red carbon paper copy of this note and staples it
to the concept letter. The original note and a yellow carbon copy remain in the booklet. Upon
return to the Department Diana hands the concept letter with attached red note back to Mohamed
who enters the number given by General Affairs into the concept letter’s Word document and
prints this out again. He signs it with his paraf (initials) and then wants to return it to the
department head. Unfortunately, the head is out, therefore Mohamed waits till he comes back. As
the department head he has to read every concept letter to see if there are any mistakes or
oversights. Whispering out loud as he reads he makes some small corrections in the concept letter.
The head then sends the letter back to Mohamed and instructs him to rewrite the letter. Mohamed
opens up his Word document again and starts working on the corrections. He prints out the
concept letter once more, signs his initials, and hands it back to the head. The head re-reads the
letter, expresses his satisfaction with the letter’s design and comments on the logo printed at the
top of the letter. Thankfully it is yellow –the appropriate color, and therefore the letter does not
have to be printed out again. The head sign his initials on the concept letter and hands it back to
Mohamed. Mohamed calls again for Diana to take the letter to the second floor to the Acting
Regional Secretary’s office so he can check it once more. In case he still sees some mistakes, he
will send it back to the head. If not, he will approve and sign. Since the Secretary signs the letter,
the First Assistant, department head and sub-department head have to place their initials on the
letter. If the mayor would sign this letter, however, the initials needed are those of the Regional
Secretary, First Assistant and department head. The rules (aturan) state that letters signed
(ditandatangani) need the initials of the three levels below the one signing it. Unfortunately the
Acting Regional Secretary is in a meeting, and is thus unavailable to sign anything. Diana returns
to her department. The letter remains on Diana’s table. So far this procedure of designing the
letter has taken about two and a half hours. Around 13:30 Diana calls the Acting Regional
Secretary’s office, to see if he is available, which is not the case. Since it is Friday afternoon she
decides to leave it to Monday. Early Monday morning Diana again takes the letter to the Acting
Regional Secretary, who is available and signs the letter without requiring further corrections to
be made. Now the letter is completely approved, signed by sub-department head, department head
and Regional Secretary. After final initials and approval from the First Assistant the letter is
ready to be sent out a (work) day and a half after its start.

The process of the design of this letter shows painstaking care and attention. It shows
concern with aesthetics in the assignment of proper numbering, checking correct color of the
logo, signing of initials and signatures by the appropriate officials. In short, it displays great
care for adherence to form. It also shows reverence of hierarchy since three levels of
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government have to check the concept letter and are able to suggest corrections. The
completion of this letter therefore depends on the approval of government officials of
different rank. The process of designing the invitation took a day and a half to complete (with
a weekend in between) and would have taken longer if those signing added more corrections
or were out of the office and therefore unable to sign. What kind of letter could involve such
care, decorum and three-leveled official approval? The letter in question happened to be an
invitation letter, which could be read from the code given to it -005. This letter was intended
to invite four community figures from sub-district Oepura to the office a subsequent Tuesday
to discuss disagreement concerning the election of a neighborhood head (Rukun Tetangga).
The purpose of this letter –arranging four people to be present in the same room at the
same time- seemingly could have been reached by making a simple phone call to these four
people. The need of adherence to form - the proper execution of the performative dimension
of document design, as carefully spelled out in the ‘Regulations’ and no doubt repeated
meticulously in all the 357 invitation letters preceding this one in the month of October- took
precedence over that what the document was supposed to do –its constative meaning of
getting four people in the office. Similar to the examples of adherence to form mentioned in
the previous chapter, this extreme example of bureaucratic performance displays the
importance of form and of hierarchy, but downplays a constative dimension.
This is not to say that the routinized, ritualized process of designing documents –or
any other type of office performance- is merely show and devoid of meaning. As Yurchak
says, ‘(q)uite the contrary, the performative replication of the precise forms of authoritative
representation rendered the constative meanings associated with this representation
unanchored, increasingly unpredictable, and open to new interpretations, enabling the
emergence of new and unanticipated meanings, relations, and lifestyles in various contexts of
everyday life (2006: 60). This unanchoredness and unpredictability of documents in
Indonesia can, for instance, also be seen in Bubandt’s discussion on the violently provocative
power of known forged documents to spur violence in Ternate and Tidore (2009). Siegel
(1998), furthermore, addresses some of the new meanings and practices enabled by the
importance of adherence to form of official documents when he addresses ‘authentic
counterfeit’ (aspal) documents. In Chapter Six I will also elaborate on how adherence to the
proper form of documents actually enables new corrupt practices in Kupang’s construction
sector.
This unanchoring of constative meaning by extreme concern for form is not just
relevant for office documents, but also for other types of performative replications that carry
out a state image of coherence and wholeness in disciplinary contexts –the wearing of
uniforms, practicing marching, role-call, raising the flag and so forth. The disciplinary
techniques described previously thus not only successfully tie civil servants to a particular
civil service network, but also discipline an adherence to the form of civil service discourse
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that leaves its constative meaning uncertain, and thereby opens up the possibility for the
emergence of unanticipated meanings, practices, and sociabilities of civil servants in
government offices.
Security, sociability and santai saja
‘If I had a choice, I would pick the private sector over civil service. Then I would not have to
raise the flag every day, pledge the oath, respect my seniors, state that I cannot be corrupt and
will work in line with regulations, when in reality practices are not in line with regulations’,
spoke a disgruntled sub-department head at the Department of Public Works. Not having
received a promotion after the previous mayoral elections he felt passed over and was now
counting down the last few years till his retirement from civil service so he could focus fully
on his private sector architectural company. His opinion was very much the opposite of the
one usually uttered by civil servants in Kupang when asked what they found attractive about
their position. Most civil servants I met in Kupang preferred their civil service position over
one in the private sector, as a female civil servant with a family to support explained,
In Kupang there are few businesses, only small shops. The private sector offers no prospects for
the future, such as a pension. That is why a civil service position is so desirable: every month
there is the security of fixed wages. And one also gets a pension. If I would compare the private
sector to working as a civil servant, working as a civil servant is a lot more enjoyable. The private
sector is also good and the money is fine, but it is difficult to manage your time. When you
already have a family to look after working as a civil servant is better. Given the choice, I prefer
working as a civil servant over working in the private sector.

Adhering to the civil service performances such as raising the flag, pledging the oath,
claiming an anti-corruption stance so despised by the sub-department head quoted at the
beginning of this section, thus open up access to a wide range of social benefits for most civil
servants. Another department head, for instance, claimed, ‘civil servants have a high social
status. Being a civil servant is perceived as higher than average society.’ This was echoed by
a middle-aged male staff member who said, ‘people still think that working as a civil servant
is an honorable position. The working hours are set and you get to wear a uniform.’ He added,
‘The wages are fixed. What is attractive about this position is the job security, fixed hours
and a steady income for the family.’ A young female staff member agreed, ‘we are secure till
we enter the grave. This position is a security for old age.’ In short, engaging in civil service
performances that are part of the job guarantees a desirable status, a steady paycheck, fixed
hours and a pension after retirement. 72
72

As we will see in Chapter Six, adherence to the form of proper civil service propriety opens up possibilities
for new constative meanings and practices that even run counter to the constative dimension of ritualized form
of civil service discourse: sticking to form enables corrupt practices. Yurchak similarly stresses how adherence
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Another attractive benefit of the income security guaranteed by a civil service position
is the access to financial credit. In Chapter Two a steady income was a necessary requirement
for those interested in a perumnas house, which is why the first flow of perumnas residents
consisted mainly of civil servants. Motorcycle dealers, furthermore, advertise the possibility
of buying motorbikes on credit, thus paying a fixed monthly amount against a certain interest
rate, on the condition that the buyer has proof of a steady income. In state dependent Kupang
this translates into having a civil service job. Connections between dealers and civil service
treasurers, furthermore, allow the monthly payment to be taken directly out of a civil
servant’s paycheck. Banks also require proof of steady income and similarly get a cut out of
the paycheck before civil servants receive their salary. Bank loans are usually used to finance
children’s education, to buy a car, or to buy land and to build a house. Adhering to civil
service performances therefore enables access to economic capital which, then, can be
exchanged for cultural capital (children’s education) or symbolic capital (a cool motorcycle).
A less attractive aspect of being a civil servant sometimes mentioned, is that the daily
office tasks are thought to be quite boring. When asking about leisure time -what times lunch
breaks were and so forth- one male staff member joked that there was no such thing as
having a break since all time spent in the office was leisure time already. Such jokes support
a general existing image of civil servants as lazy, a stereotype popular for bureaucrats in the
Netherlands as well. 73 Indeed, I found –when contrasting office life in Kupang with my own
office experiences in the Netherlands- that civil servants found a lot of time to engage in
what seems to be the Kupangese favorite pass time of bercerita (chatting, telling stories).
However, I also found that whenever certain tasks had to be completed –piles of documents
to be checked at the Immigration Office or reports to finish at the Department of
Governance- that staff worked hard to finish, even if this meant working till midnight.
Whereas in my own past office experiences it seemed there were always more tasks than
employees to execute them, in Kupang there often seemed to be more civil servants than
tasks. One department head offered an explanation, ‘in Holland when you don’t have a job
you get social benefits. In Indonesia there is no such thing. Our social welfare system is civil
service.’
Whether or not this idea has a semblance of truth, spending time in government offices
in Kupang struck me as far more enjoyable than time I ever spent in any Dutch office. When
not typing out documents civil servants in the Department of Governance enjoyed their
to form actually enables a performative shift. He mentions how the practice of taking an oath of loyalty enabled
a new professor at a US Midwestern university –who opposed oath-taking- to obtain the recognized institutional
position to voice political opinion that countered those mentioned in the oath and even made it possible for her
to, eventually, challenge the oath-taking practice all together (Yurchak 2006: 24). Sticking to form, in other
words, thus puts you in a position you would not be in had you not stuck to the form (adhering to form enables
you a civil service status, salary and pension), and –moreover- makes it possible to engage in practices that run
counter to the form (the corrupt practices of Chapter Six).
73
In contrast, according to Herzfeld, bureaucratic stereotypes for German bureaucrats might be ‘efficiency’, for
French bureaucrats ‘rationality’, whereas Britons are to detest ‘excessive bureaucracy’ (Herzfeld 1992: 72).
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computer for playing ‘Puzzle Bobble’, and for listening to American country music. Exemployees of this department that got placed in a new department often returned (during
office hours) to chit-chat with former coworkers. Department of Governance employees
praised their head for his strict yet kind guidance, and the department head himself often
expressed his appreciation of his subordinates. He also paid his respects to his subordinates
by attending important family parties. Interactions between coworkers –regardless of rank- in
Human Resources were always laced with little jokes. One female official told me the most
important thing in the work place was to laugh a lot, and laughing is what they did -often.
Public Works employees also enjoyed a joking way of interacting, although the jokes
considered funniest had fierce sexual connotations. Under the intimidating reign of a handful
of –quite dominant- women no male employee’s private parts were safe from occasional
grabbing and subsequent jokes regarding size, not even the department head was safe from
verbal sexual intimidation.
In many ways, therefore, interactions between employees in offices resembled the kinds
of sociabilities employees would engage in when not at work. From smoking cigarettes in the
shade of the overhanging office roof, to young men whistling after young women, to
gossiping and bercerita among each other; if it were not for the uniforms one could easily
mistake the offices for someone’s front porch during a family party, the night market on a
Saturday, or the Dendeng river during laundry time. Portraying everyday sociability in
government offices in Kupang in terms of state-society dynamics, it seems as if the
boundaries between state and society are perpetually blurred (Gupta 2006). If Migdal
proposed his state-in-society ideas to suggest a new way of looking at state-society dynamics
(Migdal 2001), a more fitting way of looking at everyday office life in Kupang, in contrast,
seems to be a ‘society-in-state’ approach that takes account of how much of everyday family
and friends sociability trickles over into office environments. Or -to stay closer to Yurchak’s
terminology used in this chapter- adherence to civil service performances enables a
continuation of the kinds of interactions and sociabilities employees would engage in outside
the office, with the added benefits of a raised social status, steady income and a pension after
retirement.
Sticking to office rules, furthermore, can facilitate this trickling over of such kinds of
sociabilities into office environments. The head of the Department of Public Works whom I
spoke with objected to his subordinates’ use of official opportunities to hang out with office
friends during work time. Even though he recognized such excuses as somewhat legitimate,
he, nevertheless, complained they got in the way of employees’ actual business,
Sometimes colleagues are moved to another office. But whenever they have a meeting in their
new department they keep on inviting old Public Works colleagues. These meeting have nothing
to do with Public Works’ business. It is difficult to refuse such invitations, especially if they’re
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given out by heads of offices or other important people. I myself have no problem declining, but
sometimes I find my office half empty because my employees joined other department meetings.
‘Santai saja’ (just enjoy).

Therefore, in perfect performative fashion -namely by adhering to the rules regarding the
following of orders from superiors (department heads higher in rank) that were taught and
repeated so well in various disciplinary contexts- Public Works civil servants got a chance to
get out of boring work and catch up with old friends, as sticking to other examples of civil
service performances enabled a creation and continuation of everyday sociability in the
offices. Similarly, Yurchak shows that in the late-Soviet period such networks of friends
were created and maintained both within and outside the office environment by means of the
performative repetition of administrative form that at one and the same time enabled these
networks, and enabled the necessary practices of maintaining office decorum and production
(Yurchak 2006: 77-125).
Thus, in Kupang, as in Yurchak’s example, the disciplined performance of form leads
to both the expected reproduction of proper bureaucratic form as to the unexpected
production and maintenance of new networks of relations. This opening up of new and
unexpected possibilities by adhering to form can also be seen in other Indonesian
institutional contexts. In the context of scouting, for instance, Pujo Semedi (2010) shows how
scouts find room to maneuver within institutional constraints to pursue their own interests.
Adherence to the performative repetition of scouting form does not ensure scouting youth to
turn into ‘docile citizens’, as Baden-Powell’s and Indonesian state ideology might have it
(Semedi 2010a: 2), but it does enable the possibilities of new friendships and social
experiences –for instance hanging out with friends, falling in love, and smoking one’s first
cigarette (Semedi 2010b). In Kupang, however, the kinds of new (hierarchical) networks
enabled by the replication of bureaucratic form have grave political consequences that
surpass intra-collegial santai saja. The familial sociabilities that characterize offices are, on
the one hand, a continuation of the family- and friendship sociabilities so common in Kupang,
and, on the other, also fit neatly into institutionalized family analogies that support
clientelism. I will address this –and the consequences of such familial sociability- in the next
two sections.
‘Family-ism’ & dilemmas
Familial sociabilities came to the fore in various contexts in the government offices I worked
in. For example, every office I spent some time in had an arisan 74 system going on, like the
ones so popular in circles of family and friends. Also, private celebrations were
74

A rotating voluntary credit organization held with regular intervals within a group of close ones (family,
coworkers, church members etc). Oostingh already noted the function of office arisan in strengthening the
corporate feelings of civil servants (Oostingh 1970: 96-98).
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acknowledged by coworkers. On the occasion of someone’s birthday the birthday boy or -girl
would bring small snacks or soft drinks to hand out to coworkers in the department. When
comparing such intra-office sociabilities to my Dutch experiences such little acts of kindness
and communality are not at all uncommon. What differed markedly, nevertheless, was the
constant emphasizing of office relations as friendly and family-like. A male employee from
the Department of Governance said,
even if we only know each other through work, we do have the habit of collecting a small
contribution (sumbangan) when someone has a baby or wedding or something. This also goes for
the colleagues that have moved away to other offices. We have very friendly relations at the office,
like a family. We give the contribution not because we have to, but because we want to.

It is not just practices such as arisan that give the offices a family-like feel. Civil
servants themselves also use comparisons to the ‘family’ to describe office-relationships.
Employees of the Department of Governance described their head as a strict yet kind ‘father’
who made sure everything was run right. A sub-department head at Public Works also
described his relationships to coworkers in familial terms. He claimed to be very close to all
of his coworkers, whether of higher rank (which was only the department head himself) or of
lower rank. He told me to view the office as a family with the department head as the ‘father’
and himself as the ‘mother’. The department head’s job, according to him, is therefore to
make sure all the work gets done, whereas it is his mothering role to keep all children close
to him and to take care of them. When viewing office life in terms of family relations an
employee showing up late is not an improper civil servant who digresses from the norm of
civil service propriety but, instead, a child that needs a good fatherly talking to. The santai
saja approach of sneaking away to a meeting with an official –yet flimsy- excuse is
permissible behavior.
The metaphor of ‘family’ in bureaucratic organizations in Indonesia has a long history.
Ruth McVey already noted the pervasiveness of a family-based ideology as an analogy and
organizing principle for bureaucracy (1967: 137.) Saya S. Shiraishi, while conducting an
analysis of modern national bureaucratic organizations in Indonesia, beautifully traces the
ideology of this family-ism to the early twentieth century Taman Siswa national educational
movement, and describes its spread from schools through graduates and teachers via media
and education, facilitated by the adoption of the still ‘unsignifying’ newly adopted MalayIndonesian language, to its full entrenchment in government offices, where it is now
comfortably embedded (1997: 81-95). ’Family-ism’ is not to be understood as an egalitarian
conception but, as Shiraishi shows, contains the contradictory connotations of both
revolutionary uprisings of children against parents and a more top-down ‘father knows best’
family dynamic. This peculiar existence of an ‘anti-organization’ in the middle of a modern,
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bureaucratic organization, according to Shiraishi, lies at the heart of the apparent oddities of
laxness and circumventing rules of civil servants encountered in offices (Ibid.: 95).
This ambivalence of a modern, bureaucratic organization that hinges on analogies to
family becomes particularly muddled in state dependent Kupang, in which family relations
are of great importance, as discussed in previous chapters. Reciprocal obligations implied in
family networks flow over into office contexts prompting dilemmas such as the following
one described to me by Anderius. Anderius works as the head of a sub-department in the
Department of Governance. He holds a Bachelor’s Degree from STPDN and a Master’s
Degree in Sociology from the University of Indonesia, one of the most prestigious
universities in the country. In a casual conversation in his department one afternoon, he
explained to me the difficulties he experiences balancing what he refers to as ‘the ethical’
(etika) and ‘the right thing’ (kebenaran). As he explained, by ‘the ethical’ he meant those
things one ought to do for family members and close ones, and by ‘the right thing’ he
referred to office rules and regulations. Anderius relates the difficulties he faces in his
everyday office work to a discrepancy between values he traces back to his small village
background and family upbringing, and contrasting STPDN educational values.
Anderius was born in a small village on the island of Flores. He did not have any
family members working as civil servants. Nevertheless, Anderius’ family wanted him to get
a good education, and therefore planned to send him to Kupang to attend high school. Since
this was rather costly they did what every family in East Nusa Tenggara does when needing
to raise money for a family affair such as sponsoring a child’s wedding, education or some
relative’s funeral: they organized a ‘family gathering’ (kumpul keluarga) of the type
described in chapter two. At his family gathering a large number of relatives, neighbors and
friends came together in his parents’ house. They got dressed up, ate, interacted with other
guests, and –of course- donated a small envelope with money to sponsor Anderius’ education.
Partly due to this family gathering and the money raised there Anderius was able to attend
high school in Kupang, which then enabled him to enter the STPDN academy.
Since so many people contributed to his education he felt he had to work hard and
make sure he succeeded, which he did by getting into the prestigious STPDN academy and
by subsequently completing his Master’s degree. He told me, however, that after having
finished his education he now often feels as if he lives in two different worlds: on the one
hand he has his university friends with whom he can discuss governmental issues. This is the
world of the ‘right thing’, and he thoroughly enjoys living in it. On the other hand, he has his
relatives and friends in Flores that represent the ‘the ethical’ and a different set of
conventions. When these worlds collide, conflict arises for Anderius. Occasionally, relatives
in Flores contact him asking for his help in getting them a civil service job. Even though
Anderius feels the weight of reciprocating the financial support given to him, he finds that
helping out his relatives would break office rules. Ultimately, as he sees it, he himself had the
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biggest contribution in getting where he is now and therefore does not feel too obliged to
help his relatives out in this way. The balancing of ethical obligations and office rules
nevertheless remains a constant difficulty to him.
This kind of dilemma is not a recent occurrence in Indonesian civil service, and has
been noted by other scholars as well. For instance, Fagg (1958), shortly after Indonesian
independence, already noted the friction civil servants experienced in balancing ‘traditional’
familial ways of interacting based on respect (hormat) with new egalitarian principles of
independence (Fagg 1958: 239). Oostingh (1970), additionally, described similar tensions
between family obligations or a ‘moral code of society’ and modern state demands (Oostingh
1970: 33-34). Returning to present-day dilemmas in Kupang’s government offices, not all
civil servants resolve their ‘moral breakdown’ (Zigon 2007) in the manner Anderius has. 75
Jonas Salean, who served as a Regional Secretary of the city of Kupang (second in ranking
after the mayor) from 2002 till 2007, described similar experiences when I asked him
whether family members had ever tried to use their family connections in order to gain
something from his influential position,
That has happened, but the meaning of our life here in Kupang is that family is important. If we
have a problem or a difficulty it is in the first place family that is there for us. So several family
members have come [to me] and asked, for instance, about their child who wants to become a
civil servant or temporary worker. I then order the Human Resources Department to check them.
Even though it is family, we don’t want them to embarrass us who have leadership positions in
civil service. So they [Human Resources] investigate if they indeed have the skills… If a family
member wants to become a civil servant … they ought to be given a position in line with their
abilities.

Unlike Anderius, Jonas thus has no problem extending reciprocal obligations of family
networks into office environments. That is, as long as his relatives have the appropriate
cultural capital so as not to embarrass him. Both Anderius’ and Jonas’ cases, therefore,
exemplify a continuation of reciprocal obligations embedded in family networks into office
environments. Both their relatives see no moral objections in trying to turn their social capital
into employment. Whereas Anderius is aware of a difference between ‘office rationality’ (the
right thing) and ‘family rationality’ (the ethical), Jonas seemingly happily continues family
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Moral breakdown refers to those instances in which a person, due to whatever intrusion into his or her daily
practices, is forced to consciously reflect on the appropriate ethical response to a particular situation. Such
ethical moments need not constitute major dramatic moments but, rather, form regular occurrences in everyday
life so that actors, after conscious reflection and some working on oneself, can get back to ‘normal’ (Zigon
2007: 11-12). This dilemma of choosing between office rules and family obligations proved such a moral
breakdown for Anderius in which he had to consciously reflect on his actions in an ethical moment before being
able to return to ‘normal’ and to continue his everyday activities. Anderius’ dilemma, however, is not faced by
everyone: I have seen many others to whom similar occurrences posed no dilemmas and caused no ‘moral
breakdowns’ of hesitations concerning appropriate ethical responses.
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obligations in the office. However, when looking at this in terms of institutionalized ‘familyism’, Jonas’ helping out of relatives is not just a very literal acting out of the ‘morally bound’
father who protects his ‘children’ by circumventing rules (Shiraishi 1997: 85). As we will see
in the next section, Jonas is a strategic and politically motivated career civil servant whose
strategies for political success hinge on the loyalty of his ‘children’. While admitting familymembers into the office answering the reciprocal call of family obligations, he also builds a
network of subordinates that hopefully reciprocate his kindness come election time.
I have thus far argued that the constant repetition of bureaucratic form –be it in
documents or other types of office performances- has shifted the emphasis to an adherence to
form over constative meaning. Because of this ‘performative shift’, the adherence to form
has enabled new meanings, practices, and sociabilities that differ from original constative
intentions. One new type of sociability that emerged from this performative shift is a
particular familial one. In this section I have shown how this emergence of a familial
sociability sits well with both a long Indonesian institutional tradition of framing office
relations in terms of family analogies, and with a local Kupangese importance of family
networks and reciprocal obligations. That a performative shift led to the unanticipated
emergence of a familial sociability in Kupang’s civil service is therefore not entirely
surprising. ‘Family-istic’ relations in offices, nevertheless, are of a specific unequal,
hierarchical kind that can be employed for personal strategies instead of pure bureaucratic
execution of policy, as will be discussed in more detail in the next section. What I, therefore,
want to argue is that, first, a sliding apart of constative and performative dimensions of civil
service discourse feeds into the family-istic clientelist relations Indonesia’s government
offices are known for, and secondly, that the disciplinary techniques described in the last
chapter actually facilitate the continuation of such clientelist networks.

Bapakism: fathers & feuds
Jonas’ hope of loyalty reciprocated by ‘children’ is not unfounded. One important conclusion
Shiraishi (1997) draws from the ambivalent office-cum-family dynamics that characterize
Indonesian bureaucratic organizations is that loyalty between ‘fathers’ and children (bapakanak) at times overrides office rules and regulations. This particular ‘family-istic’
relationship, more commonly referred to as bapakism, is similarly addressed by Ruth McVey
(1971). Even though McVey describes the institutionalization of bapakism in the Indonesian
army instead of civil service, her analysis is nevertheless helpful in understanding some of
the characteristics of this phenomenon. She, for instance, notes how during the revolution
ensuring the execution of orders depended not on formal authority per se, but rather on the
ability of officers to attract loyal soldiers (McVey 1971: 142). Initially, shared war
experiences gave extra emotional gravity to these father-child (bapak-anak buah) bonds in
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the army. With the passing of time, however, these relationships made way for more
instrumental patron-client ties, and for the development of more complex and shifting
alliances (Ibid.: 153). The position of bapaks, nevertheless, remained an interference with the
official chain of commands as, ‘an officer whose men were strongly loyal to him was
obviously in a much better position to act independently than one who had only the general
claims of army discipline behind him’ (Ibid.: 154).
This bapakism is not just characteristic of the Indonesian army, it also often noted in
context of civil service. Fagg (1958) mentions the paternalistic responsibility of bapak over
his anak buah as a consistent feature of Indonesian bureaucratic system (Fagg 1958: 233235). As he describes, career advancement in civil service is often dependent on closeness to
important authority figures. Important to note, nevertheless, is that bapak authority has to be
earned, which Fagg illustrates by describing the continuous efforts made by the wedono of
Modjokuto’s to perform and maintain his paternalistic role (Ibid.: 239-241). Oostingh (1970)
similarly discusses the importance of personal ties between bapaks and anak buah, which are
not necessarily the same as formal institutional ties, in Indonesian bureaucracy (Oostingh
1970: 98-99). He also notes the semblance of these personal ties to family ties, characterizing
the obligation networks of which the bapak forms the center as a, ‘recasting of the web of
kinship’ (Ibid: 174). However, in these familial office networks a bapak’s status is not
ascribed, as is the case with a natural father, and therefore obligations in these networks are
feeble and open to constant re-evaluation by subordinates (Ibid.: 173-174).
Bapakism thus entails the creation of hierarchical networks consisting of a ‘father’
who protects and looks out for his ‘children’ who, in turn, are loyal to their ‘father’ even if
this means circumventing office rules. This sheds a new light on the values of hierarchy so
often stressed in the various disciplinary contexts described in the previous chapter. Instead
of merely disposing civil servants with loyalty to their superiors in the formal chain of
command, disciplinary techniques emphasizing hierarchy and subordination to commands of
superiors also support subordination to ‘bapaks’ who are not formal superiors, and bolster the
obeying of commands that are not directly related to policy or are given to obstruct policy.
We have to keep in mind, nevertheless, that, as McVey, Conkling (1979) and Buehler (2011:
78) show, institutionalized bapakism is not based on unequivocal loyalty of clients to patrons,
and that –in Migdalian fashion- alliances are multiple, complex, and shifting. The
hierarchical bapak-anak buah ties, in other words, are shaky and uncertain.
To see how bapakism, shaky alliances and office feuding works out in Kupang, we
return to Jonas Salean and his experiences in the first ever direct mayoral elections that took
place in Kupang in 2007. Up until the 2007 elections mayor S.K. Lerik had been firmly in
office for twenty-one years. When talking about Lerik civil servants deemed him positively,
and characterized him as an exemplary leader with a tight grip on civil service. He was also
known as a true bapak in the sense that he admitted lots of his anak buah in civil service.
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Having managed to stay in office for such a lengthy period of time he must have been a
skilled bapak, managing his alliances upwards well, while also keeping his subordinates
under control. During Lerik’s last term as mayor he appointed Jonas Salean as his Regional
secretary. Office gossip in hindsight suggests that even though others were more suitable for
this position due to experience, skills and seniority, Jonas was picked because he and Lerik
were ‘corruption friends’.
Jonas himself was no stranger to office politics. He entered civil service in 1985
under the New Order regime with a Bachelor’s Degree and worked his way up steadily till he
reached his position as Regional Secretary. As we saw in a previous section, he displays no
qualms with regards to helping close ones get a civil service position and has thus been
establishing himself as a bapak as well. With the full support of long-time mayor Lerik,
Jonas decided to run for mayor in 2007. The political party supporting Jonas was the
powerhouse Golkar Party. Jonas, therefore, seemed to have all the political and financial
support as well as the backing of influential ‘big men’ necessary to win the elections. 76 In a
final bapakist move, Jonas promised to open up no less than a thousand new temporary civil
service positions if he would be elected. Even though national guidelines stipulated a
nationwide halt on hiring new civil servants, a true bapak, as Shiraishi stated, at times
circumvents rules in protection and care of his children. In turn, however, these children are
supposed to show loyalty to their bapak, which in this case meant helping Jonas in office.
Jonas’ main competitor was Dan Adoe. Dan Adoe worked as the vice-mayor during
Lerik’s last term in office. As Lerik and Jonas, Dan had a long history of Golkar-affiliation
and at the time of elections was reportedly still close to the party, although, being a civil
servant, not in any official capacity. Dan, however, was not on friendly terms with Lerik and
Jonas, something confirmed by Jonas himself. Apparently, even though according to the
formal chain of command Dan ought to be second in rank, mayor Lerik bypassed Dan on
important decisions and constantly favored his Regional Secretary Jonas. With the approach
of the 2007 elections Golkar Party also accepted Jonas over Dan as their candidate, only
fuelling the, by then well-known, antagonism between Jonas and Dan. Dan consequently
secured the support of a coalition party, consisting for a large part of Muslim parties,
effectively diminishing Dan’s chances to win in Christian-dominated Kupang.
Much to -at least- Jonas’ surprise, nevertheless, Dan won the mayoral elections.
Whenever I asked around why people voted for Dan -the apparently weaker candidate- one
reason I heard repeatedly was that everybody felt so bad about the fact that Dan was bullied
and marginalized by the former mayor and Jonas. Something else often stated as a motivation
was that people were sick of the KKN of the old mayor and his allies, and wanted to give
76

During the New Order regime all civil servants were obliged to be a member of Golkar Party. Civil service
has thus traditionally been a source of support for Golkar. Even though membership of Golkar Party –or any
political party- was officially prohibited after Reformasi, this party remains to be popular among civil servants,
even in East Nusa Tenggara province in which PDI-P enjoys much popularity.
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someone who promised not to favor any anak buah a chance. Dan’s victory should therefore
partly be seen as a vote of sympathy, but also as a vote against collusive practices associated
with the former mayor and Jonas, blended with hopes for a more democratic reign under Dan.
I have so far claimed that the disciplinary techniques described in the last chapter
disciplined civil servants into new civil servant networks that are characterized by hierarchy
and an adherence to form over constative meaning. Unintentionally, however, this emphasis
on hierarchy and adherence to form made possible a performative shift, which allowed the
emergence of the kind of familial sociability, sense of loyalty, and subordination that
supports the institutionalized, hierarchical bapakism of Indonesian government offices.
Disciplinary techniques, in other words, not only prepare civil servants for formal
hierarchical office relations, but also actually prepare them well for bapakism. The question
arises now -especially in the light of newly implemented direct district head elections so
favored by international agencies- whether Dan’s victory indicates a triumph of modern
bureaucratic rationality, Good Governance ideology or ‘the right thing’ over bapakism,
family-ism and ‘the ethical’, or if it signals a shift in alliances and the emergence of a more
nuanced and subtle form of clientelism that similarly hinges on adherence to form and
hierarchical loyalty? A look at what happened after the mayoral elections of 2007 helps
answer this question.
Balas jasa: returning favors
After Jonas’ loss, he was rendered an ‘expert staff’ (staf ahli) position. On paper, an expert
staff position is a respected advisory position for employees with specialized knowledge. In
reality, however, an expert staff position is a professional dead-end from which no further
career advancement can be made. Dan thus effectively sidelined Jonas. If we were to view
bapakism as entailing relations of balanced reciprocity (Sahlins 1972), albeit within unequal
hierarchical relations, in which subordinates offer loyalty (or in Kupang’s civil service: votes)
in exchange for protection or a cut in bapak’s business dealings (or in Kupang: a promotion
in civil service), Jonas’ demotion certainly exemplifies a cutting off of all social ties and
inherent reciprocal obligations: not pledging loyalty or even openly opposing a candidate
gets reciprocated by sidelining and exclusion from bapakist networks. This brings into
question the extent to which clientelistic dynamics have actually been replaced by the Good
Governance practices so favored by Dan during his campaigning period.
Daud, who was promoted to the position of head of the Department of Governance,
has the following to say in response to that question,
Daud: This is the thing. District Heads need to have a loyal bureaucracy. All promises made
during the campaign, have to be implemented by bureaucracy. If you don’t have a loyal
bureaucracy, these things don’t get implemented. If there are enemies in bureaucracy (musuh di
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dalam selimut), they will disturb (mengganggu) the implementation of governance. That is
politicization of bureaucracy. That is the effect of direct elections.
Sylvia: Usually there are some civil servants that support this candidate, and some that support
another. How does that work out when a certain candidate wins?
Daud: Well, the leader has to get rid of those that won’t support him, they have to leave (harus
exit).

Daud does not doubt that having loyal subordinates is paramount to a district head’s position.
Without them, district heads are unable to execute policy. Interestingly, Daud relates this
clique-formation with internal loyalty to the recent implementation of direct district head
elections. Even the though the cliques that are formed may be new, the practice of cliqueformation appears to be a continuation of past practices. If we compare this to McVey’s
description of institutionalized bapakism in the Indonesian army of the late nineteen-sixties,
or to Fagg’s and Oostinghs analyses of bapak-anak buah ties in Indonesian bureaucracy, for
instance, not that much has changed: ties of loyalty between superiors and subordinates still
override the official chain of command, since enemies and their allies in bureaucracy are still
capable of interfering with the implementation of policy. Not surprisingly, therefore, known
opponent Jonas was quickly disarmed.
Characteristics of continuing bapakism, albeit it in a somewhat modified form,
surface most clearly in the promotion of political supporters and allies, euphemistically
referred to as balas jasa, which roughly translates to ‘answering a service’ or ‘returning a
favor’. By positioning those that have shown support during elections in strategic positions, a
district head builds the needed following of loyal subordinates that facilitates a smooth
execution of policy and forms a defense against opponents intent on obstruction. Just as the
father-child ties of bapakism resonated comfortably with Kupang’s family orientation, balas
jasa similarly translates well in Kupang. If we compare the exchange of votes, loyalty and
positions of balas jasa in civil service after elections to the exchange of money via books of
donations in family networks, a comparable logic of reciprocal rationality emerges. In
Chapter Two I argued that, in order to understand what makes Kupang ‘tick’, one has to take
into account the reciprocal obligations implied in (family) networks. I now propose once
more that it is not a big leap from family networks to office networks, or from familial
reciprocal rationality to civil service reciprocal practices –be it bapakism or balas jasa.
Obligations to close ones turn corrupt practices into gift-giving or politeness. No wonder then
that Anderius’ relatives see no harm in asking him for help in getting a position in civil
service: the reciprocal obligation stands, even after a relative has been absorbed into a
modern, bureaucratic organization.
Further spurring the reciprocal similarities between family dealings and office politics,
as I have argued, is the active framing of office relations in terms of family analogies, and
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flowing from that the (unequal) ‘gift-giving’ dynamics implied in bapakism. The
entrenchment of familial reciprocal rationality in Kupang’s civil service, therefore, resonates
both with reciprocal practices that are embedded in the local social fabric, and with the
framing of national civil service in familial terms. Since the analogy to the family is so
ubiquitous –to the extent that even the familial terms of bapak and anak buah are used, why
should the familial reciprocal rationality so characteristic of Kupang not work in its offices?
However, although a reciprocal undercurrent can be discerned in both family
interactions as in the practice of balas jasa, they are not quite the same. One difference
between balas jasa and the kind of gift-giving in family networks is that in existing networks
of family, social ties are reasonably stable and fixed. A Maussian opening gift in order to
create social ties is no longer necessary, since a logic of giving and receiving is already
established. Furthermore, even though the size of a contribution given during a family
gathering depends on the status, closeness and need for prestige of the giver -and therefore
indicates hierarchical differences, frictions and points of contention in family relationshierarchical differences and unequal power relations between superiors and subordinates in
offices is far greater.
In office balas jasa therefore, reciprocal ties are more unequal, and less stable than
family ties, as noted already by Fagg (1958) and Oostingh (1970). More importantly, after
the implementation of direct district head elections, balas jasa ties have a clear temporal
limitation. Every five years new elections take place and, therefore, new reciprocal alliances
will appear. This means that reciprocal rationality in balas jasa is by no means infallible. Not
everyone who ‘offers something’ will be aptly rewarded, as the disgruntled sub-department
head at the Department of Public Works, quoted earlier in this chapter, found out. According
to him, even though he ‘secured the Hindu vote’ for the current mayor during election time,
he was blatantly passed over for the position of department head. In the unequal game of
balas jasa some favors are thus returned, while others remain unanswered.
Additionally, although balas jasa promotions are motivated by personal ties of loyalty
and support, loyalty or performed services alone do not guarantee a promotion. This social
capital needs to be balanced with cultural capital in the form of experience, education and
skills, as Alex, a ‘career civil servant’ in provincial government explained,
The distribution of upper-level position basically follows ‘tim sukses first’ thoughts. 77 But there
has to be a balance: some good civil servants are also necessary, so not all positions are given out
through balas-jasa. And it has to be said that it is tried to put tim sukses positions in line with their
education and experience.

77

A success team is a group of people that support a candidate couple in the running for district head positions.
I will discuss elections and success teams in more detail in Chapter Seven.
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Allies of mayor Dan who felt the harsh backlashes of unreciprocated favors granted during
election time most were the members of the coalition party that supported his candidacy.
During my fieldwork trips in 2008 and 2009 –and even as I am writing this in 2011- one of
the most important positions in city level civil service, namely that of Regional Secretary,
was not yet filled. Instead of a steady Regional Secretary, Kupang has had an ‘acting’ one
(Plt. Sekda). As mentioned, Dan Adoe won the 2007 mayoral elections with the backing of a
mainly Muslim coalition party, somewhat surprising in Kupang with its Christian majority.
An implicit assumption of this coalition –fitting with the practice of balas jasa- was that their
support would be ‘answered’ by securing an important position for a Muslim coalition
member. Since Dan Adoe is a Protestant and his vice-mayor Dan Hurek is a Catholic, it was
presumed the position of Regional Secretary would go to a Muslim. Instead, after almost four
years this position is still vacant.
The sensitivity surrounding the unfulfilled Regional Secretary post was explained
to me hurriedly by civil servants in the mayor’s office looking on after a very public
explosion of discontent by members of Muslim political party PPP which formed part of the
mayor’s supporting coalition party during the 2007 election, and elaborated on in more detail
afterwards by department heads –off the record. One late afternoon as I was just about to
head home, starting the engine of my motorcycle outside the mayor’s office, loud noises of
men screaming and what seemed to be furniture falling coming from inside the building
caught my attention. Alarmed, I stopped my engine, ran back inside to see what was going on,
and joined a growing crowd of civil servant onlookers that all stared up at the second floor
balcony in the direction of the mayor’s private office. The screaming, shouting, and
thumping of furniture continued as members of the civil service police (Polisi Pamong Praja)
made their way into the building and trotted up the stairs. Shortly after this, two men -known
figures of the local PPP chapter- stormed out of the office, jumped into a car that was waiting
right outside, and drove off with screeching tires. Quickly catching up with the gossip around
me, I learned that these two PPP men just openly accused the mayor of not sticking to the
promise made to his former supporting coalition by not appointing a Muslim Regional
Secretary –thus not reciprocating given support. Accusations or not, the mayor still did not
‘answer the favor’. Department head Daud, quoted previously, explained to me that district
heads are dependent on the loyalty of subordinates to ensure smooth execution of policy.
According to Daud, Dan feared he would lose a significant part of his supporters were he to
appoint a Muslim Regional Secretary, making his position at the top of bureaucratic
hierarchy increasingly feeble.
I ended the previous section asking if Dan’s victory signaled a triumph of modern
bureaucratic rationality, Good Governance ideology or ‘the right thing’ over bapakism,
family-ism and ‘the ethical’, or if it hinted at a shift in alliances and the return of a more
nuanced and subtle form of clientelism. By now I hope to have shown that –if anything- there
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is no ‘either/or’ answer to this question. The family-ism as described by other scholars of
modern, national, bureaucratic institutions in Indonesia is recognizable in Kupang’s civil
service due to, on the one hand, a nation-wide institutionalized form of bapakism in which
subordinates show loyalty to protective fathers, and, on the other, a more local Kupang
context in which reciprocal obligations are a distinctive feature of family-networks. The
hierarchical office reciprocity of balas jasa -the answering of favors by a bapak/patron to his
children/clients- is unmistakably a part of civil service in Kupang. These balas jasa ties,
nevertheless, are unreliable, unequal, and uncertain. ‘Bapaks’ cannot count on uncontested
loyalty from subordinates, and ‘children’ cannot count on their shown loyalty to lead to
rewards. Therefore, to some extent, the unequal and unstable reciprocal relationship of balas
jasa is not a radical change from bapakism. However, direct district head elections have set
temporal limitations on alliance-seeking and clientelism that add significantly to the
instability of hierarchical bapakist ties. In this sense balas jasa does constitute a break with
bapakism. Nevertheless, since balas jasa still hinges on similar principles of intra-network
loyalty, hierarchy and adherence to form so well disciplined in civil servants, it is still
questionable whether direct district head elections ensure the ‘Good Governance’ some
would like it to bring. Jonas Salean doubts this,
Bureaucracy will function just fine when it is not mixed with politics, and as long as everything
can go in line with regulations. But now these direct district head elections damage civil servants’
careers. This is because those that are close to the winner, even though they don’t fulfill the
requirements of that position, will surely be accepted for that position. From such balas jasa you
can see that the city is not yet ready to accept [direct district head elections].

Balas jasa is thus not radically different from bapakism. The disciplining of civil servants,
which emphasizes an adherence to form and hierarchy, therefore support the practice of balas
jasa, just as it supports bapakism. This is why viewing disciplinary strategies that replicate
bureaucratic form in terms of enabling performative shift is such an interesting and useful
idea. The disciplined adherence to form and hierarchy is suitable for both formal office
relations and informal office networks. This is the performative shift: the repetition of form
has enabled loyalty to superiors in hierarchical networks, not only to the formal bureaucratic
chain of command, but also to bapakist or balas jasa networks. Direct district head elections
have not ended reciprocal obligations in hierarchical office networks, they have merely added
temporal limitations. An unintended consequence of ‘good governance’ is thus a continuation
–albeit slightly altered- of informal clientelist office networks that civil servants are
disciplined into.
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New times, new network opportunities
Bapakism and balas jasa are mostly local features of clientelist office networks that continue
despite, or, indeed, due to, the implementation of direct district head elections. Before giving
up on Good Governance ideals entirely, in this last section I want to return to the career civil
servants that graduated from STPDN. Whereas most civil servants endure the rather
superficial civil service crash course of diklat in which, as we have seen in the previous
chapter, the disciplining of adherence to form over constative meaning is executed par
excellence, STPDN students are immersed in a civil service disciplinary institution for four
years. Students are not only subjected to the repeated stressing of adherence to form,
importance of hierarchy and intra-network loyalty, they are extensively trained to become
skilled and educated civil servants, enroll in governmental majors, and leave with a
Bachelor’s Degree in Governance. Besides that, the kind of governance the students are
supposed to execute, after taking up positions in local civil service, is ‘good’ governance’. 78
Is there hope for an infusion of Good Governance into local civil servants in which balas
jasa seems imperative from these career civil servants? For this, we return to Budi and
Valentino, who we have met before. Both Budi and Valentino have put some thought into
how to be successful in their civil service careers. Both are also very well aware of the
importance of alliances with promising potential district heads and the detrimental effects
that supporting the wrong candidate can have on their careers. They each have different
strategies of planning a career in existing power configurations and reciprocal requirements.
The upcoming mayoral elections in 2012 are a source of worry for Budi. He fully
recognizes that the advancement of his career partly depends on the whims of the new mayor:
if the new mayor is favorable to him or if he supports the right candidate he might get a
promotion. If he supports the wrong candidate on the other hand, he might have to wait five
more years to get a promotion. During the last elections he noticed how his department head
tried to convince his subordinates to vote for one of the candidates. In Budi’s opinion, this is
slightly ridiculous nowadays. As he says, ‘these are not the old days in which subordinates
would actually listen to orders from above. People can now decide for themselves who they
want to vote for.’ Budi thus signals a chance in the way voters can be attracted, and notices a
break with the past in more ways. Using himself as an example, he contrasted his position
with lurah with that presumed to be traditionally more common.
In former days people would be lurah (sub-district head) in their own area. This meant they were
born there, had family there, knew their neighbors and neighborhood. I am born in Flores. I do
not live in this neighborhood. Before it was easier for the lurah to influence people’s voting
behavior, since he was well-known and perhaps even related. I have to do different things.
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He sees the subtle strategic actions of the current vice mayor as a good example of winning
votes in present-day Kupang. Budi claims that the vice mayor instructed every lurah to
inform him of weddings and funerals that occur in that neighborhood. On such occasions,
Budi sends a small contribution to the celebration -such as some sugar, candy, a pig or a
cow- with the message that this was a gift from the vice mayor. People will remember these
deeds for a long time and tell their family and friends about it. The current vice mayor will
join the upcoming elections and hopes these contributions will leave the impression of him as
a good man, and will be returned to him through votes. Budi sees this unobtrusive way of
campaigning as more successful nowadays than counting on subordinates to be obedient. He
still fears the ‘answering of favors’ after elections though. At the time of the last elections he
had a fairly insignificant position and managed to avoid being dragged into political games.
Now that he is a lurah, however, he fears he might be used as a pawn in some superior’s
political strategies with all possible damaging consequences.
Valentino finds himself in a similar position. He is set on making a career in civil
service, but is aware of the traps of aligning himself too closely with one important figure.
He has clear ideas on how to avoid these traps, however. As we have seen briefly, Valentino
thoroughly enjoyed all the advantages of his aide position. Besides business trips to other
parts of Indonesia he enjoyed all sorts of benefits from working so close with the mayor. He
received regular sums of extra money on the side, was invited to luxurious resorts on Bali by
businessmen hoping to get permits from the mayor and managed to get promotions that
would take others two or three times as long. In spite of this, he decided to give up his
enviable position and asked for a transfer to a far less exciting position at a lurah’s (subdistrict head) office.
Valentino explained that with his decision to transfer positions he is not just thinking
about the present, but more importantly about his future. In his two years as the mayor’s aide
he had managed to get promotions that would have taken others two or three times as long,
simply because he used the opportunities available to him by working in such close
proximity to the mayor. As a secretary of a lurah he had even managed to get an upper
echelon (jabatan) position. At the age of twenty-three! Valentino hopes to continue his
speedily advancement in local civil service and reach a position of Department head ‘while
he is still young’. After that he hopes to be able to transfer to even higher level, such as
province or even Jakarta. This bright future might be jeopardized, however, had he kept his
aide’s position. As mentioned, in 2012 the second direct mayoral elections will take place.
The mayor himself will not participate since he wishes to retire. To Valentino’s knowledge,
there are three serious contestants for the position of mayor. If one of them, the current vicemayor, would win, Valentino has no reason to fear for his career. If one of the others would
win, however, things might work out differently for him.
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Valentino witnessed the aftermath of the previous mayoral elections up close, and
saw what happened to a former aide: he got relegated to a regular staff position. Whereas
before the aide was the ‘arms and legs’ of the mayor, he was now the one being ordered to
fetch cigarettes or lunch, and perform other humiliating tasks in the department. This is not a
future Valentino likes to picture himself in. Instead, he transferred to the position of lurah’s
secretary, grabbing an extra promotion in the meantime, in order to create enough space
between himself and the mayor before things start to heat up politically. In addition, he has
asked the current mayor’s permission to take some time off to pursue a Master’s degree, paid
for by local government. Valentino wants to get a degree in Political Sciences at the
prestigious Gadjah Mada University. He plans to set off for university in the year of the
elections. If he succeeds, he not only avoids getting dragged into the political minefields
surrounding the mayoral elections, but he will also obtain a Master’s degree, paid for by the
government. After his return to Kupang, Valentino hopes political unrest will have settled
and the new mayor will allocate this experienced and educated civil servant with an
appropriate position.
Budi and Valentino show a great awareness of the existing patrimonial and reciprocal
character of office networks, but at the same time use their skills, knowledge and networks to
avoid being disadvantaged by them. Budi believes that in a decentralized post-Reformasi
Indonesia, the expectation from upper-level civil servants that given orders regarding votes
will be followed is an outdated political strategy. His proposed strategy, however, is both a
break and a continuation of old ways. Giving sweets, pigs or cows to citizens on the occasion
of family celebrations one the one hand fulfills Good Governance ideals of bringing
government closer to the people, but Budi’s motivation for doing so are nevertheless close to
the ‘gift principle’ of opening up new relations of reciprocal obligations by giving something.
Budi thus gives somewhat of a Good Governance swing to reciprocal rationality by thinking
of more nuanced and inconspicuous approach to gift-giving. Valentino likewise uses existing
networks and reciprocal rationalities in the office to make the most of his STPDN ‘capital’.
At the same time, however, he wants to make sure to distance himself from these networks at
election time, and therefore shows the ability to strategically balance and merge the local
reciprocal rationality of local office balas jasa with the advantages of being part of a highly
skilled national network.
It thus seems as if the Good Governnace hopes par excellence –the skilled STPDN
career civil servants- are not the magic bullet to counter unequal reciprocal relations in
hierarchical office networks. 79 The examples given from Budi and Valentino show that they
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In a way this question of whether the educated younger generation will constitute a break with the
‘traditional’ older generation echoes Oostingh’s expectation (1970: 12-15) that the younger generations in
Indonesia’s bureaucracy would adhere more to Weberian rational-legal bureaucratic standards than the older
generation who seemed more influenced by obligations to family. Perhaps not that much has changed: the
younger generation does not constitute that much of a break with older ones, but hope of change spurred by
younger generations remains among scholars.
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are still caught up in existing clientelist dynamics of bapakism and balas jasa. What
distinguishes them, however, is that they have larger networks to fall back on and use. They
thus have a wider access to social capital due to their STPDN cultural capital. The
performative shift, enabled by the repeated emphasis on hierarchy and adherence to form,
thus supports the practices of bapakism and balas jasa on a local scale, but also facilitates
similar practices on a national scale for STPDN alumni.
Concluding
When wondering how different bapakism is from balas jasa, I would claim that they are not
all that dissimilar. Even though I tie balas jasa to the implementation of direct district head
elections and claim this has put certain temporal limitations on, and therefore added more
instability and uncertainty to, clientelist intra-office networks, I still think in many ways it is
a continuation of the bapakism that has so long characterized Indonesian bureaucracy. It thus
seems as if not that much has changed with the implementation of Good Governance policies,
as others have noted as well (Schulte Nordholt 2004). Although to some extent this is
certainly true, this does not recognize the centrality of the performative shift in this
continuation, which I argue allows for this continuation. Despite the various disciplinary
strategies I addressed in the previous chapter, in which proper civil servants are attempted to
be made by emphasizing adherence to form and importance of hierarchy, these practices of
bapakism and balas jasa continue.
The interesting thing about the performative shift idea in relation to disciplinary
techniques of the last chapter is that a performative shift leaves the constative meaning of an
authoritative discourse unanchored and uncertain. This, ambivalently, opens up the
possibility of adhering to the original constative meaning of discourse –in the civil service
context loyalty to the formal chain of command- as well as the possibility of the emergence
of new meaning making and practices. Disciplining thus trains hierarchy and adherence to
form, which fit with both a formal execution of governance, as with the informal reciprocal
dynamics of bapakism or balas jasa. These informal, hierarchical, unequally reciprocal,
clientelist office networks are thus, ironically, enabled because of the disciplinary strategies
employed to train proper civil servants. Because their emphasis on adherence to form
Yurchak’s performative shift is made possible. Adhering to form –particularly hierarchical
relations- rather than specific meaningful content of what that form entails, facilitates other
hierarchical relations. ‘Failure’ of Good Governance is not simply because of the power of a
bapakist tradition, but more specifically because of the possibilities enabled by the
performative shift, which is made possible by the repetition of form over actual enactment of
that form.
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Chapter VI

How to get a construction project: Reading the ‘bidding books’

In this chapter I will discuss a bidding process -tender- for construction projects that took
place at the Department of Public Works in August and September 2008. Whereas this thesis
has so far mainly dealt with civil servants and intra-office interactions, this move to the
Department of Public Works allows us to look at state-business dynamics, and to meet a
second component of the political class (and political elite), namely contractors. As I have
shown, Kupang can generally be characterized as a state dependent town with regards to
finances and job opportunities. One of the few private sectors, nevertheless -albeit still
mostly dependent on state revenue for projects- is the construction sector. When asking how
to become a civil servant we saw the importance of a balanced composition of capital. When
considering how to move up within civil service the examples from the previous chapter
showed the significance of strategically choosing office alliances in order to profit from the
reciprocal returns of intra-office hierarchical networks. Although some of these examples of
‘how to get things done’ might be characterized as KKN, and thereby constitute the kind of
‘actual practices’ that contradict a ‘state image’ of wholeness and well-organized governance
(Migdal 2001), I presented Yurchak’s (2006) concept of ‘performative shift’ to argue that an
appearance of adherence to the form of bureaucratic propriety (or state image) at times
actually facilitates some of these ‘actual practices’ that conflict with a state image. Let us see
now how useful these insights are when moving into state-business dynamics and wanting to
know how to get a construction project. This requires a close look at what I refer to as the
bidding books: lists, neatly filed in separate manila folders, which accompany every project
given out during a tender on which prospective contractors can fill out their names and
company details in order to join the bidding process for a project.
My fascination with the bidding books started when I decided to compose a list of all
contractors that enlisted for the tender of August/September 2008, in order to get a sense of
the size of Kupang’s consruction sector. Shortly after the upcoming tender was made public
via local newspapers, aspiring contractors flocked to the Department of Public Works to
enlist in the bidding books that were available for each project. After all contractors had
signed up for the available projects, I checked the bidding books and wrote down the names
of the enlisted companies and their owners in an attempt to compile a current list of the
number of construction companies in the city. During this long and tedious task of manually
copying the bidding books (227 companies were listed for a total of 35 projects, keeping in
mind that some contractors signed up for more than one project) I noted a number of
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inconsistencies that proved useful in guiding me through the complex and confusing world of
formal appearances and informal dealings that constitutes the construction business in
Kupang. Despite an apparent adherence to office rules and regulations, ‘lobbying’,
‘commitment’, good relations, trust and risk mattered more in bidding competitions than
submitting the most competitive proposal. Fear of anti-corruption investigations –fuelled by
the actual conviction of a big contractor- did not motivate contractors and Public Works
officials to be less ‘corrupt’, but rather made them put an even greater emphasis on
performing adherence to official rules.
As I will discuss later, literature on the construction sector in Indonesia and elsewhere
portray this industry as one particularly prone to corrupt practices. Indonesia is no exception
to this. The post-Reformasi anti-corruption calls have, however, led to a rigorous revision of
the legal framework surrounding the construction sector and tendering processes, and have
brought into being various anti-corruption agencies to audit construction dealings. Despite
this, these legal anti-corruption strategies have not curbed corruption. Recent scholarly
discussions have addressed this apparent paradox in Indonesia’s construction sector. In
particular, several have wondered why in spite of stricter policies, ‘corrupt’ practices persist
in Indonesia’s construction sector (Kurniasih and Yuwono 2004; Purwanto and Van Klinken
2010; Van Klinken and Aspinall 2010). I, however, will take a slightly different approach
and look at how a restructuring of laws and regulations and the addition of various anticorruption agencies have actually enabled new forms of corruption. This chapter, therefore,
asks in which ways this change in structure enables new practices in the bidding process, and
alters agents’ strategies and the capital used.
Some things important in the bidding process –lobbying, commitment and good
relations- are neither new to those familiar with Indonesian construction nor surprising after
having read the previous chapters. I do hope to make two additions to existing literature on
corruption in Indonesia’s construction sector. Discussions on disorders in the construction
sector tend to emphasize the financial aspects related to dealings in the construction sector:
the illegal retributions paid by contractors (Kurniasih and Yuwono 2004); and the financial
loss to the state due to inefficiency in the procurement sector (Purwanto and Van Klinken
2010: 10). Although some scholars do address the socially embedded character of money
circulating in construction dealings (Van Klinken and Aspinall 2010), I want to pay more
attention to the ways in which economic capital is entangled with other forms of capital.
Additionally, this chapter hopes to steer clear of normative top-down approaches
which assume that a tightening of the legal anti-corruption framework will translate into a
decrease in corruptive practices in the public procurement system, such as attempts of
contractors to secure projects in resistance to international and domestic agendas (Van
Klinken and Aspinall 2010: 140-141 or the various ways bureaucrats have at their disposal to
elude laws and regulations (Purwanto and Van Klinken 2010: 2). More importantly, I will try
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to avoid falling into a binary oppositional dead-end in which the ‘informal’ or ‘back-stage’
practices that take place during a tender form a curious but not clearly related contrast to the
‘formal’ or ‘front-stage’ anti-corruption discourse (Goffman 1959). Instead, I argue –again
drawing on Yurchak’s (2006) attention for the interrelatedness of ‘performative’ and
‘constative’ dimension of speech and public discourse- that the authoritative anti-corruption
discourse and actual (informal) practices in the construction sector are not only related, but,
moreover, that some of the unanticipated outcomes of the anti-corruption discourse actually
enable ‘corrupt’ practices. My second addition to existing literature is thus to not view the
two ends of the posed paradox as opposing, but, instead, show how revisions in the legal
framework have actually enabled a continuation of corruptive practices as well as new forms
of corruption.
Corruption in the construction world
A 15-country survey conducted by Transparency International reveals that the construction
sector is perceived to be the most corrupt industry (Stansbury 2005:36). Construction
companies where the state is the main client, moreover, report particularly high levels of
corruption (Kenny 2006:14-15). Examples of corruption in government-funded construction
sectors are found worldwide, as cases from China (Ding 2001), Japan (McCormack 1996),
and West Africa (Blundo 2006) show. Such examples are by no means limited to the
‘developing’ world. The construction fraud (bouwfraude) scandal that broke in the early
2000s in the Netherlands (Bos 2002) and Cologne’s 2009 metro line collapse (Financial
Times Germany 2010) uncovered hidden corruption in some of Europe’s supposedly cleanest
construction sectors. Corrupt practices in this peculiar overlap between state and business,
nevertheless, is particularly marked in Indonesia where it is estimated that 80 percent of the
building contractors are dependent on government projects (World Bank 2001:21). This
percentage is thought to be even higher in the provinces -and therefore in provincial towns
such as Kupang.
Since Reformation, Indonesia has instigated a thorough revision of its legal
framework explicitly aimed at curbing corruption. The IMF’s stringent conditions for a
financial bailout therefore not only concerned more general political and administrative
reforms to guide Indonesia in a more neoliberal direction of Good Governance and global
market discipline, but also aimed specifically at changing the institutional framework in
which corruption and rent-seeking had become so entrenched. This entailed the introduction
of new banking regulations, commercial courts, extended external auditing of government
departments, the establishment of anti-corruption agencies, new administrative procedures,
and regulations concerning procurement and tendering (Robison 2006). The legal backing for
these changes were provided by, among others, the ratification of Act 31/1999 on the
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eradication of corruption by Habibie 80, the issuing of Presidential Regulation 19/2000 on a
joint team to combat corruption, the issuing of Presidential Regulation 71/2000 on the public
participation to eradicate corruption by Wahid, the ratification by Megawati of Law 30/2002
which enabled the formation of anti-corruption commission KPK, and, consequently, Susilo
Bambang Yudhoyono’s issuing of Presidential Instruction 5/2004 on accelerating the
eradication of corruption (Purwanto and Van Klinken 2010: 3-8).
The legal revisions that were aimed particularly to strengthen the weak legal basis
underlying the construction business were articulated in Presidential Decree 80/2003. This
Decree, which by now has been amended several times, concerns the improvement of the
execution of procurement, and the standardization of all regulations on activities related to
the procurement of goods and services by central and regional government. Additionally, it
prescribes stricter stipulations regarding the tendering process. For instance, these new
stipulations state that the tendering process must consist of 11 stages and cannot exceed 23
work days, all projects offered via tendering should be announced publicly, and contractors
competing no longer have to be a member of the national Chamber of Commerce but only
need to be licensed by one of the existing business associations. These new revisions hope to
remove some of the loopholes that were thought to facilitate corruption, and promote a more
open, transparent and competitive tender process (Ibid 2010: 10-12).
The changes made in the institutional framework paved the way for the establishment
of various anti-corruption agencies. One of them is the now well-known Corruption
Eradication Commission (KPK). Although not yet very active during Megawati’s presidency,
with president Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono’s full political support KPK has been responsible
for the investigation of some high-level corruption cases and conviction of prominent
officials (Ibid 2010: 4-7). The majority of cases handled by KPK involve the procurement of
public goods and services, of which corruption in the construction industry is one example
(Ibid: 8-9). Two other anti-corruption bodies, created specifically for the auditing of
procurement of public goods and services, came into being after the issuing of Presidential
Decree 80/2003. These are the internal audit body BPKP (Development and Finance
Surveillance Agency) and external audit body BPK (Supreme Audit Board).
Despite these legal reformations and the foundation of various anti-corruption
agencies, predatory and rent-seeking coalitions have managed to survive within the new
institutional framework (Robison 2006), contractors still pay bribes to government officials
(Kurniasih and Yuwono 2004), and procurement of public goods and services in the
construction sectors continues (Purwanto and Van Klinken 2010). The ‘neoliberal fantasy of
competition’ has thus failed in Indonesian provincial towns (Van Klinken and Aspinall 2010:
160). While this restructuring has not led to a significant decrease in corrupt practices, it has
had some other effects. For instance, it has installed such a fear of possible investigation that
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some civil servants under suspicion of corruption have even committed suicide (Purwanto
and Van Klinken 2010: 7).
In Kupang, the fear of anti-corruption investigations has led to a great preoccupation
with appearance of adherence to rules, which then, paradoxically, enable new forms of
corruption. In 2008 Cosmas Lay, a well-known and respected contractor, was convicted and
sent to prison for corruption in an unfinished infrastructural project (Pos Kupang 2008). The
fears such examples evoke resonate in an increased preoccupation with avoiding suspicions
of corruption by keeping up an appearance of sticking to rules, as voiced by my respondents.
For instance, Benny, the head of the Department of Public Works, expressed his concern
with avoidance of conspicuous behavior and the importance of sticking to tendering
regulations (aturan). He showed annoyance with the habit various contractors have to visit
him at his house to enlist for a project or to submit a project proposal at the time of a tender.
Contractors I interviewed, in contrast, tended to think such a personal approach of
establishing or maintaining ‘good relations’ with Benny would increase their chances of
winning the tender. 81 Benny himself, however, claims to tell these contractors off and to send
them to the office to enlist at the proper place, since, ‘now we have to play by the official
rules’.
Stories about convictions and investigations also frighten contractors, and they are well
aware of who is keeping an eye on them. Rudi, an experienced contractor in his forties who
owns four construction companies, listed all the investigation agencies related to the
construction business. Instead of portraying these various audit bodies as occupied with
combating corruption he, in contrast, sees them as intent on getting in on the action:
We have to be very careful, because there are some many investigators that can be involved in
investigating a project. There are internal investigation bodies on both province and regency level.
There are also internal investigations straight from the center. For investigation agencies there are
BPK; BPKP; Justice Department; police; army; KPK. KPK and the police are cicak (lizard) and
buaya (crocodile). The KPK is the smaller version, and the police the big hungry version. It is not
just businessmen that are involved. It is a world surrounded by Satan. What the investigations do
is they add more people that want to share in the pie (berbagi kueh).

Rudi’s statement supports the finding of scholars that the restructuring of the legal
framework surrounding the tendering process and the establishment of anti-corruption
agencies have not led to a decrease of corruptive practices, since it is still, ‘a world
surrounded by Satan’. Anti-corruption initiatives have added new parties eager to ‘share in
the pie’, and have therefore actually enabled further corruptive practices. These anti81

More attention to the importance of ‘good relations’ will be paid later. See also Van Klinken and Aspinall’s
(2010) article on ‘building relations’.
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corruption initiatives have thus enabled some unanticipated outcomes in Kupang: a
preoccupation with appearance of sticking to regulations to avoid suspicions of corruption,
and a higher number of parties wanting to share in rents.
Kupang and the tendering process
The posed paradox concerning stricter rules yet persistent corruptive practices made a chance
to witness a tender up close from within the Department of Public Works in Kupang too good
an opportunity to pass up. The Department of Public Works is the department in charge of
spatial planning, infrastructural development and construction. It consists of a secretariat and
five sub-departments; Irrigation and Rural (pengairan dan perdesaan), Facilities and
Infrastructure (sarana dan prasarana), Settlement (permukiman), Technology and
Construction Services (teknologi dan jasa konstruksi), and the Technical Implementation
Unit (unit pelaksana teknis dinas). At the time of my research in 2008 98 people were
employed by Public Works, of which approximately three-quarters were male and onequarter female. 24 Employees occupied positions as a head (of department or subdepartment), 54 were regular staff and 21 were working as temporary employees. In Kupang,
the Public Works Department is referred to as a ‘wet place’. Wet places are departments that
are allocated relatively large sums of money from the General Allocation Fund (Dana
Alokasi Umun) and Special Allocation Fund (Dana Alokasi Khusus) flowing to the regions
from central government. 82 In addition, contractors vying for projects also ensure fresh flows
of ‘money under the table’, ‘thank you money’ and ‘smoothing money’. Opportunities for
rent-seeking -‘getting wet’- are therefore plenty. To illustrate this, one of the heads of a subdepartment of Public Works jokingly stated that, ‘this is not just a wet place: it is flooded!’
Attracted by the chance to experience office life in a ‘wet’ department, combined with my
goal of finding out more about Kupang’s business (i.e. construction) world, I decided to
follow the tender held at the sub-departments of Irrigation, Technology and Construction
Services and Settlement.
A tender is a public auction (pelelangan umum) for construction projects that are
valued at IDR100,000,000 or higher. Not all projects at Public Works are given out via a
tendering process. Projects valued at IDR50,000,000 or lower are offered through the direct
appointment process (penunjukang langsung). Those valued between IDR50,000,000100,000,000 are given out through the direct selection process (pemilihan langsung). 83 These
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As explained in Chapter Two, DAU (General Allocation Fund) is money stemming from central government,
which is allocated to local level government to decide on. The DAK (Special Allocation Fund) is money given
from central government to certain local governments especially for the development of infrastructure, clean
water, health care and education, to prevent too large disparities between regions. The Public Works
Department received a total amount of IDR23,000,000,000 in the year 2008. IDR2,000,000,000 of that was to
be used for employees’ salaries, while IDR21,000,000,000 was meant for ‘development’. Approximately
IDR13,000,000,000 consisted of DAK money, and about IDR10,000,000,000 came from DAU funds.
83
A fourth option is through a ‘limited tendering process’ (Purwanto & Van Klinken 2010: 11)
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two methods are fairly similar. Public Works invites a small group of two, three, or four
contractors to compete for a project. These contractors are chosen from a list of reliable
contractors that every sub-department of Public Works has. They are each given a
specification of the prospective project and are all requested to hand in a project proposal,
including bid, as well as an overview of their administration. The contractor with the most
competitive bid is then chosen, provided all administrative information is in order. As we
will see later, adherence to proper form of all documentation involved in bidding processes is
of extreme importance.
A tender, by contrast, is thus a bidding competition for more expensive projects open
to all contractors interested in bidding for projects. In Kupang, Public Works made the
upcoming tender public through local radio and newspapers on Friday August 2. In the week
following this, contractors were invited to enlist themselves and take a photocopied booklet
of their projects of interest. While enlisting, contractors were expected to hand in their
association certificate, a personnel list, and a machinery list. The following Friday, August
29, Public Works organized a clarification session (aanwijzing) on all available projects in
order to give prospective contractors more in-depth information regarding their respective
projects. Those contractors still willing to compete were then given the opportunity to submit
an official project proposal consisting of a time schedule and proposed project value. This
project proposal had to be accompanied by an ‘administrative package’ containing the
contractor’s identification card, educational and occupational background information, and
official company documentation. 84
The proposals were then reviewed according to national tendering guidelines as
stated in Presidential Decree 80/2003. In accordance with these guidelines, they were judged
via a ‘merit point’ system and given points for offering to complete the project in less time
and for lower costs than initially estimated by Public Works. Generally, the contractor that
offers to complete the project fastest and at lowest costs gathers most points. The
administrative package was judged as well, albeit via a ‘fail’ (gugur) system. Those
proposals of which the administration was incomplete or not in line with national guidelines and thus ‘failed’ to meet official requirements- were dismissed. Again, national guidelines
require this administrative check to ensure all contractors competing are indeed veritable
contractors, with the skills, backgrounds and resources to legitimately compete for projects.
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After the Department of Public Works has announced the availability of projects, interested contractors can
sign up. This phase consists of two steps. First, contractors hand in an ‘Integrity Pact’(Pakta Integritas) which
consists of a certificate given out by a construction association, personnel list and a machinery list. This is to
ensure that the companies enlisted are indeed veritable companies. After a ‘clarification’ session at Public
Works in which the projects are explained in more detail by the Public Works’ project committees, contractors
hand in all required administrative documentation regarding the company and its owner as well as a project
proposal with concrete plans on how to execute the project, and an estimation of the costs and time needed for
completion (Peminat).
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The review of the various project proposals and administrative packages was carried
out by temporary project committees assembled per sub-department for the duration of the
tender. After all I had heard about Public Works’ reputation as a ‘wet place’ and having
heard several remarks made by contractors and Public Works employees regarding how
corrupt these committee members tend to be, I had expected to find a general disregard of
rules. Instead, I found that the committee members accorded extreme importance to having
detailed knowledge of the exact steps of the tender procedure and all rules and regulations
somehow involved in the tendering process. Throughout the tender, I witnessed many
discussions at the sub-department of Water on how to interpret the plethora of, sometimes
contradictory and often unclear, regulations on tendering. Desks were cluttered with
explanatory law books of the kind commonly found in Indonesian bookstores where they
occupy entire sections, and various employees made serious attempts at understanding them.
Leo, an ambitious Public Works employee in his thirties, told me he had purchased a copy of
Presidential Decree 80/2003 at bookstore Gramedia. He bought it to learn everything he
could about the tendering process, since being a young and still fairly new employee, he
found the process very hard to understand. Even the very experienced in the department,
however, had difficulties understanding the entire process. Thinking many might need it, Leo
had brought the booklet to the office. Instead of finding a general disregard of rules (old or
new), I thus found a great preoccupation with proper regulations and figuring out exactly
how a tender should proceed. Because of this, I was repeatedly treated to extended
elaborations on all steps involved in a tender by employees, often aided by self-drawn
diagrams or references to information obtained from their law books.
This interest in figuring out the tendering regulations and making sure all procedures
were followed properly did not mean all regulations were actually followed. As I spent more
time at Public Works, talked more to employees and contractors, and endeavored to read the
bidding books accompanying the projects, I found that what was followed –passionately- was
the form of tendering rules and regulations, especially when displayed in the various
documents that circulate during a tender. As one contractor stated below, the following of
form as expressed in official documents at times even took priority over what would seem to
be graver issues when judging the eligibility of a bidding contractor: experience, financial
backing, personnel, and a good project proposal:
Because they think we have mistakes [in our administrative package] we cannot enter the tender.
Because of matters that are actually small. Even though we have good experience in the field,
we have the financial ability, and we have the personnel, we cannot enter. They [Public Works
committee] prioritize the documentation more. We might as well throw our good proposal out
the window since surely we will lose.
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No matter how many ‘merit points’ a projects proposal gained, a single ‘fail point’ on the
administrative package sufficed as a reason to dismiss a bid.
Performativity: documents as form
The preoccupation with tender regulations and proper form as described above thus shows
that revisions in the legal framework and the creation of various anti-corruption agencies
aimed at decreasing corruption in the construction sector have certainly not passed Kupang
by. Stricter regulations, national corruption cases and the conviction of local contractor
Cosmas Lay have made anti-corruption threats very real. The looming threat of convictions
has made it important to give a convincing performance of adherence to official rules and
regulations during a tender. This appearance of adherence to rules is not just important to
Public Works officials, such as the committee members arguing about the proper
interpretation of confusing and contradictory regulations or department head Benny who now
urges bidding contractors to stay away from his house, but also to contractors competing in a
tender. Knowing very well that failure to adhere to proper form of the administrative package
can lead to disqualification in the bidding process, makes contractors focus on the correctness
of their proposal and administrative package even more.
Because of this, some Public Works employees rent out their expertise in tendering
regulations to contractors to help them draft correct administrative packages and bidding
proposals. While interviewing Leo, the Public Works employee who bought the Presidential
Decree 80/2003 booklet, one night over dinner our interview was repeatedly interrupted by
incoming phone calls. I could hear Leo give the person on the line directions to our restaurant.
After a while a man showed up and Leo took him to a corner table of the restaurant. They
chatted for a few minutes and then Leo saw the man out and returned to our table. With a
bright smile on his face, Leo exclaimed, ‘this is KKN!’. 85 It turned out this man was a
contractor who asked for Leo’s help in making sure his administration and documentation
was in order. Leo accepted this request and told me he helped a few other contractors as well
for the lucrative fee of IDR500,000 ((US$55, about half or a third of a starting civil servant’s
monthly salary) per contractor.
The heightened preoccupation with the appearance of properness or adherence to
regulations that we saw in Benny’s urging of contractors to enlist at the proper location thus
becomes particularly visible in the various documents involved in the tendering process.
After all, they constitute materialized proof of wrongdoings that can be used in investigations.
As suggested previously, this attention, nevertheless, concerns the form of the documents
more than that they corresponded to the practice of tendering which often went against the
stipulations of the legal reforms laid down in Presidential Decree 80/2003. The effort Leo
85

KKN is the popular Indonesian acronym for ‘corruption, collusion and nepotism’ (Korupsi, Kolusi dan
Nepotisme), the trinity of corruption related evil.
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undertook to get acquainted with all aspects of the Decree actually enabled him to engage in
new ways of making money. The concern with form of documents in a tender therefore
cannot merely be explained in terms of a certain ‘aesthetics of bureaucratization’, a concern
with ‘pattern’ –proper punctuation, official procedures, correct spelling- over substance
(Riles 2001:16-17; Bateson 1987:318-328). Nor can it be fully grasped through more
commonly used binary concepts as ‘formal’/’informal’ or ‘front stage’/’back stage’
(Goffman 1959).
Instead, it is useful to once more draw on Yurchak’s (2006) thoughts on
performativity which I already discussed in more detail in Chapter Four. In Chapter Five
Yurchak was helpful in considering how the constant replication of the form of authoritative
discourse led to a performative shift which, on the one hand, left the performative dimension
potentially empty of its constative truth while, on the other, also enabled the possibility of
new meanings and practices through the performance of the form. Continuing this line of
thought, I am now similarly arguing that the Indonesian authoritative anti-corruption
discourse has led to a greater adherence to the performative dimension of the discourse
(appearance of adherence to form), but not the constative dimension (actual adherence to
regulations). Furthermore, keeping up this appearance of adherence to rules actually enables
further corruptive practices. This offers an explanation to the previously proposed question of
why a tightening of the legal framework underpinning the anti-corruption discourse does not
lead to a decrease in corruptive practices: what is taken from the authoritative discourse is the
importance of proper form –appearance of formality, not its constative meaning. The form of
authoritative anti-corruption discourse is reiterated and reproduced in office documents,
giving an appearance of adherence to the authoritative discourse while losing its constative
dimension. At the same time, as we saw in Chapter Four, the reiteration of form as
materialized in office documents enables new meanings and practices unrelated to the
constative meaning of the anti-corruption discourse as found in the current legal framework.
The importance of adherence to form displayed by documents involved in a tender
was exemplified previously by young Leo who rents out his expertise in formal regulations to
eager contractors, aware of the importance of making their administration and documentation
look proper. A lot of money and effort are thus put into creating documents in line with
regulations (sesuai dengan aturan). Having all documents in line with regulations –with or
without the help of Public Works employees- does not guarantee winning a tender, however.
Michael, a contractor with years of experience in the construction business, explained that
even when you know your proposal is more competitive than that of a rival contractor
favored to win, the Public Works’ project committee can always find problems in your
submitted administration: a stamp that was forgotten or a signature that was omitted. Failure
in adherence to the proper form of documents –proper punctuation, required signatures and
stamps - instead of the competitiveness of the proposed bid can be used as a legitimate reason
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to disqualify contractors. Rudi, the contractor introduced earlier, refers to such minor
administrative problems as ‘lice’ and reveals a flipside to Michael’s experience: when ‘lice’
are found in his document, Public Works employees will notify him and give him the chance
to improve his proposal, so all documents are ‘lice free’ in case of an investigation. Again,
performance of proper form of the documents takes precedence.
An unanticipated outcome of Indonesia’s anti-corruption discourse is thus how form
has become a means through which to formalize an ‘informal’ winning bid at the cost of the
‘constative’ meaning of the anti-corruption discourse: actual competitiveness of the bid. That
is, following the form imposed by anti-corruption laws does not rid Indonesia of corruption
nor does it assure the actual competitiveness of a bid, but rather it for the most part only
ensures that the form of anti-corruption is maintained while also opening up new possibilities
for further corruption, such as the hiring of people like Leo to teach the subtleties of
maintaining form, or using failure to adhere to form to formalize an informally won bid. The
obsession with properness of documents is therefore not just a matter of aesthetics (Riles
2001; Bateson 1987), but also a matter of creating a performance of adherence to rules over
informal negotiations, against a constant threat of investigations. As long as the documents
are in order there is no proof of foul play.
Office documents: the bidding book
So far I have suggested that one explanation to the paradox of persistence of informal
practices during a tender, in spite of a stricter legal framework and anti-corruption agencies,
is that mainly the performative dimension has been taken from the authoritative discourse.
This performative dimension is reiterated in the preoccupation with form of office documents.
Office documents give an appearance of adherence to the constative dimension of the anticorruption discourse while in fact they merely reproduce the form, and keep some of the
unanticipated outcomes of anti-corruption initiatives neatly hidden. Yet, upon closer
investigation, contestation and negotiation can in fact be read from office documents. I
therefore want to turn to office documents and in particular the bidding books that circulated
at the Department of Public Works at the time of the 2008 tender as materialized sources of
contestation to see what they reveal about bidding practices in a time of stricter regulations.
Annelise Riles (2001) has similarly focused on the role of contestation and
negotiation in relation to official documents. She discusses the lengthy negotiations that
precede the materialized object of an NGO document (the Pacific Platform for Action). Not
the generation of meaning, but the production of ‘properly patterned language’ guides these
negotiations. In her case, documents are objects that emerge after the process of negotiation.
During these processes documents are, ‘better imagined as an orientation of thought and
action, a state of being, than as a reified object’ (Riles 2001:83). Jacqueline Vel (2010)
furthermore describes how processes of negotiation and attempts at social climbing can be
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read from the ‘book of donations’ used during a fundraiser for a new extravagant church in
Sumba. Whereas a normative reading of this book of donations suggests a list of contributors
motivated by religious obligations, Vel argues that the book also reveals the successful
transformation of social capital into economic capital and status for the church-building
committee’s chairman and main contributor Umbu Djima, and, conversely, the attempts of
donors to become part of Umbu Djima’s influential clique by giving money. Documents –in
various forms and degrees of formality- can thus form interesting vignettes through which to
look at processes of negotiation and contestation, even more so when documents are the most
vital material objects through which to perform an adherence to anti-corruption regulations.
The documents I wish to focus on here are not neatly bundled reports, such as the
NGO document described by Riles. Although various documents circulate during a tender –
and are all entangled in processes of negotiation and contestation- I now turn to one of those
in particular: the bidding books. The ambivalence of suggested informal practices that
nevertheless cannot quite be proven make the bidding books an interesting window through
which to look at the bidding processes during a tender. As explained previously, bidding
books are the books in which contractors enlist for construction projects given out by the
Department of Public Works. After enlisting in these bidding books and attending a
‘clarification’ session on the available projects, those still interested hand in an
administrative package and a project proposal. Bidding books accompany every project
given out by the Department of Public Works during a tender. They consist of a pile of
dirtied pages with a few columns drawn on it, put in a manila folder. In it, prospective
contractors can enlist for a project by writing down the name of the company, the name of
the owner, a signature of a representative and the company stamp. Unlike Riles’ documents,
these documents are not objects that result from contestation, nor are they objects that inspire
or provoke contestation. Rather, these documents are the objects in which contractors and
Public Works officials perform their adherence to the new tender laws and anti-corruption
regulations, meanwhile in fact enabling ‘corrupt’ practices. As such, bidding books can serve
as ‘proof’ of sticking to rules in the event of an investigation.
As mentioned previously, with the constant fear of investigation it is important to
give all documents submitted and given out during a tender an air of formality and to remove
all signs of possible tampering from them. Nevertheless, a close look at the bidding books
does give some indications of hidden competition and negotiation. A look at the bidding
books for the 35 projects during the 2008 tender at Public Works certainly suggested a
thriving market-oriented competition between a number of construction companies in line
with Presidential Decree 80/2003. Varying from around five to over 50 companies had
enlisted for each of the projects. Compiling a list of construction companies therefore was a
daunting task for me that took days. But determined to get an idea of the number of
construction companies in Kupang I nevertheless jotted down the names of all the companies
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that had enlisted for each project. Unsurprisingly, I found that some companies had enlisted
for more than one project. Spending so much time copying names from the bidding books,
however, also revealed certain inconsistencies that encourage me to present the bidding
books here as materialized contestation, especially after having followed the rest of the
tender process.
One thing that stood out in several bidding books was that whole clusters of entries
were written down in the same handwriting, even though the companies enlisted had
different names, different owners and a unique stamp. When comparing the names of the
companies that had enlisted in the bidding book with those that had handed in an actual
project proposal during a later stage in the bidding process it furthermore became clear that
some companies had enlisted many times, but had never handed in a proposal. Company
Haleluyah for instance had enlisted seven times without handing in a proposal. Cahaya Baru
moreover had enlisted 19 times yet never handed in a proposal. In contrast, the company
Waskita Karya had enlisted for only one project, handed in one proposal and consequently
won the tender. A few more companies similarly competed for very few projects, but did win.
These inconsistencies are not proof of foul play per se, and this is the strength of the
bidding books as a materialized performance of adherence to rules amidst corruptive
practices. Perhaps some helpful employee wrote down the names of several companies
waiting in line to enlist in the bidding books, which could explain the similarity in
handwriting (but why did the signatures put in by a representative of the company still look
so similar?). Perhaps Cahaya Baru lost its courage after the clarification phase of all 19
projects it signed up for and decided to withdraw from all. Perhaps Waskita Karya decided to
place all bets on one horse and won because of the effort put into the proposal for the one
project it enlisted for
I discussed these inconsistencies with Xaverius, a lower-level employee at Public
Works:
Sylvia: So there are some companies (CV) that handed in an Integrity Pact [enlisted in the bidding
book] (Pakta Integritas), yet never handed in a proposal (Peminat).
Xaverius: Oh yeah. These probably enlist to make it look as if there is a competition, a strong
enough competition. So if we just look at the list it will look like, ‘Wow, so open! Everybody can
enter.’ But in fact it will just go to one person. One person enlists, and invites some friends to
enlist as well. But this is just in order to make it look crowded.
Sylvia: So there are some that only enlist to make the list look good, they never want to hand in a
proposal?
Xaverius: They are just used to liven [the list] up (meramaikan saja). That is not good.
Sylvia: Then there are companies that were enlisted in the same handwriting. Why is that?
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Xaverius: The same reason. To fill the list and make it seem as if there is competition. To make it
look fair. While actually, the competition is between only three contractors. So these just invite
their friends to enlist.

Xaverius thus claims that some of the discrepancies I found –entries in the same
handwriting, enlisting yet never handing in a project proposal- are strategies to ensure the
appearance of a ‘strong enough competition’ and ‘to make it look fair’. This suggests that
behind the fair competition performed by the bidding books, another kind of competition
takes place. A few examples from interviews with contractors and Public Works officials
provide some insights into the mechanisms of this informal competition made possible by the
formal appearance performed by the bidding books.
Bidding for projects: ‘lobbying’ and ‘commitment’
According to some contractors, the ‘fair competition’ that can be read from the bidding
books actually masks a contest that has been won far before the tender opened. For the
funding of projects the Public Works Department is dependent on revenue allocated by
central government for funding their projects. Therefore, the bidding books that accompany
projects only exist if Jakarta has made the money available. For some contractors, this is
where the competition for a project begins, as Rudi explained:
Rudi: With regards to lobbying we can for instance go to the center. This is lobbying for the
budget, meaning the budget for the upcoming year at national parliament (DPR).
Sylvia : What are you lobbying for then?
Rudi: That is lobbying for state budget (APBN).
Sylvia: So that is lobbying in the center so the funds for the region is bigger? Have you ever done
that?
Rudi: Yeah, the lobbying in the center is carried out so the allocation of funds is bigger. For
instance once I have gotten a project worth seventeen billion (approximately $2,000,000) that was
going to be sent down [from center to region] like this. We had to prepare five percent of that
amount, so me and a friend had to pay about 750 million (almost $8,500).
Sylvia: In which way did you give an amount that big? Via a bank account?
Rudi: We brought cash, not a check, so it could not be verified. So while they were still here [in
Kupang] that money was given directly, because if it would have been given in Jakarta [we] could
have been arrested. And as long as they were here, we would pay for their enjoyable stay, for their
hotel and so forth.

Rudi talks about one way of securing projects, namely by ‘lobbying’ for funding for
construction projects in the regions with members of national parliament (the ‘they’ in his
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story). Through this kind of lobbying he has once managed to get a large project –worth
IDR17 billion- allocated to the region. By offering around five percent of the total project
value up front to these members of parliament he secured his company the right to execute
the project. In this case the bidding book would not have existed had Rudi not lobbied with
members of central parliament for this project. The bidding book for this project therefore
hides the lobbying process that resulted in its existence, and also gave a false impression of
competition since other contractors who signed up for this project stood no chance of
winning. Furthermore, Rudi shows some concerns about getting caught, which is why he
prefers to leave no trail of this illegal transaction by paying in cash and ensuring the
transaction took place in the to him familiar surroundings of Kupang.
‘Lobbying’ is not just done from above and not all projects are decided upon in advance.
As one contractor stated, ‘no lobby, no way’. Niko, a small contractor, told me, when
discussing how to succeed during a tender, that despite all the regulations (aturan)
contractors still have to ’lobby’ to get contracts. If one contractor has everything -money,
employees, skills, machinery, but lacks lobbying skills, he or she might consider cooperating
with another contractor who is very good at lobbying. So, the ‘competent’ and the ‘lobby
savvy’ contractor unite their strengths in order to get a contract. Good lobbying, according to
Niko, is to be skilled in talking (fasih berbicara), to have acquaintances (punya kenalan), and
to have adequate financial backing (kemampuan finansial).
Contractor Alfred explained the importance of having acquaintances or ‘good relations’
in lobbying for projects. After his enlisting has been accepted by the tender committee he
approaches either all committee members or just the head of the committee. He knows that
money given to the head of the committee will trickle down to all committee members, and
thus make them all judge his proposal favorably, but he prefers to spend some time -and
money- on all separate members. Already having relations with one or more committee
members, however, is best. Established relations of whatever kind with committee members
facilitates the lobbying process: the committee members know you, might feel obliged to
help you out and can count on the relationship they have with you as an extra stimulus for
you to get the job done in time and properly. Leo, the ambitious young Public Works
employee, recognizes these ways of lobbying and confirms their –sometimes- success. He
distinguishes lobbying ‘from above’ (dari atas) from lobbying ‘from below’ (dari bawah).
Leo has seen influential and wealthy contractors lobbying from above and contact the head of
the Department of Public Works –Benny who previously urged contractors to stay away from
his house because, ‘now we have to play by the rules’- after which the head makes it known
to lower-level employees who is supposed to win. Contractors lobbying from below
sometimes give money directly to the committee head, but –as Alfred stated as well- prefer
giving money to all members of the tender committee, ‘so the relations are good’.
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Another important aspect of good lobbying for projects mentioned by Niko is having
the financial backing. Officially, a contractor’s bid is judged on the amount of time and
amount of money needed to execute the project: the contractor that offers to finish the project
fastest and cheapest wins. This contractor then gets (an advance of) the total project value
from the Department of Public Works to fund the project. Unofficially, however, bids are
judged on the percentage of the total project value that the contractor promises to return to
the tender committee as an informal fee, euphemistically labeled ‘commitment’. As one
contractor explained:
Ok, it’s like this. We want to get a project. For that we have to show a certain commitment
(komitmen). This can be 5 percent, 7.5 percent, 10 percent, 12.5 percent or 15 percent. … If our
commitment is hesitant (ragu-ragu), another contractor with a bigger commitment will get it.
This is not yet a guarantee that we’ll get it. They can give it to someone else. They can find
mistakes in our administration.

Interestingly, this contractor notes how form – ‘mistakes in our administration’- can be used
to delegitimize a contractor’s bid when another contractor has offered a larger ‘commitment’,
supporting the idea that the performative dimension has taken precedence over the constative
dimension of the anti-corruption discourse. Even after having been allocated a project the
money flow to Public Works officials does not stop:
There is also ‘returning a favor money’ (uang balas jasa), this is given throughout the project,
not at the beginning. It can happen that he [committee member] wants to go somewhere. He then
asks us for a ticket. That is ‘answering back’ (balas kembali).

When not adhering to these informal rules:
And if we don’t give this money, sometime in the future they will discredit us. So they will
refuse us other projects, so they refuse us in a very polite way.

Flag companies and uang mundur
A closer look at some of the inconsistencies found in the bidding books thus reveals an
informal competition that differs from the ‘fair competition’ displayed. This informal
competition sometimes is not a competition at all, because the winner of the tender has
been arranged beforehand, and is at other times influenced by the importance of ‘good
relations’ and ‘commitment’, or –to stick to the concepts used throughout this thesissocial and economic capital. The emphasis placed on performance of adherence to form
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also demands a role for cultural capital: only those contractors with official association
certificates and an overall proper administrative package are allowed entrance into a
tender. However, flipping through the bidding books for all 35 projects during the tender,
I saw list after list with names of companies, names of owners and stamps. How could so
many construction companies survive in Kupang where, as mentioned earlier, it is
estimated that at least 80 percent of contractors are dependent on government projects.
Were these ‘real’ companies? If so, why would so many only enlist yet never hand in an
actual bid? Why bother enlisting when lacking the financial backing or lobbying skills to
engage in informal competition?
Most, if not all, of the companies enlisted in the bidding books are ‘real’ in the
sense that they are a member of one of the acknowledged construction associations and
therefore have all proper administrative backing to be allowed entrance into a tendering
process. Yet, as research on the construction sector in other parts of Indonesia has found,
many associations entering a tender do not have an office, let alone machinery or
employees to execute any type of construction project (Van Klinken & Aspinall
2010:154). In that sense these companies are thus ‘fictive’ competitors. 86 Such fictive
companies enlist for various reasons. One is as a favor to an actual competitor who does
have the intention of joining the informal bidding process, which explains why some of
the entries in the bidding book are written down in the same handwriting. At the time of
signing up, the actual competitor also enlists the names of a few friends (with fictive
companies), ‘to make the list look good’. As a thank you for lending their names and
stamps, a small fee of even percentage of the project value, often referred to as
‘withdrawal money’, may be given (Van Klinken and Aspinall 2010:154). Little fees for
backing out of the competition are also a reason many fictive companies sign up. A
retired entrepreneur who plays tennis with a few young men that own such fictive
construction companies explained to me that many companies do not have the ambition
to ever hand in a project proposal. They are merely ‘fee-seekers’ in it for the ‘withdrawal
money’ that actual competitors offer them. In the meantime, these informal fee-seekers
and receivers of thank-you-money do add to the performance of adherence to rules
displayed in the bidding books by making the competition look real and in line with
official regulations.
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Also referred to as ‘flag companies’ (perusahaan bendera) (Van Klinken & Aspinall 2010: 154).
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Association certificate: real or ‘fictive’ contractor?

Money, moral codes and reciprocal obligations
So far, money has come to the fore in various guises: as part of the ‘lobbying’ process with
central parliament members, in the form of ‘commitment’ paid to committee members in
order to secure projects, as ‘returning a favor’ or ‘answering back’ money given to various
parties throughout the construction process, and as ‘withdrawal fees’ given to fee-seekers. It
is tempting to view the bidding competition in Kupang merely as a means of various
involved parties to seek rents, to –as contractor Rudi stated previously- ‘share in the pie’. I
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would, however, like to stress that the circulation of money in the tendering process cannot
merely be viewed in terms of economic gain, but always intimately follows social ties and
the reciprocal obligations implied in those.
This is exemplified by the many euphemisms mentioned in this chapter employed to
refer to money. Money circulating in the tender I followed was never referred to as plain
‘money’. Yet, some ways of referring to money circulating in the tendering process were
considered rude. I was scolded, for instance, by employees of the sub-department of Water
one day when asking about ‘wild retributions’ (pungutan liar) and ‘withdrawal fees’ (uang
mundur), euphemisms I encountered while reading up on the process of tendering. Not only
were these terms too rude (kasar) to use in relation to the use and exchange of money during
a tender according to these employees, they also implied that it was just about money
changing hands and economic gain. They preferred the terms ‘returning a favor money’
(uang balas jasa) instead, which was also the most commonly used term by contractors I
talked to.
Referring to the exchange of money as ‘returning a favor’ does not dismiss the
economic aspect of such exchanges, but it does subtly add the importance of social capital
and reciprocal morality to them. To illustrate how money is tied up with social relations,
Mech, the head of Kupang’s Chamber of Commerce, posed a dilemma:
When asked at a family party to give a project to a family member, one cannot really refuse.
Projects in Kupang are small, and there aren’t many. When lucky, a contractor might get one
project a year. The profits contractors get from a project are not very big, so what would happen
if the relative does not get a new project? How will he live? How will he eat?

The obligation felt towards the relative in this example motivates Mech to give projects to
family members when solicited to do so. As we have seen in Chapter Two with regards to the
‘book of donations’ which circulate at family parties, relationships of generalized reciprocity
(Sahlins 1972: 193) in which family members can count on the help, support and financial
contributions form a central element of Kupang’s social fabric. As we have seen throughout
this thesis, furthermore, such reciprocal obligations and expectations are not just restricted to
family-networks but color all kinds of relationships in Kupang. It thus pays to invest in
building and maintaining ‘good relations’: one can hope for reciprocal returns implied in
social networks. As in Chapter Five, what some might view as ‘corrupt practices’ tend to be
framed as proper behavior in a very recognizable ‘Kupang way’. The commitment given
‘from above’ trickles down the lower echelons of the department not just to make sure no
employee will talk, but also because it is the proper thing to do. Paying off friends and fictive
competitors that enlisted to fluff up the bidding books is a polite thing to do, so –as one
contractor explained- ‘we can all get something’. Contractor Niko, mentioned previously,
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gave me another example of inter-contractor loyalty after having won three projects at the
same time. Feeling bad about having obtained so many projects he decided to sub-contract
two of those to other contractors so they could profit as well. As a return for his generosity he
did still expect to receive a percentage of the project value, but he framed this to me as being
a matter of good manners, of ‘returning a favor’.
The circulation and exchange of money in the construction sector is thus tied up with
social relations and reciprocal obligations, as so many things in Kupang are. Through social
relations and their implied obligations tender money flows through office networks, and
networks among (actual and fictive) contractors. Contractors and Public Works officials are
aware of their unique local style of cooperating and negotiating –whether ‘dirty’ (kotor) or
‘clean’ (bersih)- and prefer to keep it that way. The vast majority of construction companies
in Kupang are classified as small sized (gred), and are not equipped to take on medium-sized
or large projects. 87 Bigger projects are therefore executed by outside companies from Java or
abroad, much to the dissatisfaction of ‘locals’. Public Works employee Xaverius explains
how outside interference is sometimes prevented:
Not many local companies have the man-power, machinery or skills to handle large projects,
therefore there is a risk that the large-scale and expensive projects get snatched away by big
contractors from ‘outside’, for instance Java. Public Works committees and local contractors
appear to have a mutual understanding of how to engage in business. They know one other, are
familiar with each other’s backgrounds, families, experience in the field, and most importantly
they understand how their bribing (suap-menyuap) system works. It is less clear how to deal
(bergaulan) with outside contractors, who are unaware of the contracting customs in Kupang, so
sometimes it is easier, and definitely more profitable, to cut up a large tender-project into
smaller direct appointment or direct selection pieces.

Getting a piece of the pie in ways not in line with Presidential Decree 80/2003 is not
something unique to Kupang, but the way in which these pieces are obtained hinge on
specific local logics, in which economic capital, social capital, and hopes for reciprocal
returns are intertwined. Even though the performative dimension of the new tender rules and
regulations is reproduced and materialized in office documents, its constative dimension has
largely disappeared. ‘Fairness’ in the tendering process does not connote a neo-liberal
market-oriented competition but, rather, sharing the pie in such a way that, ‘we all get
something’.

87

Even though Jeanne was unsure about the number of construction companies for 2008, she did give me an
idea of the amount and size of the companies for 2007. For that year she estimated the total number of
construction companies to be 406, of which 369 were small, 32 medium and 5 big.
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Limits of moral acquiescence: trust, risk and keeping your mouth shut
This fairness should not be overly romanticized, however. Besides ‘good relations’,
lobbying and ‘commitment’, other important factors influencing the bidding process –
especially in light of the looming threat of investigations- are trust, risk and ‘keeping
your mouth shut’.
An example concerning the building of a dam in the Dendeng River in subdistrict Fontein illustrates the limits of good relations and commitment, and shows the
risks involved in the construction business. The Dendeng River flows in front of the
house of the Raga family, who we met in Chapter Two. In dry Kupang this river is a
popular place for fetching water, doing laundry, bathing, but also for recreation. In July
of 2007, when I first visited Kupang, big construction machines appeared and started the
process of blocking the stream and flattening the embankments by breaking off huge
rocks. Apparently, a sluice-system would be built to regulate the flow of water and turn
this part of the river into an even more popular recreation area. The contractor, a 24-year
old recent graduate of a Javanese university of Chinese descent, often visited the Raga
residence for tea and chats. Business-savvy Ade managed to secure herself some extra
income by offering her catering services to provide the laborers with lunch and snacks.
Even though the residents in the vicinity of the project grumbled a bit about the nuisance
of having a construction project right outside their doors and worried about the aesthetic
damage a dam would do to their picturesque river, they generally seemed excited about
the prospects of making some extra cash by selling snacks to the expected recreationists.
When I returned to Kupang in early 2008 the situation had changed. According to
the initial project proposal the dam should been have finished by the end of 2007. In
February 2008, however, the dam did not look near completion, and it would not be until
April of that year that the project was finally done. Not long after completion,
furthermore, parts of the paint and the concrete itself came off, spurring suspicions
among neighborhood residents that the materials used were of inferior quality. The
laborers, meanwhile, frequented the Raga house for their lunches and occasional card
games, and were filled with complaints regarding the project. Their main complaint
concerned underpayment. Contractor John paid them too late and –at times- not at all.
John, however, did not seem to have a lack of money. The treasurer of the project told
me John regularly gave her ‘envelopes’ (amplop) to pass on to Leo, the representative
from Public Works who was previously so eager to rent out his expertise with tender
regulations to contractors. Out of discontent, some of the laborers and the foreman
engaged in their own little everyday forms of resistance (Scott 1990), by taking some of
construction materials for private use or for selling, by not showing up at all, and by
spending their time playing cards on the Raga porch. The two policemen, stationed at the
project to make sure no theft or disturbances occurred, happily joined in on the card
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games and conversation. Contractor John was seen less and less frequently at the
construction site until he did not show up at all anymore and was unreachable for the
foreman, Leo, and anyone else wanting to get in touch with him.
The Dendeng project gained some notoriety locally due to corruption charges
(Timor Express 2008a; Timor Express 2008b). Leo, who had been closely involved in
this project, explained to me some of the things that had gone wrong and revealed a flipside to the importance and benefits of ‘good relations’ in the construction sector and the
possible dangers of not sticking to official construction regulations. At the time of the
tender for the Dendeng project, John and his father had approached the head of the
Public Works Department ‘lobbying’ for this job. John’s father was a well-known
contractor with an excellent reputation. John would not be using a company of his own
nor one of his father. Instead, he used a construction company owned by contractor
Cosmas Lay, who –at least before his conviction in 2008- was also known as a reputable
and trusted contractor. Because of his ‘good relations’ with well-known contractors (and
their good relations with Public Works officials), John was allocated the Dendeng
project. Looking back, nevertheless, Leo admits young and inexperienced John was a
bad choice:
Would I give him a project again? If John would follow a tender process anywhere I would not
pick him. Even if all his documents are in order, I won’t pick him. Because his performance
(kinerja) is bad. This is not a money problem, but an execution problem. There are a lot of
things that were his tasks, but that he just obstructed. He didn’t know. He didn’t want to do his
tasks. With regards to the salary of the laborers, that really was his bad. He was late. That
became an obstruction. Their wages were OK, the payment was just too late. The money was
there, John was just stingy. I don’t believe that he can really handle a project. Then, looking at
his family background, he seemed trustworthy. At the time when he came asking for the project,
his dad came with him. His dad is an ex-contractor, a cool guy.

What bothered Leo most about the Dendeng project and John were not ‘corrupt practices’
such as the way John obtained the project or the envelopes he received from John
throughout the project. Leo was most bothered by the fact that John had seemed so
‘trustworthy’ but proved to be completely unreliable. He even, ‘had his phone switched
off all the time’, destroying what little was left of a ‘good relation’. John’s incompetence
and media coverage of the wrongdoings in the Dendeng project led to anti-corruption
investigations. According to Leo, John and Cosmas Lay managed to make a deal with
the investigators, keeping further damage at bay. The Dendeng affair was certainly
disadvantageous to John, who –as Leo vowed- would never be given a project again
even when submitting the most excellent proposal, but also posed a threat to the
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Department of Public Works because of the anti-corruption investigations. That Public
Works was still sufficiently shaken by the possibility of further investigations became
clear when I could not find the Dendeng files anywhere. The book-cases holding files on
all executed projects of Public Works contained no files on the Dendeng project. Perhaps
even the performance of adherence to office rules displayed in office documents was
thought to be insufficiently foolproof.
One thing this case shows is that good relations, commitment and lobbying only
get you so far in a tendering process. Even though Leo rents out his services to
contractors to ensure their proposals and administrative packages are ‘lice-free’, money
alone does not guarantee winning a tender. Leo prefers to pick as a winner a person who
‘causes least conflict, meaning someone who can finish a project without causing
conflict between different parties involved.’ Trusting a contractor –to keep all involved
parties happy, to make sure no suspicions of corruption leak, and to actually finish a
project- also plays an important part.
Another thing shown by this case is that the risk of investigations is a very
concrete one. Cosmas Lay and John managed to negotiate a deal with the investigators
of the Dendeng project. Later in 2008, however, Cosmas Lay was less lucky and got
convicted for corruption in another construction project. Public Works has thus far
dismissed the Dendeng case as a ‘misunderstanding’ or mere ‘administrative problem’
but, nevertheless, keeps the case files hidden. The fear of anti-corruption investigations
has made the lobbying process much more dangerous:
everybody that wants to win [a tender] can be reported these days and that is dangerous. If there
is an investigation, we can get caught. So we have to know which committee member to
approach who will keep their mouths shut.

The tendering and construction system which is held together by reciprocal
obligations, good relations, and commitment, is thus also a system that hinges severely
on trust, and is at constant risk of falling apart. Revisions in the legal framework and the
auditing of various anti-corruption agencies have not altered ‘corrupt practices’
significantly, but have installed an increased fear of prosecution. Rudi claimed that since
SBY promised to strike down hard on corruption there has been a steep rise in
investigations. The contractors I asked all stated that they are far more afraid to end up in
jail now than they were a few years ago. However, as Rudi said at the beginning of this
chapter, this increase in investigations only adds more parties looking for construction
profits and this to Rudi makes for an ‘unfair’ situation. These new parties –unlike the
ones previously involved in the construction sector- have the recognized backing of legal
power. Not letting them share in the pie can land you in jail. When letting them share,
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however, the piece left for the contractor is so small that some contractors plan to leave
the hazard of tendering to the fee-seekers and move into a less risky and more profitable
sector. Rudi, for instance, told me he is planning to quit his construction activities and
solely focus on the supplying business
Concluding
Even though the initial purpose of my stay at Public Works was to find out more about the
size of Kupang’s construction sector, I quickly found myself drawn into the tendering
process. Copying all the names of the companies that enlisted for the 2008 tender did not
give me as clear an indication of the number of construction companies in Kupang as I
thought it would, since, for instance, a significant amount of contractors turned out to be
fictive. However, the inconsistencies found in the bidding books did lead me to other
discoveries. The bidding books therefore formed a superficially convincing front masked by
signatures and stamps that obscured, but not entirely hid, attempts from various parties to
appropriate state funding for construction projects. This is why I found the bidding books
such an interesting vignette through which to view the confrontation between office
regulations, anti-corruption discourse, and local practices. Similar to the previous chapters on
getting things done within Kupang’s civil service, succeeding in the bidding process is again
an intricate mechanism in which social capital (good relations, lobbying), economic capital
(commitment), and certification (cultural capital) play an important role. The exchange of
these various forms of capital follows Kupang’s reciprocal logic. It is preferred, for instance,
to keep projects ‘local’, even if that means breaking up a big-scale project into smaller pieces
to keep big outside companies out of the bidding process. Furthermore, through following
local reciprocal obligations most parties involved will manage to ‘get wet’ in some way
during the tender: central parliament members, Public Works employees, contractors, ‘feeseekers’, fictive bidders, and audit body agents. While recognizing the central role of money,
I hope to have shown how economic capital is tied up not only to other forms of capital, but
also to matters of trust and risk under the constant threat of anti-corruption investigations.
In this sense, this chapter adds to existing post-Reformasi literature on corruption in
Indonesia’s construction sector that discuss the paradox of why, despite stricter regulations
regarding this sector, corruptive practices persist. However, instead of merely giving various
examples of ‘corruption’ that I encountered during my few months at Public Works and the
interviews and chats I had with employees, contractors, association representatives and
construction workers, this chapter also aims to address the question of how the recent change
in structure has affected bidding practices. If it did not reduce corruption, what did it do?
Keeping in mind Yurchak (2006), I find that even though the constative part of Indonesia’s
anti-corruption discourse has taken a back-seat in the tendering procedure, its performative
dimension has been taken up with vigor. In other words, ‘top-down lobbying’, giving
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envelopes, and promising commitment persist, but an appearance of adherence to rules is
upheld at all times, as exemplified by Benny’s urging of contractors to enlist at the office
instead of at his house, or by the importance attached to the correctness of form in official
tender documents. So, although legal revisions and the creation of audit bodies have hardly
had any effects on curbing corruption, the fear of investigations and convictions that these
initiatives instigated make performing adherence to rules imperative.
An unanticipated outcome of the revision of Indonesia’s legal framework surrounding
construction dealings as articulated in Presidential Decree 80/2003 is thus this performance
of adherence of rules while corruptive practices prevail. Paradoxically, however, this
adherence to form has enabled new forms of corruption as well, such as Leo’s renting out of
his expertise in tendering procedures to bidding contractors, and project committee’s
formalization of an informally won bid by finding mistakes in administrative packages.
Besides new forms of corruption, the change in structure has also added new parties eager to
share in rents. Instead of checking corruption, contractors complain audit body agents are
only out to get a piece of the pie as well, thereby reducing the profits contractors make while
increasing the risk they run. An increase in parties trying to extract rents and a greater
preoccupation with appearances of adherence to rules, as can be read from the materialized
objects of office documents and the bidding books in particular, are thus some of the effects
brought about by recent changes in the legal framework. We can –and should- however, also
wonder about further effects this sharing in the pie has on another materialized objects
related to tendering processes: the actual constructions meant to be built with the state-funds:
… and then fees have to be promised to the other inspectors (pengawas). After having paid all
commitment fees and having taken my own profit perhaps only 60% of the initial project value is
left to use for the project. The real victim in the construction world is maybe the physical project.
- from interview (November 2009)
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Chapter VII

How (not) to become governor: Political theater on a provincial
stage

More than 1,000 demonstrators from rival groups in Kupang, East Nusa Tenggara province, rallied at
the provincial General Elections Commission's (KPUD) office here on Thursday. The demonstration
centered around the gubernatorial and vice-gubernatorial election to be held on June 2. Five
candidates have registered for the election and the KPUD has cleared three of them to run. Some of
the demonstrators called on the KPUD to reverify all five candidates, while other demonstrators
called for the election to go ahead as planned. KPUD officials refused to meet with the
demonstrators. Three platoons of riot police were sent to break up the rally. After the demonstration,
the KPUD held a meeting to number the three candidates who passed the verification, insisting the
campaigning and balloting would take place as scheduled. "The election will go ahead as planned,
and after consulting with the General Elections Commission (KPU) in Jakarta, we have decided not
to repeat the verification process because we feel it was conducted in accordance to the law," KPUD
member Hans Ch Louk told The Jakarta Post.
-Jakarta Post, 05/16/2008

This chapter addresses the first ever gubernatorial elections in Kupang which took place in
2008. After having mainly focused so far on civil servants and contractors, we will become
more acquainted with a third component of the political class and the political elite, namely
politicians. So far this dissertation has focused for a large part on the political class and those
inside it. However, we have not yet met those excluded from the political class: the members
of the political public and, more importantly, the tani class. 88 This dissertation has shown
how reciprocal obligations influence internal processes within the political class, but it has
not yet addressed its role in processes of exclusion of those outside it. What happens to the
comfortable and effective mechanism of reciprocity in contexts that force political class
members to ‘get things done’ by dealing with those excluded? Such a context in which the
political class has to negotiate and work with those outside it is what I wish to explore in this
chapter. Whereas previously I have centered my chapters around ‘how to’ questions, I now
slightly alter this concept and instead want to know how one does not become a governor.
88

To summarize the more elaborate explanation given in Chapter Two: the political public refers to those
outside the political class that derive their resources from sources other than the state. Usually reasonably
educated, political public members can, for instance, be journalists or NGO employees –‘civil society’. Tani
(literally ‘farmer’) is an emic term which refers to those that consider themselves to be too low in status to
exercise any kind of political influence. The tani class therefore to Vel (2008) generally consists of farmers and
those that describe themselves as unemployed.
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The demonstrations mentioned in the article cited above provide a first answer. At
first glance, the demonstrations described exemplify the kind of protest fitting with
Indonesia’s new legal framework and electoral procedures. The voters voice their discontent
regarding which candidate couples got accepted and which ones did not. The riot police,
furthermore, display their role of maintaining public order only after having given
demonstrators ample time to voice their concerns. Elections Committee officials, in turn,
countered supposed suspicions of voters concerning wrongful admission by stating their
adherence to proper form in the statement made to Jakarta Post that claimed, ‘we have
decided not to repeat the verification process because we feel it was conducted in accordance
to the law’. Therefore, everything was carried out in line with the democratic standards of
Good Governance. Or so it seemed.
However much in line with official regulations the Elections Committee’s final
decision was made, this does not mean all actors involved were mainly motivated by
concerns for proper electoral procedures. First, it became clear very soon after the
demonstrations that the protests had been orchestrated by Alfons Loemao, the main candidate
for the candidate couple Amsal and a former Head of Police who had been an influential
member of the local police force since the New Order. Amsal-affiliates had paid motorcycle
taxi drivers IDR15,000 to demonstrate at the Elections Committee’s office and demand a
reverification. The riot police, furthermore, had been sent by Loemao as well in order to
pressurize Elections Committee employees. As a ‘senior’ in the police force, his ‘juniors’
were expected to be loyal to him. 89
It seemed, furthermore, that the Elections Committee purposely kept Amsal out of the
elections in favor of their own preferred candidate couple Gaul. Loemao thus, in fact, did
have legitimate reasons to demand a reverification. The Elections Committee had granted
competing candidate couple Gaul the support of political party Pelopor on the grounds that
Pelopor’s provincial branch had given verbal confirmation of its support to Gaul. This was
contested by Loemao, who claimed that the national headquarters of Pelopor had sent the
Elections Committee a letter stating their support for Loemao’s candidate couple. The
Elections Committee responded that this letter had arrived after the deadline and could
therefore not be accepted. Nevertheless, Elections Committee officials, helped by political
party PDI-P, hastily drafted a statement saying it would allow the national General Elections
Committee to check the selection procedure.
PDI-P’s help in this matter, however, was not out of democratc idealism, but rather
due to the fact that they found themselves in dire financial straits. They had no money for Tshirts, posters, stickers, food to hand out at meetings and rallies, or for any other costly
campaigning expenditures. PDI-P’s provincial and sub-provincial branches were lobbying
89

Not unlike the relationship between ‘bapaks’ and their ‘children’ in government offices as described in
chapter five or the senior-junior relationships between STPDN students and alumni addressed in Chapter Five.
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hard with their national centers in order to raise more money but they desperately needed
more time. PDI-P’s active involvement in pushing for a check from the General Elections
Committee thus allowed the local branches more time to secure necessary financial resources
before campaigning would start.
In some ways, this case provides yet another illustration of a ‘performative shift’
(Yurchak 2006) of which we have seen other examples in previous chapters. Even though
they may have been motivated by reasons other than upholding proper post-Reformasi
electoral propriety, the increased importance of appearance of adherence to rules opened up
the possibility for Elections Committee officials to legitimize the favoring of its own
preferred packages, and provided PDI-P with more time to raise money for campaigning.
Ironically, however, even though Amsal’s Loemao had well-founded reasons to protest the
Elections Committee’s decision, his performance of adhering to electoral propriety seemed
overtly staged. It was well-known that he had paid motorcycle taxi drivers to act as protestors
and had used his police force seniority to summon riot police. Instead of finding credibility
for his grounds for reverification Loemao became portrayed as a typical New Order ‘big man’
(pembesar) who tried to muscle his way into elections using outdated intimidation tactics.
Indeed, his tactics proved unsuccessful. The checking procedure carried by the national
General Elections Committee ruled that the provincial Committee had made no errors. Amsal
was out, while candidate couples Gaul, Tulus, and Fren were in. 90
Loemao’s performance of proper electoral propriety was a failure because it clearly
revealed his self-interested motives. The demonstrations he staged did not signal ‘real’
democratic discontent. Instead, it showed Loemao’s blatant commodification of interaction
with non-political class voters by his paying motorcycle taxi drivers to demonstrate. This, I
argue, more generally characterizes the ways in which the political elite deals with nonpolitical class members, and helps answer the question of how not to become governor.
Candidates fail to take their non-political class voters seriously or to see them as real political
subjects, even though they depend on them to a large extent in an era of direct district head
elections. Whereas, as we have seen throughout this thesis, interactions within the political
class are driven by reciprocal obligations and take on the character of gift exchanges,
interactions between the political class and those outside it take on the character of
commodity exchanges. Because of this, candidates make the mistake of non-recognition of
those outside the political class (Robbins 2003; 2009; 2010).

90

All candidate couples used acronyms based on borrowing syllables out of their own names. Gaul, consisting
of a coalition of parties with the candidate couple Gaspar Parang Ehok and Julius Bobo, means ‘cool’. Golkar
Party supported Tulus means ‘sincere’ and is very creatively assembled out of the names of the candidate couple
Ibrahim Agustinus Medah and Paulus Moa . PDI-P presented candidate couple Frans Lebu Raya and Esthon
Foenay as Fren, a derivation of the English word ‘friend’. Fren also happened to be the name of a popular
mobile phone network provider of which posters were visible throughout Kupang. For a more elaborate
overview of the candidates see Appendix 1.
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Direct district head elections
The legal backing for a new way of electing district heads, Law 32/2004, completed the
process of electoral liberalization that had begun after the fall of Suharto (Mietzner 2006a).
Despite somewhat unsuccessful earlier short-lived experiences with decentralization prior to
Reformasi (Niessen 1999: 41-88; Schulte Nordholt 2008: 114-115), the changes prompted
under ‘President By Accident’ Habibie’s supervision appear to be more enduring. Law
22/1999 brought about not just a transfer of central government tasks to local levels while
retaining actual power in the center, as is the case with deconcentration and delegation, it
involved the complete devolution of administrative authority from the center to regional
levels of government, thereby bypassing the provincial levels. Three years after this transfer
of administrative power from the center to local levels of government, political leaders
agreed on the direct election of presidents in 2002. Two years later this decision was
followed by an agreement on the direct election of local government heads, as laid down in
Law 32/2004. Law 32/2004 stipulates that candidates for the position of district heads are to
be nominated by a political party or coalition of parties that either obtained 15 percent of the
votes in the most recent local parliamentary elections or that controlled 15 percent of the
seats in local legislature (Buehler and Tan 2007: 45-46). Several articles from Law 32/2004
have been thrown out by the Constitutional Court in 2007, however, so that, currently,
candidates do not have to be linked to parties but can run for office as independent candidates
(Ibid.: 66). The most important change, nevertheless, entailed that district heads were no
longer appointed by local parliament but instead by voters, thereby marking a considerable
change in the field of politics.
Ethnographic analyses on the extent to which this change in the national legal
framework has influenced local politics, and especially whether ‘decentralization’ has led to
‘democratization’, show varying results. On the one hand, voters have used their newly
received power to vote unpopular incumbents out en masse (Mietzner 2006a; Mietzner
2006b). On the other hand, patrimonial ties persist and old elites manage to stay in power.
Vedi Hadiz (2003), for instance, notices that the old predatory interests of the New Order era
have found new footing in democratic institutions, therefore hindering the possibility of a
‘real’ democracy emerging. Henk Schulte Nordholt (2004), furthermore, points at the deeply
entrenched nature of local elites on regional levels as a main factor obstructing
democratization to occur from decentralization. Due to the devolution of power, regional
elites not only have more means to expand and maintain their networks, but their rewards for
competing for a strategic position within the regional administration have increased as well.
The ideology of increased democracy enabled by decentralization gives way to a reality in
which decentralization has increased the gains obtainable from the local state in a sociocultural context in which patrimonialism, rent-seeking practices, and importance of
communal identity and affiliational relations prevail (Ibid.: 38-47). Additionally, as an
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example of the persistence of ‘undemocratic’ practices, Choi (2004) describes how voteselling practices increased during the 2001 mayoral elections in Yogyakarta.
A bit closer to home in Sumba -as Kupang a part of the East Nusa Tenggara province,
also characterized by a Christian majority, and heavily dependent on state resources as wellVel (2008) is similarly skeptical of the democratizing effects of decentralization. What Vel
shows is that political success in Sumba is not just a matter of buying positions or one of
traditional elites taking over. It is, rather, dependent on the accumulation of a balanced
composition of economic, social, and cultural capital from different normative spheres (Vel
2008: 218-219). Acquiring this balanced composition of capital is closely tied to reciprocal
astuteness, since, as she claims, ‘thinking in terms of reciprocity is an important component
of Sumbanese traditional culture, and of present-day Sumbanese politics’ (Ibid.: 72). In
Sumba, as Vel shows, the state dependent political class has craftily managed to adapt a new
system of governance to their own political culture in which reciprocity plays an important
role, as it similarly does in Sumbanese economic life (see Vel 1994).
Having followed the 2008 East Nusa Tenggara gubernatorial elections, I agree with
Vel on two accounts. First, the candidate couple that won did have the most balanced
composition of capital, meaning they ‘scored’ well on economic, cultural, social, and
symbolic capital (see Appendix 1). Second, reciprocity remains key to understanding
political success. However, no matter how well-versed candidates are in the nuances of
reciprocal obligations involving other political class members, they often fail in creating
relations to those outside it. This, I contend, is partly due to candidates’ lack of awareness of
mutual recognition as the ultimate goal and outcome of reciprocal exchanges (Robbins 2009:
47). Whereas candidates are happy to receive the tani class’ votes, they fail to, and seemingly
have little desire to, construct their non-political class voters as human subjects. Thus, while
promises given to political class members have the appearance of being a commodity, but are
actually a gift (balas jasa as we have seen before is more a gift exchange then commodity
exchange), promises given to non-political class members have the form of gifts and appear
to be part of a gift exchange, but are actually part of a commodity exchange. As such, there is
no space for recognition. This is also why I do not ananlyze attempts to obtain votes in terms
of clientelism or patron-client relationships, although this has been a useful theoretical
approach for other scholars working on direct district head elections in post-Reformasi
Indonesia, as Deasy Simandjuntak shows in her dissertation on patronage democracy in
North Sumatra (Simandjuntak 2010). Clientelism implies asymmetrical gift-giving
relationships between patron and client in which a patron distributes benefits to clients in
return for clients’ personal allegiance to their patron. This relationship –albeit asymmetricalassumes a basis of gift-giving and therefore of some form of mutual recognition. I, instead,
want to focus on relationships that lack (mutual) recognition, and want to analyze attempts to
obtain votes in terms of a more general framework of reciprocity/gift-giving which covers
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more than asymmetrical relationships. Therefore, in order to understand how not to become
governor we need to address some intricacies of reciprocity and recognition
Reciprocity and recognition
Reciprocity is tied into recognition in a manner that I have so far only touched upon in the
first chapter. Seeing how reciprocity and recognition are tied together, however, is crucial in
understanding first, how commodity exchanges differ from gift exchanges, and, second, that
politicians’ failure to attract voters from the tani class is due to their engaging in exchanges
that do not have mutual recognition as its goal. Joel Robbins addresses the similarities
between and intertwinedness of Mauss’ theory of reciprocity and Hegel’s theory of
recognition in various articles (2003; 2009; 2010). For the specific purpose of this chapter, I
will highlight a few important points.
To start off, it is important to emphasize the Hegelian perspective on social life and
selfhood, one that emphasizes the importance of forming relationships, that Robbins draws
on. In short, Hegel argues against a Hobbesian social and political philosophy which
prioritizes self-interest as the primary human drive and which posits a social contract as the
basis for the existence of society. Hegel, on the other hand, claims that sociality is the
essence of being human and that the possibility of contract necessitates the prior existence of
society. Central to Hegel is thus the assumption that humans must recognize each other
before they can enter into any kind of contract. Moreover, this mutual recognition is
necessary for humans to become subjects. Humans, then, become principally recognitionand relationship seekers rather than Hobbesian self-interested individuals struggling for their
own survival (Robbins 2003: 10; Robbins 2009: 46).
Mutual recognition, the basic condition of subject formation and sociality, is reached
following a three-step rhythm. First, A gives recognition to B. B, in turn, receives this
recognition which means that B recognizes his or her worthiness as a subject. Finally, B
recognizes A as a subject in return (Robbins 2009: 46). Closely tied to the process of
achieving mutual recognition is the possession, use, and, most importantly, exchange of
property. Through the possession and use of property, A makes him or herself recognizable
to others. However, self-creation or personhood is only reached when A is recognized in turn
by those who A initially recognized, and thus when mutual recognition is achieved. In this
view the exchange of material goods is fundamental in the creation of personhood through
mutual recognition (Robbins 2003: 16-17: Robbins 2009: 46).
The ways in which Mauss’ theory of reciprocity and Hegel’s theory of recognition
complement each other should now be clear. Not only do both Mauss and Hegel rally against
a Hobbessian view of human nature, the two theories also adhere to the same three-part
rhythm in which the exchange of material goods plays an important part: A gives something
to/recognizes B, B then receives/acknowledges his or her worth as a subject, and then returns
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to/recognizes the worthiness as a subject of A (Robbins 2009: 46). Recognition and
reciprocity thus not only entail comparable three-part rhythms, but the giving of something
also becomes synonymous with recognizing another and imperative in being recognized in
return.
The kinds of exchanges in which the mutual exchange of material goods is
synonymous with mutual recognition and the shaping of personhood are most recognizable in
the context of gift economies, in which people exchange inalienable goods in order to form
and foster enduring relationships, as opposed to commodity economies, in which mutual
obligations end after the exchange of goods has taken place (Robbins 2009: 47). Although
the dichotomy between gift exchange and commodity exchange is somewhat dated, Robbins
shows that there is merit to using the gift economy as economy of recognition/reciprocity
versus the commodity economy as economy of self-interest distinction, especially in
instances when those living in gift economies face non-recognition in commodity spheres
(Ibid.: 56).
To illustrate this, Robbins relates an example from his fieldwork among the Urapmin
of Papua New Guinea regarding attempts from the Urapmin, who in many ways can be said
to live in a gift economy, to achieve ‘development’ (Robbins 2003: 22; Robbins 2009: 53-54).
The Urapmin for a long time have desired to be recognized in a wider political and economic
arena with the outside Papua New Guinea elite and Western world, but have continuously
failed. As ‘relationship seeking people’ living in a gift economy, the only way to achieve
such mutual recognition is by entering in relationships of reciprocal exchange. However, the
Urapmin have no possessions to give that will be recognized as an acceptable or desirable
gift by Papua New Guinea elite or Western others. As Robbins states, ‘for people who reckon
politics as a matter of struggles for recognition through the mediation of the exchange of
material things, the primary roads to political failure are those one takes by not giving or,
even worse, by not having anything to give (possessing nothing of value).’ (Robbins 2003:
21). An exception to this is an environment rich in natural resources. When a mining
company showed interest in building a mine, this appeared to be the long awaited
opportunity to give something recognized as acceptable and thereby to finally enter in
reciprocal relationships of mutual recognition and be recognized as subjects. When, after an
initial period of mineral prospecting, the company representative left, he offered the Urapmin
councilor a sum of money. The councilor, however, refused to accept. As Robbins explains,
the councilor knew very well that by accepting the money the obligations between the
company and the Urapmin would effectively be over –this is how the capitalist market works,
and hopes for a moment of mutual recognition in an ongoing relation would diminish.
However, the representative left, did not pay, and no mine was built (Robbins 2009: 53-54).
This non-recognition of the councilor by the company representative illustrates the
incompatibility of the gift- versus the commodity economy’s view on relationships.
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I propose that the problem of non-recognition of those living in gift economies by
those that live in commodity economies, as exemplified by the Urapmin quest for recognition
by Papua New Guinea elite and Westerners, is helpful in understanding why (some)
politicians fail to appeal to non-political class voters, and therefore, in an age of direct district
head elections fail to become governor. Similar to the Urapmin, non-political class voters
seek recognition from the wider political class and political elite arena, but have very little to
offer that the political class wants to have. They do, however, have valuable votes to give. I
suggest that part of the reason why candidates fail to become governor, is because of their
failure or unwillingness to see that in order to obtain non-political class votes they have to
take their non-political class voters seriously and recognize them as political subjects. In
order to obtain votes candidates have to take into account the wishes and desires of their nonpolitical class voters. Henk Schulte Nordholt draws a similar conclusion in relation to the
results of the 2005 direct district head elections in four different regencies in Bali (Schulte
Nordholt 2007: 69-78). Candidates who showed ‘recognition’ of voters, shown for instance
by good previous performance in bureaucracy, by personally paying for public infrastructural
repairs, or by having a reputation of working hard, fared much better than candidates who
solely relied on their royal pedigree without making any obvious attempts at recognizing
voters as worthy political subjects. In short, politicians have to recognize their non-political
class voters as worthy political subjects. As I will address below, candidates in various ways
fail to do this.
This failure to recognize, as I will show, is closely tied to the difference between gift
exchanges that imply reciprocal obligations and commodity exchanges that imply selfinterest and an end to obligations. For example, politicians try to obtain non-political class
votes by offering promises that have the form of gift exchanges, whereas, as I will show
below, they are actually commodity exchanges. The mutual recognition that campaigns offer
(free education and healthcare for the poor for instance) is negated by the commodity aspect
of these promises and reveals the candidates’ self-interested motives even more. Interestingly,
and as I will show below, ways of getting support from within the political class takes on the
form of commodity exchanges, whereas, they are actually gift exchanges. As we have seen
throughout this dissertation, political class exchanges are always part of longer term
reciprocal obligations. Therefore looking at attempts made by politicians to attract nonpolitical class voters in terms of gift versus commodity exchanges, and thereby in terms of
mutual recognition versus self-interest, facilitates understanding of how not to become
governor. First, however, let us look at the ways in which candidates attempt to appeal to the
political class.
Appealing to political class voters
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Members of the political class involved in campaigning strategies had very specific ideas on
the reasons why voters vote. As Rafael, the head of provincial General Elections Committee,
claimed, ‘ethnicity and also religion are important reasons to vote. What really matters is
closeness (kedekatan)’. I heard similar conceptions of voters’ behavior when talking to
success team members 91, candidates, journalists and university lecturers: voters in East Nusa
Tenggara vote for candidates based on ‘emotional’ reasons, which mainly entails sharing a
kinship, island of origin, or religious connection. This idea held by those influencing
campaigning strategies of voting behavior as motivated by relatedness brings to mind the
generalized reciprocity principle of family networks: you give a contribution at a family
gathering without expecting a return simply because this is what happens in networks of very
close relations (Sahlins 1972: 193-194). In their attempts to attract voters it is therefore not
surprising that candidate couples drew on this analogy to generalized reciprocity in family
networks and tried to create a kind of closeness to voters in which casting a vote becomes an
‘altruistic gift’ of generalized reciprocity (Ibid.).
I observed such an attempt at creating closeness to a prospective constituency as a
means to obtain votes during a ‘witness’ (saksi) training session organized by PDI-P.
Witnesses sit at polling locations to ensure that no tampering takes place with the casting of
votes and the subsequent tallying of votes. During the East Nusa Tenggara gubernatorial
elections both provincial General Elections Committee and the three candidate couples
employed witnesses. The General Elections Committee employed one witness per polling
location but PDI-P preferred to have two witnesses per polling location. Talking to a young
male success team member and an older high-ranked female party member I was told that
one reason for having a pair of witnesses instead of just one was that it would prevent
intimidation of the witness by other parties (e.g., witnesses from other candidate couples).
However, another reason for employing pairs of witnesses, they conveyed, was that Fren
hoped and expected that ‘their’ witnesses would vote Fren. PDI-P thus considered employing
witnesses advantageous because it helped control possible tampering by other parties and
secures the vote of hundreds of voters who are sure to vote since they spent their entire day at
a polling location anyway.
PDI-P’s witness training session was held in a large meeting space in sub-district
Solor. Close to two-hundred witnesses had gathered, both men and women, most of whom
were in their early twenties. Officially, witnesses were not required to be PDI-P supporters,
could even be members of other political parties, and were not obliged to vote for Fren.
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Success teams (tim sukses) are election campaign teams that support candidate-packages by campaigning,
contributing donations, and/or mobilizing voters. Gaul had some ad hoc success teams, but both Golkar Party
and PDI-P had success teams that ran alongside the hierarchical party structures, meaning they had success
teams at provincial, regency and even village level. Some success teams consist of party-members and convene
regularly to discuss campaigning strategies. Businessmen who support candidate couples financially or civil
servants who show loyalty to a couple are sometimes also referred to as part of a couple’s success team.
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However, during the training the witnesses were being made part of the Fren network and, as
part of this network, were made aware of their obligation to vote Fren in several ways.
Several important PDI-P officials held speeches in which they explained the responsibilities
and tasks of the witnesses. During these speeches they, at times, explicitly urged witnesses to
vote for Fren. The opening speaker, for instance, said,
Sometimes, after having counted all the votes, we see that there’s only one PDI-P-vote in a certain
polling location. How is that possible when there are two PDI-P witnesses there? That’s
embarrassing! Where is our loyalty? Every polling location has to get fifty PDI-P votes. Apart from
people from the PDIP-structure, lets’ also get out friends, siblings that sympathize with Fren.

In urging the witnesses to vote for Fren the speaker includes the witnesses into the larger
PDI-P community by appealing to the witnesses’ loyalty to the party. After all, they would
not want to embarrass the party by not casting a vote for Fren. After having made the
witnesses a part of the PDI-P network the speaker then continues to touch upon reciprocal
obligations implied in being a part of a network by subtly pushing the witnesses to also
collect Fren votes among members of their own personal networks. Witnesses would get
paid IDR100,000 ($11.66) for their effort. In this example money thus played some part in
creating a feeling of indebtedness among the witnesses. However, by repeatedly portraying
the witnesses as being a part of a Fren network, speakers continuously attempted to invoke a
sense of closeness. Since there were 7506 polling locations throughout East Nusa Tenggara
working with the assumption that voters cast votes based on closeness (kedekatan), this
stressing of closeness and loyalty among witnesses could lead to an additional 15,000 votes –
more if the loyal witnesses would urge their family members and friends to also vote Fren.
Unlike witnesses, whose party loyalty and political support is less certain and
therefore still have to be wooed during training sessions, a more established sense of
closeness and loyalty to the party exists among success team members. Success teams are
small groups of supporting party- or candidate-affiliates that every political party and
candidate couple has. They are actively involved in promoting a candidate couple, often on a
voluntary basis, and therefore already exhibit ideological motivations for lending support. 92
Some success team members are political party members who also fulfill positions within
political parties outside election time. Others are more ad hoc members from a wide range of
professions who lend their time and expertise to the promotion of a candidate couple. Some
success team members support and promote their candidate couple for reasons of closeness,
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This does not mean success team members are only concerned with their candidate couple’s greater interests
over their own. Remon, the Fren success team member, shared his frustration about his fellow Fren team
members’ handling of the team’s finances. Some of his team members had embezzled campaign money, which
had been sent to them by PDI-P’s national headquarters for the purpose of buying t-shirts, stickers and other
campaigning materials, leaving no budget for campaigning.
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in line with party elites’ suspicions. Mien, for instance, a civil servant whose husband held an
upper echelon civil service position, stated her covert support of Tulus, 93 ‘of course I do not
wear a T-shirt [Tulus campaign shirt] at work. As a civil servant I am neutral. But I do go to
their rallies and wear my t-shirt there.’ On explaining why she supported Tulus she said, ‘…it
is for family. Of course I go.’ It turned out Mien’s main motivation for supporting Tulus was
her husband’s relatedness to Tulus’ gubernatorial candidate Medah. Her support stemmed
from a felt obligation to support family.
However, many others join success teams anticipating a ‘return of favors’ if their
candidate couple wins in the form of business deals or civil service promotions. One upper
echelon civil servant who was a Fren success team member – again an unofficial one since
civil servants are supposed to abstain from involvement in politics and ‘be neutral’- claimed
that Foenay had promised him a comfortable position in provincial civil service since he had
‘secured’ votes among Kupang’s Hindu population. An important way of obtaining votes and
other kinds of political support among success team members with whom, unlike with
witnesses, closeness was already established was to give out promises of future returns.
Promises of future returns were also given to businessmen. Whereas success team
members help obtain votes in return for promises given, businessmen help financially and
thereby lighten the costs of campaigning. To give a tentative overview of the candidate
couples’ financial capabilities based on talks to journalists and some thorough digging of
research assistants it seems as if Fren reveived money from PDI-P’s headquarters in Jakarta,
and was also sponsored by the Lion Group. 94 A success team member furthermore claimed
that a rich Chinese businessman from Alor contributed heavily to the Fren package. Tulus
was sponsored by the Golkar Party but also by a special interest group of Rotenese, and by
the owner of one of the largest businesses in Kupang, Pithoby. Despite having the only
businessman in a candidate couple, Gaul success team members lamented their lack of
resources and claimed to rely solely on small donations given by individual supporters in
Kupang. The benefit of giving financial contributions to candidate couples, as Toko Piet, the
owner of another large business in Kupang explained in an interview, is that after the
elections are over this financial support is paid back by the new district heads in the form of
construction projects, permits, or monopolies. In order not to miss out on promised returns,
Toko Piet always gives some financial support to all candidate couples –albeit somewhat
secretly. Similar to success team members businessmen thus also offer support in exchange
for promised future returns.
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According to article 62 of PP RI No. 6/2005 (Peraturan Tentang Pilkada) civil servants are not allowed to be
involved in any way with political parties. They are supposed to be neutral. In spite of this, many civil servants
covertly function as success team members.
94
Lion Group is a business group with operation in various Asian countries (Malaysia, Indonesia, Hongkong,
Singapore, China, Vietnam) and in the US and Mexico.
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To return to the importance of reciprocity and recognition, the mechanisms of
exchange clearly emerge in the examples given of success team members and businessmen.
Candidates give a promise of future returns and success team members or businessmen give
political or financial support in return. A promise of future returns given in this political class
context is one which most likely will be actualized. Although there are plenty of victims of
unfulfilled promises, 95 it seems as if a considerable amount of promises made to businessmen
and success team members are kept. For example, when I returned to Kupang over a year
after the elections I went through a list of newly appointed provincial department heads with
an upper-level official. Of nearly every newly appointed head, he could tell me in detail what
kind of political support they had given the new governor at the time of elections.
These transactions of promises in return for financial and political support have the
appearance of commodity exchanges, meaning obligations between the parties end when the
transaction is over and the transactions are conducted for the purposes of self-interest: the
candidates gain political advancement and the businessman a project. However, these
exchanges are far from being commodity exchanges. In Chapter Five we have discussed how
such exchanges are part of a general practices of balas-jasa, and how this practice is an
ongoing cycle of reciprocal obligations, which is enforced both bottom-up and top-down as a
familial generalized reciprocity. As such, the transaction between a candidate and
businessman or success team member is not a commodity exchange but a gift exchange, and
therefore does not signal the end of relationships, but rather the reinforcement and
continuation of relationships of mutual recognition.
Appealing to non-political class voters
If promises of candidates to voters within the political class can best be seen as gift
exchanges that appear to be commodity exchanges, the exact opposite is true for promises
made to those outside the political class. While all three candidate couples made a wide
variety of promises to improve the lives of ‘the people’ (masyarakat) or the ‘small folk’
(orang kecil) –the market vendors, minibus drivers, and motor taxi chauffeurs I categorized
as tani class (Vel 2008), these promises seemed more feeble than the ones made to political
class members and were, as we will see in the next section, not believed by ‘the people’
themselves.
The first problem was that it was very unclear who it was that promises were made to.
As mentioned previously, it was explained repeatedly to me that ‘the people’ voted for
‘emotional’ reasons of closeness and preferred to give their vote to candidates with a similar
ethnic or religious background. Making an ‘ethnic connection’ or religious link with voters
was therefore a strategic way of establishing a large new network of voters. These
95

We can think, for instance, of the members of the Muslim coalition who supported the current mayor’s
candidacy but who feel grossly overlooked in the appointing of official positions.
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assumptions regarding motivations for voting were strategically translated into the creation
of candidate couples consisting of candidates with different religious and ethnic
backgrounds. All packages consisted of one Protestant and one Catholic candidate. All
packages, additionally, consisted of candidates who represented different islands. All
packages had a candidate from Flores. Tulus, furthermore, had Medah from Rote, Fren had
Foenay from Timor, and Gaul had Bobo from Sumba. Not surprisingly, no candidates from
the smaller East Nusa Tenggara islands such as Savu, Solor, or Alor were represented. In this
attempt to appeal to voters’ emotionally charged motivations for voting ‘ethnic’ communities
became imagined in radically novel ways. Even the most superficial reading of ethnicity,
clans and kingdoms of the islands of present-day East Nusa Tenggara reveals great internal
strife and intra-island differences (Schulte Nordholt 1971; Fox 1977; Hägerdal 2007). This
creating of imagined ‘ethnic’ communities (Anderson 1983) based on island of origin thus
seems to have little historic validity and to be a peculiar ‘modern’ strategy in East Nusa
Tenggara politics.
As a consequence of the ambiguity and confusion surrounding who the recipients of
candidates’ promises were, the promises themselves were rather vague and not necessarily in
line with what prospective recipients would like to receive. As with political class balas-jasa,
generosity directed at these new ethnic constituencies took the form of promises –albeit
promises that were passed on in text messages, everyday gossip, and rumors: Tulus’ Medah
promised to build schools and hospitals in Rote if he would be elected. Fren’s Foenay
promised to erect churches in Timor. All candidates promised to create more civil service
positions in their regions of origin, and advantage civil servants from their home regions in
provincial civil service. Interestingly, however, provincial government has no say in
increasing the number of civil service positions. That is a matter for central government. It is
also doubtful that such a promise would somehow benefit the tani class, since many of them
lack the educational or age requirements to be accepted into even the lowest level of civil
service. Curiously lacking, and most important for the point that I am making here, is any
account of whether ‘the people’ recognized themselves in these ethnic images and whether
they would want churches or ethnic preferencing in civil service.
The candidates themselves showed some unease with addressing their constituents in
terms of imaged ethnic communities and importance of religious similarity. By only
appealing to one island of origin or one religion, candidates ran the risk of distancing voters
from other islands and religious backgrounds. Candidates thus also attempted to show how
diverse and impartial to ethnic and religious favoring they were. The Tulus rally in Kupang
provides a good example of this. After a performance of a local singer to warm up the crowd
the MC introduced the Tulus supporters and Golkar Party members on stage to the public,
emphasizing Tulus’ versatility, ‘we have men and women; Protestants, Catholics, and
Muslims. They all come from different islands of East Nusa Tenggara.’ As one of the slogans
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on their campaign t-shirts said: ‘party, ethnicity, religion!!! THEY CAN DIFFER. [OUR]
INNER HEARTS ARE SURELY SINCERE’. 96
This ethnic and religious distancing made the promises candidates made to their
imagined ethnic and religious constituencies seem less believable. However, candidates also
made some ambitious promises that would clearly benefit the greater good and all of ‘the
people’. Tulus, for instance, propagated free education for all, and often mentioned its main
candidate Medah’s previous successes regarding making education more affordable as a
regency head of Kupang. Fren propagated their ‘Red Wine’ (anggur merah) program in
which they promised to ensure a larger part of the provincial budget would be used more
efficiently and directly to increase ‘the welfare of the East Nusa Tenggara people’ (NTT
Online). Gaul in their program provided very sophisticated plans on how to improve public
services.
Another promise all candidate couples made to ‘the people’ as a whole was the
promise that their government would be ‘clean’ (bersih) and ‘free from KKN’ (bebas dari
KKN). East Nusa Tenggara’s gubernatorial candidates witnessed how a known corrupt
incumbent had been thrown out in the astonishing victory of Dan Adoe during the 2007
mayoral elections in Kupang. 97 Therefore, candidates put great effort into upholding a clean
image. In their ‘vision and mission’ booklets and pamphlets, all candidate couples in East
Nusa Tenggara’s gubernatorial elections stressed their aversion to KKN and their
commitment to fighting corruption and promoting Good Governance. Gaul, for instance,
stated in their ‘vision’ that, ‘government bureaucracy has to appear clean and authorative
with the paradigm of good and clear governance’ 98, and dedicated a special section on how
KKN can be eradicated in their view. Fren promoted as one of its points a revision of the
system of law and justice and the ‘development of a culture of law to a realization of a
governance which is clean and free from KKN’. 99 Tulus also supported the eradication of
KKN. One of their flyers stated that, ‘the Tulus package is committed to cooperate with
institutions of law and all elements of society to eradicate practices of corruption, collusion
and nepotism (KKN) in all of NTT’. 100
Nevertheless, although these promises of relieving financial burdens and proclaimed
anti-KKN stance signaled a genuine interest in improving the lives of ‘the people’, they stood
in stark contrast with what non-political class voters saw from candidates. For instance,
during his reign as regency head of Kupang, Medah had been accused of being corrupt on
several occasions (Tempo 2007a; Tempo 2007b). This was well known and a constant source
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Partai, suku, agama!!! BOLEH BEDA HATI NURANI TETAP TULUS.
As described in Chapter Five.
98
birokrasi pemerintahan tampil bersih dan berwibawa dengan paradigma good and clean governance [English
in original text].
99
Pengembangan budaya hukum ke arah terwujud nya pemerintahan yang bersih dan bebas KKN
100
Paket Tulus berkomitmen untuk bekerjasama dengan lembaga penegak hukum dan seluruh elemen
masyarakat memberantas praktek korupsi, kolusi dan nepotisme (KKN) di seluruh NTT.
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of jokes about Medah from the two other political camps. In the beginning of this chapter,
furthermore, we saw Alfons Loemao’s self-interested attempts at becoming governor by
paying, the crudest form of exchange, ojek guys to stage a demonstration. The only time the
vendors at the local market where I conducted interviews met a candidate, finally, was when
he tried to bribe them. Lia, a very vocal middle-aged female vendor at a local market told me
a few days after the elections that one day before election day Tulus’ Medah had visited the
market. Even though officially all candidates and parties were supposed to have stopped
campaigning, Medah still tried to convince sellers and buyers to vote for Tulus while handing
out IDR50,000 bills left and right. Lia happily took his money and promised to vote for him,
but she told me, ‘of course I would not vote for him. If he’s handing out money now it means
he will have to be extra greedy once he is governor.’ Instead of seeing signs that candidates
were genuinely interested in fulfilling promises of improving the wellbeing of ‘the people’,
the tani class got small amounts of money as an offer for their votes.
Therefore, what looks like a gift exchange, meaning an exchange that is part of an
ongoing relationship of mutual reciprocity and recognition, is, in fact, a commodity exchange.
First of all, it is very unclear who the recipients of candidates’ gifts are. In the case of success
team members and businessmen, the others to whom something is given or to whom a
promise is made are obvious individuals who the candidate has been in touch with. In the
case of non-political class voters, the recipient becomes an imagined ethnic other whose
ethnic otherness at times is modified by candidates’ claims that ethnicity does not matter in
politics. It is hard to recognize such an unspecified other as a political subject. Second,
whereas promises made to political class members are often actualized, many promises made
to non-political class members remain unfulfilled. For instance, three years after the elections
there is no free education or free health care. Giving an empty promise in exchange for votes
does not signal an attempt to acknowledge the voter as a political subject nor an intention to
engage in an ongoing reciprocal relationship. Instead, it signals non-recognition and the
intention to end obligations between parties after the exchange. Therefore, although
candidates express their willingness to listen to ‘the people’s’ desires and wishes, and thereby
recognize them as worthy political subjects, it seems as if candidates, in fact, do not see ‘the
people’ as potential subjects of recognition at all. This is, at least, what ‘the people’
themselves claim.

A view from the tani class
Before, during, and after the elections a handful of assistants and I conducted a survey among
prospective voters. We specifically targeted market vendors, mini bus drivers, motor taxi
drivers, housewives in low-income households –in short, many of whom would most likely
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be categorized as tani in Vel’s (2008) class distinction or would be referred to as ‘the people’
by politicians. We asked questions regarding knowledge of political parties, involvement in
political parties and elections, opinions regarding politicians and parties, and expectations
from local government.
One question we asked was what respondents wanted to get from their government.
Not once in over a hundred interviews did anyone mention they wanted more churches built
in their regions of origin, or that they hoped the new governor would favor members from
their ethnic or religious group. Rather, the responses can be read as an overwhelming concern
that the ‘small people’ and their needs ought to be recognized by politicians and government.
This was most commonly phrased in terms of lack of care. 101 In response to questions about
improvements that ought to be made by the government, the most common answer given was
that the prices of the ‘nine necessities for daily life’ (sembako) had to be lowered since the
prices of rice, oil and other daily necessities had been raised on a national level recently.
Additionally, the costs of education and health care had to be free or, at least, cheaper.
Furthermore, government had to do something about unemployment. Another often-voiced
complaint concerned corruption in government. Finally, candidates have to care more about
‘the people’. A young male motorcycle taxi driver stated, ‘it is important to choose a
candidate that is better at governance, like, cares about society more than previous leaders.’
A female market vendor similarly remarked, ‘a candidate has to take care of the life of the
small people.’ When asked subsequently whether they thought these improvements would be
made after the candidate of choice had been elected respondents seemed hesitant. ‘One can
only hope so’, was expressed by a male orange seller at the market. ’Leave it up to God’, was
the answer given by one of his male colleagues who sold vegetables at the same market. A
male pork seller replied, ‘it isn’t sure yet. Usually when they [candidates] have a good
position, it is uncertain if they will care about the small people.’
Although some of these answers might indicate a disinterest in political affairs they,
in fact, seem to signal how little members of the tani class feel part of the wider political
arena. This came to the fore clearly in an interview we conducted with Nurul, a housewife in
her mid-thirties who only finished junior high school and who runs a small kios with her
husband:
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Joan C. Tronto has conducted interesting work on an alternative view on care in society which is relevant to
mention here in relation to recognition and reciprocity (1993). Care, in the most general sense, connotates a type
of engagement, and implies both a reaching out to something/someome other than the self and the suggestion
that care will lead to action. The first ‘phase’ of care consists of recognizing the necessity of care as, which
Tronto calls ‘caring about’. Assuming responsibility for this need and responding to it is ‘taking care of’, and
forms the second phase of care. ‘Care-giving’ and ‘care-receiving’, furthermore, make up the third and fourth
phases of care (Tronto 1993: 102-108). The often heard complaint from members of the tani class concerning
lack of care from politicians therefore not only implies lack of action –‘taking care of’, but also a lack of ‘caring
about’ in the sense of a lack of politicians’ reaching out to the tani class and their needs. ‘Not caring about’ is
therefore not all that dissimilar to ‘not recognizing’.
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Interviewer: Which candidates for the upcoming gubernatorial elections do you know?
Nurul:

I only know Fren and Tulus. Fren is Frans Lebu Raya and Tulus is Ibrahim Medah. I
don’t know their parties. I know them because I have seen their banners

Interviewer: Do you know anything about their vision and mission yet?
Nurul:

I don’t know their vision and mission yet

Interviewer: Do you plan to vote for the upcoming gubernatorial elections?
Nurul:

Yes, because we all have the right to vote. But I don’t know who I want to vote for, I
don’t know the candidates very well. I am confused because we already have the [directly
elected] government but they don’t care about the small people. Sometimes I think it’s
better to just stay home or work instead of vote, because we vote but there are no results

Interview:

Have you ever been involved in political parties or campaigning?

Nurul:

Never. For us housewives it is not important to follow politics. We only manage the
household. Politics, that’s men’s task dong [duh].

Interviewer: Do you know yet who you are going to vote for?
Nurul:

I don’t know it yet. Who’s good and who is not, I don’t know. I want whoever will take
care of the small people. I vote not from ethnicity or religion but just from my heart. I
hope that they [governor/government] can see all of society. I only hope the government
will free school fees and won’t do KKN. … The important thing is that they don’t make
the lives of us small folk any harder (jangan tambah susah lagi kita orang kecil ini).

Like many other respondents Nurul did not know much about the upcoming elections. She
only knew the names of candidates and acronyms used for candidate couples from banners
and had no idea which political parties they belonged to. Something Nurul emphasizes
several times throughout the interview is how much she hopes that the government will take
the ‘small folk’ seriously. She thinks that the government does not care about the ‘little
people’ and hopes that the new government will not add to the hardships already faced. Yet,
she has little hope. Even though the new electoral system has been in place for some time,
she sees no results and wonders what the point of voting is. Due to the lack of results, she
plays with the idea of not getting involved in politics anymore altogether and to just stay at
home or work. She stresses this sense of not being a part of the political arena even more
when she states that politics is for men, not for women.
This disconnect from the political arena is not just a gender divide. In another
interview a male vegetable seller at a local marker remarked angrily in response to our
questions regarding political knowledge and candidate preferences, ‘do you really think we
read newspapers and learn about visions and missions every day? We are market people!’ A
22-year old man replied in a similar manner, ‘I don’t know that much. I don’t know the
visions, missions and programs. I sell vegetables at the market and drive a motorcycle taxi.’
To market people and motorcycle taxi drivers, as to housewives, the political arena is not
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something they are a part of. Neither is it an arena where their wishes will be heard, as the
cynical responses mentioned previously, which were given in reply to the question if things
will change for the better after the elections of a new governor, indicated. A young
motorcycle taxi driver confirms this cynical view, ‘I don’t have any expectations. I am
disappointed with the government. I have no hope for the candidates either. They’re all the
same.’
Tani class members thus do not recognize the wider political arena, and they suspect
the wider political arena does not really want to engage with or recognize them either. In
other words, the political class and tani class relate to each other in a state of mutual nonrecognition. The impression that the political class does not want to engage with them came
to the fore in suspicions voiced that the candidates would not fulfill the promises made
during campaigns. One respondent, for instance, stated, ‘after candidates are chosen all of a
sudden they forget their promises from during the campaigns.’ A 30-year old computer shop
employee, furthermore, remarked, ‘what is important is that the chosen candidate has the
responsibility to execute all vision, missions and programs that have been promised. Don’t
just make it sweet on the lips, but painful in the hearts of society (jangan sampe hanya manis
di bibir saja tapi sakit di hati masyarakat)’. Despite being given a ‘voice’ through voting,
respondents in general did not seem wholly convinced it would be heard.
What thus emerged from the interview my assistants and I conducted among
members of the tani class was a general sense that the ‘little people’ do not matter to
candidates. Their wishes and desires for change are not heard –as Nurul claimed, after a few
years of direct district head elections there are no results. Candidates seem not to care about
the ‘small folk’, and as with Nurul, lack of care was a complaint often voiced during the
interviews. Tani class members, furthermore, have little faith in the actualization of promises
made to them by the candidates. Promises, therefore, are ‘empty’ offerings in exchange for
votes. Much preferred, instead, are material offerings, such as T-shirts or money. One older
female market vendor claimed, ‘if there’s a candidate who gives me money I will follow the
campaign. If they don’t, I won’t.’
To put this into Robbins’ terms, interviews with market vendors, housewives, and
motorcycle taxi drivers indicate that the tani class feels unrecognized by candidates,
politicians, and the government in general –the political elite and wider political class. This is
visible in the kinds of promises candidates offer. Unlike promises given to success team
members and businessmen, promises given to the tani class are empty and will not be
actualized. These ‘gifts’ consist of nothing and can, in fact, be considered not given.
Following Robbins, if candidates never attempt to give something, they never attempt to
recognize the market vendor or housewife as real political subjects. The cynicism that
colored respondents’ answers regarding expectations from the new governor shows the tani
class is very well aware of this lack of recognition, and shows little motivation among tani
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class members to recognize candidates in return. Candidates, who assume that giving out
empty promises to non-political class members is enough to win their votes, become
governor, and effortlessly return to the exchanges of reciprocity and recognition within the
political class, might, therefore, be unpleasantly surprised in the current era of direct district
head elections when they are so dependent on the votes of the tani class.
Results
Table 7.1 shows an overview of the results of the 2008 East Nusa Tenggara gubernatorial
elections per regency/city. PDI-P’s Fren won the elections with 36 percent of the votes,
closely followed by Golkar Party’s Tulus with a total of 33 percent, while Gaul with 27
percent collected the fewest votes. 102

NO

regency/city

No. of polling
locations
1

Percentage of votes
FREN

GAUL

TULUS

1

Kota

407

48,78%

9,51%

39,34%

2

Kab. Kupang

551

28,25%

4,47%

64,82%

3

Rote Ndao

244

13,01%

2,97%

81,43%

4

TTS

730

38,08%

9,62%

49,35%

5

TTU

356

43,65%

25,84%

27,00%

6

Belu

518

40,03%

25,33%

29,17%

7

Alor

309

30,79%

8,78%

56,86%

8

Lembata

183

53,99%

12,61%

29,19%

9

Flores Timur

360

60,33%

13,05%

21,54%

10

Sikka

499

41,09%

9,88%

45,20%

11

Ende

526

53,49%

25,93%

16,50%

12

Nagekeo

223

32,64%

55,82%

10,35%

13

Ngada

240

48,28%

30,35%

20,09%

14

Manggarai Timur

421

12,77%

77,76%

7,11%

15

Manggarai

477

18,84%

71,20%

7,37%

16

Manggarai Barat

475

20,42%

58,58%

21,00%

17

Sumba Barat

366

28,03%

52,82%

17,26%

18

Sumba Barat Daya

155

18,16%

51,80%

27,67%

19

Sumba Tengah

110

30,32%

46,10%

21,88%

20

Sumba Timur

356

47,70%

15,97%

34,53%

Provincial total
7506
36,25%
27,42%
33,39%
Table 7.1: Results East Nusa Tenggara 2008 gubernatorial elections per regency/city in percentages
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When adding these percentages the total is less than a hundred percent. This is because some of the votes
were cast as blanks and others were judged as damaged or unreadable.
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What becomes immediately clear when browsing the results is that all candidates
were most successful in their regions of origin. Tulus’ Medah won in Rote, Fren’s Foenay
swept most Timorese regencies, and most of Sumba voted for Gaul’s Bobo. In Flores, the
island of origin of three candidates, all Manggarai regencies went to Gaul’s Ehok, the
Eastern Flores regencies went to Fren’s Lebu Raya, and Sikka voted for Tulus’ Moa.
Although the candidates thus to a large extent succeeded in making imagined ethnic
communities into sources of political support, there were some exceptions. The Kupang
regency, for instance, should have gone to Fren’s Timorese Foenay according to ethnic
voting. Instead, Tulus’ Medah, who had been the Kupang regency’s District Head for the
previous two terms, won. The attempts at creating new imagined ethnic constituencies based
on island of origin were thus quite successful, but not when more intimate options of
closeness were available.
Gaul’s loss can partly be explained by its lack of a balanced composition of capital,
which is in line with Vel’s (2008) assessment of Sumbanese elections. Gaul, although having
sufficient social and cultural capital, and having received some symbolic capital due to
Bobo’s status as the only businessman among candidates with a civil service background,
lacked economic capital (see Appendix 1). Nurul, the housewife mentioned earlier, only
knew Fren and Tulus because she had seen their banners everywhere. She had never heard of
Gaul since Gaul lacked the money to decorate the city in stickers, posters, and banners and
thereby making themselves visible to voters. However, it is also important to note that Bobo
was somewhat of an outsider. He had spent a significant part of his life outside East Nusa
Tenggara and seemed to have have returned merely to join elections and to become district
head. Before the 2008 gubernatorial elections, he had already joined –and lost- local
elections in Sumba as a candidate for PDI-P. According to Vel, this loss could partly be
explained due to his lack of local social capital in Sumba (Vel 2008: 201-235). I, therefore,
argue that, similar to Loemao previously, Bobo’s motivations for joining elections showed
self-interest rather than caring about or recognizing the ‘small folk’. This display of selfinterest and non-recognition was returned by non-recognition from voters.
Tulus’ loss, furthermore, indicates that having a reputation of being clean and free
from KKN also mattered in the elections, as it had during Kupang’s 2006 mayoral elections
and in Mietzners’s examples (2006a; 2006b). Despite attempts to refute accusations
concerning Medah’s alleged corrupt past, Tulus did not manage to convincingly clear
Medah’s reputation. As we have seen, the impression Medah left on market vendors during
his visit to a local market handing out IDR50,000 bills in order to get the ‘small folk’ to vote
for him did little to improve his reputation as a corruptor. As Lia said, she happily accepted
his money but lost all confidence that Medah would refrain from KKN practices if elected
and she would therefore vote for somebody else. Medah’s reputation and actions made Tulus
an undesirable party to vote for but that did not mean one should refuse their money.
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Similarly, a group of young motorcycle taxi drivers who always hung out in front of Golkar
Party’s main office wearing the recognizable yellow Tulus t-shirts and were paid by Tulus to
join campaign rallies also had no intention of voting for them. As one of them remarked,
‘yeah, they [Golkar Party] give me money. They probably think I’ll vote Tulus. I don’t want
to. When I’m in the polling booth I will vote for the couple of my inner heart (hati nurani). I
smile at them and take their money, but I will not vote for them’.
In short, generally speaking, candidates thus won in their regions of origin. I would,
however, not argue, as some political elite members do, that this is because ‘the people’ are
not quite ready yet for democracy and stupidly cast their votes out of emotional motivations.
Instead, I suggest, as I have set out above, that many non-political class voters feel
unrecognized as political subjects and therefore have little choice than to try to relate to an
arena which they do share with candidates, such as ethnic or religious sameness. Empty
promises or small amounts of cash given by candidates to non-political class voters signal
candidates’ unwillingness to engage in the kinds of reciprocal gift exchanges that indicate
mutual recognition. Candidates, nevertheless, do engage in such exchanges of mutual
reciprocity and recognition with fellow political-class members. This is not just the case with
‘real’ promises given to success team members or businessmen during election, but, rather,
characterizes all ways of getting things done as we have seen repeatedly throughout this
thesis. While candidates thus include political class members in the political arena, they
effectively shut out non-political class members from politics. This, then, helps us understand
Gaul’s and Tulus’ loss as discontent from non-recognition. Those candidates most associated
with such lack of recognition and care –Medah’s reputation as a corruptor and Bobo’s long
leave from the province- were in turn not recognized by voters. Thus, while non-political
class voters during the 2008 East Nusa Tenggara gubernatorial elections were left with little
more than an imagined ethnic link to candidates as a basis for recognition, they did show
their discontent with the KKN or reciprocal obligations that characterize the political class
and political elite by not electing Tulus and Gaul. In the 2008 East Nusa Tenggara
gubernatorial elections, therefore, Tulus and Gaul non-recognized the most. Consequently,
Fren did not win as much as it lost least.
Concluding
Despite the transfer of power to elect district heads from the small confinements of local
parliaments to a wider electorate, elections were still very much an affair of the political class
and political elite. As this chapter has shown, the political class showed little willingness to
acknowledge non-political class voters as political subjects and expected to obtain nonpolitical class votes by creating closeness and giving out empty promises. Whereas attempts
to gain political support from within the political class took on the character of gift
exchanges, attempts to obtain votes from outside the political class took on the appearance of
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commodity exchanges. This implies that only political class members count as political
subjects and deserve to be heard. Non-political class members, in contrast, are not taken
seriously, despite their power to vote.
Although candidates and parties put on a tantalizing performance of Good
Governance and intentions of political reform –by staging demonstrations, giving heartening
campaign speeches, putting their good intentions on big banners, and publishing think flyers
stating their vision and mission- they lacked political substance. This, for example, became
clear during a PDI-P meeting after Fren’s victory, as told to me by an attendant. While
discussing plans on how to implement their proposed changes it turned out that the Provincial
Governments’ budget left no money to fund the ‘cheap education’ promised during
campaigns. Campaigning costs, furthermore, had taken up all of PDI-P’s own financial
resources. Although Fren’s clean reputations and attractive sounding ‘Red Wine’ program
thus exuded proper ‘Good Governance’ intentions of making governance more transparent
and bringing government closer to ‘the people’, they had no financial means to fulfill their
campaign promises. This did not surprise any of the market vendors I visited after the
elections. As one female vegetable seller at the local market said, ‘probably nothing will
change. All candidates are just making promises’ (semua calon hanya janji-janji saja).
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Chapter VII

Conclusion

Discontent with the rampant corruption surrounding president Suharto and his cronies, and
cries for governmental reforms colored the Reformasi-protests. Since the late 1990s many
reforms have been realized. Indonesia has seen the implementation of regional autonomy and
direct district head elections, and has witnessed many changes in the national legal
framework aimed at decreasing corruption, such as legal changes concerning the construction
sector addressed in Chapter Six. Nevertheless, despite these structural changes corrupt
practices continue. It seems as if along with the shift of power from center to regions, KKN
has similarly moved downwards. It is this question of persistent corruption amidst changes in
the national legal framework that this thesis hopes to shed some light on.
This question is part of a more general paradox that has guided this thesis, which
concerns how a state image of wholeness and coherence is maintained when actual office
practices often contradict this image. By considering the interrelatedness of these two tiers,
this research continues recent analytic trends among social scientists focusing on statesociety dynamics that distinguish a ‘state idea’/‘state image’ from a ‘state system’/‘actual
practices’ (Abrams 1988; Migdal 2001). In short, instead of viewing state-society relations in
terms of distinct entities of ‘state’ and ‘society’ separated by an elusive boundary, this thesis
focuses on the discrepancy between a state image and contradictory social practices.
Furthermore, instead of concentrating on either the ‘state image’ (see for instance Pemberton
1994; Barker 1998; Li 2007) or ‘actual practices’ tier (see for instance Van Klinken and
Barker 2009) this thesis also tries to tie the two tiers together by asking how to make sense of
the discrepancy between the image of a coherent and controlling organization and everyday
office practices that contradict this image of wholeness.
The first step towards answering this question was, nevertheless, by focusing on the
‘actual practices’ tier by considering the three practical questions of how to become a civil
servant, how to get a construction project, and how (not) to become governor. In pursuing
these questions those practices that were not quite in line with office rules and regulations ‘corrupt’ practices- emerged as particularly interesting. Although regional autonomy has
brought the issue of corruption in local governments more to the fore, thinking about
corruption in Indonesian bureaucratic apparatuses is not new. One theoretical thread
concerning corruption in Indonesian bureaucratic contexts explains corruption in terms of
hegemonic patrimonialism or neo-patrimonialism. However, besides signaling that
corruption persists despite structural changes aimed at countering corrupt practices, such neo173

patrimonial explanations also do not offer insights into why this is so. Furthermore, this line
of thinking, as Gerry van Klinken and Joshua Barker (2009) note in relations to thinking
about state-society relations more generally, runs the risk of overemphasizing the unique
character of Indonesian civil service vis-à-vis civil service elsewhere and leans towards a
view on ‘culture’ as a bounded meaningful whole.
Having conducted research in Kupang’s government offices, which topped
Transparency International’s 2008 Corruption Perception Index, and having encountered
many instances of what might be perceived as ‘corrupt’ practices I would add another
objection to this neo-patrimonial explanation of corruption. (Neo)Patrimonial tendencies can
certainly be discerned in intra-office relations in Kupang. Chapter Five, for instance,
addressed institutionalized bapakism and the practice of balas-jasa, both of which might
support a view of civil service characterized by neo-patrimonial relations. However, what I
wish to highlight from such examples in which favors, support, promotions, and money are
exchanged are, first, the importance of relationships in Kupang and second, the centrality of
reciprocal obligations that characterize relationships in Kupang.
One thing that repeatedly came to the fore when asking how to ‘get things done’ in
Kupang was that relationships matter. In Chapter Three, young Lina, before having even
graduated from high school, obtained a temporary civil service position due to her influential
uncle. In Chapter Five, Valentino, an ambitious career civil servant, used his closeness to the
mayor to acquire promotions others would have to wait longer for. Contractors, furthermore,
try to build ‘good relations’ with Public Works committees. Politicians, additionally, create
imagined ethnic communities to forge a sense of closeness. I have argued that relationships
matter because of their implication of (balanced) reciprocal returns. Being close to someone
–having social capital- creates the expectation of reciprocal returns –whether in the form of
economic, social, or cultural capital. Conversely, offering someone something opens up the
possibility of a new ongoing reciprocal relationship -exchanging some form of capital for
new social capital. Therefore, the formation and maintenance of relationships are informed
by the three-part rhythm of reciprocity, which makes reciprocity or gift-giving imperative in
understanding how to ‘get things done’ in Kupang. Following from this, ‘ethnicity’, which is
a popular marker for social difference in Kupang, is useful only insofar as it can be translated
into social capital.
As discussed in Chapter Two in relation to the ‘book of donations’, reciprocal
obligations come to the fore most clearly in the ‘generalized’ reciprocity of family networks.
However, as I showed, this logic is mirrored in other contexts as well: the balanced
reciprocity of hierarchical office balas jasa, the negative reciprocity of post-elections
unreturned favors, the reciprocity tied to recognition among political class members during
elections, or politicians’ attempts at gaining reciprocal returns from non-political class
members without intending to recognize them as political subjects. In civil service, this
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reciprocal logic of family networks is supported not only ‘from above’ by an infusion of
family analogies in the Indonesian bureaucratic apparatus in general that stress hierarchy,
loyalty and an adherence to form, as we have seen in Chapter Five , but also ‘from below’
through importance put on family and intra-familial reciprocal practices in Kupang.
This does not mean that ‘corruption’ does not exist or is never worried about.
Anderius, for instance, suffered a little ‘moral breakdown’ (Zigon 2007) in Chapter Four
when family members asked for his help in getting a civil service job. Feeling the pull of
both obligations towards his family and a desire to follow office rules, he was not sure how
to properly respond. Regional Secretary Jonas, in contrast, gladly helped his family members
obtain a position in civil service when faced with a similar dilemma. In his view, family
obligations override office rules. Some instances of corruption are, I claim, better explained
as forming a part of existing relationships and the reciprocal obligations, which form a part of
relationships. Therefore in order to get a better grasp of ‘corrupt practices’ in civil service in
Kupang, it is necessary to take into account the embeddedness of reciprocal obligations in its
local social fabric.
This embeddedness is specifically clear in a provincial town such as Kupang. As
mentioned previously, in Kupang everybody can quickly make some form of connection to
everybody else, for instance via family lines, church, or alumni asociations. Creating –or,
rather, strengthening already existing- relationships as a means to get a civil servce job or
construction project is easier than it would be in the larger Gesellschafts of metropoles
Jakarta or Surabaya. Conversely, reciprocal demands made by relations are more inescapable
as well. Although I argue that this thesis’ focus on the formation and maintenance of
relationships and the reciprocal obligation that are a part of relationships offers important
insights into ‘getting things done’ that exceed the spatial confines of Kupang, the visibility of
the entrenchedness of reciprocal obligations does suggest its particular analytical use in
provincial town settings.
Nevertheless, although a focus on the embededdness of reciprocal obligations in
networks helps understand what fuels some of the ‘actual practices’ in and around
government offices in provincial town Kupang, this does not mean that everyone in Kupang
is included in cozy networks of reciprocal returns. On the contrary, the formation and
maintenance of relationships and reciprocity also work to exclude. Most of this thesis
highlighted members of the state dependent political class (Vel 2008) to whom dealing with
relationships and reciprocal obligations ensured a continued inclusion in political class ranks,
or even a move up towards the political elite segment. However, Chapter Seven on the 2008
gubernatorial elections addressed interaction between the political class and those outside it,
and showed how reciprocal ties are confined to political class circles and therefore work as a
mechanism of exclusion of non-political class members. In short, whereas interactions within
the political class are driven by reciprocal obligations and take on the character of gift
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exchanges, interactions between the political class and those outside it take on the character
of commodity exchanges. Because of this, political class members display their nonrecognition, and exclusion, of those outside the political class.
‘Actual practices’ that contradict a state image of wholeness and coherence can thus be
understood when taking into account the role of reciprocal obligations in relationships.
Getting closer to a possible way of relating the ‘actual practice’ tier to the ‘state image’ one,
it is, furthermore, imperative to see how adherence to form opens up space not only for a
continuation of corruption, but also for new forms of corrupt practices to emerge. The
clearest examples of this are given in Chapter Six on the tendering process at Public Works.
Sticking to the form of regulations is carried out to the point where a misplaced comma is
reason enough to disqualify a contractor from the bidding process. When looking past the
apparent adherence of form as expressed in the bidding books, however, it becomes clear that
good relations and money still matter in the informal bidding process, and that, moreover,
this need of appearance of adherence to official rules has given Public Works officials –and
anti-corruption agency employees- new opportunities for engaging in corrupt practices.
The irony is that those aspects that help continue corruption and enable new forms of
corruption –adherence to form, importance of hierarchy, loyalty to networks, and
subordination to superiors- are also ideals that form part and parcel of proper bureaucratic
propriety. In the various civil servant preparatory trajectories discussed in Chapter Four, civil
servants are taught to follow office rules, regulations and routines; are supposed to follow
orders from superiors; and are constantly reminded of their unity as a Corps. The disciplinary
techniques employed to produce proper civil servants therefore unintentionally also prepare
civil servants for bapakism and balas-jasa and other kinds of ‘corrupt’ practices.
Now I will return to my proposed question of why corruption persists despite changes in
the national legal framework, and, more importantly, my paradox of how a ‘state image’ of
wholeness and coherence is maintained when actual practices often contradict this image.
Available ethnographic analyses have thus shown that structural changes aimed at curbing
corruption have not unequivocally led to a decrease in corrupt practices (Choi 2004; SchulteNordholt 2004; Kristiansen and Ramli 2006). In many ways, this thesis provides new
examples to buttress these findings. However, it also hopes to provide a new analytical
viewpoint that helps explain why structural changes do not necessarily lead to corresponding
practices and how such changes can, in fact, help perpetuate corrupt practices, by drawing on
Yurchak’s (2006) concept of performative shift. To recap, in his description of late-Soviet
socialism Yurchak shows how the performative dimension of authoritative speech and
discourse took precedence over its constative meaning. The constant replication and
reiteration of form opened up the possibility of a disconnect between performative and
constative dimension. This performative shift left the performative dimension of authoritative
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discourse quite empty of its constative meaning, while also enabling new opportunities for
meaning making.
I suggest that looking at ‘actual state practices’ and ‘state image’ (Migdal 2001) in terms
of a performative shift helps explain why corruption persists, and also how adhering to and
maintaining a state image enables a continuation of corruption. I propose to view the various
examples given throughout this thesis of adherence to office rules or maintaining a state
image of coherence, such as the visual displays of hierarchy, the minutely stipulated office
procedures, and the importance of proper form of documents, as examples of a performative
dimension of authoritative bureaucratic discourse that has become unhinged from its
constative meaning. What structural changes, in particular all anti-KKN efforts, have brought
about is a further emphasizing of the importance of adherence to form, while actual practices
still run counter to the constative dimension of that form. Although it will still take thorough
historical research to see if Indonesia has indeed experienced a performative shift similar to
the one Yurchak describes took place during late-Soviet socialism, I contend that for now it
offers a means to understand how the upholding of state image is imperative to a
continuation of corrupt practices.
Something left to address is whether I am making the type of claims about ‘culture’ that I
previously disagreed with when discussing neo-patrimonial approaches to state-society
relations. I claim that many of the corrupt practices in Kupang’s civil service can be better
understood when seeing them as part of more general reciprocal obligations which are
embedded in Kupang’s local social fabric. By doing this, I run the risk of falling into the
same cultural trap I tried to avoid. However, I suggest that the importance of networks and
implied reciprocal obligations that blur state-society boundaries are not something limited to
Kupang, but can provide an interesting way of analyzing ‘how to get things done’ elsewhere
as well. Ethnographic analyses from Africa have shown the use of such an approach there
(see for instance Smith 2001; Smith 2006), but it would be interesting to see how a focus on
the merits of relationships translate to corruption in ‘Western’ bureaucratic contexts, for
instance, the Cologne metro scandal, Dutch Bouwfraude (construction fraud), or the role of
soft money in US political campaigning. As such, I hope this thesis does not exoticize civil
service in Kupang, but, rather, helps promote an anthropological project that, as Joel Robbins
proposes, stresses a focus on the formation of relationships (Robbins 2003: 10).
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Appendix 1: Candidates and capital

In the race for the position of governor and vice-governor during the 2008 East Nusa
Tenggara gubernatorial elections three candidate couples were cleared by the General
Elections Committee to run. The Golkar Party supported the candidate couple consisting of
Ibrahim Agustinus Medah and Paulus Moa, better known under their packages’ acronym of
Tulus. 103 Medah boasts an impressive resume as an upper echelon civil servant. He started his
career as a vice- district head in West Rote and had been the regency head of the Kupang
regency for two consecutive periods before joining the gubernatorial elections. He also has a
long involvement in various Protestant church organizations. Furthermore, he has been the
regional chairman of the East Nusa Tenggara Golkar council since 2004. Medah is from the
Rote Ndao regency. His running mate Paulus Moa is a Catholic who is born in the regency of
Flores Sikka. Similar to Medah, Moa is also an upper echelon civil servant. He started out in
civil service in Sikka to which he returned in 1998, after having taken up various civil service
positions in Irian Jaya and East Timor, as regency head. After this, Moa became the vicechairman of East Nusa Tenggara’s provincial parliament.
Partai Demokrasi Indonesia –Perjuangan (PDI-P) supported the second candidate
couple: Frans Lebu Raya and Esthon Foenay’s Fren. 104 Frans Lebu Raya is a Catholic from
the East Flores regency. He holds a Bachelor’s Degree from Kupang’s Nusa Cendana
University. His occupational background differs slightly from that of most other candidates.
Although officially a civil servant, Lebu Raya built his career in teaching. He started out as a
teacher at a junior high school, but moved on to lecture at Kupangese universities and
academies. Eventually he became the vice-chairman of East Nusa Tennggara’s provincial
parliament in 1999 followed by, in 2003, the position of vice-governor of the province. Lebu
Raya has also been strongly involved in various NGOs and has been particularly active in
topics such as STI and HIV prevention. His running mate Esthon Foenay is a Kupang-born
Protestant. He holds a Master’s Degree and has held various upper echelon civil service
positions on provincial level. He has been involved in various church-related organizations.
An interesting side-note regarding Esthon Foenay is that he has been a long-time Golkar
Party affiliate before switching allegiances to PDI-P for the 2008 gubernatorial elections. 105
The weak link between candidates and political parties in current Indonesian direct district
103

Tulus means ‘sincere’ and is very creatively assembled out of the names of the candidate couple. All
candidate couples used acronyms based on borrowing syllables out of their own names. I found Tulus to be one
of the more far-fetched ones.
104
Fren is a derivation of the English word ‘friend’. Fren also happened to be the name of a popular mobile
phone network provider of which posters were visible throughout Kupang.
105
In fact, Foenay was one of out of three Golkar Party candidates considered to run in Kupang’s 2006 mayoral
elections.
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head elections has already been noted by Michael Buehler and Paige Tan (2007). Reasons for
PDI-P’s acceptance of a candidate who has been aligned with its most important opponent is
not hard to guess.
The Foenay family, namely, is somewhat of Timorese royalty. In the Dutch colonial
era the Foenays, namely, held the royal title of sub-king (fetor) for the principality Foenay
which was a part of the larger united principality of Kupang. Although the former kings do
not hold any official political or administrative offices anymore, many former royal families
remain united in national and regional organizations that center around a main focus of
preserving culture and tradition. In recent years after regional autonomy, however, various
royal families have also tried to convert their former ‘traditional legitimacy’ (Weber 1958)
into current political success. During some interviews I conducted with members of the
Foenay family in 2007 it became clear that the Foenay family planned to do exactly this.
Ferdinand Foenay and his wife Jeane Foenay showed me around their compound, told me
how much land the Foenay used to own, and explained about the former relationships
between the Foenay and their subordinates. They claimed that the Foenay name was still a
revered and respected one and, furthermore, expressed the hope that their traditional good
reputation and royal lineage would evoke political support from former subordinates. They
were very willing to support the family’s efforts of obtaining district head positions with
financial means. Since the implementation of direct district head elections the Foenay have
managed to get members of their clan to join in various elections. Alexander Foenay (a
cousin of Esthon) joined the 2007 mayoral elections in Kupang. Ruben Foenay (another
cousin), at the time vice-regent, ran in the 2008 Kupang Regency elections as a candidate for
Golkar Party. Furthermore, Ed Foenay (yet another cousin), who is currently a member of
East Nusa Tenggara parliament for political party Gerindra, plans to join the upcoming 2012
mayoral elections. Esthon Foenay’s royal pedigree combined with the family’s financial
support thus helps explain PDI-P’s acceptance of a long-time Golkar Party affiliate.
The final package to gain acceptance into the 2008 gubernatorial elections was
106
Gaul of Gaspar Parang Ehok and Julius Bobo with the support of a coalition consisting of
Partai Pemegak Demokrasi Indonesia (PPDI), Partai Kebangkitan Bangsa (PKB), Pelopor,
and Partai Nasional Benteng Kerakyatan Indonesia. Gaspar Parang Ehok is a Flores
Manggarai-born Catholic. He obtained a Master’s Degree at a German university. As most
candidates, his occupational background is in civil service. After having been the Regency
Head of Flores Manggarai he occupied various upper echelon positions in provincial civil
service. Running mate Julius Bobo, in contrast, was the only accepted candidate with a
background in business. Born in Protestant Sumba, Bobo moved to Jakarta and obtained a
Master’s Degree. He stayed in Jakarta and worked for various private sector companies and
eventually engaged in various political endeavors there. In 2005 he returned to Sumba to join
106

Gaul means ‘cool’.
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the West Sumba direct district head elections as PDI-P’s candidate but lost. According to
Vel, even though Bobo as a former businessman had plenty of economic capital he was
unsuccessful due to his lack of (local) social capital (Vel 2008: 201-235).
Before assessing differences between packages and candidate couples in terms of
capital (see also Table 1), it is worth noting some striking similarities. All candidates of the
three accepted packages were middle-aged men, most of who have held upper echelon
positions in civil service and/or have held significant political positions. No women and no
one under the age of forty-eight were included in any of the accepted packages. With the
exception of Julius Bobo, all candidates were bureaucrats. Also, no Muslim candidate was
part of any of the eight packages that initially enlisted at KPUD. Following Vel (2008: 216219), nevertheless, differences between candidates can be discerned when assessing them on
various forms of capital.
As we have seen throughout this thesis social capital is a prerequisite for reciprocal
returns, which in elections take on the form of financial contributions or votes. Looking at
the three candidate couples two types of, perhaps unlikely, social capital immediately
emerge, namely, those of ‘ethnicity’ and ‘religion’. I propose to view ethnicity and religion
as social, instead of cultural or symbolic, capital based on my conversations with ‘success
team’ members, party affiliates, and candidates. As mentioned in Chapter Seven, I was told
repeatedly by these members of the political class how the constituency 107 was not ready yet
for democracy. ‘The people’, as was explained to me, voted for ‘emotional’ reasons and
preferred to give their vote to candidates with a similar ethnic or religious background.
Making an ‘ethnic connection’ or religious link with voters was therefore a strategic way of
establishing a large new network of voters. These assumptions on motivations for voting
were strategically translated into the creation of packages consisting of candidates with
different religious and ethnic backgrounds. All packages consisted of one Protestant and one
Catholic candidate. All packages, additionally, consisted of candidates who represented
different islands. All packages had a candidate from Flores. Tulus, furthermore, had Medah
from Rote, Fren had Foenay from Timor, and Gaul had Bobo from Sumba. Not surprisingly,
no candidates from the smaller East Nusa Tenggara islands such as Savu, Solor, or Alor were
represented. In this attempt to appeal to voters’ emotionally charged motivations for voting
‘ethnic’ communities became imagined in radically novel ways. As said in Chapter Seven,
even the most superficial reading of ethnicity, clans and kingdoms of the islands of presentday East Nusa Tenggara reveals great internal strife and intra-island differences (Schulte
Nordholt 1971; Fox 1977; Hägerdal 2007) This creating of imagined ‘ethnic’ communities
(Anderson 1983) based on island of origin thus seems to be a peculiar ‘modern’ strategy in
East Nusa Tenggara politics. Presenting a package with candidates from disparate island
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therefore serves as a means to create closeness –social capital- to a new kind of ‘ethnic’
network.
I have previously discussed post-election balas-jasa practices, or the returning of
favors that were granted to a candidate at the time of elections to career civil servants,
political parties or businessmen. Another form of social capital thus consists of members of
the inner circle of the politic class: those department heads that can help persuade
subordinates into voting for a certain candidates, those political parties or members of parties
that enabled a candidate’s acceptance, and those contractors and other businessmen that help
sponsor campaigns. Tulus’ Medah’s long entrenchment in the Kupang regency civil service
earned him the loyalty of that regency’s civil service. Both Tulus and Fren, who due to their
backing of big political parties were more likely to win than Gaul, were supported by local
companies and businessmen. This is why I rate Gaul lower on my assessment of candidate
couples’ capital.
Local companies and businessmen show their support by contributing money,
therefore these forms of social capital cannot be distinguished entirely from economic
capital. In Chapter Seven I gave a tentative overview of the sources of financial support for
the three candidate couples. To recap, Tulus and Fren appear to have received greater
financial support than Gaul. Despite having the only businessman in a candidate couple,
Gaul seemed mostly dependent on small donations given by individual supporters in
Kupang, something that also came to the fore in the lack of Gaul posters, flyers and stickers
throughout Kupang. Because of this, Gaul receives no credits for economic capital in Table
1.
With regards to cultural capital, all candidates held university Degrees. Tulus’ Medah
was well-known in Kupang as the head of the wider Kupang regency, which gave him a
slight advantage in bureaucratic experience over the other candidates. Fren’s Lebu Raya’s
involvement with NGOs and HIV prevention was often praised. Gaul’s Bobo’s experience as
a businessman was appreciated as a welcome counterbalance to the bureaucrats. Overall,
however, when assessing and comparing the candidates’ economic, social, and cultural
capital there is no clear difference between Tulus and Fren with regards to a decisively more
convincing composition of capital. Gaul, nevertheless, already lags behind. If we,
nevertheless, add symbolic capital, as legitimate competence or authority (Bourdieu 1986:
245; Bourdieu 1989:17), clearer differences emerge.
First of all, Fren’s Foenay status as belonging to a fetor family gave him a kind of
prestige which none of the other candidates had. Esthon Foenay notably demonstrated his
royal heritage, among other things by actively participating in Indonesian royal raja
networks and promoting the preservation of culture and tradition. During the elections jokes
circulated on cell phones regarding Foenay and his claim to royal lineage, portraying him as
a hansip, an unpaid village security keeper. Such a security keeper has some government196

given authority but receives no formal salary. Although a hansip might pretend to be a
government official he is generally considered an imitator of official authority at best. By
comparing Foenay to a hansip the joke reminds the listener that Foenay comes from a fetor
(head of a principality) family, instead of a raja (royal) family. His claim to traditional
authority based on his family’s former royal status is therefore nothing but an imitation of the
real traditional authority held by rajas. Even though ridiculed, such jokes nevertheless
indicate that Foenay’s claim to royal status was widely recognized, earning the Fren couple
extra credits for symbolic capital.
Whereas Foenay drew on a more ‘traditional’ normative sphere to increase his status,
the anti-KKN discourse offered a very valuable ‘modern’ source of symbolic capital, namely
that of having a reputation of being ‘clean’ (bersih) and ‘free from KKN’ (bebas dari KKN).
In an era of direct district head elections, candidates put great effort into upholding a clean
image. In their ‘vision and mission’ booklets and pamphlets, all packages in NTT’s
gubernatorial elections stressed their aversion to KKN and their commitment to fighting
corruption and promoting Good Governance.
As mentioned in Chapter Seven, Gaul stated in their ‘vision’ that, ‘government
bureaucracy has to appear clean and authorative with the paradigm of good and clear
governance’ 108, and dedicated a special section on how KKN can be eradicated in their view.
Fren promoted as one of its points a revision of the system of law and justice and the,
‘development of a culture of law to a realization of a governance which is clean and free
from KKN’. 109 Tulus also supported the eradication of KKN. Interestingly, Tulus’ flyer also
dedicated half of their flyer refuting ‘slanderous claims’ made against their candidate Medah.
During his reign as regency head of Kupang, namely, Medah had been accused of being
corrupt on several occasions (Tempo 21/07/2007; Tempo 10/10/2007). In their flyer Tulus
vehemently denies these accusations and stresses how investigations have cleared Medah of
all blame.
Whether or not Medah was indeed as ‘clean’ as he claimed and whether or not the
other candidates were as free from involvement in corruptive practices as they claimed is not
necessarily relevant. It is hard to imagine any candidate being completely ‘clean’ in an
environment where ‘saying thanks with money’ or ‘answering a service’ is polite, especially
in the field of politics. What is important, however, is that accusations of involvement in
corruption have become a strategic tool in tainting opponents’ reputation by attracting media
attention, instigating investigations, fuelling everyday gossip about the elections, and
forfeiting the possibility of accumulating valuable symbolic capital, which is why Tulus
scores lowest on my assessment of candidate couples’ capital (Table 1). In this case the
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statement made on Tulus’ flyer holds true that, ‘slander is worse than murder.’ 110 Although
Tulus and Fren thus had similar scores for economic, social, and cultural capital, the addition
of symbolic capital adds some crucial credits for the Fren candidate couple, resulting not
only in a higher score on the assessment of capital of the three candidate couples but also in a
more balanced composition of capital.
Forms of capital
Fren

Tulus

Gaul

Economic

Social

Cultural

Symbolic

Frans Lebu Raya

+

+

+

0

Esthon Foenay

+

+

+

+

Agustinus I. Medah

+

+

+

-

Paulus Moa

+

+

+

0

Gaspar P. Ehok

0

+

+

0

Julius Bobo

0

-

+

+

Table 1: Composition of capital candidate couples
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Total

7

5

3

Summary

This thesis is based on fieldwork conducted over the course of twelve months between 2007
and 2010 in city level government offices in the Eastern Indonesian town of Kupang. The
PhD project resulting in this thesis is part of a larger KNAW-funded research program, 111
titled ‘In Search of Middle Indonesia’, which focuses on the geographical space of the
provincial town, one that is particularly affected by recent post-Suharto structural changes,
and that has often been neglected in favor of the commanding heights of the metropolitan
city or of the small village. Kupang is a state dependent town, and had the dubious honor of
being perceived as Indonesia’s most corrupt town in a 2008 Transparency International
Corruption Perception Index.
Discontent with the rampant corruption surrounding president Suharto and his cronies,
and cries for governmental reforms colored the Reformation protests in Indonesia in the late
1990s. Since then, a great number of structural reforms have been realized. In ‘Good
Governance’ fashion, Indonesia has seen the implementation of regional autonomy and direct
district head elections, and has witnessed many changes in the national legal framework
aimed at decreasing corruption. Nevertheless, available ethnographic analyses have shown
that structural changes aimed at curbing corruption have not unequivocally led to a decrease
in corrupt practices (Choi 2004; Schulte-Nordholt 2004; Kristiansen and Ramli 2006). It
seems as if along with the shift of power from center to regions, the unholy trinity of ‘KKN’
(the Indonesian acronym for corruption, collusion, and nepotism) has similarly moved
downwards. It is this question of persistent corruption amidst changes in the national legal
framework that this thesis hopes to shed some light on.
In many ways, this thesis provides new examples to buttress these findings. However,
it also hopes to provide a new analytical viewpoint that helps explain why structural changes
do not necessarily lead to corresponding practices and how such changes can, in fact, help
perpetuate corrupt practices. This question concerning the persistence of corruption is part of
a more general paradox that has guided this thesis, which concerns how a state image of
wholeness and coherence is maintained when actual office practices often contradict this
image. This research, therefore, continues recent analytic trends among social scientists
focusing on state-society dynamics that distinguish a ‘state idea’/‘state image’ from a ‘state
system’/‘actual practices’ (Abrams 1988; Migdal 2001). In short, instead of viewing statesociety relations in terms of distinct entities of ‘state’ and ‘society’ separated by an elusive
boundary, this thesis focuses on the discrepancy between a state image and contradictory
social practices. In addressing this issue this thesis pays specific attention to corrupt practices
111
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as an example of everyday office practices that contradict a ‘state image’ of wholeness. As a
part of this attention to corrupt practices this thesis, furthermore, aims to refute an
assumption, popularly held in Kupang’s discourse on corruption, that ethnicity and ethnic
favoring decide political-economic logics.
I focused on the ‘actual practices’ tier by conducting an ethnography of bureaucracy
in city level government offices in Kupang, asking three fairly straightforward questions:
how to become a civil servant, how to get a construction project, and how (not) to become
governor? In answering these questions I make use of Bourdieu’s concept of various sorts of
capital (Bourdieu 1986). In order to recognize how to ‘get things done’ in Kupang, it is
helpful to look at the accumulation and exchange of money, connections, and education.
What this dissertation hopes to show is that, first of all, the accumulation and exchange of
capital that facilitates ‘getting things done’ hinges on the logic of reciprocal obligations that
are implied in social networks. Although this comes to the fore most clearly in family
networks, I claim this same logic is mimicked in other types of social networks. Secondly,
ethnicity (a popular marker for social differences) is analytically useful only insofar as it can
be transformed into social capital.
Ultimately, however, this dissertation aims to relate the ‘actual practices’ tier to the
‘state image’ one to understand how a state image of coherence and control remains in place
despite practices that contradict or taint such an image. In other words, I look at the social
practices that help maintain a state image of wholeness which, in turn, enables social
practices that counter that image. Using Alexei Yurchak’s (2006) concept of ‘performative
shift’ I argue that those efforts that uphold and maintain a coherent state image also,
unintentionally, facilitate a continuation of the (corrupt) practices that contradict this image. I
propose to view the various examples given throughout this thesis of adherence to office
rules or maintaining a state image of coherence, such as the visual displays of hierarchy, the
minutely stipulated office procedures, and the importance of proper form of documents, as
examples of a performative dimension of authoritative bureaucratic discourse that has
become unhinged from its constative meaning. What structural changes, in particular antiKKN efforts, have brought about is a further emphasizing of the importance of adherence to
form, while actual practices still run counter to the constative dimension of that form.
Therefore, a third conclusion this dissertation draws is that ‘corrupt’ practices are actually
facilitated by a well-disciplined adherence to the form of bureaucratic procedures -or perhaps
in a more Migdallian fashion, adherence to ‘state image’.
In short, this thesis claims that many of the corrupt practices in Kupang’s civil service
can be better understood when seeing them as part of more general reciprocal obligations
which are embedded in Kupang’s local social fabric. It therefore emphasizes the importance
of opening and maintaining relationships, via the exchange of various forms of capital.
However, I suggest that the importance of networks and implied reciprocal obligations that
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blur state-society boundaries are not something limited to Kupang, but can provide an
interesting way of analyzing ‘how to get things done’ elsewhere as well. As such, I hope this
thesis does not exoticize civil service in Kupang, but, rather, helps promote an
anthropological project that, as Joel Robbins proposes, stresses a focus on the formation of
relationships (Robbins 2003: 10).
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift is gebaseerd op veldwerk uitgevoerd in overheidskantoren op stadsniveau in
de Oost-Indonesische stad Kupang gedurende twaalf maanden tussen 2007 en 2010. Het PhD
project dat resulteerde in dit proefschrift is onderdeel van een groter onderzoeksprogramma,
gefinancierd door het KNAW, 112 genaamd ‘In Search of Middle Indonesia’, dat zich richt op
de geografische ruimte van de provinciale stad, een ruimte in het bijzonder beinvloed door
recente post-Suharto structurele veranderingen, en die vaak verwaarloosd is ten opzichte van
de grote metropool of het kleine dorpje. Kupang is een staatsafhankelijke stad, en had de
dubieuze eer te worden beschouwd als de meeste corrupte stad van Indonesie in een
Corruptie Perceptie Index van Transparency International.
Ontevredenheid met de heersende corruptie rondom president Suharto en zijn
kompanen, en een roep om regeringshervormingen kleurden de Reformatieprotesten in
Indonesie eind jaren negentig. Sinds die tijd zijn er een groot aantal hervormingen
doorgevoerd. In de trend van ‘Good Governance’ heeft Indonesie de invoering van regionale
autonomie en de directe verkiezing van districtshoofden gezien, and is getuige geweest van
vele veranderingen in het nationale juridische raamwerk, die als doel het verminderen van
corruptie hebben. Desalniettemin, beschikbare etnografische bevindingen hebben laten zien
dat structurele veranderingen gericht op het verlagen van corruptie niet ondubblezinnig tot
een afname in corrupte praktijken hebben geleid (Choi 2004; Schulte-Nordholt 2004;
Kristiansen and Ramli 2006). Het lijkt alsof samen met de verschuiving van de macht van het
centrum naar de regio’s, de onheilige drie-eenheid van ‘KKN’ (de Indonesische afkorting
voor corruptie, collusie, en nepotisme) ook neerwaarts is gedaald. Deze vraag betreffende
aanhoudende corruptie te midden van veranderingen in het nationaal juridisch raamwerk is
waar dit proefschrift licht op hoopt te schijnen.
Op vele wijzen verschaft dit proefschrift nieuwe voorbeelden om deze bevindingen te
ondersteunen. Echter, het hoopt ook een nieuw analytisch gezichtspunt te verstrekken dat
helpt te verklaren waarom structurele veranderingen niet per se leiden tot corresponderende
praktijken en hoe zulke veranderingen in feite corrupte praktijken kunnen helpen continueren.
De vraag aangaande aanhoudende corruptie is onderdeel van een meer algemene paradox dat
dit proefschrift heeft geleid, betreffende hoe een coherent en compleet state image in stand
kan worden gehouden wanneer actual practices hier vaak mee in tegenspraak zijn. Om deze
reden bouwt dit onderzoek voort op recente analytische trends onder sociale wetenschappers
die zich bezighouden met state-society dynamiek, en die een onderscheid maken tussen state112
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idea/state image en een state system/actual practices (Abrams 1988; Migdal 2001). Kortom,
in plaats van state-society relaties te zien als afzonderlijke entiteiten van state en society,
gescheiden door een ongrijpbare grens, richt dit proefschrift zich op de discrepantie tussen
een coherent en compleet state image en tegenstrijdige sociale praktijken. Bij het aanstippen
van deze problemen geeft dit proefschrift specifieke aandacht aan corrupte praktijken als een
voorbeeld van alledaagse kantoorspraktijken die een coherent state image tegenspreken. As
onderdeel van deze aandacht voor corrupte praktijken heeft dit proefschrift verder als doel
het weerleggen van een veronderstelling, populair in Kupang’s corruptiediscours, that
etniciteit en etnisch bevoordelen de politiek-economische logica bepaalt.
Ik richtte me op actual practices door een etnografie van de bureaucratie in
overheidskantoren op stadsniveau uit te voeren, en door drie vrij eenvoudige vragen te stellen:
hoe een ambtenaar te worden, hoe een constructieproject te krijgen, en hoe niet gouverneur te
worden? Voor het beantwoorden van deze vragen maak ik gebruik van Bourdieu’s concept
van verschillende soorten kapitaal (Bourdieu 1986). Om erachter te komen hoe ‘dingen
gedaan worden’ in Kupang is het nuttig om te kijken naar de accumulatie en uitwisseling van
geld, connecties, en opleiding. Dit proefschrift hoopt te laten zien dat, ten eerste, de
accumulatie en uitwisseling van kapitaal die het proces van ‘dingen gedaan krijgen’
vergemakklijken nauw verweven is met de logica van reciprocal obligations, impliciet in
sociale netwerken. Hoewel dit het duidelijkst naar voren komt in familienetwerken, beweer
ik dat deze zelfde logica nagevolgd wordt in andere soorten sociale netwerken. Ten tweede,
etniciteit (als een populaire markering van sociale verschillen) is alleen nuttig in zoverre het
getransformeerd kan worden tot social kapitaal.
Het uiteindelijke doel van dit proefschrift, desalniettemin, is het het koppelen van de
actual practices laag aan die van state image teneinde te begrijpen hoe een coherent en
compleet state image in stand blijft ondanks praktijken die een dergelijk image tegenspreken
en schaden.
In andere woorden, ik kijk naar de sociale praktijken die helpen een coherent en compleet
state image in stand te houden, terwijl dit image op haar beurt juist het soort social praktijken
mogelijk maakt die dit image tegenspreken. Gebruikmakend van Alexei Yurchak’s (2006)
concept van performative shift, beweer ik dat die inspanningen die een coherent en compleet
state image creeren en handhaven ook, onbedoeld, een continuering van de (corrupte)
praktijken die in strijd zijn met dit image mogelijk maken. I stel daarom voor de
verscheidene voorbeelden die worden gegeven in dit proefschrift betreffende het houden aan
de regels of handhaving van een coherent state image, zoals de visuele weergave van
hierarchische verhoudingen, de tot in detail voorgeschreven kantoorprocedures, en het belang
van de correcte vorm van documenten te beschouwen als voorbeelden van de performative
dimension van het gezaghebbende bureaucratische discours die losgeraakt is van hun
constative dimension. Wat structurele veranderingen, en in het bijzonder anti-KKN
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inspanningen, hebben bewerkstelligd is een verdere benadrukking van het belang van het
vasthouden aan vorm, terwijl actual practices in tegenspraak blijven met de constative
dimension van die vorm. Daarom is een derde conclusie van dit proefschrift dat ‘corrupte’
praktijken in feite worden gefaciliteerd door een goedgedisciplineerd vasthouden aan de
vorm van bureaucratische procedures –of, om bij Migdal’s concept te blijven, een
vasthouden aan state image.
Kortom, dit proefschrift beweert dat vele van de corrupte praktijken in Kupang’s
overheid beter begrepen kunnen worden wanneer ze beschouwd worden als onderdeel van
meer algemene reciprocal obligations die zijn ingebed in Kupang’s locale sociale grid. Om
deze reden benadrukt het het belang van het openen en onderhouden van relaties, via de
uitwisseling van verschillende soorten kapitaal. Desalniettemin, suggereer ik dat het belang
van netwerken en impliciete reciprocal obligations die de grenzen tussen state en society
vervagen niet beperkt zijn tot Kupang, maar ook een interessante kijk kunnen verschaffen op
‘hoe dingen gedaan te krijgen’ elders. Als zodanig hoop ik dat dit proefschrift de overheid in
Kupang niet exotiseert, maar een antropologisch project bevordert dat, zoals Joel Robbins
voorstelt, een focus op de formatie van relaties benadrukt (Robbins 2003: 10).
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